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ABSTRACT'

In the last two decades there have been efforts to advance human understanding of social

sources of flood vulnerability in an atternpt to reduce the high social and material costs of

flood events. This study explored social sources of vulnerability by exarnining both

community and institutional values and perspectives as they relate to flood risk and

mitigation in the Red Rivel Basin, Manitoba, Canacla. To that end, the following objectives

were considered:

¡ To review local mitigation decision-making processes, and describe the relative emphasis

on structural and non-structural measures in the Red River Basin

To explore identified mitigation activities and decision-rnaking processes within the

context of vulnerability reduction approaches to hazard management

To describe community and institutional perspectives, values, and perceptions of
vulnerability, and determine their roles in creating social vulnerability

To recommend how to counter some of the key sources of social r.ulnerability in the Red

River Basin based on the findings fiorn this research

The case study research was conducted in two small rural communities in the southetn part

of the Manitoba porlion of the Red River Basin; the communities were Ste. Agathe and

Emerson, Manitoba. Ste. Agathe is a small fi'ancophone town located 40 kilometers south of

the City of Winnipeg. It severely flooded in the Red River flood of 1997. Emerson is located

at the Canadian-American border, 90 kilometers south of Winnipeg. lt was spared inundation

in 1997 due to the ring dike that surrounds the town.

Qualitative rnethods were used for data collection at the individual and community level. A

community sutvey was conducted in both cornrnunities on flood-related issues, comuruuity

organization and decision-making. A srnaller goup of parlicipants fi'om each cotntnunity

parlicipated in a visual research rnethod in which they were asked to photograph objects /

places / people which syrnbolized community values i priorities or had special rneaning in the

context of living with the ongoing flood threat. Individual interviews were lield with each
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photography participant, and f-ocus groups were held within the two communities to validate

findings related to community perspectives and flood risk tnanagement.

Qualitative lnethods were also used to identify institutional values and norms related to floocl

lranagement decision-making in the Red River Basin. These methods included qualitative

analysis of documents related to flood risk rnanagentent, and key infonnant interviews with

representatives of agencies and institutions engaged in flood lnanagement issues in Manitoba.

ATLAS.ti (2000) qualitative software was used to fàcilitate data analysis.

Vulnerability fi'arneworks were applied to interpret community and institutional research

frndings and to identify key social, political, and economic factors that influence flood

vulnerability and the quality of mitigation decisions. An adaptation of the Pressure and

Release model (PAR) of disaster (Wisner, Blaikie, Cannon, and Davis, 2004; Blaikie,

Cannon, Davis, and Wisner,1994) was developed using identified contributors to

wlnerability in this context. The study revealed that r,ulnerability in the Red River Basin is

in parl the result of the inadequate interactions between communities and decision-making

autholities with regard to flood risk management, a dominance of institutional responses to

flood, and a dependence upon technocratic approaches in assessing ancl responding to flood

risk. Furlhennore, iclentified bariers to vulnerability reduction included a lack of political

leadership and commitment to flood vulnerability reduction over the long tenn, and

entrenched community and institutional beliefs about the respective roles of senior

goverrìment and communities in flood rnitigation which fail to promote resilient

communities.

Four recommendations were made on how to enhance capacities to reduce flood vulnerability

in this context. They included: address weaknesses in public perception of flood risk ancl the

role of stakeholclers in reducing vulnerability; expand the use of nonstructural tneasures

thr'ough irnproved leadership and use of more diverse tools for econotnic and social

assesslnent of mitigation alternatives; develop policies to enhance a proactive role for

government in r.'ulnerability reduction and to provide incentives to local communities to take

responsibility for the assessment and addressing of local wlnelabilities, and; ensure long
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tenn political commitment that will provide both a vision and funding for flood rnitigation

and vulnerability reduction activities in the Red River Basin. These conclusions highlight the

need f'or concefted efforts to addless social, economic and political contributors to flood

vulnerability in the Recl River Basin if communities are to become more resilient to f.lood

hazard.
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CF{APTER 1 : ¡F{TRODUCT'¡ON

1.X The reseanch problem

In Canacla the hurnan desire to occupy tìoodplains, putting 1ifè and ploperly at risk, has

resulted in ahigh level of 'u'ulnerabilityto flood (del-oe,2000). Recent large scale floods in

Canada have served as a reminder that vulnerability to this lype of hazard remains significant

even in the face of enhanced communications, advancements in the science of prediction, and

considelable financial and technological investment in costly infìastructule to protect hutnan

settlements. Floods have been widespread throughout Canada, draining the tax base both

federally and in individual provinces, and causing business disruption and econotnic stress.

Floocls have also strained social support systerns, causing immeasurable stress and disruption

to rnany farnilies and communities, and, resulting in properly and infrastructure damages,

injuries, ancl even deaths (Pearce, 1997; Moruis-Oswald, Simonovic and Sinclair, 1998;

deloe, 2000; Moris-Oswald, 200i). There is no evidence that the trend will discontinue, and

the implications of global wanning fol increasedhazard events fuel concern about ftrture

flood disasters. There are also concelns about continued growth and developrnent in

fìoodplains interfering with natural systems and ecological processes (de Loe, 2000) and

highlighting that human behavior is a contributor to the problern of flooding. In general,

unsustainable land uses and development practices may often make a sizeable contribution to

floods, and may increase vulnerability to disaster through promotion and adoption of

unsustainable survival and coping strategies in the face of a flood hazard (Uribe, Shigeo,

Cuero, Franklin and Girot, 1999).

Flood events becorne actual disasters for many reasons, some relatecl to the physical

characteristics of the flood (size. duration, etc), and others related to human / social factors.

Disasters are priniarily defìned according to the vulnerability of hurnan groups that are

exposed to the event. That vulnerability is in tum affected or detetmined by a number of

factors. Two fi'equently-cited categories of factors include the level of 'risk' at that location

(particularly the probability of occurrence of the hazatd event and likelilioocl of clamage) and

conditions that contribute to social i,ulnerability.
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'social vulnerability' as a tenn includes a wide range of social, economic and political

sources of vulnerability within a community or society (Blaikie, Cannon, Davis and Wisner,

1994). Social vulnerabiliTy to hazard is most easily understood in the context of the

cleveloping world where for exarnple, poverly, population growth, and rnarginalization of

some groups within society lnean: 1) people live in less secure physical envit'onments; and,

2) they have less access to resources should ahazard event occur. It is thus not surprising that

much research on vulnerability has been done in poor nations. In a general sense, the

vulnerability approach has as a goal to identify the (often) more subtle processes that can

both directly or indirectly influence loss and hardship arnong human groups exposed to a

hazard. They include for exarnple, the nature of people's relationship with the environment,

local knowledge of the hazard,local adaptive strategies, local decision-rnaking processes,

and the role of power'ful institutions in detennining the interpretation of ancl response to

disaster, including distribution of risk. These processes are highly cotnplex and exist at

multiple scales. These are also the same processes that are frequently overlooked in decision-

rnaking when expedient solutions to flood risk are sought and adopted by decision-makers.

They also can limit or enhance communities' capacities to be sustainable.

Hazards such as floods are managed within a broad context of social, political and economic

forces. For example, economic and political forces at multiple scales may be iniplicated in

encouraging livelihood activities in hazardous zones like floodplains. At the intemational

policy level, there are intemational agreements (such as the Boundary Waters Treaty between

Canada and the United States) that urge multi-partisan cooperation in developing hazard

rnitigation strategies. Specific to flooding hazards, at national and legional levels there are

policies developed to manage, for example, development in fìood-prone zones. At a very

local level, flood level rnitigation activities rnay be focused upon either technocratic solutions

to risk, or upon broader holistic policies and strategies that seek to prolllote sustainable

communities. Such policies and activities, and the judgrnents and values upon which they ale

based, greatly influence r,ulnerability; they can provide incentives ol disincentives lelated to

how flood hazard is managed.
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Vulnerability has been defined in various ways within the literature, with the dehnition ofien

reflecting to a greater or lesser extent the cliscipline of the author. A definition of

'vulnerability' suitable to this research refers gener:ally to "characteristics of a person (or

group) in tenns of their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, and tecover fì'om the impact

of ahazard" (Blaikie, 1994,p.9). When people are wlnerable to a hazard it can threaten their

lives, livelihoods, properly, infrastructure, econofiric productivity, natural resources aucl

regional prosperity (Uribe et al., 1999). The responses they adopt to handle the risk can, in

tum, have long-tenn irnplications fol the sustainability of their communities.

In the last two decades there has been more attention to and analysis of vulnerability -
particularly social sources of vulnerability - in an attempt to reduce the high human ancl

lnaterial costs of flooding. Questions that are fundamental to vulnerability analysis include

y,ho and vthat are at risk and in what y¡ays (Natural Hazards Research and Applications

Workshop, 1999). This has precipitated a movement away from traditionalhazard stuclies

with theil f-ocus prirnarily on hazard agents and individual responses, to more consicleration

of the community level of response and adjustment (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). There are

attitudes at a community level that can encourage or discourage adoption of a wider range of

hazard management strategies (Tobin and Montz,1997) that need to be better understood to

address vulnerability.

For the pulposes of this research 'community' is best articulated through the notion of

connectedness to both a place and to the social webs that communities provicle. Friedman

(I996), in conducting research into the definition of comtnunity, quoted a respondent who

said "community is a state of mind, but it is intimately tied to public place. The sense of

comrnunity flourishes when the public place provokes pride and identity" (p.3). This

connection simultaneously to a common landscape and to fellow citizens (Beatley and

Manning, 1991) encapsulates the notion of community in both geographical and social tenns.

Fufthennore, the decision in this research to conduct much of the analysis at the cotntnunity

scale was influenced, in pafi, by the notion that a 'community' is the smallest rnanagerial unit

that can make independent and indivisible decisions relative to which adjustment to ahazard

ale adopted (Kates, l97l).
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in relation to exposure to risk, comrnunity ideology and activity influence inclividual

perceptions and behavior, and communities respond to hazards based upon the wider context

of conditions and pressures that exist - whethertheyare social, econotnic, political, or

cultural (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). These factors then are key to understancling how

members of communities organize to reduce their flood vulnerability, and what rnitigation

measures they adopt and which ones they reject.

Governments have a key role in managing r,ulnerability and response to hazards, whether

natural or human induced. Historically, public policy related tohazard management has

reflected eally flood hazard research practice. Its focus was on mitigation, preparedness,

Tesponse and recovery (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). This focus used much traditional science

(where causes and solutions are relegatecl to discrete measurable aspects of disciplinaly

inquiry) to predict the consequences ofhazards, to organize response plans, and develop

mitigation options, but it had sorne serious limitations. The chief lirnitation in the case of

flood hazard was that this appr'oach failed to reduce losses and hardship fi'om successive

floods. Perhaps this lirnitation existed (and exists)becausehazards, as agents of hatm, cannot

be perfectly understood, nor can the consequences of mitigation activities be leliably and

acculately predicted. Or, rnore irnporlantly, how people live, where they live, what they do,

and how they are likely to be in,pacted by a crisis are less dictated by science than by their

social circumstances including their values, culture, and worldview. Increasingly in

environmental literature, the objective aspects of hazards (primarily quantitative physical

sciences) and the subjective aspects (related to social science concems) are seen not so much

as dichotomous but rather as interwoven characteristics of complex human-natural systems

(Hewitt, 1997 , Stefanovic, 2000).

Vulnerability models, with their inclusion of social sources of vulnerability, work best where

the social circumstances of people are well-understood. Yet recognizingthat social factors

greatly influence hazard response does not ffrean they are easily identified and evaluated.

Social factols vary (to greater and lesser degrees) fiom community to comrnunity, culture to

culture - rnaking broad theoretical rnodels of behavior poor predictors of both human actions

and the likely impacts of a disaster. These factors are, however, crucial to a vulnerability
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approach to ltazard studies, especially at a local level. Vulnerability is thus highly contextual

(Jones and Shrubsole, 2001; SEI, 2002).

It is thlough talgeting social processes that vulnerability fi'arneworks atternpt to iclentify, and

begin to put into a context for understanding, the levels of risk and likely outcomes froln

hazard events. Yet, in Canada, typical assessments and responses to flood risk do not take

into account many sources of vulnerability. Decisions are made with reference to physical

sources of vulnerability, with limited consideration of r,ulnerability that results from social

processes and characteristics- such as commonly-held values, priorities, and problern-solving

strategies. It rnay well be that vulnerability is in fact exacerbated when community

characteristics are ignored ancl little consideration is given to mitigation options that include

social interventions; instead, shorl-sighted engineerecl structut'al approaches tend to clorninate

which, in the case of floodhazard, can encourage development in unsafe areas (Tielney,

Linciell ancl Pery, 200 1 ).

Mitigating flood lisk has traditionally been done in one of two fonns- through either

structural ol nonstructural measures. Curent flood management policy, and the common

application of cost benefit analysis in selection of mitigation options, comes down heavily in

favor of structulal measures as the alternatives of choice. Structural ûIeasures such as dikes,

leservoirs, darns, floodways etc., all modify natural processes and include construction of

control devices (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001) based upon engineering analyses. They are also

highly amenable to traditional cost benefit analysis. These structural measures are in contrast

to nonstructural ones which focus instead upon social interventions, attempting to niodify

human behavior within the hazardous environment in order to minimize darnages.

Nonstructural measures include such widely diverse activities as relocation of settlements,

land use regulations, insurance, education programs, and watning systerns. They ale otten

more dependent upon fostering a receptive community attitude with regard to flood damage

reduction and upon justifications that are not expressed in purely economic tenns. For

instance, justifications for new building restrictions in an area Ítay be difhcult to make in

traditional cost benefìt tenns. Yet the justification may be possible if the analysis applies a

longer time fi'ame and includes the enormous psychosocial costs of a large future flood.
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Conceptual frameworks and wlnerability typologies, which identify factors (including social

ones) contributing to vulnerability to hazard, have been developed (Winchester, 1992;

Blaikie et a1., 1994). These have helpecl in the analysis of vulnerability, inclucling attelnpts to

identify the complex causes and effects of r,'ulnerability beyond the mere physical fbrces at

play. Yet it is comrnon practice in Canada to address the physical aspect of flood hazarcls

without the social dirnension which leads to short-sighted unsustainable approaches with

potentially alanning long-tenn consequences.

1.2 Context of the research

The Red River Basin is a suitable site for this case study for several reasons. There is a long

history of flooding in the Red Rivel Valley; the communities along the Red Rivel recently

experiencecl the 1997 'flood of the centuly'with damages in excess of $600 million dollars

(Cnd), and there have been recent major flood mitigation decisions made. Fufthermore, the

International Red River Task Force provided repofis to the Atnerican-Canadian International

Joint Cornmission (IJC) in 2000 (lJC, 2000a; IJC, 2000b), which leviewed the events of the

1997 flood and made some vel'y specif,rc recommendations to improve flood preparation and

response on both sides of the border. They stated the necessity of further research into a

number of flood-related issues in the Basin including the imporlance of fostering fìood

resilience, and the implications of the 1997 flood on colnûtunity and social identity.

1.2.1 Flooding in the Red River Basin

Ma¡itoba is a prairie province located at the center of Canada. It has a population of

approximately 1 .14 million people, with over 670,000 living in the largest urban center,

Winnipeg. Historically, the Red River Settlernent, at the confluence of the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers, was settled in the early 1700's for the pulpose of conducting the

lucrative fur t¡ade. This was followed in the later 1800's by extensive immigation fi'om

Europe by pioneers in search of arable land. In the southern part of the province, the Red

River provided incentive for these early European settlements into the area (Haque, 2000), as

the river was a source of water for households and livelihood activities (particularly

agriculture) and initially served as a transportation route. Over many decades inhabitants
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along the Red River became accustomed to the threat of high water in the spring, but not total

inundation (Bumstecl, I 993).

Today most of the population of the province of Manitoba is originally fì'orn (ol clescended

fi'orn people who ernigrated frorn) various European countries. High nurnbers of Geunan-

speaking Mennonites and Hutterites live in many southern communities charactelized by

intensive agricultural production. Flench Canadian cornmunities also exist in areas of the

province, and there are alarge number of aboriginal (First Nations) people, settled in urban

centers and rural reserves. These settlements are predominantly in the nofthem areas of the

province.

The importance of water managernent in the province is exemplifìed by the fact that three-

quafters of Manitobans live in areas of the province known for their history of extensive

flooding (Manitoba Conservation, 2001). There are five principal rivers in the proviuce,

including the Red and Assiniboine rivers in the southern part of tlie province. The Red River

flows nofihwarcl, originating in Wahpeton, Nofth Dakota and flowing nofthward for 885 krn.

it meanders through North Dakota, nofiheastern Minnesota, and southern Manitoba to finally

encl at Lake Winnipeg. The Red River Basin has an unusually flat topogaphy. The river has

a slope of less than 0.1 m/km on average, and has a shallow riverbed. The result is that, under

flood conditions, waters spread largely unimpeded across the landscape. The Red River has

several tributaries, of which the Assiniboine River is the rnost signihcant. The drainage area

of the Red River increases from I 24,300 to 287,500 square kilometers where its tributalies

drain together.

The greatest concentration of damages in Manitoba fiom the 1997 flood occured between

the capital city of Winnipeg and the U.S. border to the south. This southern region

encompasses eight rnunicipalities along the Red River. While the extent of flooding in 1997

valied in eacl"r rnunicipality, the average amount of land areain each that was flooded was

43Yo (Buckland and Rahrnan, 1999). In the municipality that received the most clarnage in

1 997 (Ritchot), roughly half of the houses were damagecl fcirca 800] (Buckland and Rahtnan,

1999). There was one aboriginal reservation directly affected by the 1997 flood - Roseau
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River Filst Nation. They received extensive darnages; roughly 56% of the 204 homes on the

reserve were tlooded (CHMC, 2006).
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Location map for the Red River Basin. Map has been copied and adapted with permission from the Red River

Basin Decision Information Network (RRBDIN). htç://u,ww.rbdin.orgidatallidarjsp. February 23,2007.

Resale or further copying of this material is strictly prohibited.
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1 .2.2 Response s to flooding

In the last fifty years there have been six major floods, i.e., greater than 80,000 cubic feet per

second (cfs), in southern Manitoba - in 1950, 1966,1974,1979,1996, and 1997 (Doering,

1991).ln recent decades, as both the population and economic investment in Basin

communities have increasecl, residents of the valley have sought to plotect their properly ancl

livelihoods fi'om excessively high water levels through two key activities: artificial drainage

measures to quickly relnove water frorn agricultural land, and construction of structural flood

rnitigation lreasures to alter the flows of water away from populated aleas (particularly town

dikes). The latter community level initiatives are done under the leadership of the newly

named Water Control Infrastructure Section (WCIS), fonnerly Water Resources Branch, of

the newly created Manitoba Water Stewardship Department of the provincial govet'nment.

Even at a household level, it has become more conìmon to increase preparedness through

construction of small dikes, elevation of buildings above the 1O0-year flood level, or

construction of temporary sandbag dikes around homesteads during a flood event. This is in

some contrast to just hfty years ago, at which time removal of possessions and evacuations of

resiclents were the principal household flood darnage rnitigation strategies (Buckland and

Rahman, 1999). For example, after the 1997 flood, Water Resources Branch (now the WCIS)

supported and offered funds to assist residents in construction of private dikes ancl other

flood-proofing activities to bring private properties up to the 1997 flood line plus 0.6 rneters

(two feet) flood protection level.

\n 1991there were eleven southern communities with partial or complete permanent dike

systems, with ahnost an equal number of temporary ones put in place as the event unfolded.

Many of these communities now have pennanent town dikes. The City of Winnipeg was

saved fi'om extensive darnages in 1997 through the operation of the'floodway' arouncl the

city. This large infi'astructureploject, cornpleted in 1968, diverls floodwatels fi-oln theRed

River around the city in an altern ale 45 km channel, and deposits it north of the city limits

(Monis-Oswald, 2001). It is curently undergoing a rnajor expansion to bring flood

protection in the City to the 1/700 year flood level. In 2003-200{ the original budget fol the

expansion was $665 rnillion (Cdn), but the floodway authority recently had to increase
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funding by $ 135 rnillion to meet rising construction costs. The funding challenges are a result

of both dramatic cost hikes and a lack of full commitment by the Federal governltlent to pay

for half of the costs of the expansion. in tenns of structural rnitigation within the City, there

is also a system of prirnary and secondary dikes to protect physically vulnerable areas of the

city during flood conditions.

Existing flood planning strategies in Manitoba involve both structural tneasures and

organizational methods (Haque, 2000). These strategies became parlicularly dominant

following the 1950 flood which cost about $42 million [1950 dollars] (Burnsted, 1993), and

resulted in a total of 125,000 evacuations from both Winnipeg and southem communities

(Bumsted, 1997). Structural control works, under the auspices of the provincial govemment,

became a prevalent means of mitigating darnage in the Basin. After the 1950 flood, the 1958

Royal Commission on Flood Cost-Benef,rt Analysis was assigned the task of detetmitting

how to reduce future damages fi'om flood. They focused on sttuctural engineeling works ancl

traditional cost-benefit analysis in their assessment. Ultirnately a series of strategic tneasures

were proposed such as the impressive Red River Floodway, a diversion channel at the city of

Portage la Prairie to divefi Assiniboine River waters to Lake Manitoba, the Shellmouth

Reservoir on the Assiniboine River to provide water storage, r'ing dikes in some vulnerable

communities to the south, and extensive diking for the City of Winnipeg. Thlough the 1960's

and 70's these recon'lmendations came to fiuition. The structural measures were funded

through federal-provincial cost-sharing affangements. In some of the cost shaling

agreements, municipal governments also assumed approximately 5o/o of construction costs. In

all cases, the necessary engineering design work and supervision of construction were

underlaken by what is now WCIS (previously the Water Branch of Manitoba). In tlie years

following their construction they have served their purposes well, averling considerable

darnages and suffering.
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1 .2.3 lnstitutional arrangements for floodplain management

Floodplain lnanagement involves a rnultitucle of agencies in Manitoba, and all thlee levels of

government. Many only becorne involved in a flood crisis. WCIS (Water Resources Branch

in 1997) bears the bulk of responsibility, actually adrninistering rnultiple Acts with a wide

range of responsibilities such as forecasting, operation of the flood control works, monitoring

flows, dissemination of floodplain and flood information, and development and monitoring

of flood-proofing programs. WCIS also have a Regional Operations group that is responsible

for fìeld activities, enforcement of legislation, emergency response to floods and delivery of

services at a community level. It is the Regional Operations goup who provicle security to

diked communities and search and rescue operations. The key provincial Act they administer

is the Water Resources Administration Act, a very cornplex piece of legislation. One

imporlant provision of the Act since 1997 stipulates that there should be two-stage

inspections of buildings under construction in the floodplain to ensure they comply with

flood proofrng criteria set out by the province (1997 flood line plus 0.6 meters). Another key

plovision permits the Minister (of Watel Stewardship) to remove structures that do not

colfonn to flood-proofing criteria. However, politically, the removal of structures from

privately owned properly has never to date been seen as defensible (Whitney,1999).

The Dyking Authority Act, also administered by WCIS, gives powers to a Dyking

Cornrnissioner who is appointecl by the provincial government to supervise and inspect flood

defènce works specific to the City of Winnipeg. The City of Winnipeg Act also gives the

City Council general powers and duties to take action related to flood or other disaster. All

¡runicipalities, or specifically rnunicipal councils, are granted powers through the Municipal

Act whicli allows them to both take actions during tinies of emergency and enforce their owr-l

by-laws to regulate or plohibit activities or development in the floodplain. They are expectecl

to handle local crises, including flood events and damages, until they have exhausted their

own resources. At that point there are legislative provisions for them to formally seek

assistance from senior govetntnents.

Flood rnitigation falls under all three jurisdictions - federal, provincial, and municipal, with

the senior govefftments assuming alarge part of the cost for major structutal initiatives (such
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as those noted earlier) through vadous cost-sharing agreements. However, even with the

intensive construction of control works that characterizes the Red River Basin ancl other

regions in Canada, darnages have escalatecl with successive events, straining federal budgets.

Historically, it was in1975 that the fèderal government, out of frustration with escalating

flood darnages, began to seek a broader range of options to reduce and respond to floocl risks

other than exclusively stluctural ones. Hence, a fèderal Flood Damage Reduction Program

(FDRP) - under Environment Canada - was created, shifting the managernent emphasis fiorn

exclusively structural measures to include new initiatives in floodplain mapping and warning

systems, land acquisition, plus an expressed intent to 'encourage' local rnunicipalities to

enact floodplain regulations such as zoning regulations, building codes etc. These were non-

structural approaches. The federal govemrnent program also stipulated that it would not

build, approve, or f,rnance inappropriate development in the floodplain nor provide disaster

assistance for such development. However, according to Shrubsole (2000) failure to actually

enforce and nurture such activities as local floodplain regulations has been a serious

impecliment to flood mitigation in Canada generally; the Red River Basin was no exception

as seen in 1997 (Momis-Oswald, 2001).

Of additional concern is the fact that since the late 1990's, the FDRP has been essentially

defunct. No new level of govemment has assurned responsibility for floodplain management,

and there has been no comprehensive new flood management prograrn or vision put forwarcl

to replace the FDRP (Shrubsole, 2000). Institutional aruangements f-or floodplain

management rernain fi-agrnented across Canada (Shrubsole, 2000), contributing to flawed,

unsustainable decision-rnaking.

When it comes to emergency preparedness activities, Public Safety and Ernergency

Preparedness Canada (PSEPC) and its provincial counterpafts (such as Manitoba Emergency

Management Organization [MEMO]), have the most imporlant role to play in flood

lnanagement. The Emergency Measures Act empowers the Lieutenant Govemor in Council

to appoint an advisory committee to recommend emergency preparedness plans and

progïams (Haque, 2000) Assessment of darnages, compensation, and administration of the

Disastel Financial Assistance Arangements (DFAA) also fall uncler the jurisdiction of
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MEMO. The DFAA is a per-capita cost sharing fonlula (provincial-federal) f'or eligible

expenses f-ollowing a disaster. In 1997, MEMO administered the contentious progran"ì.

assessing damages ancl determining conrpensation al'rangements f-or both community

infi'astructure datnages as well as personal damages sustained by lesiclents.

After the 1997 flood, complaints and disputes about the plocess, afiìount, and nature of flood

damage compensation were cornmon (lJC, 1997; Monis-Oswald, 2001). Ill-will towards

government authorities was also compounded by a belief held by sotne residents south of the

floodway that operation of the floodway (to save Winnipeg) artifìcially raised water levels on

their plopefties, causing additional damages. Other resiclents resented the evacuation orders

requiring that they abandon their efforts to save their personal property (through rnaintaining

temporary dikes, purnping water, etc.) in order to cornply with the orders.

The task of preparing emergency response plans has been assigned to local govetnments by

the Manitoba govemment (Haque, 2000). Local goveffrments are also required to have a

cornmittee of community rnembers to advise on such a plan. Yet, according to Shrubsole

(2000), rnunicipal govemlnents have generally been excluded as meaningful partners in most

flood management plans, limiting local expertise. Local goveffüìents rarely have the

necessary resources to develop and irnplernent emergency plans. As a consequence, thele is a

cliffering range of preparation from community to community in the Basin (Wachira and

Sinclair', 2005). In general, comprehensive grassroots etnelgency ïesponse plans,

inrplernented at a community level, often suffer fiom a lack of investment, support, and

direction from senior governments (PERI, 2001). There is evidence of a need for senior

levels of govemrnent to supply ongoing supporl (both technical assistance and personnel) to

local communities if disaster reduction goals are to be realized (PERI, 2001).

The issue of multi-level partnerships, and specifically the role of public involvernent in

rnitigation clecision-rnaking in Manitoba, has recentiy come under scrutiny as a result of

research being conducted in the Red River Basin (Sinclair, Diduck, Monis-Oswald ancl

Olczyk,2003). Results suggest some dissatisfaction amongst residents of the Basin with

cunent floodplain lnanagement decision-making practices. The public appears desirous of a
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more active role in rnitigation decision-making. For example, there appears to be a

preference for more public consultation at the municipal level, consultation at all stages of

deliberation over vulnerability reduction strategies (not just the end), and more public

education on the issues critical to effective decision-making.

The above discussion of the context of flood and floodplain management in the Red River

Basin plovided a backdrop against which this research was conducted, as did the issues

raised in the aftennath of the 1997 flood. The 1997 flood event had been sourewhat

charactenzed by disagreements and conflict, not an uncoûtmon occurrence in Canada

(Haque, 2000); much of the conflict was between 'experts' within govemment agencies, and

the people of flood prone areas. It suggested a need to better understand the differing

perspectives of government agencies and community residents with regard to flood

vulnerability and how to rnitigate hann. The aftermath of 1997 was also followed by

significant efforls to try to understand what happened to cause the level of devastation seen,

and to improve planning capacities (lJC, 2000a; Manitoba Water Comn-rission, 1999).

Therefore at the onset of this research it was evident that there was a lack of a continuing

vision for sustainable floodplain management in Manitoba (and Canada), a discemable ancl

potentially wonisome dorninance of structural measures, and a lack of both the will and the

treans for addressing community and regional vulnerability to flood. This failure to address

some aspects of flood r,'ulnerability, and particulally social sources (as opposed to physical

sources) was the impetus for this research. In addition, as seen in this context, flood

management in the Basin, with highly complex institutional arangements, has not been able

to huly facilitate a cooperative mutual relationship between senior government decision-

rnakers, local municipalities, and Basin residents.

1.3 Research objectives

The pulpose of this resealch was to better understand the relationship between comtnunity

perspectives- beliefs, attitudes, values-, floodplain management and mitigation decisions in

the Basin, and comrnunity vulnerability to flood. The ernphasis from the outset was on

investigating social vulnerability as opposed to physical wlnerability to flood. While both

sogrces of vulnerability are seen to work in tandem to create the potential for a disaster to
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occur, social sources of vulnerability have not been given sufficient attention (Blaikie et al.,

1ee4).

This research considered such issues as cornlrunity priorities and vision for the future,

pelceptions of lulnerability, community activities related to flood management, how local

rnitigation decisions are rrade, institutional perspectives and values, and why structural

measures have such appeal. Particularly, linkages were sought between community and

institutional perspectives, values, and decision-making and how those linkages rnight create

vulnerability in this context. This research addressecl the problem of flooding through the

application of new knowledge about the social construction of r.ulnerability in the Manitoba

porlion of the Red River Basin.

To that end the following objectives were fulfilled.

Objectives:

1. To review local mitigation decision-making processes, and describe the relative
emphasis on structural and non-structural measures in the Red Rivel Basin

To explore identified rnitigation activities and decision-rnaking processes within the

context of vulnerability reduction approaches to hazatd management

To describe community and institutional perspectives, values, and perceptions of
vulnerability, and determine their roles in creating social vulnerability

To recommend how to counter some of the key sources of social vulnerability in the

Red River Basin based on the f,rndings from this research

Overview of research methods

The achievement of the above objectives was done through qualitative (Creswell, 1994)

lesearch. The creation of social wlnerability must be examined within a real world context.

The research required exploring multiple facets of social vulnerability and how they are

created and linked. The qualitative rnethods (e.g., interviews, photo elicitation) were of

particular value because the social vulnerability perspective relies heavily on context; it was

2.

aJ.

4.

x.4
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essential to use qualitative methods in attempting to understancl how Basin residents make

sense of community flood risk and respond to it. An interpretive approach (Maxwell. 1996)

was used, employing a systernatic analysis of text (e.g., conversation, written text, and

photos) to arive at an understandingand interpretation of how residents construct meatring

in their experiences of everyclay life. Ovelall, the study f-ocused on understanding flood

vulnerability by identifying not only how floodplain management decisions are made, but

more imporlantly, by exploring what social perceptions, values and assutnptions govern

community level beliefs about vulnerability and about related decision-making.

An interdisciplinary approach was adopted in this research because r,ulnerability to hazards is

found at the nexus of society, built environments, and extreme natural events. Vulnerability

is the result of cornplex and dynarnic interactions between natural, social, economic ancl

political systems, and cannot be viewed from the perspective of fragtnented disciplinary

thinking. It was therefore essential to use an interdisciplinary approach which values the

inclusion of a wide range of perspectives and sources of knowledge to examine complex

problems. Consistent with interdisciplinary thinking, the component contributors to

vulnerability in this context were viewed as overlapping, connected and mutually influential.

Primary data were collected from a number of sources within the Recl River Basin. The

research included a case study with two small Basin communities used as the cases. The fìrst

stage of data collection involved a detailed semi-sttuctured suruey of 48 residents actoss both

communities, in which they were asked a wide range of questions related to local floodplain

and flood managelnent issues such as their beliefs about cornmunity wlnerability to flood,

the nature of local organizations and networks, local leadership, and community participation

in decisions related to rnitigation of flood risk. The next stage of community lesearch

involved the recruitment of participants to engage in a visual photographic rnethodology

clesigned to elicit more insights into community perspectives, values, and concerns about

wlnerability, and thoughts about mitigating flood risk. The unusual visual methodology was

adapted in part from Stedrnan, Beckley, Wallace and Ambard (2004) who investigated

attachment to place within a Canadian community. Parlicipants in this research in the Red

River Basin were asked to take photos of items' -objects/places/people- to represent: 1) what
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they perceive as impofiant community vaiues 2) their attachment to the town 3) concerns

they have about flood vulnerability, and 4) sources of reassurance of security in the face of

flood vulnerability (e.g., town dike). After the films were developecl, interviews were helcl

with each parlicipant and the meanings of the photoglaphs were recorded. Photo data were

analyzed for key f-rndings related to cornmunity vulnelability. A focus group discussion was

conducted in each community to check the validity of findings. This was done by presenting

(via PowelPoint slide show) a sarnple of photos and commentary from inten¿iews for

participants to discuss. At the conclusion of the research, each community was given a large

poster of local photos taken and comrnentary by residents about the community and flood

risk. They are now publicly displayed within the communities.

In acldition to community research, a documentary analysis was done on a sarnple of

documents available to the public on flood rnitigation issues in Manitoba; this alchival

nraterial included reporls written from l950 to 1999 by a variety of authors, primarily

govefftfiìent personnel, consultants, and representatives of community organizations. The

pulpose of the analysis was to identify some of the perspectives and values exhibitecl in this

time frame by key institutions and decision makers, and any evolution in thinking about

flood r,.ulnerability and mitigation. This helped fulfill the first objective of this research,

related to how flood mitigation issues have been addressed and mitigation decisions made to

date.
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Figure 1.2 - Flow diagram of research methodology

Documentary analysis, lrrore specifically qualitative content analysis, was selected as a

lxethod because it reveals aspects of the social context in which documents are created ancl

then used as colnûìunication mechanisms - what is said and how it is said allows researchers

to make inferences about what is irnportant to the creators of the documents. Content analysis

as a technique allows researchers to discover and describe the focus of individual, group,

institutional or social attention (Weber, 1990 in Stemler,2001). In this parlicular study it was

also used to help identify irnportant attitudes and values used by dominant institutions and

decision lnakers in Manitoba with regard to wlnerability leduction.

In addition to documentary analysis of archival material, key infonlant interviews were

conducted with government personnel, rnembers of non-govetnmental agencies (NGO's),

and local municipal clecision-makers and activist gloups to investigate their perspectives on

floodplain management. These personnel, who represent the perspectives of their institutions

or organizations, may be referred to as 'institutional gatekeepers' (Rokeach, 1979). They

1
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\iE

ûevelopment of Vutnerability Framer¡¡ork for Red River Basin
Rpcommendatícns for lmproving Vulnerabif lty Reduction
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were identified through direct contact rvith key organizattons within the Basin. A list of the

types of agencies/organizations represented in the research appears in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

Examples of infonnation sought from key infonnants included their agency's or group's

perspectives on how decision-making is clone, how consultations are doue with irrpacted

communities, what variables influence mitigation decisions, what an ideal process for

decision-rnaking rnight be, what the priorities of communities are, and what barriers might

exist to realizing sustainable floodplain management. The interview schedule appears in

Appendix C.

Once the above data were collected, the achievement of objectives two and three required

that findings be exarnined in the context of curent thinking about the creation of

vulnerability to flood hazard.ln general, vulnerability fi'ameworks seek to explain the

variables that contribute to or are critical to the analysis of vulnerability. While numerous

r,ulnerability frameworks were reviewed, one model ofïered particular guidance and insights

in this analysis. The model was that of Wisner et al., 2004 - a more recent version of Blaikie

et al.'s (1994) PAR rnodel - which focuses on the pressures and processes that result in

disasters through a 'progression of vulnerability'- essentially social vulnerability coinciding

in space and tirne with hazard events. Particularly this fi'arnework ernphasizes the interplay

between root causes of social wlnerability (such as values, economic forces, governance,

etc.), dynarnic processes (such as decision-making, livelihood or other stresses, etc.), and

resultant vulnerable conditions that are cleated by the aforementioned root causes and

pl'ocesses. This fi'amework was applied in part, and in the Conclusion chapter it was adapted

to show the progression of social vulnerability in the Red River Basin using the frnclings of

this research. The vulnerability analysis cornponent of the study considered the results of the

documentary analysis of archival material, analysis of key infonnant intet'views, and the

empirical cornmunity data fi'orn the community surveys, photos, interviews and focus groups

in exploling the social construction of vulnerability in the Recl River Basin.

The final objective of this study was to make recommendations on how hazards / disastet'

vulnelability might be addressed in this context. Four recommendations were made as a
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tneans of addressing some of the broadel societal issues that attenuate vulnerability in the

Basin (refer to Chapter 7, Section 7.5).

In conducting this research, the assumption was made that recommendations related to

reducing vulnerability and irnproving mitigation required an understanding of sotne of the

root causes of social vulnerability, specifìcally through exploring the perspectives and values

of community residents and institutions. Decision making processes are dependent upon such

social variables, and values in particular (Mangun and Henning,1999). The fìndings of this

research may very well have irnplications for irnproving responses to hazards of all types,

particularly when shared with the appropriate authorities, communities, interest groups, ancl

individuals.

1.5 Organization of the study

Following the introductory chapter, this thesis document is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the literature review entitled: Vulnerability to Flood Hazard. Exploring

the notion of flood vulnerability as a social construction required a broad overview of

literature on issues of relevance to floodplain management and mitigation decision making

within the Red River Basin. Main areas of the relevant academic literature that are presentecl

within this Chapter inclucle : an overview of theoretical perspectives in hazards and disasters;

conceptualizations of wlnerability in the natural hazard context; wlnerability reduction and

creation through hazards, and particularly flood hazard; the role of structural ancl

nonstmctural rnitigation measures in alleviating flood wlnerability; policy issues in

rnitigating flood damages; comrnunity levels of analysis of vulnerability, and the role of

culture and values within flood mitigatìon decision rnaking.

Chapter 3 teviews the Reseurch Desigrt and Metltods. Empirical dala collection was

perfonned in two rnajor phases. One was related to a review of institutional perspectives and

values on various aspects of flood lulnerability and community participation in decision

rnaking. The institutional analysis was based upon two activities: 1) documentary analysis

and 2) interviews with key infonnants fiom flood mandated agencies or other relevant
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organizatjons. The second phase of data collection was at the community level and included:

1) a survey on flood vulnerability and local decision-rnaking conducted with residents in two

Basin communities selected according to a set of crjteria which appears in Chapter'3; 2) use

of a visual method utilizing photoglaphy and interviews within those same colnmunities to

gamer comtlunity perspectives and values related to flood risk ancl rnitigation, and 3) a f.ocus

group with participants within each community who took photos and participated in

interviews, for the purpose of discussing and validating findings.

Chapter 4 is entitled Instittttional Values and Perspectíves.lt presents the hndings from a

review of a sarnple of documents relevant to flood and floodplain rnanagement in the Red

River Basin during the period from 1950 to 1999. The review examined the thernatic content

of documents during the sixty yeal period including the two years immediately following the

1997 flood. This is followed by the results of individual interviews with key infonnants lalso

tenned 'institutional gatekeepels' (Rokeach,I979, p.53)] from within Basin organizations

engaged in flood related activities. The final discussions in the chapter highlight rnajor

{indings related to institutional perspectives and vulnerability, as well as a specific discussion

of the values of government iustitutions.

Chapter 5 is entitled Survey of Community Perspectives. This chapter presents the

community survey data analysis. The results of the survey arc organized according to themes

that ernerged from the data. This is followed by a discussion of what the tìndings reveal

about community perspectives, priorities and values, their link to flood managetnent issues

and mitigation decisions that are made locally, and begins to explore their link to

vulnerability.

Chapter 6 is entitled Capturing Community Flood Vulnerabílity througlt Photography.

The chapter discusses community characteristics, perspectives, and values that emerged

through review of community photographs during individual interviews with resiclents, and

the focus groups conducted with community participants. First, the central themes that

emerged through the analysis of photos, interuiews and focus group data are presented under

several descriptive headings. The thernes highlight issues that were discussed by residents in
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reflecting upon the vulnerability of their communities to flood. These ale followed by a

discussion entitled 'Living with the Risk'that discusses the community sense of Ílood

wlnerability as revealed through the photos. Finally, comments are provided on the use of

photography as a method for exploring community values. perspectives on flood hazard, and

community vulnerability.

Chapter 7 presents Conclusíons and Recommendatiotts related to ameliorating social

vulnerability in the Red River Basin. Conclusions relate to how Íìood mitigation decisions

are made, and what (and how) community and institutional values and pelspectives influence

how flood vulnerability is addressed in this context. A final framework entitled Plogr ession

of Vulnerability in the Red River Basin is presented that summarizes the findings related to

social sources of flood vulnerability. This is fbllowed by four recommendations on how flood

vulnerability rnight be addressed in this context. A bdef discussion of the contributions of

this research cornpletes the frnal chapter.
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CI-IAFTER 2: L¡TËRA,T'URE REVIEW: VI..ILNERAB¡LITV TO FLOOD
hNAZARD

2.1 V¡.¡lnenabilrty and natural hazards

2.1.1 lntroduction

Natural disasters have been increasing in recent clecades although there may be a lack of

cleal evidence that the actual frequency of extreme hazard events has increased (Yodrnani,

2001). However, researchers worldwide have raised an alann that human impacts upou the

Earlh system such as 'greenhouse gases' emitted into the atmosphere, may be causing the

global atmosphere to warm, which means that both the frequency and/or sever'ity of various

extreme climatic events are likely to increase (Aspen Global Change Institute, 1996).

Regardless of the final outcome of such debates as global climate change, disasters have been

ancl will continue to be a threat to human habitation and activities, and even to human life. In

the weighty words of Ulrich Beck: "ultimate security is denied to us human beings" (Beck,

1992, p.97).

The human perceptiott that clisasters have been increasing is primarily related to an

observable increase in material losses and loss / risk to human life rather than to numbers of

events themselves. In other words, hazards are defìned as disasters only by the impacts on

human life and human concerns. Losses have in fact been increasing in the last foul decades

(Etkin, 1999;Yodmani, 2001). This has led some researchels to conclude that at least one of

the contributors to vulnerability is the (human determinecl) 'path of development' (Blaikie et

a\.,1994; Yodmani, 2001). Human use of environmental resources and the undellying values

that lead to ceftain types of usage, including patterns of settlement, aLe then keys to

understanding and reducing human vulnerability to natural disaster. This of course raises the

question of whether there are in fact any truly 'natural' disasters, given that without people

there are no disasters. Disasters occur at the interface of extreme physical events and

vulnerable populations (O'Keefe, Westgate, and Wisner, I97 6).

The human tulnerability approach, which considers disasters in a broad context, is in

contrast to early stuclies of natural disasters tliat porlrayed them as exceptional cilcumstances
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that interruptecl the social processes in a society. Disasters were viewed as essentially an

aberration; the system was attacked by an extemal agent. And recovery was then a lirnited

concept which merely required resumption of normal patterns of living (Hewitt, 1983,

Zantan,1999). Because of this treatment of the natural disaster as both aberrant and

nuisance, the tbcus of geographers and sociologists from the 1950's - 1970's was to urge for

development of mitigation measures, sharply focused on a 'technocratic approach'.

Typically, rnitigation took the fonn of disastel preparedness, emergency evacuation planning,

lelief, and rehabilitation efforts. It generally ignored the issue of vulnerabilitlt (Zaman, 1999)

and did not seek explanations for vulnerability beyond the issue of place and exposure.

Intervention focused on reduction of exposure, or baning that, on reducing stress ancl

providing services to victims, and rebuilding as necessary after the event.

The concept of vulnerability as applied to exposure to natural hazards - such as floods -
therefore has evolved only over recent decades. It is fair to say that the concept of

vulnerability, in Canada and elsewhere, has become an impotlant component of, or new

approach to, disaster studies (Winchester,1992; Shrubsole, 2000; Jones and Shrubsole, 2001;

Pearce, 2001). While initially taking the fonn of assessments that still focused signifìcantly

on exposure-related variables, the notion of vulnerability has quickly expanded to include

more social, economic, and political variables as explanatory for disaster. It has extended the

notion of risk beyond the tecl-rnical interpretations characterizing early studies. Sirnilarly, the

solutions to r,ulnerability now are seen to partially lie in improved understanding of the

human system, which includes human values that govem our judgments and motivate our

actions.

This chapter is clivided into several sections. The first section introduces some of the key

concepts and theoretical perspectives in the relevant hazard and disaster research to which

this study will contribute. The meaning of the notion of r,ulnerability and its emergence are

then explored in sorne detail. A cliscussion of the conceptual rnodels of vulnerability is then

presented with particular ernphasis on one fì'amework that is proposed for discussion ancl

adaptation in this case study- Wisner et al.'s (2004) Pressure and Release (PAR) rloclel.

The issue of vulnerability reduction is presented through reflection on floodplain clecision-
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making, the meaning and goals of 'mitigation' , and a specific discussior-r of nonstructural ancl

structural approaches to vulnerability reduction. A brief review of the link between policy

and vulnerability leduction is also done. Recent perspectives on the application of

vulnerability concepts at a community level of analysis follows. Finally, thele is a general

discussion of culture and human values, followed by a more detailed review of values and

their essential role inhazardrelated decision-making. A brief summary conclucles the

chapter.

2.2 Theoretical perspectives in hazards and disaster research

2.2.1 Research evolution: A broad overview

Historically,hazards research, and parlicularly flood research, was looted in the geographical

perspective, with adclitional rnajor contributions fi'om the social sciences (parlicularly

disaster research in sociology). In the 1940's, geographer Gilbert White made a significant

early contribution to flood research, by identifying and exploring the rise of flood losses even

in the face of structural protections in floodplains. Although technology to reduce exposure

to hazards had expanded significantly, human hardship fiorn flood disasters was still on the

rise. White (1973) drew attention to a new area of research tenned 'human response' to

natural hazards. This new perspective was the foundation for decades of behaviolal, rather'

than physical, studies of hazard events - studies done prirnarily at the individual level of

analysis. White (1973) was intrigued by failures to predict how people in a floodplain would

behave in dealing with flood problems ancl a lack of understanding of why some groups of

people r'espond differently than others. He, and others, then became critical of decision

choice rnodels that sought to only unclerstand people's behavior based on econotnic

optirnization principles, or later through subjective utility tnodels, because they did not

explain behavior in flood studies. Simultaneously, researchet's became increasingly interestecl

in policy and anticipating people's responses to policy change. While policy studies were

intended to aid decision-rnakers, success was limited.

l(ates (1911), for example, atternpted to apply a decision model (i.e., boundecl rationality) to

find out how people perceive hazards, the possible adjustrnents that they niight make, and
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what different factors might affect perceptions. He did worh in flooclplains in the Tennessee

Valley in tlre 1960's that greatly expanded the notion of what might influence what people do

when they are exposed to hazalds. Two difficulties became apparent in the flood research: 1)

the relationship, if any, between people's verbalized attitudes and actual behavior during a

flood was tenuous and,2) human occupancy in aleas of high hazard persists even in the face

of threat (White, 1973). These deficiencies prornpted Íìore research that identifiecl a wicler

range of variables as contributing to risk perception and hazard adjustrnent than was at hrst

pelhaps anticipated. For example, further lesearch on dsk perception showed that an

individual's expectations about the probability and severity of disaster impacts (i.e., risk

perception), may be less important than the frequency of discussing, thinking about, and

exchanging inforrration about the risk (defined as'hazard intrusiveness') in terms of

predicting the adoption of rnitigation and prepaledness measures (Tiemey et al., 2001).

Deficiencies in early studies have also led to the more multi-scale and multi-dimensional

approaches that characteúze more recenthazard studies (SEI, 2002). Increasingly,

cornplexity in the linked hurnan-natural system, and related decision-making processes, is

being embraced. It has brought about a substantial redesign of both policy and practice in

high risk areas, and new perspectives regarding decision-making. Most irnportantly,

decisions and decision-making processes themselves are now viewed as potentially creating

or leducing vulnerability. "Disaster is understoocl as the product of a cumulative set of

decisions... (and) then the processes by which these choices are made become a focal point

f'or potential change" (Comfort, Wisner, Cutter, Pulwarty, Hewitt, Oliver-Smith, Weiner,

Fordham, Peacock and lftirngold, 1999, p. 4l).

In fact, the irnproved approaches to hazard and disaster assessment that followed from the

earliest studies on flood hazard generally recognized that our social systetns influence the

decisions of individuals and communities, and clecisions are not sirnple and discrete

summations of personal costs and benefits (real or perceived). By 1988, White elaborated on

the irnporlance of social processes in assessing risk in exposure to hazards by stating:

"Unless a risk analysis comprehends the social structure within which individual decisions
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are tnade, it rnay fall fal shofi of undelstanding either the process or consequences of those

decisions" (White, 1988, p.72).

V/hite's initial work on human response, and subsequent research and critique of traditional

event-focused hazard perspectives, paved the way for examìning decision-rnaking processes

and social contexts as contributols to hazard vulnerability. Specific to flood hazards, he ancl

otlrer researchers (e.g., Kates,I97l; Hewitt, 1983; Qualantelli, 1988; Bogard, 1988) realtzed

that understanding of flood disasters was limited by popular technocratic attitudes, lneasures,

and interpretations. This acknowledgernent rnade it possible to consider new approaches to

floocl darnage reduction and rnitigation that had not before been well recognizecl. Many of

these were nonstructural approaches. Mitigation options were broadened to include more

than just technoclatically derived and implemented structural solutions to flood problerns.

I(ates' (1911) groundbreaking work, referred to cornmonly as the 'natural hazards paracligm'

considereci the issue of hazard in a linked human-ecological context, where the response o1'

human groups tohazard was related to a number of key factors. He looked at techno-social

patterns or stages of adjustrnent to natural hazard and what adjustrnents (i.e. choices rnade)

tend to emerge fi'om these stages and the resultant patterns of damage. His work has been

characterized both as an early lrutnan-ecological or political-ecological perspective. His

model of adjushnent to hazard was based on seeing natural hazards as an interaction of man

and nature "govemed by the coexistent state of adjustment in the human use system ancl the

state of nature in the natural events system" (Kates, 1971, p.78). Mutual impact (human and

natural system) defined this perspective. He defined three broad categories of human

adjustrnent to natural hazard threat: 1) those adjustrnents that modify the natural events

system (e.g., structural measures such as those that provide batriers to limit the spreacl of

flood watels), 2) those that modify the human use systetn (includes both structural ancl

nonstructural measules, with ernphasis on the latter) and, 3) a set of etnergency adjustrnents

(shorter-tenn adjustrnents typically to reduce hardship and losses post-event).
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2.2.2 Linking natural hazards and disaster perspectives

The approaches of I{ates and White (and others) discussed earlier are sometimes viewed as a

'natural hazalds approach' and as separate from disaster approaches per say (Tierney et al.,

2001) although the distinction is somewhat (and increasingly) hard to define. The key

distinction is that the hazalds approach focuses on how the adoption of hazard acljustrnents

can leduce the undesirable results of ahazard event. Temporal focus in analysis is another

primary difference. Geographers / planners look at understanding vulnerability, tnitigation,

ancl preparedness mainly pre-event, and look at a rnore limited number of hazards. Their'

focus is quite often at the individual scale, examining individual behavior. In contrast,

disaster researchers, often sociologists, aLe interested in a broad range ofdisasters and seek to

describe and analyze a variety of social units, often with a focus on organizational behavior.

They look less at preparedness and more at conditions immediately prior to the event,

tesponse behaviols, and more imrnediate short-term consequences. They look only

secondarily on actual recovery (Tierney et al., 2001). In addition, definitional ploblems

related to the distinction between hazards and disaster research are compounded by the

reality that disaster perspectives themselves are by no means well-defined conceptually

(Tierney et aI.,2001).

It is fair to say that various paradigms have been used in the field to conceptualize disasters.

Many are still debated and usually reflect the discipline of the researcher. Disasters have

been characterized as: sudden and dramatic events that involve social disruption or

destabilization (Quarantelli, 1998a), that generate collective response (Quarantelli, 1998a),

and that can in theory be mitigated (Tieniey et a1.,2001). Disasters have also been described

as social constructions and thus products of social definition (Kleps, 1998a). They ale

characterized as causing some degree of destruction, as seen in the social science literature

(Dynes, 1998; Quarantelli, 1998a), and in the political science literatule (Platt, 1999) on

disasters. Disasters have been defined in tenns of psychosocial irnpact (Laska, 1990), and

organizational and cornrnunity impacts (lfteps and Bosworth,1994; Dynes, 1998). They

have also been defined according to evaluations that center on direct and indirect losses.
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Thele are a number of overlapping hazards and disaster paradigms used by researchers. Key

ones include: event-based paradigur s or .ftmctionalism (where disasters are considered as

cliscreet events which interfere with the functioning of society; also linked with a systents

perspective); political-econonxy theories (focusing on how govelrlment can be contributors to

disasters thlough prornoting different activities - often for economic expediency ) (Hewitt,

1997, Tierney et al., 2001); political-ecological perspectives (focusing on human population

and patterns of production and resources allocation in the physical environtnent) (Oliver-

Snrith, 1999b). Tierney et al. (2001) also identify an 'emerging' ecological-t'ulnerability

perspective that sees cornrnunities as consisting of loosely-coupled, heterogeneous ecological

elements and networks in which power and resources are not distributed equally. Such

inequities influence coping with disastels. This parallels the notion of the hutnan-

environment condition as a coupled system witli its own endogenous sources of stress,

narnely where its own dynarnics can be a source of threat (SEI, 2002). In this view it is

possible to see a shift fiorn the idea of one perturbation to which a society must cope ol adapt

to one where there are flows of stresses which emanate from both the hurnan and natural

environment. Inclusion of rnultiple stresses and multiple hazards as parl of vulnerability

assessment is also firiding favor in the literature (Quarantelli, 1998b; Jones and Shrubsole,

2001; SEI,2002).

As to the cause of natural disasters, there are two distinct types of conceptualizations in the

literatule. The first set of conceptualizations looks at event characteristics as independent

variables, and social responses to the event as dependent variables; for exarnple, floods of 'x'

¡ragnitude result in evacuation of 'y' persons. This was typical of the early event-focused

approaches. Classical disaster research, like eally hazards research, looked not at

wlnerability but at 'the fact of disaster' (Alexander, 1997;Tieney et a1., 2001).

Conversely, disaster studies that encompass lulnerability and mitigation approaches see

social anangements as detennining the nature and extent of impact should ahazatd event

occur (lfueps, 1998a). In a conceptual shift, the vulnerability approaches see disasters as less

a reaction to an event as they are a social consequence, and they ale less a defense against
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extemal attack, but rather partly a result of social organizalion and the ability of clecision-

rnaking actols to face crisis (Quarantelli, 1998a).

Now there is an emphasis on examining, for instance, creation of vulnelability, distribution

of vulnerability, and changes in lulnerability that occur at places whet e hazard events occur.

There are rrore linkages between the physical science of hazards ancl the social science of

disasters as it lelates to natural events. This notion of vulnerability has also tencled to move

research in both hazards and disasters to focus less exclusively on the time periocl

imrnediately surrounding an event, looking at causes and trends rooted in societal

characteristics.

2.3 Vulnerability and vulnerability assessment

The increasing imporlance and reference to the concept of vulnerability, ancl its practical

manifestation - namely, wlnerability assessment - reveals much about how attitudes towards

disasters and clecision-making have changed. Concern with exposure to a physical hazard

lisk has been supplemented with concern about social, econotnic, political and social

processes that contribute to the irnpacts of an event. Vulnerability is now col.ìtprehensively

defined to include not only physical dimensions of ahazard event, but also the social

constructions of risk. The vulnerability approach (and others such as political-econotny,

social constructivist, political-ecological) en-rerged in response to the inability of traditional

event-based assessments of hazards and disasters to really 'explain' disasters - where, and

why, and to whom they occur. Many disciplines, then, have contributed and developed their

own interpretations and perspectives on hazards that now expand the analysis of disasters tcr

include social, political, economic, and cultural factors in human perception of, and response

to, hazards.

Defìnitions oî vulnerabilitlt rn recent natural disaster research span several disciplines -
geography, sociology, and anthlopology. Exarnples include:

e . . .characteristics of a person or gloup in tenns of their capacity to anticipate, cope with,

resist, and lecover fi'otn the irnpact of ahazard (Blaikie et al., 1994, p'9)
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. ..the deglee of susceptibility and resilience of the comrnunity and environurent to

hazards (Buckle, MaLS, and Smale,2000 in Jones and Shrubsole,2001, p.16)

.. .wlnerability is the measure of the capacity to weather, resist, or recover from the

impacts of ahazard in the long term as well as in the short term (Mileti, 1999, p. 106)

" ...vulnerability refèrs to the social and economic characteristics of a person, a household,

or a group in terms of their capacity to cope with and to recover fi'om the ir-npacts of

disaster (Zarnan, 1999, p.l9 4)

All four definitions contain two main concepts: the idea of threat and that aclverse effect will

vary as people respond to the threat. The definitions also allow for the existence of

diff-erential vulnerability based on social characteristics such as capacities to respond and

resilience.

The definition by Blaikie et al. (1994), as noted in Chapter 1, will be adopted for this study. It

is particularly suitable because it is not event specific, nor does it focus on the disaster agent

charactelistics. Rather, it allows fol an examination of the capacities of social groups in

relation to all four temporal parts of the hazard cycle (Tierney et al.,2001) - rnitigation

(which allows for anticipatory planning and measures to reduce exposure between events),

preparedness (actions taken prior to disaster irnpact to enhance emergency response),

response to the hazard event, and recovery.

The vulnerability approach looks at social issues in the pre-disaster stage as explanatory in

ternrs of at least some of the outcomes from the hazard event. Key to the vulnerability

approach is the assumption that there is an impoftant relationship between everyday

conditions within a community, and the totality of impact sustained once a triggel event

(such as a natural disaster) occurs (Blaikie et al., 1994; Alexander,I99T).
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In other words vulnerability is increasingly seen as a product of ple-existing conditions

(power structure, povedy, ethnic diversity etc.) and / or processes (governance, decision-

making, organizational capacities etc.) within a society. It is the cornbination of a tliggering

physical event and parlicular social factors that result in natural disasters - in other words,

hazards confi'onting vulnerable communities cause disasters (Kovacs and Kunreuther, 2001).

Care should be taken to not automatically equate vulnerability with poverly - it is not aiways

the case. Yodrnani (2001) clarifies that social constructions of vulnerability can have various

roots. While lack of access to resources and income opportunities are dimensions of

vulnerability, and often consistent with poverty, 'other aspects of social positioning' can also

determine people's vulnerability. He notes, for example, that vulnerability is influenced by

factors such as age, ethnicity, gender, community structure, comrnunity decision-making

processes and political issues. In the developed world context, where absolute poverly is

ofien not as pressing, these latter three factors are of particular significance especially in

tenns of community level r,ulnerability assessment.

Another reason the vulnerability approach has found great acceptance in the last two decades

is because it has been recognized that solely technocratic approaches are unable to 1)

adequately address the complexity of disaster issues, and2) the predisposition of certain

conrmunities to disaster. The technocratic approaches were the logical solutions to the hazard

problems defined as external events to be controlled, but were obviously inadequate when

social variables were seen as contributors to wlnerability.

Even the early vulnerability studies ernphasized the biophysical assessments of vulnerability.

Then, over tirne, the notion of physical agent became less dominant. A major shift in

thinking about disasters accompanied this change. Most particularly, a disaster was no

longer experienced as a reaction but lather as a social consequence (Gilbert, 1998a; Gilberl

1998b). Disaster was a result of the 'underlying logic' of the cornmunity (Gilbert, 1998a;

Gilberl, 199Sb). From this stance, the upsetting of human relations was central to the

conceptual fi'amewor k for r,'ulnerability anal ysis.
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Vulnerability can be altered by any change to the elements of the human or physical systen-rs

which are paft of the context of ahazard event, and which also influence dsk (Tobin and

Montz, 1997). Blaikie et al. (1994) describe more specifically that risk of clisaster is related

to the chance that char'acteristics of a hurnan group, as generated by political-ecouotnic

conditions that make them unsafe, coincide in time and space with a triggel event to which

they have been made vulnerable.

Vulnelability is a dynarnic notion, and never a steady state phenomenon (Jones and

Shrubsole,2001;Pearce,2001). Itissensitivetostructuralchangesinsociety. Italso

changes over time and at difïerent rates for soilre mefirbers of a community than for others.

For example, vulnerability often increases at a greater rate for those who regularly have

fèwer resources at their disposal when there are successive hazard events. Vulnerability then

can be increased through the curnulative effects of successive events or crises. Vulnerability

reduction is a moving target, because conditions can vary dramatically frorn one point in time

to another as pressures are increased or decreased by changing social and other cilcumstances

at local, regional and global levels.

This issue of time-scale is a crucial one to understanding lulnerability. Lengthier tirne-scales

in analysis appear generally missing in much of the natural hazards and disaster literature

(Jones and Shrubsole, 2001; Tierney et al., 2001). Many hazard anci disastel' studies are

limited to within months of the event; some coveÍ a matter of years; few span a decade. It is

clifficult within short tirneframes to rnap the nature of cultural and societal processes that

impact, and in turn are impacted by, exposuretohazard. If one of the new thrusts is towards

coupled ecological and socìal models, and developing vulnerability models that ale

evolutionary adaptive models (SEi, 2002), then broader tirne scales, and multi-scale models

will be incorporated into future vulnerability analysis.

Vulnerability recently has been described as having both an internal and an external

dimension (SEI, 2002). The intemal dimension refers to insecurity and the capacity to

anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover fiom the irnpact of ahazard The extetnal
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dinrension involves exposure to risks. In this conceptualizalion, the extemal side of

vulnerability is defrned by 'exposure' and the internal side by 'coping''

In the flood context, it means that the nature of the flood (characteristics like cluration,

intensity etc.) and the social circumstances of impacted residents must both be considerecl in

a cornprehensive assessment of vulnerability, vulnerability then requires consideration of

both social ancl bio-geophysical dirnensions. A dilemrna however is a lack of clear

fì'arnework for showing linkages between spatial phenomena (like floods) and social

structures and processes. Existing literature has little to say about the interactions between

coupled social ecological systems (SEI, 2002). In other words, the processes within society

that generate unsafe conditions and how they actually interact with a specific hazard to

influence vulnerability ralely have been explor:ed (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001).

2.3.1 Vulnerabilify assessmenf

Vulnerability assessment is a popular approach to dealing with vulnerability to natural

hazard. The actual tenn 'vulnerability analysis' was first used in the 1970's and was seen as a

tool in disaster management (Yodmani, 2001). The assesstnent attempts to understand u,/zo

or uthat is vulnerable to hazards (Wates, 2000). In tetms of natural hazards, because

vulnerability is seen as a measure of a person or gloup's exposure to the hazard and deglee to

which they can Íecover, Blaikie et al. (1994) maintain that it is possible to develop a

quantitative measure of vulnerab 1lity only in terms of the probability that a hazard of a

particular intensity, frequency, and duration will occul'. This plobability in tum affects the

degree of loss at the level of analysis considered (e.g., household or comlnunity) in relation

to their level of wlnerability to specific hazards of different intensities.

This makes vulnerability then a hypothetical and predictive tenn that is proven only by

observing the irnpact of the event should it occur (Blaikie et aL.,7994). Thus under'standing

of 'uulnerability will evolve over time, must be based on post-event reflection, and intentional

leduction in unsafe practices. History and experience are used to transfotm society towards a

state of increasecl resilience to multiple shocks.
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Moclels of vulnelability then serve primarily as methods for understanding the causes and

symptoms of vulnerability. Vulnerability fì'ameworks can serve various functions such as to

help to identify vulnerable populations, predict what probable outcomes from an event may

be, or even to identify possible implications of different policy alternatives. By way of

example, a curent guide by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrninistration (NOAA,

1999), for conducting an assessment of community vulnerability to hazard includes the

following sections: hazard identifrcation (comprehensive list of hazard types and

prioritization); hazard analysis (map risk and rank susceptibility to hazard); critical facilities

analysis (inventory and evaluation of facilities in relation to high-risk areas); societal analysis

(identifrcation of high need populations and develop strategies); econornic analysis

(identif.rcation of economic sectors and economic centers); environmental analysis

(identification of key environmental resoulces and sensitive areas); mitigation opporlunities

analysis (assessment of participation in mitigation progralns and inventory of high risk

undeveloped land). This type of assessrnent is very suited to the developed world with a high

reliance on technology and population studies. Other methods (mobility charting; wealth

ranking; transect walks) have been successful and beeti found more appropriate in other

contexts (NOAA, 1999), such as some developing nations where technology is not available,

local experience with technology is limited, ancl local parlicipatory rnethods of evaluating

vulnerabiliÍy are more meaningful in helping people to conceptualize vulnerability.

Vulnerability assessments have been applied to the rnore traditional approach to hazards

through a fbcus on determining differential losses (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001; Tiemey et al.,

2001). For example, vulnerability assessments / analysis for many years focused most on

r,ulnerable populations, their spatial distdbutions, infrastructure locations etc., for the

pulpose of generating viable response plans in a disaster. This is a ternporally limited

approach. Vulnerability assessed exclusively in this manner, with a focus on the disaster

response and recovery phases ofa disaster - such as flood - does not explain, for instance,

why it is suggested that Canadians in the Red River Basin have not developed a disaster

subculture, nor a culture of prevention, but rather a culture of dependency (Shrubsole, 2000).

These types of considelations require a rnore thorough analysis of vulnerability as permitted

ín some fi'ameworks (Winchester,1992; Blaikie et a1.,1994).
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Human responses to hazard events have the potential to decrease or increase vulnerability.

Yet, when it comes to an analysis of why certain responses occur out of the range of possible

human responses to ahazard. there is a dearth of infolrnation available. The focus in research

to date has been to establish criteria that show links between individual responses and various

characteristics of the event. Why are some responses or options eliminated, especially over

longer time-scales in a society? Root causes of vulnerability may offer explanation -
including causes rooted in values, social capital, political ideology, type of economy, etc. A

thorough understanding of i,ulnerability requires understanding of understated, little explored

soufces of vulnerability, and their irnpact on decision-making. Also improving

understanding of sorne of these social and cultural characteristics (such as values and cultural

beliefs) should improve assessment of vulnerability to multiple hazards because they have

implications for all types of hazards. In fact, the general shift away from agent-specific

approaches incorporates looking at general vulnerabilities (Pearce,199l), as well as specific

vulnerabilities, in disaster management.

The type of hazardbeing faced is important in assessing vulnerability. There are households

or cofitmunities that are vulnerable to a wide range of hazards because of a broacl inability to

access a variety of resources and little choice options due to limited economic or political

power (Winchester,1992; Blaikie et al., 1994). Others are more vulnerable to some types of

natural hazards than other types. Thus the indicators of wlnerability may be at times quite

clifferent in looking across different hazards as well as across different communities.

Sometimes models and frameworks of r,ulnerability assesstnent are produced primarily fronl

the perspective of someone external to a community. This often does not do justice to the

possible victirns and players most directly affected. It is irnporlant to collect data reflecting

'indigenous interpretations of events and processes' which can perhaps enlich and alter

fi'arneworks. (Blaikie at al., 1994; Yodrnani,200l). This inclusion of local coutnunity

members is being done explicitly in some types of vulnerability research, as it is in this case

study. Within the context-based vulnerability concept, community perspectives are crucial to

understanding and they sliould be solicited.
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In general tems, vulnelability can be seen to expand the notion of risk, and thus is linkecl

conceptually to risk. Unmanaged or mismanaged risks lead to disasters (Yodmani, 2001).

Risk as a concept has a technical component that focuses nan'owly onthe probability of

events ancl the magnilnde of specific consequences (Denney, 2005). Technical

conceptualizations of risk do not encapsulate aspects of risk related to perception of risk or

other underlying concems about risk characteristics that are omitted in the technical

evaluations. These characteristics may include equity issues, various circutnstances

irnpacting generation of risk, or risk management issues - in other words additional issues

that should play into the decision making process for risk reduction. They can be captured in

vulnerability assessments. Adding the concept of vulnerability assessment to risk assessment

can also help address contentious issues lelated to the relative roles of teclmical cxperÍ

assessments of risk, and the public assessment of risk when decisions are made (Kasperson,

Renn, Slovic, BLown, Emel, Goble, Kasperson, and Ratick, 1988).

Vulnerability assessment, with its dynarnic characteristic, and 'process versus outcolne'

orientation in analysis , may also expose issues that perpetuate risk over time; risk

assessments are by necessity more tied to the here and now, the realities of what exists and

will be exposed at one location at one point in tirne. Vulnerability assessments should

become an essential component of the evaluation of any rnajor projects by decision-makers

so that any impacts on vulnerability - related to any potential hazards at any point in the

future - are recognized ancl taken into account.

Recently, vulnerability has been viewed as an essential parl of an evolution in disaster

management tenned the 'disaster risk management 'approach (Yodmani, 2001). Yodmani

(2001) defìnes this as a more comprehensive approach, inclusive of vulnerability analysis as

but one part of disaster management. Three distinct but interrelated parls of disaster

fiìanagement include: hazard assessment,tulnerabilitlt cutalysis, and enltancement of

management capacitTL. The most impoftant characteristic of this approach is that the

vulnerability assessment is seen as paft of a decision-rnaking and policy selection process. It

is not done by expefis and technicians in isolation frorn decision-makers and comlliunities.
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Ideally, the concept of 'management capacity' should explicitly include the irnportance of

enhancing community level decision-making and community level management capacity - a

notion captured in this research and in sorne of the comrnunity based research on disaster

n.ìanageÍìent (Pearce, 1997; PERI,2001;Yodmani,2001;Earth Sumrnit2002 Debate,2002).

2.4 Conceptual rnodels of vulnerability within hazard
management

2.4.1 lntroduction

There are many conceptual rnodels of vulnerability that have been developed to examine the

risk of various hazards to human populations. Finding the common ground among them can

be a challenge. A few comments ale in order on the general understanding of vulnerability;

they are adapted in parl from the Stockhohn Enviromnent Institute's repofi on Vulnerability

and Global Environmental Change (SEI, 2002).

Conceptually there are often two dimensions to vulnerability; they are termed variously as:

hazard / coping; extemal / intelnal dimensions. In summary the two dimensions encapsulate

both the physical attributes of event I place I time and the social realm of potential and actual

responses. Conceptually r,ulnerability is concerned with ternporal perspectives - both histoly

and future, and not the snapshot approach ofclassical event-oriented hazarcl studies. Linked

with a longer time scale is the necessity of acknowledging as much as possible system

cornplexity (oint human-natural) and dynamic processes - i.e., change over time.

Vulnelability is also seen to involve multiple stresses (SEI, 2002). Differential vulnerability

is typical (SEI, 2002); issues of equity in temrs of whom is vulnerable and why are also

comlron. Consideration of what resources (assets) are available to a household / comrnunity

I nation often offer some explanation of differential vulnerability but what is considered an

'asset' must be assessed within the appropriate cultural context (Winchester,1992; Yodmani,

200I). The nature of livelihood activities is often a key to understanding vulnerability,

especially through the link to access to resources (Winchester,1992; Blaikie et aL.,1994).

Generic statements of vulnerability are not sufÍìcient; rather it must be clearly stated 'to

what' the human group is'uulnerable (SEI, 2002).
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Concerns witli the concept of vulnerability, and the state of research, exist. While there has

been detailed discussion of natural and societal charactedstics that make people and places

vulnerable, there is much less understanding of whether the measures that ate used in

assessment actually capture vulnerability, and what they might contribute to our

understanding. The link between measures ancl the concept are unclear (Jones and

Shrubsole, 2001; SEI, 2002). Vulnerability assessments also generally use the same

measures as hazards assessments, looking fbr example, at datnage, location, policy

enforcement capacity, infi'astructure (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001); an admitted weakness is

that studies so far fail to link 'agent, Íreasures and outcome' to an explanation of how a

community becomes unsafe (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001).

Also, while there is acknowledgnent of common conceptual components of vulnerability in

models - namely, stresses, sources o.f vulnerability, and ímpacts, (alternatively called:

exposure, sensitivie, and coping capacity) they are not specified similarly across studies. In

other words it is not clear how much darnage is 'significant'; how to specify 'capacity to be

hanned' or 'exceeding coping capacity' (SEI, 2002). Furthermore, the relationship between

conrponents is not clearly undelstood. Adjustments and adaptations that are made to

pertulbations in the nature-human system are also only loosely accounted for in the literature

(s8I,2002).

Differential models of r,ulnerability are a common approach in the vulnerability literature

because much of the literature on wlnerability has considered to a lesser or greater extent

household level vulnerabilities (Winchester, 7992; Twigg and Bhatt, 1998, Zaman, 1999).

These studies often detennine what mix of factors tends to make sorte households more

vulnerable than others to the same hazard. Fol example, Winchester's (1992) model focused

on explaining r,ulnerability in terms of household characteristics that affect the economic

well-being of the household over time as well as its position in society. Vulnerability was

then viewed r¡ery broadly in tenns of asset accumulation (meant in a broad sense, i.e.,

including social anangements or assets as well as economic ones). His ernphasis on

household level arrangements contl'asted to more traditional i,ulnelability approaches which
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centered only on measures of physical and economic r.'ulnerability (e.g., dwelling type; social

class; occupation etc.). Winchester (1992) concluded that recovery (in the case of cyclones

in his study) was dependent upon household characteristics as well as what was lost. He

noted too that social vulnerability steadily increased with successive events and recovery

capacities diminishecl. He recognized the inherent cornplexity in wlnerability analysis

(Yodrnani, 1992; Mileti, 1999)

Researchers realize that different households or different cornmunities may be exposed to the

sarne naturalhazard event, and yet resist or recover from events very differently (Winchester,

1992;Zaman,1999). By way of example,Zaman (i999) summarized five types of
vulnerability - physical, econornic, social, educational / informational and environmental -

each of which has various cornponents. To these he linked various indicators of vulnerability.

For example, in explaining components of educational / infonnational wlnerability, he listed

.forecasting; early v¡anting and ettacuation systents, and; trainÌng.for emergency responses.

For indicators of this type of r.ulnerability he listed lack of informatíon; poor preparedness

and et,acuation, and ineffecrive iffirmation dffision.

2.4.2 Pressure And Release (PAR) model: the progression of vulnerability

Wisner et al. (2004) and Blaikie et al. (1994) discuss the notion of differential r,ulnerability

in a political ecology fi'amework. Their 'progression of vulnerability' framework (PAR) has

been widely cited for their focus on the 'non-natural' aspects of disaster, specif,rcally the

convergence of socially produced i.ulnerability and exposure (Tierney et al., 2001), which is

depictecl explicitly in their dynamic fiamework. They address the capacities of ordinary

people to cope with disaster, and the need for comprehensive planning to reduce r,ulnerability

that involves all stakeholders - with ernphasis on grassroots mitigation actions (Tobin and

Montz, 19971'Haqte and Burton, 2005).

The authols oithe model approach differential r,r,rlnerability, both at the household and

community level, through a dynamic fralnework tliat they entitle the 'access model'. Like the

work of Winchester (1992) they focus to some extent on assets. They frarne theil model in
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the context of the following statement: "we can show how social systems create the

conditions in wliich hazards have a differential impact on various societies and different

gloups within society" (Blaikie et al., 1994,p.46). In their focus on resources, unlike that of

Winchester, nature itself becomes a part of the resources that are allocated by social

processes.

Blaikie et al. (1994) define access to resources as the "ability of an individual, farnily, group,

class or community to use resources which are directly required to secure a livelihood.

Access to those ïesources is always based on social and economic relations" (p.48). They

add that access is also usuallybased on the social relations of production, gender, ethnicity,

status, and age. Put simply, these variables frequently affect access to resources. lt is

evident that rights and obligations to resources are not equally distributed among all people,

resulting in less access for some; the reduced access leads to increased r,'ulnerability in most

situations.

Access to resources, then, is seen as a pivotal issue in differential vulnerability analysis.

Degree of access during and post-crisis frequently is rooted in the access 'normally' available

to an individual or household. Each person, in fact, has a different range of constraints ancl

choices, often related to livelihood and social anangements across many cultures, which

influences access to resources.

The broad PAR disaster model, and political ecology perspective, (Figure 2.1) depicts both 1)

the nature of the hazard, and2) the r.ulnerability of the population that is exposecl. It is

referred to as the Pressure And Release Model (PAR). It depicts disastcr at the intersection

of two forces, where Risk: Hazard x Vulnelability (Wisner et al., 2004). At the intersection

of the two opposing f-orces (i.e., plessures) is the disaster that unfolds when they collide in

time and space. One of the two forces is the physical exposure to the hazard itself and the

other consists of those processes that generate r,r-rlnerability.

Essentially, in the PAR model, root causes reflect the distribution of power in a society.

Vulnerable people then have less secure livelihoods, less resources, and are often a low

priority for government interventions to reduce risk. Dynamic pressures are those processes
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and activities that 'translate' the effects of root causes into the vulnerability of unsafè

conditions. They channel the root causes into parlicular fonns of insecurity that need to be

addressed.

The authols of the model assefi that the relative contributions of the 1) geophysical or

biological processes as opposed to 2) the social, economic and political processes vary fiotn

disaster to disaster. In addition, if one expands the tinte dimension in analysis it is possible to

see how hulnan actions and priorities (such as dam construction, deforestation, and

developrnent schemes) can alter or contributefohazards over time. Similarly, social,

econornic, and political processes can result in segments of a human population being either

lnore or less vulnerable, and this too can fluctuate over time.
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The rnajority of the work done by Blaikie et al. (1994) was in the context of developing

nations where the capacity to respond to a hazard is often more obviously linked to, for

instance, absolute levels of povefty, lack of access to financial resources, political and

econornic (in)stability, and globalization. This is in contrast to developed world case studies

where some of the sources of vulnerability may be rooted in other causes. For example, in

developecl nations, people (fi'equently wealthy) may elect to live in potentially hazardous

environments (e.g., hillsides) for aesthetic reasons (e.g., the view); essentially wealthy people

are faced with more choices (Etkin, 1999). This constitutes a type of voluntary vulnerability;

these decisions are rational when one considers that those people in those regions have more

financial resources, and social protections (e.g., insurance) to deal with a natural disaster

(Rodrigue, 1993).

In the PAR model, economic, demographic and political processes are seen as the most

important loot causes of r,ulnerability. The authors do not, however, delve into how these

processes rnay be manifest in a developed world scenario. They focus on these processes'

influence on allocation and distribution of resources in the developing world. In contrast,

this proposed work will seek to apply this model in the first world context, to explore what

Blaikie et al. (1994) tenn the 'ideological order' of root causes, meaning those beliefs and

worldviews that promote a ceftain set of responses to ahazard Looking at vulnerability

production, this research describes the values and beliefs about flood risk of both govemment

institutions and communities, and how those beliefs and values result in decisions to use

structural and nonstructural measures in flood protection. Often social values and beliefs

result in cerlain expectations of both govemment institutions and private citizens, and dictate

potential responses to any problern or threat. Values may act as constraints to coping ancl

adaptatiorr. In Norlh America, for exarnple, traditions of democracy, notions of pdvate

propefty, and the existence of the welfare state - all have implications for how people

respond to hazards.
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2.5 Vulnerability reduction: the use of stnuctural and
nonstructu ral measu res

2.5.1 Floodplain management decision-making and vulnerability

It is possible to trace various rnodels of clecision-making in floodplain managernent intended

to explain wlnerability to flood back over several decades. For many years private benefit /

cost calculations were seerl as the prime decision-making tool used by individuals choosing

to live in a floodplain; namely, it was believed that people choose to live there because it is

the economically optitnal choice for them. This type of decision-making was based on an

ideal - one where an individual decision-maker would have complete knowledge of the

hazard, the types of consequences in choosing to live there, and that he / she would seek to

make adjustrnents that would be an optimal resolution of the costs and benefits from each of

the adjustments available to thern (Blaikie et a1.,1994).

Frorn this unlikely idea of decision-rnaking with completeknowledge came a modified model

of decision-rnaking called the subjective expected utili4t rnodel that also focused on the

desire to optirnize - as did the earlier model - but it recognized that the decision-maker was

unlikely to have cornplete knowledge. Thus the decision-maker's selected action would be

based on their view of ihe likely effects of certain floodplain use. This detennined their

probable response to the problem. The weakness in both these models was that they did not

ultirnately explain much of the actual behaviol observed in areas under study (White, 1973).

Overall it was seen that behavior and responses to public policy options sirnply could not be

predicted.

Next a nrodel of decision-rnaking tenned the botmded rationali4r rnodel was developed

which focused on a lnore thorough examination of human behavior and its relation to the

expressed perceptions of floodplain residents. What was key in this model was how people

perceived hazards, how they perceived the lange of acljustrnents available to thern and what

factors accounted for differences in their perceptions (White, 1973). The work that followed

this new ernphasis onperceptionbysuchresearchers as Kates (1971) and White (1973) set a

new and important course in analysis of decision-rnaking as it relates to living with a hazard.
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The new emphasis was on 1) the perceptions of the individual decision-maker and 2) the

relationship between perceptions, verbalized erpressions of attitudes towards the hazarcl, and

behavior'. Related to pelception and choice of adjustrnents were such factors as personality,

infonnation, experience, ancl the role of the decision-maker in the decision situation.

Ultirnately this and other new models of decision-making, cornbined with evolving

knowledge about risk and uncerlainty, resulted in a change in approach tohazard research

and management. The number of variables influencing the use and management of

floodplains became clramatically expanded. Interdisciplinary teams began to work together

on understanding human behavior, and application of this knowledge to policy creation.

'Vulnerability' as a notion ernerged simultaneously, and r.ulnerability assessment came to

fi'uition in the hazard context.

At a practical level, the more comprehensive approach to decision-rnaking led to a significant

change in the United States in how the Anly Corp of Engineers - the leaders in North

American flood management strategies - and others, began to handle flood threat. Sirnply

devising and implernenting structural measures, based on the assessments of engineers ancl

authorities, was no longer sufficient to reducing losses from flooding. Analysis of flood risk

became more comprehensive. More information was gathered, flood-mapping increased, and

ways of infonnation dissernination improved in hopes of influencing both individuals and

public agencies to alter their decision-making in directions that would reduce vulnerability.

The most key changes wete calls to action l) about improving basic knowledge about flood

hazard,2) to come up with criteria for regulation and treatment of floodplains particularly as

it related to new developrnents (a nonstructural apploach), and 3) the need to provide

technical services to managers of floodplain property. In the U.S. there was also the

developrnent of a national program for flood insurance, although this was not the case in

Canada.

The morrement towalds a ûìore comprehensive approach in understanding and influencing

floodplain lnanagement decision-making has also led to tnore specificatiou of policies

available for rnitigating the risk of such envirorunental extremes (Mileti, 1980). It clearly

opened the dool to more nonstructural approaches with their philosopliical roots in
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influencing the social rather than physical systern (Pal,2002). There has been more work on

explaining social organizational mechanisms that influence how both groups and inclividuals

adopt and implement policies to mitigate r-isk into an unknown future. It has been leamed

that various characteristics of social units contribute signif,rcantly to the type and degree of

risk-mitigating adjustments that ale adoptecl (Thompson et al., 1990; Denney, 2005). Social

and cultural contexts have been seen as important in vulnelability reduction and preventing

disaster impacts.

2.5.2 Mitigation

In floodplain decision-making, the oveniding goal in assessing r,'ulner"ability is to be able to

take action to reduce ol elirninate it. This frequently takes the fonl of 'mitigation'. In the

natural hazards community, the general use of the tenn 'mitigation' is defined as "the wicle

anay of actions that can be taken to reduce r,ulnelability" (Haque and Burlon, 2005, p.3al).

This broad definition suggests a meaning for the tenn which goes beyond the notions of

preparedness and response so often referred to in the disaster management literature. it

irriplies "sustained deliberative measures, implemented well in advance of impending

disaster" (Haque and Burton , 2005 , p 3a\. This is consistent with the notion of anticipatory

thinking about wlnerability endorsed by Blaikie et al. (1994) which directs society to act

well in advance of the threat, and counters complacency.

In ahazard-specific context such as flooding, ntitigation typically consists of structural ancl

nonstructural measures which are designed to reduce exposure and thus reduce risk (Tobin

and Montz,1997), ancl by extension losses and other impacts - such as stress. Blaikie et al.

(1994) claim that it is essential to recognize that mitigation is not just about making changes

to the hazard side of the r,'ulnerability model but requires attention to the context of

vulnelability and how it has evolved in the society. This notion is echoed, and expancled

upon, in Tobin and Montz' (1997) hazard model in which they claim that loss reduction can

only cornpletely occur through structural change within society, changes which alter

perceptions and behavior to lirnit people living in hazaldous areas for short-tenl benefit -
while society incurs significant long run losses due to poor decision-making in the hazard

zone (Tobin and Montz, 1997).
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Tobin and Montz (1997) challenge the classic rnodel of hazard managelnent where only

through mitigation are losses leduced. They plomote a moclel that would incorporate

planning aimed at identifying and bringing about structural changes, including changed

perceptions of hazards and mitigation. They clepict the importance of structural changes to

society in influencing rnitigation actions, through perceptual shifts, and the potential for the

reverse. They also highlight the potential role of a comprehensive planning apploach in

influencing both structural changes in society and selection of rnitigation measures. These

variables, in turn, influence losses and non-tangible negative impacts of natural hazard

events. This type of perspective is one where mitigation does not consist sirnply of a project

to be irnplemented, but rather is inclusive of broader goals and plans for the human-natural

systenr, and is characleized by complexity, and involvement of a variety of stakeholders. It

also must vary over time as new realities and new challenges to vulnerability emerge (such as

climate change).

Unlike early, popular hazard lnanâgement models that focused on the use of rnitigation

strategies only in exposure and risk reduction, current vulnerability approaches assume that

str-uctural changes to society are essential in creating resilience in communities. Structural

changes require a change in the accepted norrns ofsociety because, in fact, it is the social /

political organizations, beliefs, and attitudes of members of society- as reflected in decision-

making - that have ultimately contributed to the vulnerability in that place at that time. Tliis

is the essence of vulnerability theory per Tobin and Montz (1997). For this reason Tobin and

Montz (1997) focus less on the role of individual action in leducing losses and reducing

vulnerability ovel the long run. They place responsibility instead with hazard ûtanagers,

planners, and government leaders to move society in new directions in use of hazard-prone

areas. They promote the idea of leadership as essential to wlnerability reduction.

Tobin and Montz (1991) also suggest that it is an important tole of politicians and managers

to rninirnize wlnerability by ultimately helping to change perceptions of ahazard -
perceptions at both administrative levels and among the public. Changing perceptions are

inrporlant to making people aware of the risk in some locations and prompting thern to
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consequently change their behavior. This type of change does not occur with rnitigation

projects alone. Rather, decision-makers must make a concetted effort to focus attention on

rrulnerability reduction in the broadest sense, actually influencing perceptions, attempting to

alter misperceptions when they exist, ancl not falling into the trap of quick post-clisaster

rnitigation projects that rnerely duplicate the mistakes of the past with a quick return to the

status quo. Often quick rnitigation fixes are politically expedient but fàil to reduce

vulnerability. Short-sighted rnitigation measures frequently lead to higher risk because of

over-reliance on measures that have technological limits (Hewitt, 1991 Etkin, 1999); when

technology then fails there may be a worse catastrophe than the natural events would cause

normally (e.g., levee breaks in New Orleans during Hunicane Katrina). Short-sighted

fiteasures also often encourage excessive developmentinhazardous areas because a false

perception of security (referred to as the 'levee effect') is created. Ideally, mitigation

planning should incorporate a ûteasure of anticipation, as cotnmunities and societies must

develop a capacity to lecognize and incorporate existing risks (of many types) in routine

decision-rnaking (Blaikie et al., 1994).

Bogard (1988) claims that rnitigation is often misrepresented as an effect (of one hazard

event) rather than as a potential producer of future effects. He argues that ernphasizing the

term adjustment to hazard compromises the idea of an active role for mitigation in altering

the potential for hann from future disaster. He states that the narrow tenn 'adjustment' still

keeps the prirnary focus of research on the nature of the trigger event itself. This notion of

'adjustment' can be contrasted perhaps with the increasingly popular idea of 'adaptation'

which has a rnuch broadel meaning in that it addresses the interconnectedness of linked

social-ecological systems, and a need to create resilience within systems over time.

Bogard (1988) believes that there have been numerous incidents presentecl in the literature

where rnitigation actions - particularly the more lirnited notion of 'adjustrnents' - have in

fàct increased r,'ulnerability - especially in the long tetm, given limited knowledge and a high

level of uncertainty. He sees that mitigation decisions are frequently made through

application of rational choice theory - which cannot operate efficiently in such an unceúain

and cornplex environrnent. Benefit-cost calculations are lirnited in their ability to represent
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the cornplex systems under scrutiny when mitigation decisions are made. Consequences of

mitigation actions are then poorly understoocl and largely ignored.

Tobin and Montz (1991) also suggest ways for cornmunities and decision-makers to manage

recluction in vulnerability to natural hazards. They adapted these principles fì'orn Blaikie et

al. 099Ð. They particularly iterate a key role for policy and policy makers. For instance:

selection of rnitigation practices, balancing who is to be protected versus those who may not,

assessing a wide range of potential mitigation project impacts (economic, political, legal,

adnrinistrative, environmental, etc.), redistribution of resources neecled forhazard recluction,

enforcement of policies designed to reduce vulnerability over the long-term even in the face

of shorl tenn interests, influencing perception of risk thlough awareness, supporting resealch

to provide a base for development and rnitigation projects - these activities fall in large part

to policy-makers, typically goveffìment representatives / agencies.

Throughout the literature there is a call for use of a combination of both vulnerability

assessment and suitable mitigation strategies as parl of standard and proactive planning for'

hazards (Blaikie et al., 1994; Tobin and Montz, 1997;. Yodmani, 2001). Comprehensive

disaster risk rnanagernent, which is inclusive of a detailed vulnerability assessment, is today

consistent with a paradigrn shift in the mainstream development practice that is now

charccterized by concerrì with good governance, accountability, and acknowledgement of the

need for bottom-up approaches (Yodmani, 2001).

One challenge to plomoting the irnportance of mitigation is when no threatening incident has

occuned in recent tnetnory. Blaikie et al. (1994) discuss the imporlance of provision of an

institutional memory of disasters that links with new generations of bureaucrats and

managers / planners, and also with the collective memory of the people (as through popular

culture or practices). This can encourage rnitigation, keeping the focus on auticipation of a

hazard event and the need for creation and irnplementation of rnitigation strategies. While

clearly advantageous to keeping rnitigation issues at the forefront of social consciousness, the

success of appeal to collective 'rnernory' is also influenced by for instance, rnobility of the
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population, or weak social networks - exactly the type of variables that a vulnerability

assessment shoulcl reveal.

Ultirnately, the role of rnitigation is to reduce or eliminate risk, and with it, vulnerability.

While sometirnes elirninated, r'isk more typically is leduced, or transfèrrecl - for instance to

another group (e.g., insurance company) or it rnay be assumed (as when goveffìment plovides

compensation to homeowners after a flood event). In the case of flood, it is usually not

possible to elirninate risk completely through moclifying physical plocesses; mitigation

efforts are focused on reducing risk to an acceptable level (Tobin and Montz, 1997).

Exarnining further the issue of risk transference, there is also a temporal aspect to risk

transference as risks may be transferred to the future; risk transference then becomes an

"inrpofiant contributor to the buildup of future loss potential." (Etkin,1999,p.l3). Etkin

(1999) illustrates that measures taken by a society to address a cunent risk rnay result in

long-term vulnerability increases. This occurs because the rnitigation measure taken may, in

fact, tligger more activity tn ahazardous zone because it is perceived that such activities are

appropriate given the protections in place; people act in 'riskier ways' as a result of the

mitigation. But should stluctural rnitigation measures fail, darnages are substantially higher

as a result of the change in behavior that has occuned. It becomes evident in that scenario

that long tenn vulnerability has increased when risk was transferred fi'orn the more fiequent,

low-irnpact event to a rarer high-irnpact event (Etkin, 1999). This is compounded by people's

limitecl ability to perceive risks that aÍe fare in their experience [i.e., the high-irnpact rare

eventl (Etkin, 1999).

Development (a corrmon activity in hazardous zones due to its relationship to the pursuit of

profit) can often then increase r,.ulnerability and rnerely postpone losses into the future

(Mileti, 1999; Etkin, 1999). There is evidently a need to address risk transference in

rnitigating damages. A very hopeful note in the Canadian context has been one of the key

ïecoûtûìendations to flow from consultations on the developrnent of a National Disaster

Mitigation Strategy; namely, the recommendation states that communities should ensure that
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local risk reduction measures do not transfer risk to other areas or increase risk fi'om other

hazards (Hwacha, 2005).

2.5.3 Comparing structural and nonstructural mitigation approaches

In the floodplain management context rnitigation is used to describe a wide valiety of

approaches available to communities to take action to reduce flood damages (Pal, 2002).

Two general categories of approaches are refered to as structurøl andnonstruclLtral. The

fbnner consists of many measures that fall predominantly under what I(ates (1971), many

years ago, referred to as measures to rnodify the natulal events system. Engineering works

and activities fall under the former category including construction of dams, floodways,

dykes, levees or reservoirs etc. These rely heavily on the analysis and decisions of expetts,

probabilistic and quantitative assessments, and 'experl' recomffrendations to decision-makers

based on the values and orientation of their respective disciplines.

It has also become increasingly evident that structural (primarily engineering) rnitigation

measures can "only deal with the aspects of physical r,ulnerability of people, propefty, and

assets and thus are inadequate to encompass the full specttum of disaster managetnent"

(Haque and Burton ,2005, p. 3a5). Viewing wlnelability from a social context, in contrast,

f'orces communities to assess capacities and weaknesses; in fact, according to Haque and

Bufton (2005) recent wolk in Australia has strongly suggested that mitigation efforts should

be built on strengths and target weaknesses and limitations. This demands perhaps a

perceptual shift where mitigation is not viewecl as an application of a singular solution to a

technologically bounded problem - such as a floodw ay that protects to the 11100 year flood

level - but rather as one item within a 'toolbox' of options that addresses only one aspect of

flood hazard (i.e., water movement).

Some of the greatest per'ils in an exclusively structural approach are perhaps related to the

assumptions that follow from their in-rplementation - particularly assumptions by the public

about, for instance: 1) levels of safety; 2) the appropriateness of fuither development in the

floodplain in question; and,3) who is accountable in the event of structural failures. A

fàiling of structural measures, typically and historically, has been a lack of public
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involvernent in any significant or highly influential way, making it possibie to ignore the

social aspects of mitigation.

Structural mitigation measures are more likely to pr'omote a paternalistic and dependent

attitude towards risk rather than self-r'eliance, to rninirnize the need for education of the

various publics by ernphasizing the role of the'expelt', to fail to take advantage of local

knowledge and social networks, to limit understanding of river systems and particularly the

impact of the built environrnent, to transpose risk to another time and space rather than

having local entities assume responsibility for the risk and for their development decisions,

and to thwart needecl dialogue on how social and economic values can co-exist (adapted fi'orn

Cutter, 2000). These characteristics thwarl the ability for individuals and communities to bear

prirnary lesponsibility for their own hazard mitigation as essential knowledge, awaret'ìess,

preparation and appropriate response-behaviors (Haque and Burton, 2005) are compromised.

In contrast, nonstructural measures focus on modifications to the social system - similar to

I(ates' (1911) rnodifications of the human use system, although a broadel application of the

idea of 'hurnan use' than perhaps he intended. The measures themselves include land-use

planning, building codes, insurance, emergency response (including community response

plans), warning systems, infonlation gathering and dissernination etc. Pal (2002) notes that

structural and nonstructural approaches actually have two very different philosophical bases.

Nonstructural approaches tend to be more comprehensive and integrative. Wliile proponents

of a structural measure will often present it as 'the solution', nonstructural tneasures are ll'ìore

apt to be seen as part of a package of measures designed to fill in gaps in knowledge or

omissions in planning, and respond as necessary to changes in knowledge, perception, etc.

This is consistent with Pal (2002), Mileti (1999), and Hewitt (1997) who see that non-

structural approaches seek to identify the parts of a social system relevant to reducing hazard

potential and irnpact potential - including behaviors and perceptions. It would seem that

nonstructural measures also can also more easily expand the range of resources and options

available for implernenting adjustments in human practices (which should in theoly expand

adaptive capacity); in contrast adaptive capacity rnay be thwarted by reliance on structural

measures. Nonstructural measures, and their success, often are linked to clialogue on
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balancing community and societal priorities, education of citizens, communication through

infonnal as well as formal channels, and a deeper understanding of the experiences and needs

of disaster victirns beyond their measurable losses. An adaptive combination of both

structural and nonstructural measures, capable of responding to changes in both the natural

and human systems rnight be the ideal through forcing a view that the two systems are

inextricably intertwined. Historically many hazards have been mitigated though use of

constructed structural measures; recently more emphasis has been on non-structural measures

to reduce losses as damages from natural disasters have continued to inct'ease.

In Canada, it has been recognized that a heavy ernphasis on sttuctural mitigation lneasures

has failed to adequately reduce damages and negative social impacts from flooding

(Shrubsole, 2000). There is concern that achieved reductions are only temporary, meaning

that communities are not sufficiently resilient to potential future floods - particularly if the

floods are of higher magnitude ol exhibit unanticipated characteristics (Shrubsole, 2000). As

a result there has been an increase in use of nonstructural measures, pdmarily as a

supplement to structural measures in Canada (PaL,2002). Nonstructural flood rnitigation

rìeasures widen the options for adjustrnents to flood risk. They can include a wide variety of

strategies to restrict or govem land uses, encourage better construction and building codes,

protect individual propefties, improve waming systems and emergency response plans, or

ilìeasures such as insurance which allow for explicit recognition of risk and enhanced

compensation options.

Nonstructural measures are parlicularly useful because they acknowledge that'lnaking

mitigation a reality will require overcoming many human behaviors along with financial,

politicalandsocialobstacles"(Mileti,7999,p.136). Mileti(1999)identifiesthesefactorsas

'constraints to adjustments' (p. 136) a tenn that has relevance when cultural factors such as

worldview and values are considered for their contribution to community vulnerability. Many

of these strategies are markedly different from structulal approaches in that they often

encourage or require the cooperation of communities or individuals. They assulne that

individuals and colnmunities are to be actively involved in risk reduction, rather than

dependent upon the actions of govemment agencies. One suggested reason f-or less emphasis
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on non-structural lneasures is that it is more clifficult to determine their effectiveness -
parlicularly in traditional highly quantitative benefit-cost tems (Montz and Tobin, 1991).

They are also considered to be too expensive (Natural Hazards Research and Applications

Wolkshop, 1997).

It may also be that non-structural measures require more knowledge and understanding on

the part of the public, a proactive education component, a more cooperative planning

approach (ideally with a high level of public participation), and a temporal f.ocus that is

longer. These factors have not been emphasized in most past decision-making processes.

When numerous non-structural measures are instituted and actively supporlecl by governurent

and communities, they reinforce the reality that residents live in a floodplain and that their

personal decision-making must be done in that context. Contrast this to a large structure such

as a dam or'floodway that is only periodically activated during hazard events; operation is

usually instituted and controlled by expefis rather than local residents. Large construction

projects then setve as more infi'equent reminders of vulnerability. They can clelay

adjustrnents and longer-tenn adaptations to the flood threat. Admittedly, so rnight

nonstructural lneasures, but to a lesser degree.

While the need for, and putpose of, mitigation is fairly obvious - narrely to lessen

community wlnerability lohazard - what is less obvious is the wide variety of

interdependent factors that can contribute to wlnerability and thus become potential targets

for intervention (i.e., targets for'rnitigation'). These coincide with Blaikie et al.'s (1994) root

causes of vulnelability. Dennis Mileti (1999) argues for creativity in identifying and

addressing some of the root causes of disaster, causes which may be as diverse as erosion of

social capital, ecological destruction, high housing density, unregulated economic growth etc.

Floods, like many natural disasters, have an increased irnpact because of development

processes. Floodplains are historically one of the landscapes most in demand by hurnans for

avartety of practical as well as aesthetic reasons. Hence, population growth and associated

development is often highly concentrated along the banks of a river, the area at highest risk

should the rivel overflow its banks. It is possible that development is oriented to different
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values than vulnelability reduction (Natural Hazards Resealch and Applications Workshop,

1997). Development patterns and associated policies then are highly iilplicated in a search

fbl socially derived sources of vulnerabilìty in Canada and elsewhere. And as a soul'ce, they

are a suitable target f-or vulnerability reduction.

A link between new thinking about vulnerability and a need to consider broader options for

floodplain management can be made. The new focus in vulnelability analysis caure about

because traditional approaches tohazard risk reduction, airned at limiting exposure, were

insuffìcient to handle the complexity of the system and sufficiently reduce vulnelability. It

has also become abunclantly cleal in recent decades that sorne individuals, solrìe groups, and

sorìe communities are lnore at risk to flood now than they were before structural and non-

structural rneasures were introduced. Clues to this may lie in the 1) social, economic, and

political constructions of wlnerability in the society (i.e., those social, economic and political

variables that define a society's r,r-rlnerability), and 2) the role that structural and non-

structural rneasures have played in influencing perceptions of risk. it is possible that

mitigation measures are not encouraging necessary changes in how we think and use

floodplains, and problems in how we use flooclplains are increasing as a result.

2.5.4 Policy as a strategy for vulnerability reduction

Vulnerability and policy are closely linked, because policy should serve as a mechanism fot'

taking into account and protecting the public interest. in fact, the protection of the public

good is a plirnary function of government. Haque and Burton (2005), in commenting on the

democratic political systern, noted that there are curent institutional nonns and practices in

vulnerability reduction that have been criticized as 'superficial' and 'ineffìcient'. One area of

criticism relates to pressures that constrain public involvement processes in hazard and

disaster managelnent due in parl to the complexity of the issues, problems accessing financial

and technical resources, and a lack of accountability of elected public representatives. Yet

clecision-makers, whether at the local, provincial or rnunicipal level have an obligation to

address vulnerability and gather and interpret infomration relevant to vulnerability

assessment and mitigation options. Their role also includes representing collective values of
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the public in niitigation decisions, and guiding a coherent agenda for change when necessary.

These are difficult with weak public participation processes.

It is possible to view the notion of 'disaster' as "an evolving policy process" (Comf'ort et al.,

1999,p.41). This view includes the perspective that disaster is a product of a cumulative set

of decisions over time, and the processes by which decisions are made are a focal point f'or

potential change (Cornforl et aL.,1999). Multiple clecisions in rnultiple arenas (social,

political, economic, environmental etc.) and at different scales (local, national, global) all

mutually irnpact each other and overall r,ulnerability. Critical decision points and policy

opporlunities can averl or enhance the likelihood of disaster and need to be identifiecl and

carefully considered in a vulnerability context. Policy ancl practice are then, in essence, seen

as mechanisms for disaster reduction. Careful analysis of policy alternatives then holds

potential to plevent the recurence of, for exarnple, faulty development policy that has been

culpable in recent disaster losses, or disaster reliefpolicies that have eroded local capacities

post-disaster thus increasing r,ulnerability.

Suggestions of how to enhance a policy approach to reduce vulnerability include: an

interdisciplinary assessment of local vulnerabilities to a wide variety of hazards,

enhancement of community capacity to coordinate appropriate and timely actions through

multi-directional infonnation flows, facilitation of infonned action at the local level rvith

necessary resource inputs and support, ancl mapping of the decision processes for mitigation

preparedness, response and recovery - which is inclusive of all actors and their assumptious

about risk (adapted from Cornfort et a1., 1999). These, and most notably the latter

recomfitenclation, offer a means of scrutinizing the role of policy creation and

irnplementation in contributing to vulnerability, identifying weaknesses in curent decision-

rnaking plactices, and exposing some of the assumptious that constrain decision-lnakers'

ability to reduce vulnerability.

Policl,rnakers also face considerable pressure and influence fi'om a number of concerned

groups, ranging from senior government, other govemment departments, non-government

organizations, special intelest groups, and the local communities who need a r,ulnerability -
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reduction strategy. During an event, natural disasters almost always become the target of

large-scale goverrìmental activity and often involve fonnal legislated responses (Schneider.

1995). Disasters quickly become parl of a policy agenda building process, and are

'triggering rnechanisms' - meaning that they constitute problems that are rapiclly catapulted

into important policy issues and hit the government agenda instantaneously (Schneider,

1e9s).

Natural disasters also create problerns that can sometimes only realistically be acldressed and

managed by govermnent; policies and procedures to address disaster typically constitute

'public goods' meaning that people are reluctant to pay for these services through the public

sector. So responsibility often lies particularly with govemtnent.

Responses to hazards, including policy responses, are not consistent. However, thele are

ceftain facts that tend to increase the degree of response. One factor is scale. In the U.S. fbr

instance, most flood-related policy and legislation have followed directly fi'om devastating

events (Tobin and Montz,1991). Part of this was almost cerlainly a response to widely

escalating disaster recovery costs, public pressure in the aftermath of tlie event, and the not

illogical assumption by the public and leadership alike that past practice must be flawed. In

considering flood disasters in Canada and the United States, policies have shifted in lecent

years frorn exclusively control and technological fixes to such nonstructural measures as

regulatory mechanisms for development and watershed management. Policy has also tended

to change toward less ernphasis on disaster relief and more on prevention and rnitigation.

Overall, both the scale and significance of losses have brought r,ulnerability to the public

agenda.

In general the goal of any hazard-related policy is to reduce exposure and vulnerability

(Tobin and Montz,1997). Achieving this goal however is very complex. Policies to reduce

vulnerability may be directed toward any part of the hazards cotnplex, meaning fiom

preventive policies that focus on planning and rnitigation, to relief policies to lessen the

economic impact on victims. Thus the options are nulnerous in tenns of how to reduce

r.ulnerability. Decisions to select cerlain options over others are linked with the nature,
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values, ancl operations of thepolitical system in combination withthe actual characteristics of

thehazard itself . Because, however, r,.ulnerability is influenced by a range of variables Isee

Blaikie et al.'s (1994) PAR rnodel for exarnplel, it is then altered by any change in any one

variable. This supports claims by Winchester (1992) and others that vulnerability is a

clynamic concept. If, at a policy or any level, we seek to alter vulnerability there are

theoretically then a number of possible approaches to intervention.

Different groups within society, or even different levels of government, may also have

different ideas on what policy is desirable to reduce r,ulnerability. Similally, policies, once

selected, may be implemented in various ways in various cornbinations. The tnost common

options f'or irnplementing hazard policy to reduce vulnerability include I ) regulatory

mechanisms 2) prograrnmatic initiatives 3) planning, and 4) financial packages (Tobin and

Montz, 1997).

An irnportant issue inhazardpolicy is to defrne what specific goals will contribute to the

overall reduction of vulnerability (Tobin and Montz,1997). In policy cleveloprnent it is

essential to see and addless the 'big picture' as well as local needs and values. Many sectot's

are affèctecl by single natural hazards and may need appropriate policy to move thern in

directions to reduce vulnerability (e.g., housing, agriculture, transpofiation, public health).

Jones and Shrubsole (2001) refer to rnultiple rulnerabilities contributing to overall

vulnerabili ry to hazar d.

When governûrent (whether local or provincial or national) does select among potential

mitigation options there may be many reasons for the choices made. Irrfluencing rnitigation

decisions are such variables as cost, the degree of liability that various levels of govemment

rnight have, the infonnation (type and amount) presented to decision-makers on various

options (cost-benefit? social impact assessment?), and the pressure from interest groups. A

key variable that was previously minirnized in decision-making was the issue of uncerlainty

in engineering calculations, in estimations of naturally occuning randorn events (e.g.,

precipitation), in prediction of economic trends (adapted fì'orn Mileti,1999), and uncettainty
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in predicting human response to disaster. New methods to deal with the fìrst three are seen

by Mileti (1999) to be rightfully bringing uncertainty to the realm of decision-makers.

It has been suggested that mitigation policy and practice be directed toward specifìc sectors

of society so that the maximurn number of people can be protected (Blaikie et al., I994). II

has also been suggested that niitigation become tnore 'active' (consistent with Bogard, 1988)

with movement away from large-scale structural controls passively controlled by

government, to small nonstructural measures lnore under local control (Tobin and Montz,

1997). This is because local governments are considered to be more aware of local issues as

well as having a vested interest in effective planning. Adopting a planning perspective that

encourages local planning and participation is increasingly seen as the lneans to more

effective planning and reduction of local vulnerability.

Studies on social responses to flood risk and other hazards further reveal that sirnply having a

lisk-mitigating policy may not in fact reduce dsk if the policy is not well implemented

(Mileti, 1980). Policy can be 'on the books' but poorly understood, infi-equently referenced,

ol poorly irnplernented. Appropriate policy creation and irnplementation are then key to risk

reduction and simultaneously to vulnerability reduction.

While some changes have occurred in policy response to flood vulnerability thele are clearly

many challenges that remain in irnproving decision-making in our floodplains. Recent floods

still reveal that decision-makers continue to display the same old attitudes and decision-

nraking practices that have been criticized tn the literature (Tobin and Montz,1997).

2.6 Applying vulnerabillty concepts to cornnrunities at rlsk

People want their comrnunities to be sustainable over time. The tenn 'sustainability' when

applied to comrnunities, and particularly to cornrnunities with exposure to extreme events,

lneans that the comrnunity can tolerate and essentially overcome disaster impacts such as

damage, dirninished productivity, and reduced quality of life without significant outside

assistance (Mileti, 1999). In a sustainable community, any diminishment in comtnunity
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resources and capacities would be overcome in a relatively shorl amount of time, and the

community may fìnd itself in fact more disaster-resistant as a result of lear-ning and

applopriate adaptations to recognized weaknesses that the disaster revealed. Sustainability

then, and vulnerability reduction, are processes and not outcomes per say, and require linked

natural-social systems to adapt to changes. Change characterizes both natural aud human

systems - being inevitable and ongoing. Humans try to cope with changes through a series

of both shorl-term and longer term actions ancl adjustments.

The use of the term adjustment to hazard is common in the hazards literature. In that context,

'adjustment' is based on the idea that extl'emes in physical systems become disasters when

the social systems have not taken the extremes sufficiently into account when adjusting to the

physical world (Mileti, 1980). It is hazards literatule rather than disaster literature that

parlicularly is concemed with seeking explanations for adjustrnent to the risk of future

disaster prevalent in everyday life. Hazard lesearch has been devoted in part to specifying

policies available for rnitigating the risk of future hazards. Such adjustments fi'equently take

the fonl of what is typically tenned 'mitigation' measures. Mitigation perhaps differs frorn

the concept of 'adjustment' in that rnitigation irnplies 'delibelateness' of action to reduce

impact rather than the unconscious adjustments that charucterize sofne societies. Mitigation

then is a subset of possible adjustrnents designed to reduce vulnerability, ideally over the

longer tenl.

Communities undertake mitigation activities to reduce the likelihood of futule hanu. Yet,

negative consequences of mitigation can exist and cannot always be fully anticipated

(Bogard, 1988). Such consequences include: 1) increased rulnerability to a threat,2)

increasecl hazardness of a ceúain location, or 3) shifted costs for rnitigation to particular

social groups or classes (Bogald, 1988). Bogald criticized cotntnunity mitigation efforls by

saying that little effort has been expended in systematically exarnining or trying to theorize

about the potential negative consequences of rnitigation. Emphasis is usually ou the benefìts

almost exclusively. He claimed it is possible for even negative consequences of rnitigation to

be applied appropriately to reduce future wlnerability - including at a comrnunity level

(Bogard, 1988). Uncertainties change with each mitigation effort and its effects; as a result,
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negative feeclback alters and improves the knowledge of the decision-maker. Lack of

critique then of rnitigation efforls is a clitical flaw in a process of reducing vulnerability.

Feedback can allow for' learning fi'om mistakes, iteratively, if an adaptive lealning approach

is aclopted.

Technological irnprovements and advancements in rnitigation strategies do not necessarily

lrean that the benefits of such improvements will be felt equitably across a r:egion or nation,

or parl of the globe. The reason for this, in social vulnerability tenns, is the disparity in

power and lesources between groups. There can be great differences in access to ntitigation

resources between two countries, and often within a single jurisdiction there are polarizations

between the rich and pool, or the powerful anci powerless. Recent discussions in Manitoba

about the proposed expansion of the Winnipeg floodway and potential negative impacts on

rural communities raises the specter of such polarizations, given the economic and political

irnpoftance of the City of Winnipeg. This issue of 'equity' in mitigation selection is

imporlant. Jones and Shrubsole (2001) note that equity is one criteria for evaluating

wlnerability, potentially operationalized thlough, for exarnple "biases in the orientation,

operation, investment and application of mitigation projects"; or "locus of control"- rneaning

degree of control among stakeholders involved in development and rnitigation decision-

making" (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001, p.63).

In early studies technological fixes to the problern of hazard or technocratic approaches to

reducing damages and vulnerability were seen to often undetmine community processes fbr

problem-solving. These structural interuentions fiequently undermined what has been

referred to as culturally informed adaptive practices (Zaman, 1999). These adaptive practices

are socially delived and socially relevant practices that relieve r,'ulnerability. In work done

with Emdad Haque in Bangladesh, they found a majority of commuuity mernbers to have

taken comective lneasures (i.e., adjustrnents) to minimize flood losses. They also concluded

rnembership in social and institutional networks can effectively minirnize hazard impacts,

and by extension, relieve vulnerability. Obviously conective measures and available

resources can exist in various fonns (e.g., social versus f,rnancial) in clifferent cultures, aucl

unclerstanding of cultural and community context is irnportant to understanding in what
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fonns vulnerability may be found. This reinforces the notion of vulnerability as being highly

context based.

Oliver-Srnith (1999b) also suggests that more attention should perhaps be devoted, at a

community level of analysis, to finding culturally appropriate ways to use the capacities that

are seen in post-disaster solidarity. Vulnerability reduction through nurluring of community

capacities and creation of more resilient communities, rather than on creating dependencies

on foreign aid or governlnent assistance, is highly advantageous. Oliver-Smith (1999b)

war11s that a challenge perhaps in planning for a disaster is to distinguish between

communities that can confront challenge and those that will be furthel eroded without heavy

reliance on extemal resources.

In areas such as Canadawhere institutionalized distdbutional mechanisms via governtnent

are the major response systern to crisis, opportunities to build cotnmunity solidarity are often

missecl entirely, and cornlnunity capacities go unrealized. Opporlunities then f-or

communities to adapt to local hazards are lost. it would seem that the government t'ole in

disaster ûranagelnent in Canad a, characterizedby the dominance of provincial and federal

authorities, has not readily reflected the prevalent view emerging out of the 1990's hazard

and disaster literature; namely, that natural disasters should be viewed as colrlnunity-based

problerns that require cotnmunity-based solutions (Mileti, 1999).

There has been an emphasis on comrnunity sustainability and creation of 'disaster-resistant

conrmunities' in planning forhazard events. In the United States this has resulted in a shift

in policy which has started to put control and responsibility forhazard mitigation and

prevention into the hands of local communities, and ernphasized consideration of long-temr

impacts and costs of projects, not rnerely shorl-term gains. In Canada, a hopeful sign in

moving towards community approaches to vulnerability can be found in a federal

government initiative. The Deparllnent of Public Safety and Ernergency Preparedness

Canada has held two lounds of consultations (1998 and 2002) with provinces, teritories and

stakeholders to develop a national disaster mitigation strategy (NDMS) to enhance Canada's

ability to both plevent disaster and promote the development of disaster resilient
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communities in the nation (Hwacha, 2005). According to Hwacha (2005) there was strong

consensus in these consultations on a couple of key issues; namely, the need for the

Govemment of Canada to take leadership to addless the 'piecemeal' natute of disaster

response- essentially a complex coordination issue - and (as noted earlier) the neecl to

involve and ernpower coûtmunities with special attention to "ensuLing risk reduction

measures do not transfer risk to other areas or potentially increase risk fi'orn other hazards"

(Hwacha,2005, p.5la).

Mileti (i999) neatly summarizes the principles of sustainable hazard mitigation into six

essential components which offer keys to the use of management (and rnitigation) strategies

in reducing vulnerability. They have particular relevance to the community level of

adaptation. The components include promotion of disaster resiliency, inter and intla-

generational equity, economic vitality, quality of life, environmental quality, and

participatory processes. These characteristics reduce vulnerability to any type of threat,

including natural hazards, and reduce recovery time. In a general sense they have

considerable overlap with othel vulnerability measures (such as Jones and Shrubsole's

[200 1 ] "Measures of Vulnerability").

2.6.1 Community level analysis of vulnerability

Community level responses have, in fact, found favor as a level of analysis of vulnerability.

Specifically, vulnerability has been assessed, in some instances, in tetms of the capacities

that exist within a community to reduce vulnerability (Pearce, 7997; Wates, 2000).

Vulnerability is then linked with the concept of 'capacity assessment'. In the work clone by

Wates (2000) he has created a matrix to clarify risk specific infonnation (e.g., hazard type

such as flood) and link it with information attained through community profrling. In his

fi'amework wlnerability and community capacities are both considered simultaneously in

tenls of physical and material vulnerabilities / capacities, social and organizatiotr

r,'ulnelabilities / capacities, and motivation and attitude r,ulnerabilities / capacities. It is

significant that Wates (2000) advocates the use of participatory risk assessment methods at

the cornmunity level to conduct these assessments which link wlnerabilities and capacities.
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Such fi'ameworks arliculate a need to look at different soul'ces of vulnerability and at how

capacities need to be enhanced or developed to handle different types of vulnerability. In

Canada, Laurie Pearce (1997) evaluated vulnerability models used in B.C. and observed the

benefìts of community-wide or even a regional approach to vulnerability, with a strong

emphasis on public participation. That said, there has been a clear acknowledgernent that

local level planning and irnplementation of risk recluction initiatives cannot be undertaken by

community stakeholders in a vacuum, rather strong leadership frorn all levels of govelnment

is lequired (Mileti, 1999; Hwacha,2005).

The concept of community-based management is promoted also by Yodrnani (2001), who, in

looking at disasters in the cleveloping world, called for 'community-based disaster

management' which he described as rjsk reduction programs designed prirnarily by and for

the people in disaster-prone areas. He maintained that disaster mitigation using government

and institutional interventions alone does not address cornmunity dynamics, perceptions, ot'

pliorities. Like Pearce (1997), he emphasizedthe need for public participation if an effective

clisaster management program is to be implemented. Risk reduction actions must be taken by

a wide range of stakeholders ranging frorn the individual, family, organization, business and

public service (Yodrnani, 2001).

Laurie Pearce's (1997) research evaluated known Hazard Risk Vulnelability (HRV) rnoclels

currently being used to assess and ultimately reduce the vulnerability of communities. She

defined and used the following objectives in assessing the models: 1) whether it constitutecl

an al7-hazard, non-specifrc approach (also advocated by Jones and Shrubsole, 2001); 2) use

of a community-wide or regional approach instead of a single site approach; 3) a planning

versus engineering approach or orientation, and; 4) an overall goal of sustainablehazard

rnitigation.

When Pearce (1997) tested eight models she found none of them rnet all of these objectives.

She also found that while many people she interviewed believed that an HRV analysis is

imporlant for disastel mitigation, she did not find many people who coulcl do them.
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Pearce (1991) concluded that the following charactedstics were critical to implernent a

r,ulnerability analysis rnodel within a community: public participation; risks must be easily

communicated; available data rnust be accessible; it must be educational for the cotltnunity

atlarge; it rnust plovide for equity across the community; scientific and technical knowledge

should be included; hazalds and risk factors must be comprehensively identified, ancl; the

process rnust be politically legitirnate. Pearce's HRV rnodel also identifiecl other variables

that were irnporlant to the planning process. Some of these included a wide spectrum of

stakeholders (including local rnedia), adequate l'isk comrnunication as parl of the process, no

dependence on expensive technology or highly trained expefts, and trained facilitation to

develop consensus in decision rnaking. A concluding point that she made in explaining her

HRV model is that the community does not simply go through i,'ulnerability assessment;

rather it is an ongoing efforl. This is consistent with the idea of a dynamic rnodel of

r,ulnerability discussed earlier'. Pearce's (1991) work in Canada off-ers a basis for looking at

the success of decision-rnaking processes in engaging and meeting the needs of communities,

and fostering resilience to a hazard such as floods.

2.6.2 Community attachment and hazards

Disasters occur because people live or work in hazardous areas. Yet when there have been

organized. atternpts to move people who have experienced a natural hazard away fiorn their'

honres, it usually fàils (Burton, Kates, and White, 1918).ln fact, attachment to place has been

seen as strong in most societies (Burton el a1.,1978; Hewitt, 1997).ln many cultures, sense

of place and use of the land for livelihood activity are closely entwined, making a move out

of ahazardous zone very diffrcult. People do not typically lrove even when they have

experienced a disaster unless they have explored all loss reduction options available to them-

i.e., there is no more capacity for action other than to illove, change resource use, or a

combination of both - depending upon their circumstances. They are then said to have

reached an 'intolerance threshold' (Burton et al., 1978,p.225). Thus for many, the price of

living in ahazardous zone may include costs of adjustments or adaptation as necessâry, and

even the loss of life and wealth (Burton et a1.,1978).
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These high ievels of attachment to hazarclous zones also offer opporlunity to engage people

in vulnerability reduction activities. More specifìcally, attachment, and parliculally the

emotional connections to place, is one of the factors that is implicated in motivating people to

work at improving community circumstances (Manzo and Perkins, 2006). Tliis suggests it

ought to be possible to encourage people to organize around vulnerability issues rvithin tlieir

community as a consequence of their attachment. In the Red River Basin town of Ste. Agathe

tn 7997, even though the entire town was flooded, people remained and rebuilt. It is

irnportant to explore the nature of such attachment to help understancl how people may coÍìe

together to address community vulnerability over the longer term, and not just in the

irnrnediate aftennath of a flood. Understanding why people remain in communities afier such

devastation would also provide insight into what beließ and values they hold ancl apply to

risk-related decisions, both individually and collectively. There is no doubt that places where

people reside tend to become 'endowed with meaning' ancl a 'steady accretion of sentiment'

(Manzo and Perkins,2006, p. 337).

People's attachment takes not only an emotional form, but can also be viewed in tenns of

participation and empowennent; members of a community group feel empowered to have

influence over members of their own coffrmunity (McMillan and Chavis, 1986). This would

allow, in ahazard context, for coordinated community adaptation to ahazard. Bonds to

places - particularly affective ones- can help inspire actions because "people are motivated to

seek, stay in, protect and improve places that are meaningful to them" (Manzo and Perkins.

2006, p. 335).

When disasters actually strike there is a disruption to place attachments, causing feelings of

loss and alienation (Hummon, 1992 inManzo and Perkins, 2006) which can potentially be

used to rnobilize cornmunities who have suffered a disaster (Manzo and Perkins,

2006).Understanding attachment offers insight for planners then on how to engage

communities in community planning processes (Manzo and Perkins, 2006) whether cluring

recovery after a natural hazard event, or in striving to facilitate community par-ticipation as

parl of a sustainable floodplain management strategy (Werrity, 2006). Understanding
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colxmunities and participatory processes at local levels are fundamental to vulnerability

reduction (Blaikie et al., 1994; Pearce, 1997; Milefi,1999; Yodmani, 2001)

2.7 Gulture and values ¡rì decision mak¡ng

Thornpson, Ellis and Wildavsky (1990) propose two views of culture, one consisting of what

they refer to as 'rnental products' meaning values, beliefs, norrns, rationalizations, symbols,

and ideologies. When people share such values and beließ, it is refened to as 'cultural bias'

(Thompson et al., 1990; Gallois and Callan , 1997). The other view of culture sees it as

leferring to the total way of life of a people - their intetpersonal relations as well as their

attitudes. A 'way of life', then, consists of a viable combination of social relations and

cultural bias (Thornpson et al., 1990); 'social relations'refers to patterns in interpersonal

relations.

Culture is the sifter of ideas, and cerlain ideas and assumptions become widely aclopted and

are expressed in human social interactions and behaviols (Spindler, 7977).ln fàct, individual

deviations from cultural nonns, and the attendant ratíonalizations, ate sources of culture

change. Change occurs when old ideas are lejected or reinterpreted, or new ideas are

integrated with old icleas, or fiustrated individuals begin to threaten the values supporling the

cultulal system (Spindler, 1977).

Cultule is fi'equently seen as extemal to, and temporally prior to, individuals because

individuals do not invent it, but are rather raised into it. It then exercises a constraining

influence on an individual's behavior. individual behavior, because of the person's existetrce

in a sociocultural environment is then controlled to some extent by factors such as custott'ì,

institutions, language, or technology. 'sociocultural' systems include agteed upon

i¡stitutionalized solutions which influence most individuals to behave in a predictable

manner most of the time, but never all of the time (Spindlet,7977).

Humans exploit their environment through culture and society to have needs met.

Environmental changes, or naturalhazard events, must then be viewed in a highly
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sociocultural context. A f'lood, for exarnple is not tnetely a physical event. It cau mean severe

loss and a shattering of assumptions about the world and self with devastating personal

consequences (Janoff-Bulman and Frieze, 1983). It can also mean opporlunity for a research

grant f'or solre, and fìnancial gain for others (such as a construction company). The

signifìcance of such events to individuals (and collectives) is social and cultural.

Social and cultural variables influence human interpretation of events within the

environment, deliberations of what actions to underlake, and what adaptations ernerge with

new experiences and new knowledge. Such factors cannot be overlooked in a comprehensive

unclerstanding of vulnerability to environmentalhazards. Historically, human cultures have

often been able to successfully address problerns through creative solutions, new behaviors,

and adaptations to envilonmental pressures.

2.8 Values

What people want and how they might go about getting it are capturecl in their values. When

it comes to decision-making, then, human values are typically an intervening variable

(Rokeach, 1973). Humans organize their values hierarchically into values systems, clarifying

different priorities. The words that actually sl,rnbolize the core ideas or values in a society are

extremely vital to its continued existence. If they were eliminated, individuals would have no

standards that they could apply across various situations they face, meaning that they would

not know how to go about meeting societal demands about behaving competently or rnorally

(Rokeach, 1919). They would also not have the linguistic tools necessary to rationalize or

communicate how best to act.

Values are a set of preferential standards in making selections of objects and actions,

resolving conflicts, invoking social sanctions, coping with needs, or coping with clairns for

social and psychological defenses of choices rnade or proposed. They are leamed, and are

developed through experiences - such as pain or pleasure, social apploval or clisapproval

(Rokeach, 1979; Chong, 2000). When lalge nurnbers of people have sirnilar experiences, ancl

they are shared (comrnunicated), discussed, and evaluated by the persons involved, then the
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cotnmon appraisals of the situation build values standarcls that are generally accepted across

society, or culture or even cross-culturally.

Values havebeen depicted as'criteria'for evaluation of a situation, and in fact values are one

type of belief - termed 'evaluative beliefs' (Rokeach, 1973) - beliefs used to judge whether

an action, a desired goal, or an object is good or bad, or an action right or wrong (Mangun

and Henning, 1999). Unlike attitudes, values transcend specific objects or situations.

Attitudes and general beliefs are less encluring than values (Rokeach, 1973; Bengston, 2000).

Attitudes incorporate a number of organized beliefs around an object or situation. Beliefì in

general reflect what people believe to be tme about an object which influences attitudes

towards that object (Bengston, 2000).

The antecedents of values can be traced to culture, society and its institutions, as well as to

personality (Rokeach, 1913). Values always have a cultural content, being shaped by both the

constraints and opporlunities of both the social system and the biophysical environment

(Rokeach, 1979). They also replesent a psychological investment, as people strive to ernploy

values that are consistent, congruent, and appropriate when considered in the context of other

values, general beliefs, and norms (Bengston, 2000). There is an affective quality to the

criteria (values) (Mangun and Hennin g, 1999) as well as a conceptual quality. In other words

people have emotional as well as intellectual attachments to their values positions. In fact,

values can have cognitive, affective, behavioral and motivational components (Rokeach,

1913). Values emerge as a result of all cultural, institutional, and personal forces that act on a

person over theil life. At the societal level, they are conceptions of the desirable type of

society; that is, conceptions which are held by members of the society. They are then applied

to society (Parsons, 1968 cited in Rokeach,1979).

After decades of work in values research, Rokeach (1973) developed two lists of values

considered comlron across all societies - though often there are great diff-erences between

cultures as to the order of priority of the different values. The lists were created through a

leview of values literature on Amedcan and other cultures, personality-trait studies, and he

and his colleagues' own work with students and adults in Nofth Amedca. Parl of Rokeach's
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\,vork was done in Canada at University of Western Ontario. {Jltimately a vast aray of work

rvas syrthesized into a relatively small nutnber of commonly-held values that are divided into

two distinct values gloups; namely, intrinsic and instrmtental values (Rokeach, 1973). The

two groups are defined as follows: 1) desilable end-states of existence (also called ittÍrinsic

or terminal t,alues), and2) desirable modes of behavior that will lead to the attainrnent of the

desired end-states (called instruntental or means values) fRokeach, 1979). Examples of

intlinsic values include a comforlable life, sense of accornplishment, happiness, etc.

Instrumental values include, for example, such characteristics as ambitious, capable,

forgiving, etc. The instrumental values are further broken down into two gloups. 'Moral

values' refer to what 'ought' to be the preferred mode of behavior (e.g., honest, loving), and

'competence values' are rrìore personal (versus interpersonal) values that are concerned with

ensuring personal adequacy (e.g., logical, independent). Rokeach's (1973) defined a value as

follows: "a value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or endstate of

existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of concluct or

endstate" (p. 5).

Rokeach's (1913) separation of instrumental values from intrinsic (or tenlinal) values

provides a starling point for considering values in the Red River Basin. This separation

suggests that it is irnportant to sepalate 'goals' from the 'means' taken to achieve the goals;

that is, intrinsic frorn instrumental values. This was an important consideration in this study

which explored what values people hold, as well as their beliefs and assumptions about both

how vulnerable they are, and how they (or decision-makers) should act to best protect their

communities from future flood damage. Both desired outcortes and means of achieving ther-n

were investigated. When values are organized along a continuum of relative irnporlance they

constitute a values system (Rokeach, 1973).

Values hierarchies can also occur at both the individual level (e.g., how to spend flood-

pr:oofing money; whether to attend a ceftain church) or at the broader institutional and

societal level (e.g., how to set organizational goals; how to compensate flood victims). ln

fàct, Rokea ch (1979) maintains that the value concept is equally meaningful whether applied

at the individual, institutional, or societal level.
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While all societies face problems that require adaptive change, there tuust be some minimal

ûteasure of the oliginal values systern that remains or the social order will break down

(Vickers, 1968 in Rokeach, 1979). Values then can change, and are neithel fully stable nor

unstable - they both endure and change (Rokeach,1973; Chong, 2000; Bengston, Webb and

Fan,2004).

Cultural nolms and rules are also different conceptually from values. Social rules that emerge

from social nonns include expectations that people have and which lead to cefiain

assumptions about what behavior will occur. They are applied to very specific situations

(Rokeach, 1973 Gallois and Callan,7997), are consensual, and external to the person.

Altematively, values are intemal, somewhat more personal, and more independent of the

situation (Bengston, 2000). Nonns also are often the result of application of several values,

and a single value (or value change) may lead to the rejection of previously accepted nonns

(Rokeach, 1973).

Etzioni's Íìore recent work on values (1996) takes a somewhat different approach than

Rokeach, with clairns that values flow strictly frorn the notion of 'community'. His empl"rasis

is upon what societies and communities need to become a 'good society'. He argues that a

goocl society nourishes both social virtues and individual rights - in equilibrium. He

suggests that assessment of a society's values lequires analysis of the measure of

individualizationpermitted and, conversely, the amount of commitment to community as a

whole (i.e., tension between self'and community). Too much of one, he maintains, will result

in social pressures towards the other. He advocates that moral otder, where lirnits ale placed

on one's choices through dialogue at the community level, is better than the notion of

widesplead 'freedom' touted in the West. In discussing Western civilization, and particularly

the United States, he advocates social order that is based orl a group of shared values,

criticizing the cument practice of rnaintaining social order largely through depenclence upoll

1aw and regulation.
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Gallois and Callan (1997), while focusing primarily on cross-cultural cornparisons of values,

also note (like Etzioni, 1996) that one of the key clirnensions for assessing clifferences in

vaiues includes looking at the tension between individual freedom ancl welf,are of the Eoup,

and they also note that balance between the two are sought within individual cultures. They

suggest, as does Etzioni (1996), that an important startingpoint in any analysis of values is

the contextualizing fiameworks that rnay operate at a societal level. In Canada that would be

the Canadian Constitution and Charter of Rights and Freedoms that set up nonnative criteria

and values that are both publicly proclairned and generally accepted.

Etzioni (1996) also warns that all commonly held, and identity-creating, conimunity values

(which he calls 'core' values) are not necessarily 'good' just because they ale widely

embraced. They can be based upon some false or effoneous beliefs, ones that are comtnotrly

held. Similarly, he points out the importance of not assutning that because a democratic

process is followed in decision-making - namely one in which all rnernbers of the

comrnunity are free to participate -that the outcome is morally superìor to other possible

rnethocls. He also suggests that there are variations on democracy, some of which may be

superior to others at a community level - such as using a process of consensus building.

Etzioni (1996) suggests the possibility that values that emerge and are maintained through

better community processes may result in a better society (meaning a better balance between

the private and the public good). Careful evaluation of the democratic processes at a

community level is paft, then, of a comprehensive values analysis.

2.8.1 Measuring values

A fèw brief comments will be rnade about rnethods used to identify and evaluate human

values. The study of values is not confined to a single discipline or narrow range of research

rnethocls. Traditionally the two main approaches used to study values have been: a) to

analyze the weights assigned to criteria (values) for preferential behaviors in situations in

which people must decide on certain actions, ol b) to rank a list of values according to their'

inrportance (Rokeach, 1913, Rokeach, I979).
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Rokeach (1979) outlines several frequently ernployed methods by which institutional values

can be iclentif,red. The first is content analysis, by which institutional documents or

publications are sitÌed through for their values perspectives (Bengston et al.,2004). Tl-rese ale

then summarized into a set of value positions.

A second rnethoclology is to interview 'institutional gatekeepers' - signif,rcant people within

an organization whose personal values ale likely to reflect the influence of socialization by

that parlicular institution. Sirnilarly, clients of an institution can be interviewed undel the

assumption that they have been especially influenced by the institution (e.g., graduate

students in a parlicular faculty; devout churchgoers). Altematively, it is also possible to

measure the perceptíons (rather than personal values) of gatekeepers or clients, asking therl

to reflect on the values of the institution.

There are various means of measuring individual values, each with their own limitations. A

phenomenological approach might be taken where people are asked directly about their

values; inferences about values may be drawn through observing behavior. Alternatively rank

ordering of a pledetennined list of values may be done by a targeted group (Rokeach, 1913).

A 'values projective technique' rnight also be used where participants fill in the blanks in

ready-rnade statements of beliefs choosing responses fiom a provided list. Each potential

response falls into one of several pre-determined value categories (Spindler, I917).

As a final comment about stuclying values, there are two uses of the concept that have been

used quite diffelently in research. For example, a person can 'have a value' or an object 'has

value'. Rokeach (1973) notes that there has been much debate about which is a more useful

to a general understanding of hurnan beings and the problems they face. He suggests that the

object-focused apploach is basecl on a very one-dimensional view of values, is reductionist,

and that the alternative view of values - narnely values as criteria - is generally rnore useful

in a broader social analysis of complex problems. In this research study we asked

parlicipants to consider their values in the context of what they value. What they clairned to

value was used as an aid to help them reflect upon their own values - a phenomenological

approach. This was ultirnately to help explore people's prefet'ences for one action over
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another basecl upon what they value and their goals, and not an attempt to deconstruct the

characteristics - or'values'- ofone favored object over another.

2,9 Culture a¡rd Percept¡on of Risk

There is a broad discourse on the relationship between culture and risk found in the social

science literature. A review of this topic is beyond the scope of this project. However, a fèw

comments will be made on a couple of key contributions of this literature.

One irnporlant social science perspective views perception of risk as a social process

(Thornpson et a1., 1990; Wildavsky and Dake; 1990; Denney,2005). This notion was

originally encapsulated in a 'grid-goup theory', and later reworked as the 'cultural theory of

risk' (Thornpson et al., 1990). This area of research was largely based on work originally

clone by Maly Douglas in the 1970's and expanded in the following decades (Society for

Risk Analysis, 1996). Cultural theory, in this context, is used to explain attitudes of

individuals and collectives towards various kinds of risks. It attempts to explain, and even

predict, what kinds of people will perceive which hazards to be dangerous (and how

dangerous) (Wildavsky and Dake, 1990). Risks are then seen as culturally biased and highly

influenced by socially embedded values and beliefs.

Flowing frorn this, decisions or choices to engage in risk taking or risk avoiding behavior are

made based on the way of life or worldview adhered to by the decision-maker (Denney,

2005). Fear and perception of danger, then, depend upon cultural bias. In the original cultural

theory of risk, there were five idealized types of cultural bias - with five attendant

personality types - that influence risk perception. Whole societies could even be identified as

falling into one of these types. It was also possible, within one society, to compare cornpeting

ways of life chosen by individual people, and the differences in their associated perceptions

of risk.
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Feelings and communal activities based on previous disaster experiences constttute a

'clisaster subculture' (Hussain, 1997).ln fact, disaster subcultures rnay be defined by their

own clistinctive beliefs about many aspects of their hazard exposure - not just risk - such as

beliefs about the nature of the hazard itself, the level of risk, use of technology, ideas about

fbrecasts ol wamings, ol beliefs about the nature of damages. Subcultures may also be

defined by disaster-related feelings, values, and norms to guide behavior. Frequently these

are based on previous expedence and knowledge, locally interpreted.

In general, there are significant differences in various cultural theories that assume that

individuals' orientations towards risk, and their way of life are related. In one theory, an

individual's perceptions are determined by their way of life (and therefore largely static); in

another theory, individuals select the best way of life for themselves (a rational approach).

Another cultural theory suggests that individuals are actually mosaics of ways of life, and can

wear different 'hats' in different social contexts, changing and adapting actions and attitudes

dependent upon what is most appropriate at the moment (Society for Risk Analysis, 1996).

At this point it would appear that cultural theories, as they relate to risk behavior particularly,

ar'e multiple, and evolving. It is not clear how successful they are at actually explaining

behavior, and ernpirical evidence is weak (Thompson et al., 1990; Society for Risk Analysis,

1996) or, at least inconsistent (Tierney et al., 2001). Even so, there is support for the neecl to

investigate cultural factors, including values and beliefs, in disaster research. Advocates for

rnore social and cultural research related to hazards and disaster, emphasize the need to

understand the complexity of the contexts in which risk reduction activities are determined

(Oliver-Srnith, 1995; Mileti, 1999; Tierney et a1.,2001). Parlicularly, such research will

underscore the irnportance of competing interests, and the wide range of political, social, ancl

economic factors that come into play in any type of decision-rnaking to reduce wlnerability

(Oliver-Smith, 1995; Mileti, 1999). Also, it is well-accepted that cultural expectations and

practices infonn hazard-related behaviors and practices as they infonn all othel aspects of

social life (Tierney et a1., 2001). By way of example, several salient cultural characteristics

tlrat influence vulnerability to, and outcomes from, ahazard event include not only ideas

about risk taking, but also notions about individual versus collective responsibility for loss
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reduction, ideas about individual rights and ethical responsibilities, belief in the effrcacy of

technology, pro-social behavior (such as altruism and volunteerism), expectations of

institutions and occupational groups (e.g., police, militaly), and pre-existing social groupings

and status (Wildavsky and Dake, 1990; Oliver-Smith, 1995; Tierney et al., 2001). In a study

of human values, decision making, and vulnerability, these are worthy of attention even if
cultural theories to explain their lelationship to vulnerability are incomplete.

2.10 A focus on values and decision-rnakinE

"Decisions about natural disasters - planning fol them, responding to, ancl recovering fiom

them - are ultimately questions of ethics, choices between different societal values of

nonnative standarcls" (Beatley, 1999, p.1). It is necessary to acknowledge the lole of values,

and more broadly, culture, in how people perceive a problem such as ahazard threat and how

they organize to respond to problems. In general, values constitute the individual and

collective beliefs that provide a frame of reference about what is important or desirable.

Creation and maintenance of values occurs in the complex of economic, cultural, political,

psychological, and economic processes in which human $oups exist. Values influence how

people interpret facts and what solutions to a problem they are willing to consider, and those

that are rejected. When people engage in deliberate, intentional human behavior, the behavior'

is guided by'valued' goals and priorities (Fenton, Haris, Miller and Smith, 2001).

Preferences for cerlain mitigation actions then are founded upon human values, as well as

other cultural variables.

Values are subject to some flux, contrary to popular opinion. While values (like character)

tend to be a more enduling and stable parl of personality, different contexts stimulate

clifferent values sets or sides to our personalities (Fenton et al., 2001). People tend to make

decisions, and also behave, in response to the values that were activated at the tirne that they

rnade the decision. When confronted by a problem, people can simultaneously experience

both 'role conflict' and 'values conflict' depending upon their group iclentifications at the

time. The instability of values, according to Chase and Panagopoulos (1995) means that the

conditions determining theil generation need to be better undelstood.
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Identification pïocesses are seen as irnportant factors in the process of valuation (Chase and

Panagopoulos, 1995). Group identities, and the social fi'aming of issues under consideration,

inf-luence which values are activated cluring decision-making. Social factors, which irnpact

individual decision outcornes, n-ray include for instance: whom you are with at the tir¡e

decisions are made, your desire to belong to the plesent social gl'ouP, and perceived lewards

for cornpliance with group opinions. In general, the social frarning of an issue, as well as

individual values, beliefs, perceptions, and infomation significantly influence the decision

context (Fenton et a1., 2001). People can be swayed with regard to their attitudes and

perceptions of a problem, and they may present a values stance that is expedient at the

r1loment, depending upon their social circumstances. These shorl-tenn variations may not

reflect their private values; sometimes private valuations are delibelately hidden to avoid

censure in public fomms (Fenton et al., 2001). This shows the importance of ensuring that

public parlicipation oppofiunities, such as those fol determining flood mitigation

opporlunities, allow individuals to express their values even in the face of opposing views.

Otherwise, it is possible that initiatives that are contrary to commonly held values in a

community might be implemented - with negative long-tenn ir-nplications; or conversely,

publicly proclaimed values rnay dominate decision-making yet lead to unsustainable

practices.

it is not unusual, parlicularly in economic analysis, to consider that preference for one thing

over another constitutes a manifestation of values. One of the most difficult areas in

analyzingpreference as a manifestation of values is that in choosing, for instance one action

over another, it is often not clear why it was chosen, or what specific attribute of the selected

action was judged as better. Attributes that may differ among rnitigation altematives could

include, for example, such attributes as cost, aesthetics, or implications for future

generations. It is irnportant to know which attribute may be driving decision-making. This

can only be revealed thlough dialogue about values with stakeholders. In other words,

selection of cerlain actions in the face of ahazard does not reveal values through the cltoÌ.ce

alone. Rather, the attributes of the prefened choice must be examined to get a good

understanding of values. This ûteans that some methodologies in values research - such as

contingent valuation - can only give a superficial view of the values held by pafiicipants'
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They do not get at citizens ethical and moral concerns (Clark in Guerrier, Alexander, Chase

ancl O'Brien, 1995).

The dornir-rant use of cost benefrt analysis as a tool in both environmental (Clark in Guerrier

et al., 1995) andhazard management decision-rnaking (Beatley, 1999) is heavily criticized

f.or its underlying ethical assurnptions (and attendant values); namely, that all benehts and

costs can be quantified, and future conceffrs and needs can be captured through discounting.

Fufihennore, the very people whose lives are irnpacted directly by rnitigation clecisions may

not have the ability to interpret the assumptions made in cost benefìt analyses of mitigation

options. When cost benefit analysis is applied to mitigation decisions it means that cost is

the primary criterion used in detennining what an acceptable level of risk is. This is an

ethical choice (Beatley, 1999) which ûteans that humans define the level of vulnerability that

is acceptable. Many local mitigation decisions have implications also for futule generations,

or other geographic locations, that r-nay be irnpacted by today's decisions. It is essentially a

value judgment when it is decided who ought to be taken into account when rnitigation

decisions are made (and how); those whose interests are considered are referred to as the

'moral community' (Beatley, 1999).

Beatley (1999) and Stefanovic (2000) have asserted that values are manifest when choices

must be rnade, and when tradeoffs between cornpeting values positions exist. In discussions

of decision-making, while much reference is made to the notion of ethical behavior, and

adherence to broad generalized principles, Stefanovic (2000) iterates that broad principles ale

often of little assistance in concrete dilemmas - such as what to do to minimize flood risk.

This is because tradeoffs, in reality, often relate to selection between two 'goods' rather than

the more obvious decision scenario where one need make a decision between a gclod ancl a

bad option. In fact, according to Fenton et al. (2001) most often there is actually cross-

cultural agreement on what is generally 'good'; it is the priorities, not the values, which

differ across cultures. This is an important point of analysis in comparing the responses of

diffèrent groups or comrrunities to similar hazards. The differences in pliolity of values,

rather than an absolute diff-erence in values, may be rnost significant in explaining support for

different rnitigation schemes.
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Typically, people seek to belong to groups with sirnilar values to themselves; they also

construct values frameworks that leflect their personal goals. It is understandable that

communities, held together, for instance, by common geography and comrton needs, tnay

fostel a collective set of values that bloadly influence clecision-rnaking and are leinforced

through community life. These would constitute a mutual public set of values, refered to as

'social valuing' (Fenton et al., 2001), where values are openly proclaimed and deemed good.

They may or may not be prescribed to all community rnembers or society at large, depending

upon the values and the perceived need for conformity to those values in question.

Values do change, and at various rates, dependent upon the type of value, the individual or

collective involved, and the issue under scrutiny. Values are altered, for exarnple, through

the development or acquisition of new values, or due to new interpretations or strategies for

realization of existing values, or through new priorities (Fenton et al., 2001). Values can

change at a faster rate when people obtain new infonnation or experiences. These can alter

attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions. Hence, it is possible, for instance, that the period post-

flood, when residents have had a new and tangible experience with a flood, may be a time of

considerable values flexibility in relation to disaster planning and mitigation. There may be

openness to reinterpretation of old priorities and values stances. Potentially this rnay be a

time of opportunity for values change. In fact, accorcling to Fenton et al. (2001), 'values

confusion' is a common problem when people attempt to identify new goals.

Complex decisions, including mitigation decisions, are characlerized by values conflict.

Valious stakeholdels frequently have different interests and pelspectives that they wish to

protect. In the disaster rnitigation context this sets the stage for highly contentious issues to

emerge when rnitigation policies or programs are considered. Ethical judgments concerning

natural disasters - how to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover frorn them - are macle

by a large number of individuals and groups ranging fiom rnanagement profèssionals, the

various levels of govemrnent, to citizens and their comrnunities. Debate among the many

stakeholders helps to clarify interests and values and rnake rnore explicit the trade-offs that

nrust eventually be made. In fact, according to Parker (1995) debate is the chief means of
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influencing values in a democratic society and an essential plocess of effective decision-

making.

Linked to this, of course, is the irnpoftance of values in defrning what rights and expectations

people have - related to self, community, agencies, and authorities. In the flood context,

values help detennine what people expect from govemment in the form of protections fion'r

losses and in assistance post-disaster, and expectations ofother social entities such as

NGO's, local groups, or fellow citizens. Values also are irnplicated in the questions that

people ask or raise about an issue like natural hazards risk, and which facts are brought to

bear in interpreting the problern (Stefanovic, 2000). By extension, values also influence

which methods are adopted in, for example, selecting mitigation options.

Beatley (1999) found that ethical 'dilemmas or quandaries' are often faced by those involved

in rnany aspects of hazard mitigation (Beatley, 1999). His research team concluded that

ethical and moral concepts and language pervade mitigation discussions. Interestingly, their

research also showed that there is considerable variation in the perception of whether ethical

issues are irnportant or even present in natural hazards policy among decision¡nakers

interviewed (Beatley 1999). There are irnplications in this lack of acknowledgement of the

role played by hurnan values inhazard management. It promotes the lirnitecl dualistic

perspective in problern solving of which Stefanovic (2000) is critical; namely, that one can

divide assessments of hurnan experiences cleanly into two categories: the scientific and

objective assessment on the one hand, and the value-laden and subjective on the other. Some

decision-makers then view that the perspectives that they bring to bear are value-fiee (i.e.,

objective) thus limiting debate on other perspectives related to flood problerns and solutions.

It is possible that acceptance of such a limited expert perspective has also resulted in

acceptance of the short-sighted flood rnitigation actions that ale now recognized as parlial

contributors to vulnerability.

The goal of sustainability, as in sustainable floodplain management, is essentially part of a

larger push for endorsement of a set of values that is consistent with the sustainable

development paradigrn. Stefanovic (2000) suggests that the ffteans of shedding light on
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problems with hurnan pattems of thinking about our environment is to expose assuurptions

people hold, value judgments people rnake, and even cultural paradigms that condition how

hurnans see the wolld. These are critical to understanding unsustainable practices, and

rnoving towards increasing sustainability.

With legard to the role of governlnent in decision making, Stefanovic (2000) notes the

importance of identifying what remains 'unsaid' in govemment policy-making and program

development, and not just what is explicitly stated. What remains unsaid is as revealing of

underlying values as what is explicitly stated. Evaluation of how decisions have been made

to relieve vulnerability to flood in the Red River Basin should therefore include consideration

of what has not been proposed by decision-rnakers as well as what has been.

Beatley (1999) states that when decisions need to be rnade, the choice that appeals ethical -

meaning in line with commonly held values or principles - is often a function of the way that

public tradeoffs are structured and presented. In other words, often behaviol is guided more

by oul interpretation of ethical principles in a given situation than the principles themselves,

i.e., how ethical principles should be applied in the situation at hand. Implicit in this stance

is that values rnay be rnanipulated through the control of information and / or power. With

govemment as the prirnary communicator of rnitigation options and information on flood

risk, it is iniportant that full disclosure of options be given to individuals and communities

without appreciable bias. Beatley (1999) identified full disclosure of infomration as essential

to the proper exercise of professional responsibility inhazard mitigation.

Governrnent is generally the voice for public values because offìcials holcl responsibility for

protecting the public good. Governments proclairn their values to promote support f-or

policies and programs they desire. In fàct, values may be either (or both) personal or public,

with the two not necessarily synonynous. Research has shown that there is an ittcreasing

expectation that government, in fact, will and should deal with such emotionally laclen issues

as disaster irnpacts (Beatley, 1999). This raises the specter of citizen reliance upon

government to represent their values. Yet, the environmental literature wams that

govefftrìent rnay have considerably different values fi'om other stakeholder gloups (Mangun
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ancl Henning, 1999). So why does the public allow govemment to exercise such decision-

rnaking authority? Fenton et al. (2001) states that for individuals to sunender responsibility

for diffìcult decisions to others (e.g., leaders, govemment), is understandable because

fì'eedom of choice can be diffrcult for people due to the anxiety and unceftainty that some

types of decisions provoke. Added to this, people have difficulty arliculating or rationalizing

their own value stances (Fenton et al., 2001). This highlights a need for new r-nethods to help

people to better reflect upon and express their values in ways that will help researchers to

understand short tem and long tenn adaptations to hazards.

Hazards research aimed at vulnerability reduction should help at-risk communities to explore

altelnative and creative solutions for reducing r,ulnerability in ways that are both practically

meaningful and socially relevant. Sirnultaneously, the role of government in vulnerability

reduction should be clarified. Specifically, there is frequently conflict between the value of

'protection of the public good', which falls into the domain of govemment, and the value of

'personal fi'eedom' at the individual level. Mitigation actions, or actions during a flood

emergency, at tirnes require one value be prioritized over the other. This is a contentious

value-laclen issue that divides the very stakeholders that should be working cooperatively to

find solutions to vulnerability.

In general, there is much that humans take fol granted that is ernbedded in our cultule and

history and which sets the framework for rules and principles that ultirnately guide our

actions (Stefanovic, 2000). Foundations of human motives are similarly rooted in culture

ancl history, and few people take tilne to articulate and substantiate their value systems.

Understanding human vulnerability and mitigation decisions requires that citizens be

engaged in some meaningful processes of self-reflection on what is important and why (i.e.,

reflection on values).

Hazard mitigation occurs in a 'morally diffuse environment' (Beatley, 1999) where there is

no easy answer to the question of who is responsible for rnitigation and safety. As Beatley

( 1999) points out, 'everyone' is responsible, and yet 'no one' is cleally responsible. Who

citizens hold responsible when disasters occur, who should pay and how much for mitigation
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(ol for compensation) is a values issue and often a source of values conflict between citizens

and agencies in authority. A broader issue is that of distributive equity (Beatley, 1999) as

people have values and beliefs related to who should benefit fi'on-r rnitigation (or

compensation) and what criteria is acceptable in determining who benefits and by how much.

To conclude, the role of values and the broader notion of ethics, underlie human attitudes and

responses towarcls natural processes such as hazard events. Human values influence, for

instance, the range of ploblern solving strategies (namely rnitigation) that are consideled,

whose interests dominate, whose are protected , what infonnation is brought to bear on the

problern and how it is used, and ultirnately the choice of action taken or not taken. The study

of values provides fodder for a fuller examination of problems facing hutnans, helping to

define problems more cogently and fiorn different angles. Values study is not, according to

Stefanovic (2000), intended to generate some 'ultimate' values that people rnust adopt.

However, it should add significantly to our understanding of what motivates people,

including government institutions, to take the actions that they do when faced by a challenge.

2.11 Chapter sunnmary

In regions where flood disasters are comfiron, mitigation actions are taken to prevent or

reduce the vulnerability of human settlements. These mitigation actions are paú of a wider

complex of floodplain management activities that are defined by the relationship between

human and physical systems. Traditionally, decision-makers enthusiastically endorsed

structural approaches in vulnerability reduction; however, these measures have often had

limited irnpact on flood vulnerability. Following decades of flood disasters, hazards ancl

disaster researchers have increasingly sought to understand social as well as the physical

sources of r,ulnerability so they might better detennine solutions. Thus the amelioration or

attenuation of social vulnerability has become an important concept in floodplain

management decision-making.

Hope for a more secure futule for rnany communities is therefore thought to lie in a more

integrated approach to floodplain management, one which allows for improved use of both

structural and nonstructural mitigation activities (Pal,2002). A new emphasis on
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nonstructural as well as structural measures includes an approach that emphasizes more

community involvement in decision-making, captfalizes on pre-existing cotnmunity

capacities and priorities, and focuses on resilience in the couplecl physical-human system.

Parl of the integrated approach also requires a change in how humans and their institutions

address flood vulnerability. To engage in a new integrated approach to vulnerability

recluction, communities will need to articulate their priorities and be party to the tradeoffs

that rnanagement decisions entail (such as sustainable communities over economic

development). These are value juclgrnents. As we try to move both communities and

floodplains in sustainable directions, and minimize vulnerability to flood hazard, the

capacities and constraints related to these goals are found in social variables such as

perceptions, beliefs and values.
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CþñAFTER 3: RESEARCþ{ DESIGN AzuD MËT¡-IODS

3.1 Intnoductio¡'r

This research examinecl the social construction of flood vulnerability in the Red River Basin.

This exploratory study was preclominantly qualitative, focusing on context and understanding

of a complex system. It involved studying the leal world context of f'lood-related decision

rraking, parlicularly at the community level. It explored values and perspectives of

institutions involved in flood-related issues, and the many facets of vulnerability cleation that

emerged through the findings.

The support for this research was based on two key assumptions that are well docutnentecl in

the flood disaster literature and in local analyses of the causes and events of the 1997 flood in

the Basin. Those assumptions were: there is insuffìcient information on social factors

irnplicated in the creation of r,ulnerability in the Basin, and specifically a lack of

understanding of the beliefs and perspectives of at-risk community residents particularly in

communities outside of the City of Winnipeg. The research exploled flood-related

perspectives, decision making processes and mitigation decisions in the Basin. The study

included several methods of collecting ernpirical data both from residents of the Red River

Basin affected by rnitigation decisions and from institutional representatives at rnunicipal and

plovincial levels.

Ernphasis in this stucly was on how communities mitigate the flood threat through planning

for flood events and in the rnanagement of the Red River Basin floodplain. Due to a need to

lillit the scope of the reseaLch, the emergency and recovery stages of flood lnanagement were

not a major focus as these stages of flood management raise unique shorler tenn planning

challenges.

The prirnary data collection techniques used to achieve the objectives are listecl in Table 3.1.
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Data collection methods included

Survey on community organization, beliefs and values related to flood risk management

Documentary Analysis
(floodolain manaqement reÞorts/documents 1950-1 999)

' Key informant interviews on institutional values

' Visual methodology (photographic) with community participants
o lnterviews with community participants
o Focus groups within the two participating communities

Table 3.1 - Data collection methods

3.2 lntroductlon to documentary analys¡s

The broad purpose of the documentary review was to offer some insight as to the nature of

documents created and solicited as part of both govemmental and cornrnunity decision-

making in the Basin. The review was also to sele as a backdrop for decision-rnaking, and to

show an evolution in how institutions- and to a lesser extent, communities- have docurnented

their analyses of flood issues through the creation of various repofts and briefs. In shor1, the

data collected helped reveal the progression in documentation of floodplain and flood

management issues that has transpired in roughly the last fìfty years. The analysis of the

documents also adcled sorne contextual richness to this study by grounding it in actual

documents generated by planning authorities (and others) over five decades. This

documentary analysis also provided some insights into the values/perspectives of the

institutions conducting (or soliciting) reports on flood-related problems.

The first objective of this research, which related to rnitigation decisions and the use of

structural and nonstructural measures, was accornplished through consideration of secondary

clata; namely, existing documents related to flood management and mitigation options in the

Basin. The time frame for analysis was after the 1950 flood to 1999. It involved

documentary analysis (Fraenkel and Wallen , 1996; Bell, 1999) of a selected number of

government ancl private sector documents located in the provincial govemment's

Conservation and Environment Libraly, 160-123 Main Street, Winnipeg. Here, relevant

floocl-related publications are made available to the public. The content analysis was

qualitative and explolatory (Rose, 2005) and investigated various themes related to flood risk

management and r,ulnerability reduction as well as identifying emergent thernes.
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A set of themes for use in analysis (e.g., sustainability goals; soliciting public input in

decision-making) were identifìed prior to reviewing the documents; these themes were

identitìed from the flood related literature and repofis on the causes of the 1997 flood. The

themes appear in Appendix B. The determination and evaluation of rnitigation rneasures

(structural and nonstructural) and decision-making activities related to flood and floodplain

management were a fbcus of the documentary review (e.g., Royal Commissions; public

meetings on flood control). Evaluations of documents were also done with consideration of

lecent criticisrns of Canadian floodplain management practices and their lelevance in this

Basin (Shrubsole, 2000), and if (and how) such practices rnight be influencing corntnunity

vulnerability. Latent content (in addition to manifest content) within documents was

considerecl in an attempt to detennine some of the subtle preferences - i.e., related to

vulnerability reduction - that rnay be operating. These included, for example, prefèrences fbr

structural mitigation lneasures that were unstated but nonetheless evident.

According to Rokeach (1979), an advantage of content analysis of institutional docurnents is

that it may provide irnportant clues to institutional values, although he recommends an

additional methodology be used to cross validate findings (Rokeach, 1979). This was done in

this study through interviews with institutional key infonnants discussed below. Types of

documents that were reviewed included, for exarnple: government flood darnage recluction

strategies, post-flood assessments, terms of reference for consultant reports on rnitigation

options, and community planning documents. The complete list appears in Appenclix D.

3.3 Documentary analys¡s rnethod

There were several challenges in this underlaking. It was determinecl that the review must be

restricted along several dimensions. First, an appropriate tirne fiame for document selection

had to be determined. Documents were restricted to the time period following the 1950 flood

which, as noted earlier, was a pivotal event in flood management history in Manitoba

resulting in rnajor mitigation efforts. The time-related endpoint of documentary analysis was

7999, f-ollowing several key documents and analyses after the 1997 flood; thus the review
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was bounded in time. It was also cletennined that the focus was to be key documents that are

quite readily available rather than solicitation of obscure or protected documents used

exclusively by government deparlments; the docurnents, therefore, were to be reflective of a

general social discourse on flood risk rnanagement. These procedures were subject to the

apploval of the researcher's comrnittee.

The initial search began in fall 2003. There were 1 01 records that initially were identifìed as

relevant to fìoodplain management and flood risk management in Manitoba. In one case, a

cornpilation of reports (i.e., successive annual reports of the Winnipeg Dyking

Cornmissioner) were treated as a single entry even though many annual reports were

reviewed to investigate changes in the Comrnissioner's repofting over roughly hve decades.

In total, 30 of the 101 documents (or compilations) were reviewed in detail (See list in

Appendix D).

Of the 101 reports given consideration there were many that were of an exclusively technical

orientation with rninirnal interpretation of data for use in decision-making. These were text

presentations of data related to a nanow and technical arca of investigation; examples

inclucled clocuments that were exclusively on soil mechanics, geotechnical investigations,

risk rnapping, monitoring program data, etc. While obviously irnpofiant to understanding the

science behind local flood risk, the eliminated documents were clearly not intended as

comrnunication tools which could either facilitate or explain decision-rnaking related to floocl

risk by communities, local goveffìments or, in a more general sense, policy makers.

Consequently, their relevance to this research was minimal. Further culling became

necessary to narow the search. Eliminated from review were some reporls relatecl to areas of

the province that were fal norlh of the southem part of the Basin, or in areas which differed

markedly in geography such as Duck Mountain, or which were limited to specifrc tangential

subjects such as dam construction for generation of hydroelectric power. Documents that

lelated to Reserve Lands exclusively were elirninated due to the unique social and economic

character and circurnstances of these areas. The focus remained plimalily on riverine

flooding during spring thaw or sufitmer rain events.
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A Documentary Analysis Frarnework shown in Appendix B was developed by the researcher

f-or use in the documentary research based upon a review of two literatures pafiicularly -

general literature related to t-lood vulnerability reduction and literature related more

specifically to the Red River Basin. Both literatures suggested certain trends in flood-related

managelllent plactice and decision-making. In some cases, these trends appear throughout

flood related research (e.g., traditional cost-benefit analysis in detennining rnitigation

activities); in other cases the pre-selected trends / themes were identified froln reports

specific to Red River floods. Therefore, the framework consisted of a series of trends or

themes likely to be evident in text data relevant to flood management in this context. All

thernes listed within the framework were thought to suggest, at a minitnutn, a certain

worldview (or value systern) in addressing flood issues which rnay potentially impact

approaches taken to mitigate flood risk in Manitoba.

Once the documents to be used in analysis were identified (Appendix D), specific data was

recorded on each document - title, year, authorship, and parlicular note of who solicited the

report (if applicable and evident), as well as the general purpose of the document (following

Bell, 1999). It should be noted that for some of the older documents authorship and intent

were sofitetimes difficult to discern. Notes were also made of events that may have triggered

the creation of the document depending upon the year it was created (e.g., a recent floocl,

institution of the Canada-Manitoba Flood Darnage Reduction Agreernent).

Documentary data analysis consisted of manually going through each document and

examining thern using the Documentary Analysis Framework in Appendix B. Notations were

made about how each documents' content related (or not) to themes within the framework

(i.e., was the notion of public safety presented? were issues of equity raised? was public input

to decision-rnaking discussed?). Notes were also taken related to the context in which each

therne was discussed in various documents (e.g., with regard to public input to flood relatecl

decisions- was the document in favor, or unceftain, or not in favor, etc). Quotes that

particularly well illustrated a therne were also recorded within the data tables and ordered by

date. The theme of 'Public Trade-offs' was omitted fi'om consideration when it becarne

evident that documents failed to present the issues of floodplain tnanagement or flood
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lnanagement decisions as trade-offs between two items of value (e.g., development priorities

over r,rrlnerability leduction). fWhile such trade-offs are characteristic of hazard managemertt

they have not found their way into public discoulse in any clearly def,rned way - a fact clearly

worlh noting in an attempt to create more astute ancl knowledgeable citizens and decision-

rnakers.] Pattems related to the nature ancl content of the documents wele identified and the

percentage of documents which illustrated / discussed each theme was tabulated. Other

issues, problems, or themes related to flood risk rnanagement that emerged naturally fi'om the

review were also lecorded on the document data recording sheets for inclusion in analysis

and discussion of the documentary frndings.

In Chapter 4 the findings from the documentary analysis are presented. The results are

presented according to the themes investigated. The documentary analysis was done prior to

key inforrnant interviews and helped inform the discussions with the institutional infonnants.

3.4 Key Informant lnterviews

The purpose of the key informant interviews was to gain insights into institutional

perspectives and values on, for example, such topics as vulnerability reduction, community

parlicipation in decision making, sustainable floodplain management, as well as new

ciirections in which flood risk management may be moving within the Basin.

The key infonnant interviews consisted of semi-structured interviews with nine key

individuals who represented clecision-making institutions, those who were themselves local

decision-rnakers, or those who were influential within non-govemment organizations or

community gloups involved in floodplain management in the Basin. lnfonnants were

detennined through contacting key agencies and organizalions, or municipal leaders, and

asking them to identify the pelson they considered best suited to represent the values /

perspectives of their agency in relation to flood-relatecl matters; these are characteristics of

institutional 'gatekeepers'. The term 'gatekeepers' is applied to such personnel who are

capable of reflecting the values and priorities of the agency of which they ale apaft

(Rokeach, 1979, p. 53-54).
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To ensure pafiicipants' anonymity and permit them to offer critical insights into their own

organization, other organizations, or Basin communities, their specific organization is uot

namecl. However, the interviewees were all affiliatecl with one of the following types of

institutions in the Red River Basin:

r (1) Provincial departrnent with floodplain managetnent mandate

u (1) City of Winnipeg clepartrnent with flood-related mandate

" (2) Municipal councils (rulal) managing flood risk

, (3) Non-govemmental organtzation with floodplain lnanagement mandate

r (1) Non-govemmental agency with emergency response and recovery mandate

" (1) Grassroots activist group (community-based)

Prospective participants were contacted by telephone. Interviews were in-person and lasted

approximately one hour. Respondents were asked to answer the questions from the

perspective of an ernployee of their organization. The Interview Schedule of questions asked

of thern is found in Appendix C. The semi-structured fonnat of the interviews allowed fbr'

qualitative data collection; the focus was on eliciting a range of rationales, assumptions, and

potential values stances held by infonnants' respective organizations. Hence, questions were

delibelately exploratory and open-ended. Several questions or sub-questions were eliminatecl

in analysis when many of the gatekeepers could not address those questions primarily due to

their role in the organization. One such question was 1(b) which asked for infonnation

related to staff hours and funds within their agency that are allocated to flood-related issues.

All interview data were transcribed following the interviews for clarification. Data was read

and reread and irnpressions notecl. A data set was developed using responses to each question

and sub-questions, categorizing information according to responses (coding). These cletailed

categories were organized into broader themes that emerged fiom the clata. In some cases

responses also were accompanied by experiences, behaviol's or rationales that were

highlighted in interpreting the data. Recurring issues were noted as were novel /

contradictory perspectives. Following this, responses and categories were cross-referenced

with the institutional affiliation of the respondent (rural municipal, City municipal,
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community-based group, non-colnmunity based NGO, provincial agency). Pattems and

lelationships that were parlicularly relevant for addressing the resealch objectives were

highlighted for further discussion and integr-ation with other data sets. It was particularly

helpful that the community survey had been completed in advance of the key infonnant

interviews as it allowed for exploring (with institutional replesentatives) some issues that hacl

arisen at a community level earlier in the research (e.g., lack of community involvement in

local rnitigation decision-making; preferences for structural lneasures, perceptions of 'expefi'

agencies). Quotes were occasionally used in presenting the hndings fi-orn the key infonnant

interuiews when they most effectively captured the real-world experiences and beliefs of the

interviewees, or subtle nuances indicative of the relations between communities and

institutions. Similarly, anecdotes shared by key informants were used when they were

particularly powerful in illustrating an institutional perspective.

3.5 Community data collection overv¡ew

Comrnunity values and perspectives related to flood wlnerability were examined at an

individual level and community level in this research, with the emphasis on the latter. This

was deemed most appropriate for two reasons. A 'comrrunity' by definition can be

conceptualized as a collective with shared values and nonns, sharing a cornmon history and

identity, and in which there exists affect-laden and reinforcing relationships (Etzioni, 1996),

such as exists in smaller Basin communities. This made community level analysis suitable

for the researcher's purposes. Equally impoftant, the level of community is where many

rnitigation decisions andhazard wlnerability analyses are made (Yodrnani, 2001), making it

appropriate for research into flood management decision¡naking. It was also necessary to

gather some of the data at the individual level so that community residents rnight have time

to reflect upon community rralues, and meet privately with the researcher to openly share

their thoughts and feelings about their community.

A case study approach was adopted with two Basin communities as the cases. The nature of

the research - looking at community values, beliefs ancl their relationship to community

responses to local flood lisk - required in-depth exploration of a complex of social, econotnic
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and political factors. This could only be clone through intensive work in a very limited

number of communities over several years. The two communities chosen for study were

Emerson and Ste. Agathe, both in Manitoba. They are described in detail in Section 3.6. The

community research was done in two distinct stages, the results of which appear in Cìhapter 5

and Chapter 6. The first part consisted of a Comrnunity Survey done with san-rples of

residents fi'om each community, as described in Chapter 5. The Survey was on cornmunity

organization and pelspectives related to flood vulnerability. It is located in Appendix A. The

second component of the cornmunity research involved a srnall group of volunteers fioni

each community who were willing to participate in a lengthier process. They were asked to

take photographs of objects, places or people related to: what they perceive as imporlant

community values, their attachment to the town, concerns they have about flood

vr"rlnelability, and sources of reassurance of secudty in the face of the local flood risk. After

the photos were developed, the parlicipants were then individually interviewed and asked to

describe the rneaning of the photos they had taken. Each person was also asked a series of

other questions during the interview that related to their community's future and floocl

r,ulnerability. Those questions appear in Appendix E. A socio-demographic information form

used to collect personal data on each participant appears in Appendix F. The photographs and

interview data were reviewed for insights about community attachment, capacities,

perspectives ancl values, and how they relate to mitigating flood risk and creating a lrore

resilient community.

At the conclusion of the above data collection, the parlicipants from each community met in

a focus group to discuss a visual display of photos and commentary put together by the

researcher. This helped to validate the community findings. Afterwards, an archive (poster)

of photos and commentary was provided to each community in appreciation of participants'

time and commitment (refer to Appendix H to view the two community posters). The range

of community research activities provided valuable insights into how con-rmunity residents

view their communities and the flood risk, how they believe flood rnitigation should be done,

and what values relate to their judgments about theil own flood vulnelability.
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3.6 Gomm¡.¡nity selection

The two comrnunities frorn the Basin in this study were selected based upon a number of

criteria. These criteria appear in Table 3.2 below. All cornmunities exiribited close proxirnity

to the Red River, being at risk in 1997, engagement in recent rnitigation actions, a lropulation

size of less than one thousand people, and supporl (non-monetary) for the research. The

decision to focus the research on corrmunities with populations of this size was based on two

considerations. Firstly, there was a need to lirnit the size of the communities to facilitate

values analysis as larger communities are typically characTerized by more diversity in values

and more transient populations rnaking identification of common values and social

relationships lrìore difficult. Secondly, in Manitoba the vast majority of comrnunities in

close proxirnity to the Red River and south of the large urban center of Winnipeg also have

populations of less than 1,000 people.

Table 3.2 - Criteria for community selection

General criteria to be used in selection of the,two cornmunities

All com,munities in'thé study

lmmediately adjacent to the Red River

At risk in 1997

. Support of local leadership for human values research

' Engaged in recent mitigation actions

' Population size - less than 1000

Va ri abl e ch a racte ri sti c s of c om m u n i ties i n'study

Nature of collective action / community initiative related to flood issues

Cultural heritage

" Economic activity; resource base

. Proximity to Winnipeg

n Outcomes from flood event in 1997

Once the basic criteria for identifying potential comrnunities were detennined ancl a short list

of communities was created, a numbet of secondary elements came to light that were also

considered. These included: cultural heritage, type of community initiative related to flood

rnitigation, level and type of economic activity, proximity to a large urban center, and
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experiences and outcomes from fhe 1991 floocl event. While applying these criteria to the

selected communities provided more clivelsity in community characteristics, the primary

putpose of the study was not to compare the values / perspectives in the two communities but

rather to be aware that contextual differences exist which may explain some differences in

values and perspectives related to floodplain management issues. These are discussed in the

data analysis in Chapter 6. Aftel applying the criteria above, the two communities selected

were Ste. Agathe, a predominantly French-Canadian community within the Rulal

Municipality of Ritchot, and Ernerson, a culturally diverse community at the Canadian-

American bolder within the Rural Municipality of Montcahn (refer to map, Figure 1.1).

The town of Ste. Agathe is located at a relatively high point on the west bank of the Red

River between Winnipeg and the Canada / U.S. border along Highway 75. Floods have

therefore been less of a threat here than in many other communities along the river; hence, in

7997, Ste. Agathe did not have a permanent ring dike (Rasid, Haider and Hunt, 2000).

During the 1997 flood, the town received considerable attention as it was completely

inundated. Unexpectedly, the flood waters had come overland frorn behind the town rather

than from the river side where a temporary earth embankment had been constructed (Rasid et

al., 2000). This unexpected turn of events resulted in extensive damage to the entire town ancl

additional stress and confusion for residents (Monis-Oswald, 2001). In the tirne following

the 1997 flood, comrnunities south of the floodway near the city of Winnipeg (including Ste.

Agathe) also claimed that they had experienced water levels elevated above 'natural' flood

levels due to the floodway inlet operation during the flood. This 'back up effect' at the

floodway inlet was later investigated and conhnned (Burn, 1999b) although the exact extent

of additional flooding has been subject to some dispute.

The population of the actual town of Ste. Agathe is generally stated as roughly 500 people;

within the town boundaries proper, 1 18 households r,vere identified. The community claims a

high percentage of young families and a nurnber of small businesses. Ste. Agathe's

proxirnity to the large urban center of Winnipeg means a daily commute for many residents.

There are some fanns in the sunoundingarea, and the primary agricultural crops are canola

and wheat. Thel'e is one church in the town which is Flench Catholic. While the numbers of
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French speaking fàrnilies in the town is thought to be significant, the exact number was not

available. While available statistics on Ste. Agathe are minimal, there are some fol'the rural

rnunicipality of Ritchot within'uvhich it is located. Between 1996 and 2001 there was a

population decline of 5.5% in the municipality. Median age of the population was 34.6

years, and median family incorne was $64,975 (CDN). For the entire municipality the

number of families with a French mother tongue was29o/o (Statistics Canada, 2001). Among

the sarnple of residents participating in the community survey, French only was spoken in

41% of households, 53% reported speaking both French and English, and 60/o spoke English

only. The municipal govetrrment responsible for Ste. Agathe consists of a municipal council

with a rnayor and four councilors, one of whorn is fi'om Ste. Agathe. This council is

responsible for about 777 square kilorneters of area and 5,500 people.

Emerson, Manitoba is located on the Canadian-American border immediately adjacent and

east of the Red River, 90 kilorneters south of Winnipeg. In 1 997 , the town dike along tlie

Red River at Emerson, which had been reinforced during the event, held back flood watels

with little damage within the confines of the dike. The peak flood level had lisen to within

0.66 nieters of the dike height in Emerson. However, outside the Emerson dike, and

generally considered parl of the cornmunity of Ernerson (and sampled in this research),lies

an atea referred to as West Lynne. Here there was some damage to dwellings and property.

Since 1997, West Lynne has been diked.

V/ithin the town of Emerson, a town council consisting of five individuals and a mayor

handles most issues, including flood preparation and response. The town of Emerson is

surrounded by a variety of farm operations. The population of Ernerson is roughly 655

people. The last census reporled 358 dwellings. Median age according to the 2001 census

was 45.6 in Emerson, and median family income was S45,082 (CDN). Since 1996, the

population of the town has declined 11% (Statistics Canada, 2001). Ernerson's location at

the border also results in significant ernploynent in customs and irnrnigration services.

There is a small Royal Canadian Mounted Police detachment (the federal police force)

located in town. In the 2001 census,630/o of residents claimed to be Protestant, and l4olo

Catholic. Arnong those who participated in the community survey conducted for this study,
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English was spoken in the home of 90o/o of respondents, both English and French inTo/o of

honres, and a language other than English or French was spoken in 3o/o of homes.

3,7 Go¡nnrt¡nity survey

3.7.1 Community survey design and analysis

The community survey consisted of a qualitative semi-structured interview schedule used in

both Ste. Agathe and Ernerson respectively (refer to Appendix A). The analysis was

qualitative, aiming fol understanding of cornmunity lived experiences within the floodplain.

The survey was the first data collection activity undertaken and provided a general

community-based context to the research. The questions explored the nature of comrnunity

organization, social and communication networks, residents' views of their community in the

context of living with a flood thleat, participation in and awareness of flood lnitigation

activities, ancl perceptions of local vulnerability to floocl. The inclividual questions helped the

researcher explore community characteristics and social processes that influence action (or

inaction) related to coping with the flood risk.

Interviews were conducted in-person with a sample of residents in both Ste. Agathe and

Emerson. The interviews were conducted by the researcher and three research assistants. The

interview schedule was first piloted with thlee participants in the community of Ste. Agathe,

and minor alterations were made to the instrument. Survey households were selected using a

random number table in Ste. Agathe and a combination of random selection and snowball

sarnpling in Emerson. Each interview lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. The sample size

used in Ste. Agathe was 1 7 , or 14 o/o of the I 18 households identified. In Emerson, 31

households out of 358 were sulveyed or'9%. Surveys were conducted in2002 in Ste. Agathe

and 2003 in Ernerson.

To begin the analysis, the interview data was transcLibed ancl read many times for increased

understanding. Responses to the questions were then entered into QSR N4 qualitative

software (QSR, 1998) which was used in analysis. Data was coded and then organized
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thematically into a subset of issues with implications for community vulnerability and f-lood

lisk mitigation. Ernergent categories were identified as the data was worked with. Recurrent

thernes were noted. Effort was made to understand people's rationales fol their answers (e.g.,

why parlicipation in rnitigation decision-making appearecl low).

3.8 Gorvrmunity photographymethod

The second phase of community data collection was centered on the use of leflexive

photography. Parlicipants were asked to take photos within their cornrnunities and in

subsequent interviews to describe their rneaning (Hurwofth, 2003). The intelviews were to

reveal the irnage makers' (parlicipants') intentions in their selections of what to photograph

in order to gain valuable insights into the characteristics of the community in the context of

flood risk. It also permitted participants to consider past history and present issues as they

chose. This allowed revelations about the spectrum of change that has transpired within their

communities in relation to flood threat. While the content of each photo (e.g., river, dike) was

often self--evident (i.e., what appears in it), the level of analysis emphasized in this research

was the referent level, meaning 'what the photo was ol from the perspective of the person

who took it (Ernrnison and Smith, 2000). The researcher had participants contextualize the

photos by having each 'tell stories' about the meaning of the photos they took. The intent of

the analysis of the photos was to use the photos and referent rneaning to involve the

community in defining the relationship between vulnerability to flood and community values

and characteristics. This was in part accommodated by the broad natute of the task - i.e.,

parlicipants were given significant latitude in what to photogaph. This allowecl them to

detennine what might best communicate their lived reality in the floodplain.

Participants were identifred through the list of survey participants in Phase 1 . At that time,

survey participants had been askecl if they rnight be willing to be furthel involved in

community research related to flood issues. Of those whom expressed an interest, eight

participants were chosen from Ernerson and seven fi'orn Ste. Agathe. Individual meetings

were held with each participant to explain the nature of the photography exercise ancl the
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lelated focus groups. The time cormnitment had to be carefully explained as the photography

project was done over a considerable period of tirne.

After these individual interviews, there was a group r-neeting of parlicipants in each

community; at this tirne ethics protocols were presented and disposable calreras distributed.

After Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, and Arnbard (200a) participants were asked to take 2

photographs each (in case one was of poor quality) of 12 places, things or people - i.e.,24

photos in total. The photos were to illustrate: what they perceived as irnportant comrnunity

values, their attachment to the town, concems they had about flood lulnerability, andlor

sources of reassurance (of security) in the face of the flood risk. The instructions were

discussed by the gloup. They were reminded to focus on community attachment / values and

vulnerability simultaneously through their photographs. The most significant challenge was

to offer sufficient instructions without actually suggesting specifically what tliey might

photograph (e.g., town dike) and every effort was made to not lead parlicipants in what items

to photograph. More specifically, during the group meeting a couple of participants did ask if
certain photos would be approprìate (e.g., floodway) and these were briefly discussed.

However, the researcher kept this discussion to a rninimum and told the group that they

would not be given suggestions of what to photograph, and that it was imporlant that they

make the selections of what to photograph as independently as possible.

Another parlicular challenge in conducting the photography research was finding a tirne of

year when everyone was willing and able to take the photographs at the same time and be

available for individual interviews shortly theleafter. Although more ideal visually, summer

was not an option due to people's schedules. Photos were taken in fall.

Several weeks after distribution of the calneras, they were collected, fihns developed, and

individual interviews were held with each parlicipant to review all the photos they had taken.

The interviews were evaluative and interpretive (Nelson, 1991; Holstein and Gubriurn,

1995). Furlhermore, a series of questions were used to expand the discussions on community

perspectives lelated to flood vulnerability during the inter-views. These questions appear in

Appendix E. They were discussed only after the meanings of each photograph were explored
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rvith participants. After the interviews in each community were completed, analysis was done

as described below, using ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti, 2000) qualitative software. Then a locus

group was conducted in each cornmunity to cliscuss the prelirninaly findings of the

photography / interview data. The participants in the focus group were those who had taken

photos and been interviewed. The focus groups were held within community buildings in

each community.

More specifìcally, after some initial coding of the photographs and interview data, the

researcher chose a subset of photographs to use in each community's focus group. They

seemed to best leflect each community's assets I character and perspectives related to flood

vulnerability. During a formal PowerPoint presentation, slides were shown of the (selected)

photos of a particular object I place / person, accompanied by a selection of comrnents made

by various parlicipants who took photos of that particular subject rnatter. During the focus

groups these photographs and commentary - organized according to key themes in the data -

\¡/ere powerful tools for directing the discussion. Each photo was discussed so a range of

views on the meaning of the subject matter could be solicited, and note was taken of any

effors in interpretation by the researcher or of conflicting attitudes within the cornmunity.

The photos and commentary were used to brìng some issues into public focus, expand the

discussion of complex issues, and allow for a further exploration of community perspectives.

Notes were also taken on the process and content of the focus groups both by the resealcher

and a research assistant. Paraphrasing of participant comments back to the group was clone

as necessary for clarification pulposes. Participant observation of the focus groups expanded

the researcher's understanding of which issues inspired strong emotive responses at the group

level - such as the floocling of the cemetery in Emerson, or the role of the chulch within the

cornmunity of Ste. Agathe, or the general frustration of residents in cornmunicating with

government agencies. These observations were included in the discussion of research

findings.

The group process also offeled a check of the validity of key aspects of the photography

analysis - i.e., did the issues highlighted reflect community beliefs and sentiment, ancl were
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tliey suffìcient. Furlhennore, the focus groups offered a participatory approach to further

interpret the relationships between community characteristics and perspectives, ancl

vulnerability to flood.

The group viewing of photos seemed to be a rather empowering experience for participants.

The lnembers of the group took the opportunity to express and to asseft their views around

issues that were contentious within the community, and to express strong emotions, both

positive and negative. The use of anonymous comrnents frorn the earlier interviews which

were presented along with the photos (i.e., there was no indication of who had macle each

comment) was particularly helpful in eliciting some discussion of opposing views within the

cornmunity in a less threatening manner.

The viewing of the photos was also accompanied by many 'oohs' and 'aahs'- particularly in

one comrìunity- and there seemed to be some indication of community pride and a sense of

cohesiveness among the community participants. The photographs acted as visual triggers for'

memories of past floods and other aspects of community history and connectedness (Parker,

2005). In both cornrnunities the discussions during the focus groups were lively and spurred

many conversations about living with the flood risk. Many of the photos that had been taken

by participants were shown on PowerPoint slides in the time before the formal focus group

got underway and after the focus group was ended - looping over and over again. This was

done because, while over 150 photos were taken by residents of both communities, only a

fraction could be included in the formal presentations. People were welcome to stay and view

all of the photos after the focus group itself came to an end to ensure they had seen their own

photos. People seemed to enjoy this very much.

Parlicipants were also told that a poster consisting of a sarnple of photos and comments

would be provicled to the community in gratitude for their parlicipation. This was done

several weeks later and the posters are now in public buildings in both communities.
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Anølysis of' pltotography, inrerviev, and.foctts group dala

There were three analytical levels at which the photographs thernselves were viewed

(Emrnison and Smith,2000). As noted earlier, the focus of this research was the re.feren[ of

each photo (i.e.,what the photo is o.f); this relates to the intention of the photo taker (what

they were atternpting to capture through the subject matter). Photos were also reviewed at the

content level - in which what appears in the pholos was identified. In both communities there

lvere some objects of which there were several photos taken (e.g., town dikes). The

interviews with the participants, however, clarified the intended meaning (referent level

analysis) of each photo, which varied from person to person. The final level of photograph

analysis was the context of the photo-taking exercise. The contexr in this situation (meaning

u¡hat use is made o/ the photo) included what the participants in this study were asked to do,

and the general context in which the photo was taken (i.e., flood research to captule

community perspectives and perceptions of vulnerability).

Data collected as a result of photographs and parlicipant interviews was transcribed and

inserled into ATLAS.ti (ATLAS.ti, 2000) qualitative analysis software. Considerable time

was spent exarnining and comparing the various photos and commentary from the interviews.

The photo interview data was classified and coded according to both the photo referents and

themes that came out of discussions of the photos with parlicipants. This was an iterative

process as codes were refined as necessaly. Typical of an interpretive paradigm, ernerging

ideas were noted. The data was then considered within context - both the broader Red River

Basin context and individual community context. Sirnilarities and differences between the

two comrnunities were examined and considered within the contexfual differences - i.e.,

whether there was significant flooding in 1997; the nature of social organization, etc. The

semi-structured survey done in the first phase of community research helped infonn the

contextualization and interpretation of the photograph / interview data in phase two.

More generalized interpretations of community perspectives on flood risk were found in

identif,red patterns in responses made by community residents in the photography interviews,

the earliel'sulveys in both communities, as well as the final focus groups in each community.
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Seemingly contradictory findings were identified and discussed within the Red River Basin

context (e.g., both the preference for and the uncertainty related to structural mitigation

measures). Sorne segments of text were deconstructed to operationaltze values, attitudes and

beliefs at a cornmunity level. Quotes by comrnunity residents were used in some instances to

bettel illustrate comrnunity perspectives or sentiments; they are found within the formal

discussion of the comrrunity frndings in Chapter 6.

Analysis of the emerging pattern of community wlnerability was fuither enhanced by

references to the existing literature which contributes to and overlaps with the definition /

understanding of vulnerability within a floodplain (e.9., public parlicipation in mitigation;

vulnerability assessment issues; sustainable floodplain management principles). The

application of the existing literature expanded the understanding of the social construction of

vulnerability in the discussion of research findings. In the fìnal analysis and discussion of

findings, the two comrnunity cases jointly (and when appropriate separately) were described

in tenns of how decision rnaking and wlnerability are affected by values, attitudes, beliefs

and practices identified at the community level.

3.9 Vulnerability ana¡ys¡s and framework

The analysis of data collected on institutional and community perspectives and values related

to flooding and floodplain management was done in the context of the vulnerability leduction

approach to hazards and associated fiameworks. Vulnerability frameworks highlight the

impoftance of cerlain factors in addressing flood vulnerability such as level of public

participation, appropriateness of the decision-rnaking processes, power and equity issues, the

range of mitigation options available, and the types of institutional involvetnent, etc.

The vulnerability analysis was based, in paft, upon Wisner et al.'s (2004) and Blaikie et al.'s

(1994) PAR model of disaster, with emphasis on the construction of social vulnerability. In

their oft-quoted frarnewoLk, the authors encourage a careful analysis of the social context in

which disasters occur, and consideration of how linked social, economic and political

variables can contribute to the plogression of r,ulnerability in a society - particularly over a
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large time scale. The analysis of the data fi'om this study is plesented through an adaptation

of Wisner et al.'s (2004) Pressure And Release (PAR) model which is a more recent version

of the Blaikie et al. (1994) PAR rnodel. The adaptation is presented in Chapter 7.

3.10 Lirnitations and Delimitations of the Research

The nature of the social construction of vulnerability, the focus of this research, was

investigated using a qualitative approach. As such, data was analyzed for themes or

categodes, and interpreted for meaning. The use of visual data collection through the

photography exercise was consistent with phenomenological research as the photos and

statements rnade by participants were detailed in an effort to capture the essence of

community understandings about flood wlnerability. The process for identifying and

integrating the key factors influencing wlnerability (through integrating varied sources of

data) was largely inductive and iterative. The different sources of data and methods of

collecting infonnation (docurnentary, interview, visual and group rnethods) allowed for

triangulation of the evidence that led to identifrcation of themes contributing to vulnerability.

One of the challenges in this research related to the reality that r,'ulnerability can be created ot'

alleviated at all three stages of flood management: planning, emergency management and

recovery. For the pulposes of a single research study, however, it was necessary to limit tlie

prirnary area of investigation to one stage. Thus, in examining social and cultural variables

that are implicated in vulnerability, this research focused upon the planning and pre-disaster

rnitigation aspects of flood managelnent - in essence, the 'big picture' issues where possible.

There was, however, some overlap with the other stages - particularly that of flood

pleparation - not surprising given the inter-connected nature of vulnerability creation.

The use of a case study method to examine i,ulnerability posed a challenge due to the varied

types of communities that exist within the Basin. The need to lirnit the research to two

communities decreased the external generalizability of the fìndings to all communities.

However, this was countered by the depth of investigation in the two communities, the

rnultiple methods of data collection, and the ability to triangulate frndings. In addition, during

the community focus groups, the parlicipants themselves assessed and provided feedback
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related to the intemal generalizability of the photography / interview analysis by confìrrning

its applicability to their own communities.

At a practical level, the cornrnitment required - most notably by parlicipants in the

photogtaphy exercise and associated group processes - limited the nurnber of comrnunities

that could be studied. However, the rnole in-depth focus allowed community residents to

spend considerable time considering their beliefs, values and perceptions of community

vulnerability and decision-making processes. This was necessary to the fulfillment of the

research objectives. Lirniting the study to two cases penxitted an examination of social

processes and decision rnaking that would sirnply not have been possible across multiple

communities. While one cannot say that all results apply generally to all communities, it is

likely that enough common experiences and perspectives exist (within the Basin) that the

potential contributors to vulnerability found in this research should be highlighted in

planning t-or the future.
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Ch{AFTER 4: lhlSTlTUT[ONAL VALI"JES AND pERSPFCT'IVES

4,.1 Why exan'line institutlona! vat¡.¡es?

'They (flooded homes) musf sinrply be regarded as exumples oJ'unþrtunate ønd possible

i mpr ov ide nt s ettlemenl'

(1951 government document about several hundred flooded

homes on the Red R-iver)

The above statement, particularly after the events of 1991 , seems like an enonrìous

understatement of how human behavior in the floodplain has contributed to flood-related

damages and grief in the Red River Basin. Certainly the emergence of r,'ulnerability

approaches was in partial response to researchers challenging the notion irnplied in the above

statement that flood disasters (and others) are caused largely by forces outside of human

control. That is, the old thinking of hazalds as accidents unrelated to human activity has been

disputed over recent years (Hewitt, 1983; Blaikie et a1.,7994; Mileti, 1999). But how have

decisions within the broader Red River community evolved since this statement was made at

a time when the misfortunes of flooded citizens were viewed primarily as the trials of

unfofiunate individuals rather than societal problems requiring societal solutions? To address

this question, we must look to the institutions which have responded to flood hazald in the

Red River Basin, and find out what values, beliefs and actions are driving the search f-or

security in the floodplain. That is the purpose of the research described in this chapter.

This chapter identifies institutional values and perspectives on flood related issues that

emergecl fi'om the data; these values and perspectives have evolved in the Basin within the

last frfty years and are relevant to how flood hazard is addressecl. The analysis unclerscores

how institutional values can contribute to or detract flom vulnerability and what they reveal

about broader societal values. The emphasis here will be on examining several types of

institutions- including those longstanding institutions mandated to address issues related to

floodplain management, i.e., prominent institutions with rnandates related to flood control,

response or recovery, and those that have ernerged to deal with community-level flood

related concerns.
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In very general tenns 'institutions' are engaged in the transmission and implementation of a

set of values related to their respective areas of responsibility (Rokeach, l9l9); institutions

"function like plefabricated sets of instructions on how to do things" (Nash and Calonico,

1993, p.12). Institutions get things done. Within a society there are many areas of

lesponsibility that are formally assigned to socially created and sanctioned institutions

langing fiom such diverse functions as for example, education, religious observance, and of

rnore relevance here, water ffranagement. In the case of floodhazard management there is a

wide variety of institutions that respond to the needs of both larger society and smaller

collectives (such as cornmunities or neighborhoods). Each such group or agency then

assumes an irnportant societal role, whether formal or informal. Even small local groups

fbnned to acldress local flood related issues have, at the minimum, an informal mandate

founded on some principles or values - perhaps values that are distinctive from larger society.

Whether large or small, formal or infonnal, such groups exist to fulfill a social function.

They also exist within a distinct social context and amid social relations that justify their

existence.

The institutional analyses were done in two parls and are presented as such. Parl 1 is a review

of clocumentary data using a sample of reports and papers created by various federal,

provincial, rnunicipal and community groups over the last fifty years. The listing of

documents used appears in Appendix D. Part2 is a presentation of infonnatiou obtained fi'om

semi-structured in-person interviews with institutional gatekeepers on topics related to

perceptions of community vulnerability to flooding in the Basin and approaches to address

this problern. Finally a Discussion section presents key findings related to institutional values

and perspectives of relevance to flood and floodplain management.

It should be noted that beliefs and values of institutions and organizations within a society

can also be in conflict. Thornpson et al. ( 1 990) suggest that shared values can most often be

observed in relation to ways of life lather than at a societal level; groups within society do

not always have the same view on every issue. Within this chapter are discussions of key

values and perspectives related to flood management that are found within prevalent
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governnìent (provincial and municipal) institutions/agencies which are clearly socially

sanctioned. However, there are points of departure described in this Chapter where

organizaTions such as NGO's espoused some values that differed from bureaucratic

perspectives, or where a community based activist group expressed their own value- related

priorities. They all tell the tale of a democratic society grappling to hnd the best set of

solutions to a highly complex problem arnid disparate interest groups.

4.2 Part 'l: Results of documentary analys¡s

4.2.1 Public safety as a value

Documents were searched to see if the notion of public safety was explicitly stated as a social

goal or if the document was created for the pulpose of addressing issues of public safety

related to flooding. This was a therne that was typically irnplicit in documents rather than

explicit. Mention was made of public safety issues with regard to the ruin of people's homes

in the 1950 flood, or in lrore recent discussions of evacuation of communities in 1997 .

4.2.2 Equity and socialjustice in floodplain and flood management decisions

This therne was explicitly evident in a dozen documents dating back to the 1960's right up to

post 1997 flood analyses. Discussions in the 1960's already observed that Winnipeg was of

parlicular importance when prioritizing flood protections works due to its economic

importance to the Province generally. Through the 1970's, documents revealed a diverse set

of concems about equity. There was concerrr in individual communities about the

vulnelability of sorne homeowners, and also opposition to goveffllnent pemritting the

diversion of rivers for use by individuals or comrnunities. In 1979 fhe Manitoba Water

Commission questioned whether the Province should undertake to reimburse rnunicipalities

suffering damages if they were only slight, while expressing the opinion that compensation

schemes for individuals were largely equitable. By the 1980's concelïs about equity and

faimess in public documents took a slight diversion as the Canada-Manitoba Flood Damage

Reduction Agreement was resulting in mapping of high risk flood areas and the 'designation'

of sorne localities as at risk. This laised the ire of some rural people (such as leaders in the

town of Morden, Manitoba) who felt the designation system was unfair and the process
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f-aulty. They objected to the designation being based so exclusively on mapping rather than

an individual assessment of a community's circumstances. They thought recent local

rnitigation eff-orts underlaken were not given consideration.

By the late 1980's there was a significant court case (refer to Appendix D, Water Resources

Blanch, Watel Management Issues, 1988) in which a claimant won clamages for crop loss

due to dlainage works that the Province had approved. This caused some concem on tlre part

of the provincial govelnment that in future they would be held responsible legally for

dlainage related flooding. This issue of liability became of more concerrl to senior

government.

Arnong the documents reviewed there was a cluster of concems that emelged after the 1997

floocl about equity. For example, public hearings revealed residents' clairns that flood-

proofing guidelines were not applied equitably in the Basin prior to the flood. Issues related

to nrandatory evacuation, and residents confusion about who had authority in 1991, prompted

cornments about lack of fair procedures and a need to address such issues in future planning.

Also, the issue of flood damage compensation in 1997 was a painful one for all concerned.

With concems about equitable treatment of Basin citizens prominent after the 1997 flood, the

Red River Floodway Operation Review Comrnittee in 1999 (see Appendix D) stated

unequivocally that their review of floodway operations in 1997 'had to start fiom the

assumption of fairness to all Manitobans', a value-laden statement in response to the voiced

fì'ustration of local authorities in small cornlnunities.

4.2.3 Authority and top-down approaches in decision-making

Investigation of this theme was intended to reveal the extent to which documents reflected an

assurnption that government and its agencies assume authority as it relates to floodplain

issues. This was difficult to discem from the documents through review of their content.

However, early documents, as well as more recent ones aftel the 1997 flood, assutned or

irnplied the autholity of key provincial agencies, most notably Manitoba Emergency

Management Organization (MEMO) and WCIS (although the names have changed over the

decades). There was also evidence of challenge to authority by residents over evacuatioli in
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199J, an issue raised frequently. There appears a trend to hold these agencies increasingly

accountable for flooding, and for residents to agitate to asseft their own lights (such as to

remain on their private property or to decide for themselves whether the threat is suffìciently

high as to wanant evacuation). After 7997, an IJC (1997) docurnent encouraged the Province

and colnmunities to adopt a revised, more collaborative, approach to water management

(refer to Appendix D).

4.2.4 Soliciting public input / public pañicipation

The docurnent review suggested that the involvement of the public in flood related water

management issues is increasing in irnportance and scope. The earliest document reviewed

with details of public involvement was in 1979 following large floods in the Province in

7914, l9l6 and 1979. There was a review of flood fighting activities that included briefs on

public hearings held in Btandon and Winnipeg for the Manitoba Water Commission. After

the events of 1997, public involvement was recommended by the IJC as impofiant to

irnproving flood risk management. AIso, in the 1999 government document 'A Strategy for

Reducing Flood Risk in the City of Winnipeg' it was noted that there was a need for a 'public

awareness and consultation program' to focus on solving the problem of flood risk in the

city. Further, it was clairned 'a public consultation program must be initiated using a positive

approach' (refel to Appendix D). That same yeff a review by the Red River Floodway

Operation Review Cornmittee (refer to Appendix D) rnade several strong statements about

the irnporlance of public awareness and involvement. it was suggested that the operating

rules of the Red River floodway be clearly documented and available to the public to

improve 'understanding I awareness.' The Committee also stated that 'broader involvement

of stakeholders in application of rules, particularly during rnajor flood years would improve

communication and reduce conflict.' The members of this comtnittee, in addition to

Provincial and City offrcials, included rnunicipal offlrcials from small communities who

advocated stlongly for community concems stemming from 1997 events to be addressecl in

future planning. While outside the scope of this document review, recent activities to select

an option to better protect the City of Winnipeg, which ultirnately resulted in the Red River

Floodway Expansion project, involved a more comprehensive public participation pt'ocess in
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fìood mitigation decision-making than evel before seen in Manitoba. Indeed, the neecl f-or

formally instituted public parlicipation processes may well be one of the rnost signifìcant

social changes related to flood planning and decision-making that emerged fbllowing the

1997 flood. Their success to date, however, has been questionable; parlicipants in a public

participation initiative to exarnine two altematives for structural adjustrnents in the Red River

Basin criticized the process. They felt the decisions were actually made in advance of their

involvernent and that they did not have the resources at their disposal lo analyze and evaluate

documentation related to the options (Sinclair et al., 2003). Both of these limited their ability

to influence decision outcotnes.

4.2.5 Sustainability

This theme related to the identifìcation of sustainability as a goal fol communities tlanaging

flood risk within the Basin. Documents reviewed, parlicularly pre-1997 documents, showecl

little attention to this even in passing reference, and this was not presented as a goal in any

comprehensive way. While it could possibly be argued that sustainability as a concept is

implicit in planning goals, its lack of attention in various documents is noteworlhy and

suggests that holistic approaches are still in their infancy both conceptually and practically.

4.2.6 Protection and conservation of environmental resources

Rather like the therne of sustainability, document review showed a lack of reference to these

issues in the context of floodplain and flood management. Back in the 1970's the Manitoba

Water Commission expressed concern about erosion contlol along rivels and divelsion of

rivers in relation to problems with flooding. Also in the 1970's the notior-r of controlling

water levels on Lake Winnipeg was discussed in the context of how it rnight irnpact wildlife

and tecreation resources on the lake. After 1997 , there was a conference presentation related

to both the environmental impact of rnitigation, and environmental impacts (such as

groundwater contamination) in reference to the recent flood. The documents following 1997

also made passing reference to expanding flood damage reduction strategies to include such

activities as restoration of wetlands to encourage natural storage of water during flood years.

This issue of protection of environmental resources seems to have received only cursory

attention in floodplain management discussions.
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4.2.7 Traditional scientific enquiry versus social enquiry

The purpose of noting the nature of enquiry contained within the various reportsidocuments

reviewed was to attempt to get a sense of how the problem of flooding has been investigated-

whether from a traditional scientific approach or one more inclusive of social context. As

noted in Chapter 3, reports that were essentially physical data sets were eliminated fi'om

analysis. However, among the documents subject to review there was evidence to suggest

that the process used in investigating flood related issues has been clearly dominated by

traditional scientific approaches. For example, in the 1950's and 60's comrtentary in

documents leviewed showed emphasis on structural measures to protect the City of

Winnipeg, and issues like property values and the problem of curtailed growth. Problems

fì'arned in this manner understandably influenced the evaluation of flood datnage reduction

potential towards engineering and economic analysis. Similarly, in the 1970's and 1980's

various authors ranging fi'om govemment departments to private consultants focused on

structural options, largely assessed by economic instruments. After 1997, analyses still

showed a preference fol this type of investigation when looking at flood risk managetnent in

general although more social commentary was added to the reports.

Early mention of the need for investigation of the social aspects of flood vulnerability was in

the earliest documents reviewed. In 1951, in an attempt to determine what would be

necessary to protect Winnipeg after the devastation of the 1950 flood, an author fiorn PFRA

commented that 'social commentary' was needed in deliberations of how to mitigate flood

damages in future- although how to accornplish this was not presented. In a 1970's report by

the Flood Assistance Board (refer to Appendix D, Manitoba Flood Assistance Board, 1976)

there was a section called the Problem of'Residents that was only 15-20 lines long which

recognized 'flooding as a personal disaster' which lesulted in 'econotnic ruin' or 'set then-t

(residents) back'. However, the focus of the docurnent by the Flood Assistance Board was

primarily a presentation of numbers, such as the number of applications for compensation for

flooding or the lirnitations of compensation awards. It did not provide infonnation about the

social impacts of flooding.
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In 1979 the Water Resources Branch did have a section of a report (which assessecl flood

control on the Whitemud River; refer to Appendix D) called 'Damages not Quantified in

Monetary Tenns' which began to, in limited fashion, highlight the need for less exclusively

quantitative approaches to the issue of flood risk. The four specific non-quantifiable impacts

considered worlhy of note at the time were: 1) disruption / insecurity, 2) inconvenience f-elt

by the community, 3) road closures and 4) cancellations. This was not detailed but did leflect

a lnore fonnal acknowledgement of intangible impacts. Similarly in 1981 , in a repofi by a

task folce discussing comrnunity diking projects, the authors noted that 'unquantifiable

effects of flooding were documented in this study as an additional consideration in decision-

making' and they included what they described as 'qualitative statement of facts regarding

proj ect consequences.'

The concept of investigating social aspects of flood events, flood planning strategies, or

rnitigation projects grew in prominence following the 1997 event with, for exarnple, the IJC

report and Manitoba Water Cornmission Report which reviewed successes and failures in

flood response and rnitigation. These repofis did two key things: 1) described in clealer tenns

the wide range of irnpacts experienced by residents and, 2) suggested that the Province must

develop a new strategy for an integrated flood plan that looks at all issues, policies ancl

activities. This was in sharp contrast to the earlier preference for looking at flood

Íìanagement issues as a problem to be investigated largely from an engineering viewpoint,

and through application of tladitional scientific or economic criteria.

4.2.8 Technical solutions and structural measures

This theme is linked to that of a traditional scientific versus more qualitative approach to the

issue of flood risk as touched upon in the above discussion. However, here it was noted

specifically if there was a discussion of technological and structural apploaches in the

documents reviewed. There were few documents (less than five) that did not present some

technological discussion. Going back to the 1950's and 1960's there was evidence of olcl

hazards approaches as one anonymous author cliscussing the floodway said 'fàced with the

certainty of floods we could do one of two things - accept the darnages from floocls when

they alise ol take engineering steps to reduce or prevent them.' (refer to Appendix D, "The
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Story of one of Canada's Biggest Excavation Projects 'The Red River Floodway' "). Other

options such as addressing development issues were not given much credence.

Investigations of how to mitigate darnages focused on structural projects, and the costs to

build various options. in the 1970's, reports for the Manitoba Water Commission in which

the views of the public were solicited did raise some early cautions about exclusively

structural approaches. One commissioner noted that 'large dams and reservoirs is not the

answer as these have not done a satisfactory job south of the border' (refer to Appendix D,

Manitoba Water Commission, Commission Meeting Briefs, 1974). Anothel commentator

from a community just south of the floodway inlet noted that with floodway operation there

was evidence of a back-up effect (i.e., water backing up south of the floodway) which was a

'puzzle linked to a lack of engineering knowledge' (refer to Appendix D, Manitoba Water

Commission, Red River /Tumbull Drive Briefs, I914). By the late 1970's and 1980's the

federal-provincial flood damage reduction agreements also placed a focus on flood risk

mapping, technical information and design flood calculations. Community dikes were also

becoming a lnore rnajor focus in mitigation efforts.

Within documents after the 1997 flood presentations of technical issues abounded with

discussions of, fol example, new and old structural measures, improved forecasting, and use

of information technology. There was some attempt to branch out discourse about rnitigating

future flood darnages into a discussion of water 'management' rather than strictly water

rnovement (and storage). This attitude was found most often among nongovernmental

stakeholders such as, for example, members of the Manitoba Water Commission in their

review of actions taken during the flood.

It is also noteworthythat a 1999 Conference entitled Red River Flooding: Decreasing our

Aisfu had a collection of 20 presentations, of which almost three quarters were pledominantly

technologically oriented discussions.
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4.2.9 Nonstructural measures / human management

Evaluation of the occunence of this theme consisted of identifying documents that might

discuss or advocate the neecl for nonstructural measures as paú of managing fìood risk and

parlicularly those with an emphasis upon altering human behavior in the floodplain. The

earliest clear reference to nonstructural measures was seen in discussions related to the 1976

flood, such as the one reporl by the Manitoba Water Comrnission based on public hearings in

Blandon and Winnipeg where there was discussion about 'new policies' related to

f-orecasting, emergency assistance and government organizational structures. Particularly,

there was mention of new legislation that permitted author-ities to evacuate comrnunities and

issues related to the adequacy of warning systems. One comment made by the Manitoba

Water Commission noted the need for 'media and common sense' in relation to warnings

(Appendix D, Manitoba Water Comrnission,I9TT, Review of Flood Fighting Activities).

Concerns relatecl to zoning and building pennits arose in documents in the 1980's, and then

again in a more definite way in post-1997 flood reviews. These rnore recent documents

showed that there were allegations made of inadequate enforcement of zoning plior to the

flood. Reference was made also to inappropriate developrnent where, for exarnple, secondary

dikes in Winnipeg on private property were obstructed or clarnaged by residents- typically for

aesthetic reasons. There was a recommendation fol changes to the City of Winnipeg Act to

prevent this in future. There was also note of other human actions that impacted flood

vulnerability in 1997. one being that some municipalities failed to follow theil own

emergency plans. A government-run Technical Workshop on flood risk in Winnipeg

cautioned that it is important to not rely too much on emergency measures exclusively, and

expounded on the irnportance of land zoningregulations for development and a need for

review of compensation arrangelîents for datnages in Winnipeg.

4.2.10 Evaluation of risk: what tools do we use?

This theme ernerged in an attempt to identify what tools, or combinations thereof, were being

used to evaluate risk. Clearly early documents showed a preference for cost benefit

calculations of options going back to the vely traditional analyses used to support the large

structural lneasures to protect Winnipeg back in the 1950's and 60's. Discussions of flood
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f,ighting activities in the 1970's noted that such activities needed to provide the best cost-

benefit for the most people as the basis for decision-making. When eight town dikes were

consiclered for construction in 1981, cost benefit calculations were used which attemptecl to

consider local developrnent levels.

One reporl by a consulting finl on the impacts of floocling on Lake Winnipeg's resources

noted that the use of a cost-benefit ratio is lirnited in its ability to look at issues of values

inherent in environmental comrnon properly resources; although a cost-benefit calculation

was ultimately used by the consultants they included a section called 'Damages not

Quantified in Monetary Tetms' (Appendix D, G. E. Grippen and Assoc., Ltd., 1970).

After 1997 there appeared a distinct difference in discussions of flood vulnerability reduction

and decision-making, likely in part due to the several detailed analyses which followed the

flood. These analyses leviewed the causes of, and responses to, the flood - some cornpleted

þy the IJC and the Manitoba Water Cornmission. The plocesses used in the post-flood

analyses included public meetings and allowed a bloader understanding of flood

vulnerability from a broad range of stakeholders to begin ernerging. Human creation of

vulnerability began to emerge in reports as a cause to be addressed - at least in conjunction

with irnprovement of structural measures to direct water away frorn highly vulnerable

developrnents. In 1999 - in the lengthy reports of KGS Consulting as they evaluated options

to fuithel plotect Winnipeg - while they clearly focused on structural measures and cost

benefit analysis in their role as engineering consultants, there \ryas an atternpt to look at the

potential social impacts of various options. They did render some criticism of past cost-

benefit calculations on protecting Winnipeg that they perceived had not included suffrcient

detail.

4.2.11 Compensation

The issue of payrnent for mitigation actions and, beyond that, for compensation, was also

considered in reviewing the available reports. It became apparent that the cost of mitigation

was not an issue raised in any significant way in the documents reviewed. However, a few
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comments about compensation issues and their evolution over the last few decades can be

made.

First, docurnents back in the 1970's such as the one entitled Country and City Flooding 1974-

1915-197 6 by the Manitoba Flood Assistance Board ( refel to Appendix D), focused on

numbers of compensation payouts, and what items were or were not eligible for

compensation. A Manitoba Water Commission document of the time looked at municipal

reimbursement guidelines for compensation and also questioned the necessity of reimbursing

rnunicipalities for minor expenses. It also noted that the compensation scheme for indivicluals

was seen as equitable. In sharp contrast to this, the IJC documents reviewed afr.er 1991

contained cornmentary about residents' confusion and fiustration regarding both floocl

darnage compensation amounts and processes for application for compensation; the Water

Commission also noted irnpaired response by the senior govemment to residents' neecls

related to damage assessment for compensation. It would appear residents' and cotnmunities'

expectations regarding compensation and the expectations of government to better meet

residents needs are increasingly well-articulated since 1997.

4.2.12 Facilitating development of local organizations

Shaw and Goda (2004) make a strong case for the importance of community initiatives to

address disaster-related issues. Existence of local groups was investigated in reviewing

documents to observe if there was mention of gtoups involved in assessment of local

vulnerability or detennination of mitigation effofis, or a discussion of the need to facilitate

such actions. There was little in the way of commentary in this regard in documents

reviewed. That is not to say that communities did not take it upon themselves to address

vulnerability as can be seen in documents from the communities of Cannen and Morden -
both located between Winnipeg and the Canadìan-American border - in the 1980's. Howevet,

a few cornments in regald to local groups can be made. A cotnment was made in 1951 about

the need for local level planning but no indication of how this might happen (refer to

Kuipers, 1951 in Appendix D who was appraising flood risk and possible actions). In the

1970's communities did express a desire for inclusion in discussions of flood control issues
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(through Manitoba Water Cornmission hearings in Brandon and Winnipeg). This was in

parlial response to frustration (with past practice) and specifically with the news rnedia as a

primary source of communication about flood risk. A comment was also tnade that the

media's interests 'are probably quite different from interests of people that are seeing their'

lromes going under' (refer to Manitoba Water Commission,I977, in Appendix D).

However, it was not until the events in 1997 that the impoftance of involving rnajor

stakeholders was iterated, and the need to build a multiple sector consensus for water

managertent. A conference by CWRA (Canadian Water Resources Associatiou) held in

V/innipeg in 1999 refened to successes related to local organization within at-risk

communities in 1997.

4.2.13 Critique of past pract¡ces in floodplain and flood management

It was thought important to identify if there was an evolution of critical analysis in how

floodplain and flood management has been conducted in Manitoba, with attendant changes in

how authorities and/or communities respond to flood threat. Up until 1997 docurnents were

not highly critical of management decisions or practices. However, a few examples do exist.

One Water Comrnission report in the 1970's reflected public concetn about inadequacy in

emergency response, particularly related to authority structure and communication and

provision of emergency supplies. There was also criticism rendered about inconsistent

application of regulations for building in the floodplain.

One commissioner also expressed support for more municipal autonomy, saying it tneans

'lrìol'e democracy to the people.' One document by the town of Morden in 1 987 offerecl

criticisrn of the Federal Flood Damage Reduction Prog'am's flood designation efforts saying

'we do not necessarily agree with the severity of the anticipated problem' as presented (see

Appendix D, Town of Morden, 1987). The town was concerned about the negative impact of

such a designation on colnrnunity development.
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ln 1997 the IJC did speak out about various practices at multiple levels that wele identified as

contributors to the damages and losses in1997. The post 1997 flood leviews of failures at all

scales - government and community and individual - have been a signifìcant shift in

evaluation of the causes of vulnerability in the Red River Basin, away frotn viewing

vulnerability more simply as exposure to flood waters. Of parlicular signifrcattce, the et¡ents

of 1997 have been followed by a substantial number of recommendations for irnplovetnents

and change at all scales.

4.2.1 4 Communication and vulnerability reduction

The review of documents also sought to identify if cornmunication issues were a subject of

discussion in repofis. The oldest report to make note of communication issues was mentioned

in an earlier section; residents clairned communication with goverìment agencies was

disastrous during lhe 1916 flood. Communication as an issue was also alluded to in the

1980's in a community docurnent that felt the designation of communities as at-risk from

flood (as parl of the Flood Damage Reduction Program) was not done in an inclusive way;

there was little communication with comrnunities. The designation was based solely upon

rnapping.

More recent comments about communication, of which there are many and varied, can be

found in 1997 post-flood analyses. One exarnple is the review of floodway operating rules by

tlre Red River Floodway Operation Committee (1999) irefer to Appendix Dl that attempted

to come up with some practical communication strategies for communicating about flood

related issues with residents. One suggestion, for example, was fol a brochure fol

dissernination to the public with details about how the floodway operates.

4.3 Discussion of documentary evidence

The above docurnentary review offered some insights into what institutions that have been

assigned fonnal responsibility for flood-related matters have focused upon in executing their

mandate and the processes they have utilized in decision-making over the decades. Other

documents revealed the perspectives, concerns or priorities of some other stakeholders -
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whether individual communities, provincial Task Forces, the Manitoba Water Commission,

confèrence parlicipants etc., thlough repoÍs and documentary evidence.

Autholship of the documents was dominated by WCIS, other govetntlent agencies, and

consulting firms- usually engineering firms. Frequently the latter were hired by govemrnent

to produce the reports. There were few documents prior to 1997 that really considered the

pelspectives of communities with the exception of the Manitoba Water Commission briefs in

the 1970's and two documents solicited and paid for by communities. Many of the

documents had as their primary purposes to reporl on activities (as in flood fighting),

feasibility of flood control lneasures (including specifications for various sttuctural

measures), or traditional cost-benefit calculations. These were very narrow tasks set out to

the report writers.

The documentary analysis showed that following a major flood in 1974 there was an atternpt

to broaden the discussion over 'problems of flooding' in the Province of Manitoba; this task

was assigned to the Manitoba Water Commission. They documented the concerns of the

public as identified in rneetings, and targeted the issue of how to improve flood-fìghting

activities - r'anging from forecasting needs, emergency protection, to governmental

organizational stmcture. At this point there seemed to be a recognition that the large

structural measures instituted in the 1960's, while effective in reducing darnages, were

clearly not the entire solution. It was in the 1980's that the issue of control of development

\ /as suggested, and early mention of the need to adopt more comprehensive river basin

planning and management proglalns to control land use in areas prone to flooding. However,

motivation to engage iri this more demanding approach to flood risk reduction was

undoubtedly thwarled by a somewhat dryer cycle in the late 1980's and early 1990's.

The retum to higher water levels, and particularly the 1997 flood, seemed pivotal in causing

a significant change in documents related to flood managelnent issues. Assessments of flood

darnage reduction options after 1997 still highlighted structural options and cost-benefit

calculations but there was a recognition that vulnerability colrres fiom a wide valiety of

factors such as population distribution, inappropriate development practices, lack of
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enforcement of zoning bylaws, poor emergency response planning and communication, poor

decision-making structures, etc. These more recent reporls on flood r,'ulnerability in the Basin

(\JC,1997; Manitoba Water Comrnission, 1998; KGS, 1999 - all in Appendix D) for the

first time approached the problem of flooding from a social science as well as traditional

science perspective, and acknowledged the cornplexity of the problerns ar-rd the need for

various actions on numerous fronts, including social ones. The analyses thelnselves were still

don-rinatecl by the quantitative assesslnents so favored by engineers and economists, but

increasingly there were fbnnal discussions of the less tangible social contributions to

r,r¡lnerabil ity, such as inappropli ate development deci sions.

With regard to consideration of a wide range of nonsttuctural measures available in

floodplain managelnent, there was little concrete discussion of nonstructural measures in the

clocuments reviewed. In the earlier decades even repofis on flood fighting (a nonstructural

measure) were lirnited to discussions of what was done rather than understanding the social

and other irnpacts of actions taken. While some analyses of social issues rnay well appear in

separate reporls at MEMO's office or at plovincial social services agencies such as Manitoba

Health, social impacts of flood preparation and response decisions ought to be blought into

broader rnitigation discussions and planning.

Nonstructulal measures that were discussed in reviewed cloculnents were more limited to

those with a technological aspect such as forecasting. Measures related to alteration of human

behavior, like increased education or altering social priorities in land use, were given only

cursory reference until 1 997 - agarn showing that the 1997 flood has contributed to a shift in

thinking about f'lood management. There are many recommendations in analyses following

fhe 1997 flood which encourage looking at nonstructural rnitigation measures in a ploactive

way (lJC, 1991 Manitoba Water Commission, 1998 - both in Appendix D). It remains to

be seen if this new will and perspective will successfully tlansition to new attitudes towards

addressing flood r,ulnerability in the long run.

The propensity to use technical solutions to flood problems revealed in documentary analysis

is likely indicative of the values of the agencies assigned by society the task to manage out
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floodplain or flood events; commonly values are seen as guiding organizalrons' goals and

strategies for dealing with problems within their purview (Rokeach, 1919). Sefanovic (2003)

rnakes the argument that hazard r,ulnerability wamants interdisciplinary study because of the

preponderance of reductionist disciplinary decision rnaking which has failecl to take into

account the full range of factors that contribute to hazard vulnelability. She argues that

qualitative rnethods of research deserve to be incorporated into natulal hazards research. This

documentary review woulcl indicate that there could indeed be more devotion of resources

and wider perspectives applied to the issue of flood management in the Basin, particularly to

addl'ess non-technical issues in wlnerability creation.

It is also possible that the objectives (for floodplain management) themselves have changecl

since the 1950's even while the reliance on engineering solutions and cost-benef,rt analyses

continues. Objectives related to broader river basin planning, fol example, fftay in fact

require a wider set of tools than are cunently leadily available to decision-rnakers. That

would explain in part the inclination for recent documents to propose more colnprehensive

vulnerability reduction goals but reveft to actual assessments that follow old patterns of

clecision-making. This was evident in the findings of this documentar:y review. Thele is a

disjuncture between the objectives and the ability of the tools available to provide the

Íìecessary information to feed the broadening decision-making process.

Attitudes towards equity, justice or issues of procedural fairness have also shown some

evolution in the documents reviewed. There appealed to be an increasing tendency to hold

goverxment accountable for damages fi'orn flooding, to demand fair and equitable treatment

such as between rural and urban cornmunities, and an expectation that govelïment shotlld

also be sensitive to the needs of individuals and families in dealing with the stress and trauma

of flooding. This trend may in fact portend values changes with regard to how the public

expects to be treated by decision-makers in matters related to natural hazards.

it is likely that this has occuned simultaneously with the increased involvement of the public

in discussions about flood damage prevention, and in the context of changes in legislation

requiring public participation for review of large scale proposals for flood rnitigation such as
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the expansion of the Red River floodway. The public, or perhaps lrore accurately the various

pr-rblics, are more demanding of their rights. This is not a surprising behavior perhaps in a

general social climate that is increasingly distrustful of experts (Denney, 2005) ancl

politicians; citizens are wanting in some cases - such as the expansion of the floodway - to be

involved in decision-rnaking and, in some instances, al'e prepared to lobby for involvetnent,

ol to wade through unwieldy consultant reports to interpret issues themselves (Sinclair et al.,

2003).

It cannot help but seem benefrcial to involve multiple stakeholders in the assessment of f'lood

risk and determination of mitigation. This is certainly movement towards a more holistic and

potentially adaptive means of reducing vulnerability. However, while the clocurnentary

analysis showecl signs of these trends, the documentary evidence still pointed to the

clominance of engineering and economic assessment techniques in the ultimate decision-

rnaking. This suggests that the change that is occurring is very slow within institutions

themselves, and that the values and beliefs within institutions (such as those responsible for

addressing flood management issues) are evolving only very slowly. This obseruation

cluplicates the hndings of Brown and Damery (2002) who claim that such institutional'lag' -

where 'old attitudes persist and continue to take precedence' (pg. 424) are a reality and

banier to vulnerability reduction.

While the rhetoric within many of the documents reviewed suggests that authorities be mole

open to the inclusion of the perspectives and needs of various interest groups, there was little

detail of how these perspectives might be included in vulnerability reduction. Decision-

rnaking cannot perhaps keep up with the spirit of the rhetoric; hence, the documents

examined suggest that over the last five decades managerial actions within the Basin have

continued to be plagued by inerlia. It is to be hoped that the 1997 flood experience provides

irnpetus for a re-evaluation of institutional values and behaviors related to flood rnitigation

that extends well into the future.

This inertia related to change in decision-making processes is also possibly linkecl to the

clominance of disciplinary training among many institutional personnel; theil training is
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interlwined with their own values systems which then petmeate the organizations they are

ernployecl in. Documents available for review did not challenge the actions of various

agencies until I 99J , where for the hrst time appeared a suggestion that agencies may need to

change theil approaches to flood rnitigation and vulnerability reduction. While subtle, there

was sufficient crjticism voiced by the public, and repeated in the documents, to suggest that

sorne beliefs about management of flood risk have been modified, or at least are open to

modif,rcation at various scales.

The docurnents also showed at least a modicum of challenge to the concept of top-down

leadership in all aspects of floodplain rnanagernent, particularly with the events of 1997 and

the ire of townspeople at forced evacuation. This was consistent with other findings (Burn,

).999a; Morris-Oswald, 200i). This has led agencies to begin to adopt a more defensive stand

as regards flood emergency decision-making most particularly; increasingly there is a sense

that flood issues and the rationales and actions of the authorities will be scrutinized by the

public. The various agencies, irnbued with the responsibility of transmitting and

irnplementing social values related to rranagetnent of water, floods, and floodplain activities

now may have behavioral demands placed upon them by the residents whose interests they

serve. In the evolution of values within a society the need for institutions to respond to

societal changes is expected (Rokeach, 1979; Nash and Calonico, 1993).

There were also significant strides taken towards fonlalizing the involvement of lesidents in

flood related discussions (such as the increase in public rneetings / consultations). The

membership of the Red River Floodway Operation Review Committee after the 1997 was

also a case in point where membership consisted of rural municipal leaders (as well as

expectecl government personnel) who advocated strongly for their communities' needs.

The results of the documentary review also suggest a shift in values related to cost-benefit

evaluations for vulnerability reduction. While there is tnuch more work to be done in

developing tools that are lrore inclusive of a wide valiety of social objectives in flood

management decisions, there now appears to be a dialogue about the need for a bloader
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interpretation of the'costs' of a structural mitigation project and an acknowledgement that

redress ought to be done to those negatively affected, even if they are small in number.

Similarly the preference for a more comprehensive water management planning approach

suggests a longer tirne frame in planning and in assessment of both costs and benefits. This

change is a fundarnental requirement to a lulnerability approach lohazatd management

(Mileti, 1999; Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). Also, the lepofis used here showed that concerns

about captuling intangible costs and benefits in decision-making, whether in considering

mitigation options or the success of flood emergency response, are now being presented in

fonnal evaluations. In sum, the perception of costs and benefìts is beginning to broaden to be

more inclusive of less tangible variables that nevertheless highly influence vulnerability

(such as lost employment hours, wetland destruction, Stress responses, etc.).

This documentary data also showed that there is increasing acknowledgernent within

documents that human actions and decisions have allowed for inappropriate land use.

Institutions are particularly irnplicated in their failures to enforce legislation and associated

regulations regarding floodplain developrnent (lJC, 1997) when it was not politically

expedient. Perhaps this lecognition will alter the behavior of govemment agencies so that

land use decisions ancl enforcement activities are more sustainable.

Finally, the evolution in documents lelated to flood and floodplain managetnent seemed to

show a signihcant overall shift in conceptual paradigrns related to the cause and solutions to

flooding across Manitoba society. The public conceives of flood as not entirely natural, with,

for example, cortments about arlificial levels of flooding in some communities being created

through government actions (Manitoba Water Cornmissio n, 1999 ; Mon is-Oswald, 200 1 )'

Govemrrent is consequently not fiee to execute its flood-related mandates without public

scrutiny. As clocuments showed, flood damage compensation is cleally an expectation by

residents (rather than a privilege) with a history of increasing colnpensation demands by

residents both for damages that have happened and those that are anticipated in future, as

with the expanded floodway. Beatley (1999) has noted that this sense of entitlernent has been

seen in many repofts in recent yeas in the United States and has been described as part of an
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emerging 'victim mentality' increasingly applied to those affected by disasters. It

that there is a shifting paradigm inhazard management where flood vulnerability

as a social as well as technological challenge.

Table 4.1 - Content summary of documents analyzed
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4.4 Fart 2: Key informant interviews

To better understand the loles that institutional values, beliefs and attitudes piay in flood and

floodplain management, key infonnant interviews were conducted with senior personnel

within a sample of organizations or agencies with a mandate related to flood or flood

management issues. These key infonnant 'gatekeepers', from institutions listed in Chapter 3,

Section 3.4, were interviewed using the schedule of questions in Appendix C.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Agency / organization mandate and activities

The first question asked the key informants to describe in their own words the nature of their

ìnstitution I organization's involvement in floodplain and /or flood management, including

mandates or guidelines. They also discussed if and how their agency works with local

communities.

it was evident that for the provincial and some municipal staff, the level of 'power' and

'authority' assigned to their agency largely defìned their role in relation to flood related

issues. Fonlal mandates supported by legislation were mentioned, and reference to activities

such as structural or nonstructural rnitigation measures were seen as necessary to the

fulfillment of assignecl mandates such as flood control, etc. In contrast, non-govemmental

agencies tended to speak in a different voice, describing their mandates with tetms such as

'integrating approaches for a Basin wide point of view', or referring to the need to 'infonrt'

stakeholders. The goals of the NGO's tended to be broader. The community-derived

mandate of the activist olganization was understandably centered on advocacy for

community rights (such as for fair flood damage compensation), and seeking to explain to

citizens flood or rnitigation- related jargon and science which are diff,rcult to interpret.

Similarly, the ways in which gatekeepers described how they work with at-risk communities

variecl. Government agencies refered to the legislated requiretnent that they work with
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communities via local advisory committees when tnajor construction works are underlaken

by govemrnent. The local members are primarily appointees by local municipal councils.

The NGO's described a different type of involvement with communities f-ounded on multiple

lneans of communication and parlicipation by multiple stakeholders- such as memberships in

the organization, annual conferences, educational workshops, newsletters etc. Several

described that they facilitate bringing in staff from govenxnent agencies to conduct seminars

for citizens as necessary. Some spoke about barriers to involvement of communities with

their agencies, ernphasizing issues of funding and growing cilizen apathy to the flooc1 risk.

The activist group was facing its own challenges in working with comrnunities; their

representative noted that the media has been a barier to encouraging cotnmunity activisrn.

He repofted that one media outlet called an activist goup 'fear mongers' which was

perceived as unjustifred and as diminishing the group's role in the community.

4.5.2 Mitigation decision-making processes

When asked to reflect upon the existing processes for making rnitigation decisions frorn the

perspective of their agencies, some bureaucrats iterated a few salient points. Several

statements that they made summarize their perspectives: 'events (floods) drive the process',

it is 'very much a political thing'; 'legislative requirernents are number one (in decision

rnaking)'.

The changing political agenda was also seen as a distinct barrier to collaborative decision-

rnaking. One bureaucrat noted that he sees no fundarnental change in the process for rnaking

rnitigation decisions than existed before 1997.

Other participants notecl that the decision-making process is curently 'discounectecl and

disjointed', driven by 'agency and subagency' mandates and activities. One person from an

NGO summed up the consequence of this approach as 'what gets done are single objectives

by single agencies'. He saw the reason for this as twofold: it is easier to adopt this apploach,

and an institution can 'identify with the work', meaning the agency can claim that they took
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action on the problem. Perhaps this is essentially an institutional 'raison d'etre', and frorn an

institutional point of view decreases the likelihood of budgetary reductions to the agency by

senior govetnment. There is also a tendency for institutions to see themselves as r,ulnerable,

as this data showecl. Institutions tnay feel in competition with other organizations with

similar ol overlapping rnandates. This is a chalacteristic of institutions (Rokeach, 1979). It is

also a significant barrier to collaborative and creative problern-solving.

When asked who was involved in flood rnitigation decision tnaking, interviewees'uvithin

provincial or city govemment stated it was their agencies or other govemment agencies, local

technical advisory committees, or community liaison committees; the latter two consisted of

primarily appointed positions. Other interviewees also felt that the provincial governrnent

and its deparlments dictate the process. One interviewee felt differently, saying that everyone

is involved - ranging from individual land owners, planning districts through govemment.

One of his criteria for involvement was stated as: 'Who is involved' depends where danger is

perceived...it is linked to risk perception.' He saw perception of risk as tied to involvement

rather than focusing on capacity to be involved. Lack of local capacity to be involved in

rnitigation decisions was a prirnary conceffr of several NGO's. One respondent also noted

that residents have not felt involved given that they were not listened to plior to and during

tlre flood of 1991.

4.5.3 Perceptions of commun¡ty vulnerability

A third set of questions asked institutional key infonnants their perception of how wlnerable

Basin communities are and what variables they see as influencing comtnunity r,T rlnerability.

More than half of parlicipants stated that the Basin is less vulnerable than befole 1997. Some

were very optimistic - seeing 'tremendous implovement'. There were cautions, however, that

decision rnakers may not have all the data needed to assess vulnerability in the long term -

especially historical record data, and that in general the 'long tetm' is an unknown. With

regard to Winnipeg, there were comÍtents that the City is still highly vulnerable. The

participant fì'orn the cornmunity advocacy group was somewhat more concemed about
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disparity between Winnipeg and rural areas; namely, that the floodway expansion illustrates

that the City is being flood-ploofed to a higher standard than everyone else.

The issue of flood proofrng of Basin structures to the level of the 1 997 flood line plus 0.6

meters is seen as dir-ninishing vulnerability. One parlicipant noted that it is diftìcult for him to

understand anyone not being flood proofed after 1997 that is, individual properlies in

parlicular. There was faith among some infonnants that the Province is committed to

enfolcing building regulations.

The above comments made by interviewees highlight several sets of variables that have

heightened vulnerability concems fiorn the perspective of institutions in the Basin. Some

conceffrs ale centered on perceptions of human behavior in the face of the flood threat. One

general comment by a rural municipal leader summed it up: 'Vulnerability will come fiom

people's disregard of nature.' Another statement was 'people will get blasé ... (clevelop an)

"it won't happen" here mentality.' Other comments also referred to apathy and cornplacellcy

among citizens. One member of an NGO stated that experience (s) of flood may prevent

complacency;this is consistent with the findings of Laska (1990) who concluded that plior

experience contributes to the level of efforl made to rnitigate future floods. However, it is

also obvious in comments made that there are forces that are seen by informants to increase

vulnerability such as developrnent pressures, and the provision of financial assistance to

rebuild in a floodplain after a flood exactly as before the event. Also, past experience affects

perception of risk less and less as time passes after a hazard event (Laska, 1990).

There were also obselvations by key informants that social relations in cotnmunities irnpact

'uulnerability - 'social relations in a community can dictate what is done in an emergency-

whose opinions are valued.' One interviewee recounted a story from 1 997 to illustrate this.

Just prior to the flood in one of the local communities, sorre enterprising younger adults

within an at - risk community had anticipated a high level of flooding several days in

advance of the water and had aranged to staft some significant construction (rnitigation)

within the town. However, their beliefs about the high tisk were countered by two powerful

factions in the town, a group of elders with experiences of past floods and an electecl local
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leader. They did not take action - with severe consequences for the town. In this case, social

relations impacted actions to alleviate vulnerability. In this instance, relying on those with

experience (or: past leadership) alone did not result in the best decision-rnaking. This finding

suggests the importance of understanding social relations in predicting a cofiìmunity's

actions when a flood threat is imminent.

One activist interviewed made a comment about assumptions. His perspective as a grassroots

advocate was that people put thernselves at risk when they base their decisions on potentially

inaccurate assumptions - such as that government compensation would be readily available -

'swift and generous'- if they should flood. Beatley (1999) in looking at American

experiences during the Midwest floods in 1993 found that state and federal ofÍicials also felt

that the anticipation that governrnent would absorb costs to repair damages sustained by

'victims' was problernatic and influenced lesidents' behaviors.

The issue of education and information as a souÍce of or deterrent to lulnerability was

interesting. Certainly some bureaucrats saw that people were Ítore educated about flood-

related matters, and in community interviews this perception was reinforced by the level of

public outcry and demand for infonnation related to the floodway expansion. However,

rnembers of NGO's and a grassroots organizatton believed that vulnerability results when

there is a lack of available information or misleading information rnade available. 'Lack of ol

rnisleading infonnation makes risk of personal damages higher' according to one parlicipant.

Education and participation of citizens do not fully ensure the quality of the infonnation

communicated to residents in lelation to flood mitigation issues.

Other variables were also identifred as contributing to vulnerability, parlicularly those related

to science or issues related to fìnancial resources. The hrst, most often touted by the

bureaucrats, were limitations in the required sciences - such as ptoblems associated with

'physical predictive measures' required in supporting mitigation decisions. Also, fi'om the

view of govemment agencies, budget constraints are seen to limit their ability to implement a

wide ra¡ge of solutions such as those emelging out of the IJC reports after 1997. Similarly,

one NGO staff person noted that there is a need to 'look for the best alternative, not the
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cheapest' yet the latter is more often the case. Another member of an NGO statecl that

governrìent has traditionally largely ignoled the problern of flooding until leaders are spuned

to action when they realize they will ultimately save money through works such as the

t'loodway expansion. It then has sufficient value to motivate action by senior government.

There was also mention that govemment budget constraints may well be the reason f.or'

fàilules to implement some IJC tecommendations on irnproving flood resiliency in the Basin.

In summary, coÍtments about vulnerability by gatekeepers of organizations involved in flood

management in the Basin indicate that there are a wide range of variables that are linked to

vulnelability reduction. By far, however, responses to this question were dotninated by social

and political concerns more than technological ones, such as how people perceive risk and

how political will, priorities, and resources change.

4.5.4 ldealprocesses for decision making

In Question 4, gatekeepers were asked to consider what they believe would be the ideal

process fol making mitigation decisions, and if and how they plan to include community

residents.

One infonnant from a prominent provincial agency noted that use of planning 'tools' and

models to predict risk had theil suppoft as an ideal process. One rrunicipal respondent

thought the Clean Envirorunent Comrnission (CEC) appointed by the Provincial government

was an imporlant part of a successful process for two key reasons: being 'high profile' and 'a

fonnal organization apafi fiom govemment.' A municipal respondent noted the irnportance

of using tools such as caveats on properties outside of diked areas to convey a message to

resiclents that 'you are paying a cost for the risk (if you live there).' A City bureaucrat

thought that fi'om an agency perspective the ideal process would involve the ability to

detennine and choose freely the best of all possible alternative courses of action. In reality,

he clairned, that this is a 'luxury' not afforded decision¡nakers due to restraints such as lack

of tirne. As a consequence he claimed 'society makes rough (unrefìned) decisions' to handle

flood th¡eat. There was colrlllentary about the neecl for the federal goveffnnent to also adopt
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a more vigorous role in vulnerability reduction. One person suggestecl they should make

greater demands of provincial governments to address local r,r¡lnerabilities, and another

stated that the federal govemment ought to create a national building cocle in a proactive

approach to vulnerability reduction.

Once again the NGO's hacl a somewhat broader view of what would constitute an ideal

process for making decisions to reduce vulnerability. Some of their suggestions included the

following:

ø Legislate one agency (r-ather than rnultiple) for enhancement and maintenance of

flood protection.

o Assign an ongoing advisory body to advise government - a stakeholclers gloup

o Develop an ongoir?g comprehensive plan which balances all activities at all stages of

flood management

o Deal with a broader range of flood types (e.g., sulnûIer floods)

e Deal with a wider valiety of responses to flood threat (e.g., nonstructural measures)

ø Ensure when decisions are made that the consequences must be clearly stipulatecl to

all stakeholders

o Have local disaster coordinators who know what to do, who are not fearful, and who

unclerstand local terrain

Most parlicularly they ernphasized the need for 'ongoing' processes for mitigation decision-

making and for more comprehensive planning.

Infonlants were also asked to consider how to best involve the public - if at all. The urember

of a grassroots organization made several cornrnents about public involvement and namely

the importance of open colnmunication using multiple mechanisms (newsletters, town halls,

etc.), and improved adverlising of the venues used for meetings. There was an

acknowledgement that this can be a cumbersorne decision making process at tirnes. He noted

the importance of funding being made available when communities need to have resources at

their own disposal to fincl the answers to (particularly) very technical questions. Another

problem and challenge fiorn his perspective was community residents not feeling
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comfoftable to challenge 'experts' in public venues and their questions therefore going

unanswered. This can be considered sirnultaneously with a comment made by a local

govefftlnent leader who observed that 'technical decisions are hard f-or the public. . ..people

base decisions primarily on their own personal economics (such as will it raise my taxes?).' It

rnay be worth considering that people who f,ind it difficult and intimidating to have their

questions heard and responded to rnight well disengage from involvement, unless they see

immediate impacts to themselves ol their farnilies that rnust be addressed - such as a tax hike.

Other gatekeepers had various ideas about community involvement ranging fi'om a comment

'not sure what role they would play' through to a cornrrent that 'you have to involve them,

given time'. Generally all thought in theoly that involvement is prefelable. Mechanisms for

involvement suggested included: a series of meetings between elected officials and the

public; use of fonnal groups like the Red River Basin Comrnission to bring people together;

CEC type hearings; advisory bodies with stakeholders or resident advisory goups. As one

person from an NGO outlined, there is need for several approaches to involving

communities: fonnal processes (related to key documents for review), headngs, and

information sessions and meetings. He also suggested that parlicipation opportunities tend to

lure the same few people all the time and the average citizen will only come if there is a

dilect effect (on them) and in a 'near tirne frame.' This is an issue in parl of communication

of risk to the local level. Another respondent noted that there actually needs to be 'public

consultation on how to improve it' referring to community involvement. This is perhaps an

astute observation.

It was also noted that municipal leadership is pivotal to community involvernent and that

their role should entail 1) understanding risk, 2) explaining risk (to residents), 3) asking

residents their ideas on mitigating risk, and 4) holding comtnunity meetings.

4.5.5 Barriers to sustainable floodplain management

This question asked what the biggest barriers to floodplain management are and how the key

informants would have them addressed.
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'society has trouble malcing decisions that aff'ect people negatittely' (Citlt bureaucrat)

The key informant quoted above made a salient point that society - and specifically

bureaucrats - do not like to say 'no' to people and to restrict their choices. One person stated

that the respect that Canad a as a country grants to individual freedoms and properly lights

also means that we cannot truly stop people from being in a floodplain; rather than saying

'no' we 'accornmodate and problern solve.' The question arises as to whether the

accommodations are in fact sustainable.

One of the most oft-mentioned challenges was lack of money for activities that would

increase sustainability; one rnunicipal infonnant linked this with 'unwillingness' and

'shorlsightedness' of govemment and specifically the result of a lack of 'long-tenn fuirding

and vision.' Time was definitely a key issue as informants cited the time interval between

flood events and a continuing commitment by govemment as problems. One person from an

NGO noted that engineers must often work within both financial and political constraints to

find the best solutions to flooding that they can.

Another key challenge often mentioned was the lack of planning, and parlicularly the lack of

a comprehensive plan and basin wide approach to water issues. Linked to this were

comments about poor drainage management and lack of cooperation at municipal scales. It

was observed by one NGO member that planning needs to happen at rnultiple scales

including involving the public. Another respondent from an NGO noted that there is

insufficient promotion of a broad Basin side approach and someone (an agency or

deparlment) needs to adopt that function.

Of all interviewees, one from a provincial agency had a different ernphasis in what he

perceived as baniers to sustainable floodplain management. His suggestions includecl that the

bariels were: 'those who don't understand risk'; unrealistic expectations that people have

that they can be protected no matter what the circumstances, and; people using their own

personal criteria in decision making rather than 'risk oriented criteria'. He is suggesting that

there is a socially constructed underestimation of risk.
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As solutions to the baniers (or challenges) to sustainability, it was suggested that

reorganization is needed which will pull together multiple agencies together into one aun of

government. The desire for improved communication and expedited decision making were

behind these suggestions. lt was further suggested that mole comprehensive, action-orientecl

plans need not only detailing but also to be 'sold' effectively to Members of Parliarnent and

the plovincial Premier, ministers at the highest level, and that sofiIeone or some organization

needs to take on that role. Challenging goveffrment on their failure to institute a number of

IJC lecommendations was also seen as key to moving in sustainable directions. Two other

suggestions to enhance sustainable practices included involving people at all levels and using

more diverse activities to reduce flooding such as micro-storage of water on the landscape.

4.5.6 Determining institutional actions to reduce vulnerabil¡ty

This question asked informants to describe how their agency or organization detemrines

whether a plan of action in r,r¡lnerability reduction should be supporled.

It was immediately obvious that cost-benefit analysis is the most commonly used tool when

decision-making is fonnalized. However, informants from various institutions spoke of the

limitations of the tool. One municipal leader noted that in his opinion it should be avoidecl at

a municipal level; rather the message should be that you (as a leader) 'will do what you can.'

He noted that cost-benefit assessments are not 'sensitive enough' to capture the nuances of

the costs and benefits of a project. A member of an NGO sirnilarly noted that cost-benefit

analysis is not holistic; another claimed it has a place only if it is appropriate to the analysis

and can include 'softer things'. A local activist took exception to the 'ad hoc' cost benefit

analyses that he claims were used to detennine that the floodway should be expanded to

protect Winnipeg.

A bureaucrat noted that assessment of which mitigation action to take is also determined

through 'engineering analysis of r,ulnerability' - with, however, elected officials rnaking the

finaljudgment. Another noteci that cost-benefit is used by his agency parlicuiarly to influence
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the scale of a project but that certain actions such as town dikes will be (and are) done

regarclless of the cost benefit ratio if it is 'at all feasible.' He described this as 'political

decision-making' ernerging frorn political rnotivations such as the desire to have the

community risk simply resolved.

A rural rnunicipal respondent described the process of decision-rnaking from his perspective

in some detail. The process was as follows: government consultants are used to plovide

needed infonnation; local council considers political implications of a proposal, subject to

the influence of local groups who may approach council with concems, and finally

consideration is given to impacts to all floodplain residents (outside local cotnmunity).

4.5.7 Community priorities from an institutional perspect¡ve

The seventh question asked of key informants asked them to sirnply reflect on what they

have come to identify as the chief priorities of Basin communities with whom they wolk. A

second part asked how they have come to understand community priorities. The following is

a summary of responses related to community priorities.

Community/community residents' priorities:

ø Protect plopefiy

e 'Well-being of the community as defined through members of the community'

o Maintain tax base and attract new people

o Expect lots of direction (from authorities) but to make own choices in the end

ø Expect goverrtment to be proactive and quick with funds

o Room for expansion within the (town) dike

a 'Stop thinking about flood ...hope for the best'

a Access to work or livelihood during a flood

e Dikes for protection
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O¡e municipal leader noted that there is always the assumption that life will be protected -

'people...fèel invulnerable.' It was also obvious that the priorities key int-ormants identified

can be organized around several themes. First, there was sorle perception that residents have

considerable expectations of goveüìment, are concemed about viability of their corntnunities

whether through increased growth or population, and want their properly protected. The

activist also expressed some cynicism that many residents wish to ignore flood risk (when

possible) although he explained as well that there are surall gloups of people who want to be

involved in rnitigation issues.

The second part of the question on community priorities asked informants how they came to

u¡derstand community priorities. Three mentioned that they were sought out by community

residents in their role within theil institution or organization - parlicularly if they were

elected officials. Some respondents noted that 'experience' with communities - typically over

many years - was theil best source of community knowledge. A rural offrcial noted that his

experience in lggl taught him, for instance, that people 'would walk through fire to save

their home.'

The informants' comrnents highlighted that personal knowledge was key to understanding

comrnunities, pafticularly time spent with community members in discussion; one NGO

representative noted the irnportance of putting aside his own bias when listening to

community members about their flood related issues. One bureaucrat indicated that his

sources of information about community priorities came frotn repofis, surveys and

infonnation presented by local elected officials- essentially second hand sources of

information.

4.5.8 tnsights on ethical dilemmas in flood hazard management

A question was asked about any ethical judglents faced by key infonnants in executing their

respective jobs. Several spoke about challenges they faced in dealing with the public

particularly. One bureaucrat noted that he put the facts betbre the public and 'wouldn't spin

the facts.' Another said he felt cornpelled to provide truth and integrity and to get inforrnation
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when it was requested of him. One plovincial government employee said it was impotlant to

him to say he didn't know the answer to a question if, in fact, he did not. These were ethical

pressures that institutional infonnants have had to lespond to in executing their jobs. An

NGO respondent has felt caught between government and local communities wheu he has

had to decide what infbrmation he should or should not share with communities; at other

tiuies he has felt compelled to say 'negative things' about provincial government attitucles or'

practices although they provide funds to his organization.

One local municipal leader had somewhat different challenges and noted that he felt it

'unethical' when he was blamed in 1997 for emergency response actions that he was forced

to take by the Canadian military. The representative of an NGO involved prirnarily in

ïecovery fiorn flood, said that 'questionable damage claims' by residents were an ethical

dilemnra for his organization in dealing with flooded residents. The informant fi'om a local

advocacy gloup has f-elt challenged to continue advocating for needs within the cornmunity

when at times the community does not seem to prioritize the issues. However, he clairned to

care about the 'gleater good and sense ofjustice.'

4.5.9 Anticipated changes in mitigation decision-mak¡ng

The first eight questions were created at the onset of the research. Once interviews began,

however, a final question was asked of informants; namely they were asked to anticipate

future changes in how rnitigation is done and the future role of communities in rnitigation.

Many changes were listed. One of the most anticipated changes related to people's

expectations of government. One comment made by a bureaucrat was that the public is 'not

prepared to let govemrnent do anything to them or for them.' Most particularly, several

info¡lants felt residents of at-risk cornmunities expect theil propefties to be protected or to

be paid high levels of compensation. The floodway expansion was also seen as a trigger for

ensuring compensation arangements are generous and ple-ananged. One person obsen'ed an

increased dependency on govemment seems to exist.
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in tenns of decision-rnaking it was noted by an NGO informant that action rather than

caution seefits to be emphasized since 1997. Also MEMO and WCIS are less 'hard-nosecl'

and are having political pressure applied to them to be more willing to 'listen to people'. Not

surplisingly, another major change noted by various key informants was that more public

involvement is likely, with government being seen as more sensitive to 'public opinion.'

Thele was reference to increased structural protections including the construction ancl flood-

proofing guidelines (1991plus 0.6 meters). One bureaucrat was anticipating better building

bylaws and enforcement, and hoping to see development of a national building code to

acldress flood threat. The activist felt that alternative mitigation measures (i.e., nonstructural)

were still likely to be limited.

There was seen to be more genelal awareness of flood related issues and more related

education. According to one rural municipal leader, municipal authorities too are now better

'educated, informed and proactive.' It is anticipated by some that legal advice and even

litigation related to flood risk may become more commonplace, and that there will be less

neighborly relations with Americans on this issue.

There was also some concern that many of the 28 key IJC recommendations on living with

the flood risk (IJC, 2000b) will not be done, and that over time less substantive changes in

human response to the flood threat will occur. Similarly, while there is hope for a broader

basin wide and even rnulti-objective approach in planning, the ability to do it is not yet in

place. The activist who was interviewed felt that a general change in the approach to flood

vulnerability will, in fact, not occur unless the federal goventnrent applies pressure to the

Province.

4.6 Discussion of institutiona¡ perspectives: documentary and
interview findlngs

In order to identify the perspectives, priorities and values of institutions involved in

floodplain and flood management in the Red River Basin, information from the documentaly
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analysis was combined with the results of interviews with institutional infonnants

(gatekeepers). Here is a description of the key findings.

The interviews were in fact the best source of information on how decision-making actually

occurs flom the perspectives of institutions and organrzaltons in the Basin. The interview

schedule asked interviewees among other things to consider what is currently being done,

how they evaluate alternative rnitigation actions, and what the barriers to sustainable

lnanagement are. This provided insights into their beliefs about decision-rnaking and

vulnerability. What was perhaps most noteworthy was the clear dichotomy in how

bureaucrats view and approach the issue of flood vulnerability when compared with rnembers

of NGO's or conlmunity groups. Local municipal officials tended to have values sirnilar to

the NGO's although in some cases their perspectives did overlap with senior bureaucrats

frorn provincial agencies or the City. The bureaucrats saw decisions related to mitigation to

be 'event driven', being highly reactive to recent flood events. In addition, they seemed to

view their formal mandate and legislative powers as the driver for their actions. Beyond

legislative requirements they felt subject to highly fluctuating political forces and demancls,

and constrained by funding conceÍìs. They also tended to view Provincial govetnment

agencies as the key decision-makers or the elected officials to whotn the agencies answer.

Some informants from the various NGO's had a different pelspective. Rather than seeing the

decision-making process prirnarily as constrained and controlled by governrnent priorities

they saw it more as 'disjointed and disconnected', with cunent practices often serving the

needs of the larger institutions who want to justify their own existences. They advocated a

more inclusive approach to rnitigation decisions (inclusive of stakeholders at many levels)

and less layers ofbureaucracy.

The perceived and actual domìnance of several govefftment bureaucracies in floodplain

management and flood control also explained the ongoing preference for sttuctural

app¡oaches to vulnerability reduction. Values in an organization are highly influenced by the

eclucation and tlaining of it members and the dominant technologies utilizecl by the

organizatro¡ (Rokeach,1979). In Manitoba, agencies such as WCIS (fonnerly Water
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Resources Branch) and the City of Winnipeg (Waste and Water Blanch) have engineers and

technicians in many of their key positions, including high level administrative positions.

This allows for leadership effectiveness within the agencies as there tends to be more

consensuses within the organization (Rokeach,I979). This also suggests, however,

institutional change would be slow (Nash and Calonica, 1993). It is unclerstandable that this

'engineering culture' can be linked to a propensity to focus on sttuctural mitigation solutions,

ancl a preference to see resources devoted to technological advancetnents like impr'oved

f'orecasting, water rnonitoring systems, etc. In essence) floods continue to be framecl as

technical or scientific problems and subjected to traditional scientific analyses by these

institutions.

Such organizations also tend to prefer the clarity of a cost benefit analysis in clecision

making, a pleference seen for many decades in the Basin. Sirnilarly, 'engineering analyses'

of vulnerability uses statistical analysis, calculations of physical measures such as water

levels, soil composition, return periods, and employs tools such as topographical maps.

Interestingly, however, even going back to the early construction of town dikes after the 1916

flood, apparently town dikes would be built even if the cost-benefit ratio was not favorable.

The reason given by one bureaucrat was that it was perceived at the time that govemment

had to take action to plotect the communities in question. At tirnes of intense political

pressure to reduce vulnerability, political agendas take precedence over many other

considerations in assessment of the problern.

Bureaucrats' responses to interview questions suggested that the political priorities to which

their agencies must respond come about due to 1) public pressure applied to politicians by

citizens to which politicians feel compelled to respond or 2) fiscal pressures felt by

politicians when damage costs are too high. It was also clear that some of the pressure is

transient, rnaking long tenn planning for rnitigation difficult as resources may be redilectecl

when new priorities surface. This was a criticism suggested by NGOs and local

representatives who noted that lack of vision, and short time fiames in planning remain a

problern.
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However NGO's and local gloups frame the problern of vulnerability reduction somewhat

differently as was seen by comments about the need to adopt more integrated approaches to

the problem of flooding and increase opportunities for communities, municipalities and

govefftment to work together in defrning the ploblem and searching fbr solutions. There are

cunently such gloups working collaboratively with rnultiple stakeholders (e.g., Red River

Basin Cornmission; International Red River Board) who wish to collectively rnake clecisions

on flood- related matters. These organizations have values systems that prioritize

collaboration and cooperation. While valuing the science contributions to vulnerability

reduction, they also prioritize 'inclusiveness' of all stakeholders and seek to bring all

interests to the table. They were well aware of the limitations of cost-benef,rt analyses and

parlicularly how intangible flood impacts such as human loss and stress frorn flood events are

difficult to include in a substantive way in decision-making.

Interviews and documentary evidence showed a lack of attention to aspects of vulnerability

reduction that require i) altering human perspectives or behavior (Blaikie et aL.,1994) or, 2)

investment of resources into working with communities to address their own vulnerabilities

(Mileti, 1999).It was seen that many interviewees regardless of their respective organizations

saw people's complacency and avoidance of flood issues as a significant barrier to reducing

vulnerability. There were also several observations that people appear to often make

decisions based on their personal goals or wants without consideration of flood risk or the

impact of their actions on othels - such as when City residents altered or removed secondary

dikes so they rnight view the liver. This is an interesting perspective in that it seems to

assuÍre that the public's actions may be primarily self,rsh and the result of either lack of

rlotivation or even perhaps, faulty values. In fact, institutions are in paft responsible for

i¡stilling within the public a sense of what is an appropriate response to a situation. In other

worcls, institutions within society instill expectations of what is appropriate (Nash and

Calonico, 1993). The public's failure is also an institution's failure.

Conversely, it was observed that the more you educate people the more they rnay in fàct

require of elected officials, agencies, or local leaders. Perhaps this issue creates some

ambivalence within institutions in the Basin. l.,lamely, there is r"ecognition that awareness
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cotnbats colnplacency, but it also places demands on institutions to respond to new

k¡owledge among citizens. Given some of the traditional operating values of solne flood

management institutions, such as top-down approaches and reliance on technical experlise,

they may be significantly challenged by new directives to increase the level of public

participation in decision making.

The review of docurnents and key inf.onnant interviews expanded understanding of the

context in which mitigation decisions are made in the Red River Basin. Institutions and

organizations that engage in flood related activities were seen to have some articulated

beliefs about flood vulnerability, what role cornmunities ought to have in mitigating flood

damages, how Ílood vulnerability ought to be relieved, and what ban'iers exist to

vulnerability reduction. While there was not always agreement among all parlicipants on

these issues, it did become clear that institutions themselves are struggling to fulhll their

responsibilities while being constrained by multiple factors. They are well aware particularly

that there are conditions thatmake identifying, developing and irnplementing ideal solutions

difficult - too little time, too little money, a lirnited manclate (or no formal mandate),

changing political motivations, lack of national vision, and inadequate evaluation and

assessment tools (e.g., cost-benefit). There were also processes that were clearly deficient.

Public involvement in decision-rnaking was seen as desirable (for valious reasons) yet the

processes for doing it were not clear. For some institutions there appeared to be some

ambivalence about the advisability of public involvement, and some cynicism that residents

would not be able to recognize their level of risk or would not be interested in vulnerability

discussions. Those who displayed such cynicism did not suggest that perhaps their

organrzatron ought to have a role to play in altering citizens' perceptions and behavior lelated

to floocl risk. This is in contracliction to institutional values research that claims that

government institutions particularly have a responsibility to society to take leadership and

uphold values that benefit society (in this case vulnerability reduction) (Rokeach, 1979).ll

also contradicts flood hazardresearch that also places responsibility fcrr the creation and

therefore amelioration of r,.ulnelability with institutions that have a key fonlal mandate

(Tobin and Montz,lggT). Finally, there was also a lack of clear process for how a broader

vision f-or sustainable floodplain management could be achieved, pafticularly given the lack
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of nrechanisms for agencies and organizations to work cooperatively in long term planning

i.e., organi zalional structure. There was little indication that there will be any restructuring of

human and financial resources to accommodate the goal of sustainable floodplain

lnanagement any titne soon.

4.7 Governmental values arìd norms

Table 4.1 lists several irnporlant operational values and notms within only governmental

institutions that were revealed in documentaly analysis and key informant interviews. They

have been singled out for discussion to highlight how they lelate to wlnerability approaches.

The reason for this is that goverrunental policy and action is a key variable in vulnerability

reduction (Tobin and Montz,799l: Mileti, 1999). The values/charactedstics relate primarily

to provincial and rnunicipal government/agencies. In the second column it is noted whether

the values/characteristics are consístent, not consisten,t or in part consistent with current

thinking related to vulnerability to flood.

lnstitutions with decision making power in the Basin (as opposed to NGO's) were seen to

have a somewhat nanow view of how r,ulnerability ought to be approached, in contradiction

to the vulnerability approach to hazards (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). The predisposition

towards framing tlie problem of Basin r,r:lnerability primarily through single-objective,

single-solution approaches was evident through not only preferences for structural measures

(discussed below), but also through a lack of cooperative fiameworks which would allow the

many stakeholders to bring their perspectives and knowledge to the table.
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Governmental: institutional
characteristics / values
in current decision making

Gonsistent wilh vulnerability
reduction approaches?

Yes (Y)
No {N)

ln oart fl)
Vulnerability Perspective

Narrow view/limited objectives N " Negates the complexity of
creation of flood vulnerability, and
need for multiole aÞÞroaches

Structural solutions dominate n Dominance of technical solutions
negates social causes of
vulnerability

' Does address physical
vulnerabilitv

Utilization of quantitative analyses ' Decision makers comfort with
these analyses mean they may
be over utillzed

Limited public participation
processes

N . Limits use of local knowledge in
planning

" Limits local commitment to
vulnerability reduction

' Reduces local awareness of
vulnerabilifu issues

lnertia/ inflexibility N o Failure of dominant institutions to
adapt to change is a contributor
to vulnerabiliiy

" Limits iheir ability to provide
effective leadership

Top down decision-making
processes

N Government actions are
defended by reference to
mandate, narowly interpreted
Local communities are excluded
from many decisions with local
impact, undermining vulnerability
reduction efforts

Provision of fìnancial compensation
to flooded residents

I n Helps to balance inequities
among siakeholders

. Discourages residents from
takìng responsibility for own
actions (encourages government
clenenclencvl

Table 4.2 - Governmental institutional values related to flood management

More specifically, the institutional preferences for structural solutions to floocling are listed

as consistent 'in paft' with vulnerâbility approaches. These approaches, highly technical in

nature, address biophysical r,ulnerability, that is, the vulnerability that is based on the

clraracteristics of ahazard or initiating event; biophysical r,ulnerability is synonymous with

physical exposure and dependent upon factors such as rllagnitude, duration, fì'equency,

irnpact, rapidity of onset and proximity (Tierney et al.,2001, p.15). The use of structural

solutions is one means of reducing wlnerability prirnarily through reducing flood
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susceptibility at one place through altering water movernent away from vulnerable areas.

However, the problem with a 'prefèrence' for these appr:oaches is that they create a faulty

illusion of invulnerability; they alter the lelationship between humans and the environtnent

(Burton, Kates and White, 1978), negating the social causes of vulnerability. They can result

in highly inappropriate developrnent of some floodplain areas, and often do not consicler that

structural measures can fail. The better approach is a mixture of structural and nonstructural

apploaches to flood (Pal, 2002) to address both the physical and social nature of

vulnerability.

Similarly, the use of quantitative analyses seen in the Basin is of concem because of its

overuse. This is commonly seen in flood hazard decision rnaking where there is a failure to

acknowledge the underlying assumptions that are parl of various quantitative analyses (e.g.

cost-benefìt; engineering assessment) (Stefanovic, 2003), and the limitations in probabilistic

predictions (Mileti, 1999) upon which decisions are often based.

The characteristics of institutional inerlia and inflexibility suggested by this resealch are also

not conducive to vulnerability reduction. These findings suggest that there is a significant

amount of work to be done in engaging senior goveffrment officials in being more open to

new vulnerability reduction approaches, including less emphasis on engineering solutions

and less top down processes in working with communities to reduce vulnerability. Change is

often difficult for institutions. For example, in the United States it took the severity of the

impacts of the 1993 Midwest floods to change in part the attitude and role of govemment-

parlicularly FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management Agency) - from an agency that

relied on structural rneasures to one that embraced nonstructural remedies (Mileti, 1999).

One of the unique characteristics of vulnerability apploaches is the emphasis on decision

making processes. They allow for criticism of, for example, bureaucratic values and

processes which lirnit the range of causes and solutions considered in vulnerability reduction

(adapted fiom Jones and Shrubsole,2001). Also relevant in this study, the exclusion of

communities in vulnerability assessment and amelioration at a local level undennines local

ownership and capacity development to address hazards, which is also ploblematic (Pearce,

1ee7).
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These lirnited public participation processes similarly mean that communities are prirnarily

consulted thlough a limited range of public participation mechanisms at cliscrete intervals (as

mandated) rather than on a regular basis. This lirnits creation of trust, enhances a notion that

clecisions are in essence made prior to public participation opporlunities, and prevents local

awal elless of the creation of vulnerability over time.

The reference to authority-driven, top-down processes as characteristic of senior govemment

institutions emerged through documents and interviews that revealed that government

agencies were motivated largely by their mandate, within an environment where financial

and other resources are clearly limited. Within sorne institutions there seemed a lack of

understanding of a broader role for community consultations on rnitigation. There was little

discussion of the irnportance of community participation in wlnerability reduction which is

an inrporlant tenet in r,ulnerability approaches (Tobin and Montz , 1997; Pearce, 1997).

The provision of financial compensation for flooded residents has been a pattern of

government response to flood events for many decades. It is in parl consistent with

lulnerability approaches as it helps to balance inequities that rnay exist. A case in point is the

provision of compensation if communities flood as a result of floodway operation. However,

what is more concerning is the fostering of a sense of entitlement (Beatley, 1999) alnong

citizens which precludes residents and communities looking for local sources of vulnerability

and rnaking local decisions to rninimize risk.

In sumrnary, the lole of institutions - and particularly those with decision-making powers - is

essential to vulnerability reduction ofboth physical sources and social sources of

vulnerability. With regard to the latter, Tobin and Montz (1997) speak of the need lor

institutions to take leadership in changing the priorities, beließ and values within society that

are not conducive to reducing sources of vulnerability. They also call upon glass roots

organizations - which do not appear greatly empowered in the Red River Basin - to becolne

increasingly involved in community issues related to vulnerability. It is evident fiom this

research that the changing of values and beließ within society would require a markedly
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different ol expanded approach to flood issues within mandated institutions, the development

of a much enhanced skill set with regard to community outreach and liaison, and bettet

communication strategies. The idea of grass roots approaches to vulnerability r,vor"rld r'equire

local leadership to take the initiative with regarcl to assessing and ameliorating vulnerability,

fonnal recognition and assistance to pre-existing local groups by decision+rakers where

possible, and development of new community based groups atrned with appropriate

resources (practical and technical) to address flood resilience concerns.
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CI-{AFTER 5: St,RVËV OF COMMT-,NlTV PERSPËCTIVES

5.'t !ntroduction to corn¡'nunity research

The local cornmunity level is where many adjustrnents to hazards are made, not only are

rnitigation structures often at the local level, but more importantly, attempts to rnodify the

human system most often happen at the community level (Tobin and Montz, 1997) where

attitudes towards r,r¡lnerability reduction can be influenced. In this study, local community

level vulnelability was viewed frorn the perspective of community residents' pliorities, world

view, and associated values and how they influence decisions on how to mitigate flood risk.

As described in Chapter 3, the assessment of comrnunityperspectives and values relevant to

floodhazard r,ulnerability was conducted through two data collection activities in two Basin

communities, Ste. Agathe and Emerson, Manitoba. The two rnajor data collection activities

are clescribed in Chapters 5 and 6. The frrst phase, described in this chapter, involved

conducting a semi-structured survey of forly-eight residents across two Basin comtnunities at

risk fiorn Red River flooding. This initial phase in essence offered an overiew of how two

corrmunities in the Basin live with and respond to the flood hazard. The survey began to

explore residents' perceptions of their comtnunities and specifically community values and

priorities, and how the community copes with the ongoing potential for flood events through

social processes that exist within the community. This information helped guide the second

phase of data collection which was a more in-depth study of community vulnerability; this

second phase was done through the application of a photography method in which a small

group of residents from each of the two communities took photographs of their community to

represent cornmunity values / attributes and objects/places/people of special relevance when

they consider the flood risk. Inclividual interviews with parlicipants followed the photography

exercise and a focus group was conducted to review the results of the analysis. This data and

analysis are presented in Chapter 6.
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5.2 Comrnunity survey resuãts

The purpose of Chapter 5 is to present the results of the community suryey in relation to

community values (priorities) and perspectives, their link to flood management issues and

rnitigation decisions that are made locally, and ultimately their link to vulnerability. The

results of the suruey are presented below, organized according to themes that emerged from

the data. This is followed by a discussion and a reflection upon how the findings relate to the

concept of flood vulnerability in the Basin.

The community suwey was conducted as pad of a Social Sciences and Humanities Research

Council of Canada (SSHRC) Community - University Research Alliances (CURA) grant.

The funded project was entitled 'Flood lesearch partnership: prornoting stakeholders'

parti cipation in sustainable fl oo dplain management.'

5.2.1 Community attributes

People living within the communities of Ste. Agathe and Emerson readily identified cefiain

attributes that tie them to their communities, and give thetn a sense of identity. For example,

security was alnong the most irnportant attributes respondents identified that they

experienced in their'communities. In fact, this value orientation was so strong it could be

identifred as a core value. Security was experienced through specific, and somewhat

difïerent, dynarnics in each community. For residents of Ste. Agathe security was often

focused upon a feeling of personal security that came from a sense of belonging and

connectedness to others. Emerson residents also felt a sense of personal security tlirough

relations with others, and also through broadel social factors such as a low crime rate and a

strong police presence in town and at the nearby border.

Ste. Agathe data reflected the importance of social capital in ensuring a sense of security for

resiclents. It was revealed that the community has a history of kinship ties and extensive

social networks, with reciprocal loyalties, rights, and obligations. Service values (evident

through high levels of volunteerism) were also seen as impoftant in the town, and according

to one respondent are reflective of the 'faith values of the French Catholic church', the
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protrinent longstanding religious institution. Residents reported relying upon cerlain aspects

of social capital (and parlicularly social relations) such as social solidarity, cotntnunal

supporl, and mutual trust in coping with times of crisis, such as flood. People frorn Ste.

Agathe spoke highly of their community's ability to lally under stress, noting that there is

generally a high level of cohesiveness, and conformity to actions that 'contribute to the

welfare of the group'. This has been a valued norrn. There is consequently a high level of

motivation to behave cooperatively.

While data fi'orn respondents leflected a desire to maintain the well-being and quality of life

enjoyed prior to the I99l flood disaster, the flood and its aftermath has posecl significant

challenges to the community of Ste. Agathe. For example, it was suggested that events

during and after the 1997 event rnay have diminished cohesiveness and cooperation by

dividing people over issues such as compensation equity, or dividing those outside the town

dike and those within it. Another flood would test and challenge comrnunity values.

In Emerson, security was also a vitally irnportant value alnong this sarnple of residents.

Seculity seemed most closely tied to the practicalities of a low crime late and a high quality

of protective and suppofi sen¿ices in the community (police, fire, ambulance, senioLS'

housing). Emerson evidence suggests strong faith in local authorities to deal with practical

flood issues, and high levels of confonnity to authorities, particularly among lesidents within

the diked areas (which have not flooded in decades). Cooperation appears to be a publicly

laucled value. As one resident stated "residents understand that council decisions regarciing

flood rnanagement are done for the public good".

In Emerson, recreational values also play a vital role in quality of life. The wide range of

recreational activities, given the town's relative small size, helps define the community and

also helps solidify social relationships. The town is heavily reliant upon high levels of

volunteerism fiorn across the community (all ages; all interests), and substantial cooperation

is neecled to maintain significant local recreational amenities such as a golf course, pool and

arena. Values of volunteerism and cooperation (to achieve socially valued goals), embeclded
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as they are in the existing social arrangements, aid the town in a coordinatecl response to

many challenges including floods.

Data frorn the interviews in both cornmunities show distinct patterns in leadership that

impact flood risk management. Within Ste. Agathe, it was revealed that key opinion leaders

hacl authority to set many aspects of a community agenda. Many of these leaders belong to

the Ste. Agathe Economic Development Committee (SAEDC), a local group of resiclents that

guides discussions on local community developrnent. Other members of the cotnmunity not

connected with the SAEDC had surprisingly few linkages beyond the community for

information, especially related to floodplain management issues. Researchers were told that

the SAEDC addresses most community issues, including flood planning, at a local level.

Interviews revealed that overall participation by the general public in floodplain managetnent

or rnitigation decision-making is low. In addition, there was uncertainty about whether or not

any local group has a mandate related to local flood management issues. When asked, over

two thirds of Ste. Agathe respondents thought no local group has a mandate to deal with

flood issues. Most of the other one third of respondents who thought a group hacl a mandate

stated the group was the SAEDC. In fact, the SAEDC does not have a forrnal f'lood-related

role in the community. No local group does. However, at the time of the 1997 floocl the

SAEDC did take avery prominent and proactive leadership role, coordinating volunteels and

services during and after the flood. This precedent, in fact, tnay explain the confìrsion among

cornmunity members with regard to whether or not the SAEDC has a fonnal role to handle

flood related issues within the cornmunity. Clarification of roles and responsibilities is

waranted to improve local decision-rnaking.

The town of Emerson respondents, in contrast, reported that no single community group

assullles general leadership in the community. Elected officials ancl a tange of fonnal

services personnel (e.g., volunteer fire deparlment) are seen as leaders in dealing with flood

issues within the lealm of their f,ormal responsibilities. Like Ste. Agathe, though, the general

public is rarely involved in decision rnaking. Three quafiers of respondents who answered a

question regarding public involvement claimed to have had no involvement whatsoever in
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local floodplain management. Leadership in other areas of community life (culture;

recreation) was, however, quite diverse in Etnerson.

In both communities the data suggested high levels of reliance on local leaders, confonlity

with the decisions that they make, and little mention of individual community rnembers

having a personal role - or perhaps, more importantly, believing that they have a role to play

- in how decisions to reduce flood vulnerability are made within the community. The level

of disengagement from flood-related decisions in Ste. Agathe and Emetson, in contrast to

high levels of volunteerisrn in other areas of community life, suggests that there are batriers

to involvement that need to be better understood.

5.2.2 Community economic development and flood vulnerability

Values related to growth and economic development were particularly evident in Ste. Agathe

interviews. Data from participants suggested that the value placed on development might

come in parl fiom the assumption that development is the best means of ensuring the

viability of a well-loved comniunity. For example, thirly percent of Ste. Agathe respondents

were concerned about the town dying as a lesult of the existing flood threat; an extension of

this concern was the potential negative impact of the perceived flood risk on new businesses

that are considering investing in the town. The SAEDC in Ste. Agathe has clearly articulated

economic development goals and there appears to be social investment in these values.

Respondents refemed repeatedly to the importance of this committee and its members in

setting a town vision for gtowth and development. What appeared lacking was a

community-wide process for including all segments of the community (including other

community groups and organizations) in promoting land-use planning and intentional actions

to reduce multiple soul'ces of community vulnerability. In addition, researchers were told

that the SAEDC had absorbed a couple of other community gloups raising a question of

whether the loss of other distinct gloups may or may not have diminished the capacity of

other interests within the community to be captured in community decision-rnaking.
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The data from Emerson are somewhat different than Ste. Agathe r.r,ith regard to the

importance of development values. While sirnilar to Ste. Agathe in ongoing concerns about

cornrnunity viability, respondents appeared more content with the status quo with regard to

community growth. There was little ernphasis on investtnent of resources into prornoting

growth, nor reference to a key organization actively spearheading development, although

there was clearly a desire for sufÍicient growth in business and jobs so that young people will

stay in the community. The number of elderly and semi-retired persons may perhaps account

for this clifference in attitude between the two towns (i.e., between a greater and lesser focus

on community growth). Similar to Ste. Agathe respondents, almost 25o/o (as compared to

30%) of respondents noted that a key concem they have with regard to the ongoing flood

threat is that it rnay reduce the nurnber of people interested in moving to the community or

that people may leave.

5.2.3 Technical and nonstructural approaches

Arnong residents who were interviewed in both communities, perceptions of what constitutes

flood 'mitigation' were sharply focused upon alteration of physical processes (through dike

construction particularly) in the floodplain. Participants frorn both communities showed a

distinct preference for technological solutions to the problern of flood vulnerability. These

technological 'solutions' are structural mitigation measures, namely tangible structures that

alter the movement of water across the lanclscape (e.g., datns, dikes, levees, floodway

channels). People in both communities who were interviewed most often perceived their

town dikes as key to relieving their feelings of vulnerability, with over half of Emerson

respondents and 40o/o of Ste. Agathe residents noting that the town dikes make then feel less

vul¡erable. Many were also aware of the very large structural projects proposed to protect

the city of Winnipeg.

The residents in both communities were in fact asked two separate questions to investigate

beliefs related to vulnerability reduction. They were asked about actual local mitigation

activities, and to also identify actions or items that cunently reduce their sense of

wlnerability. In both communities there were few references to nonstructural means of
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rnitigating the irnpacts of a flooc1 or reducing susceptibility to darnage. For example, very fèw

respondents rnade mention of development and redevelopment policies, restoration of

riverine environments, building codes, flood forecasting capabilities, waming systetns,

infonnation and education, recovery programs, or fìoodplain zoning and regulation.

When Ste. Agathe residents were asked about their town dike, it was also striking that they

were not accurate in their assumptions (in fact, were highly inaccurate) about the level of its

completion at the time of interviews, given that only five years had passed since a flood

clevastated the town. Nor were respondents generally aware of the cause of the delay in its

construction. The results suggest that many people are comfofiable with making

assumptions about their safety without confident knowledge of the facts sunounding that

safety.

5.2.3.1 Emergency response plans

Since the 1997 flood, development of local cornmunity emergency response plans has been a

key nonstructural govemmental response to flood vulnerability in the Manitoba portion of the

Red River Basin. Typically, local emergency response plans ale intended to address local

concerns, vulnerabilities, and local knowledge of the physical landscape in planning fbr

floods. Yet during interviews, many respondents were not familiar with their local plans.

For example, when residents in Emerson were asked about an emergency plan, one third did

not know if one existecl while just over a third were aware only that one existed but knew no

details of the plan. In Ste. Agathe people were somewhat more informed with around20%

stating they had a higli level of understanding of the plan details. However even in Ste.

Agathe, almost one third of respondents said they were not aware of a plan. One person in

Emerson who described themselves as 'slightly familiar' with the plan said "sirens and some

¡otifìcation will happen" by way of a description of the plan. Interestingly, the siren they

refened to is in fact across the bolder in the United States and not in their cotlmunity at all.

In Emerson, the competence of the local ernergency response team wâs an important variable

that dirninished fèelings of vulnelability among respondents. Most residents were content to
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leave flood response and mitigation to such authorities. One person noted that local f-lood

fighting capacities lie with these individuals and that their experience and knowledge may be

lost to the community over tirne (through retirement etc.). Yet there is no mechanism for

dealing with such inevitable changes within the community; in essence a form of 'etnergency

response continuity' has yet to be provided for in community planning.

5.2.4 Civic engagement

The survey results suggested that individual residents in these comrnunities are not seeking

the type of voice in floodplain management that is lauded in the natural hazard literature

(Pearce, 2001; Hewitt, 1991). By way of exarnple, as noted earlier, a select group of

cornmunity members in the town of Ste. Agathe (members of the SAEDC) appears to engage

in decision-rnaking on behalf of other residents. While the cohesiveness of the community of

Ste. Agathe and the high level of kinship among residents may facilitate the assurnption of

decision-rnaking power by the SAEDC, this social dynarnic has its potential down-side.

Those who are not linked to the committee members (and such residents existed among the

sample) may potentially be at deficits in tenns of attaining information and influencing

decision-making pïocesses. At least one interviewee felt that the SAEDC, in spite of its

cornmitment to the cotntnunity, was somewhat exclusionary.

In Ernerson, residents leave decision-rnaking almost exclusively to town council and other

fonnal organizations such as the volunteer fire service or town council. The past success of

the cornmunity and its leadership in preventing flooding within the community likely

reinforces the belief that involvement is not necessary.

The civic disengagernent fi'om flooclplain issues can also be understood in the context of

infonnatio¡r flow into the community. When residents in Emerson, for exatnple, were askecl

how they receive inforrnation on fìoodplain issues, it became apparent that little concrete

infonnation reaches the average citizen. Infonnal networks for infonnation (such as the

coffee shops or stores) were popular but not necessarily considered reliable soutces of
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infonnation. Parlicipants from both communities also described limited information

networks outside the community for gaining access to infomration on flood related topics.

When asked about fomal public rneetings to adclress flood issues, lnany people samplecl in

either community were uncertain if there had been public meetings on local flood r-nitigation

issues or stated they clid not attend any public rneetings that did occur. This questioll was

designed to fìnd out what meetings/consultations they may have been aware of or had

attended and was not specif,rc to any one type of meeting (e.g., International Joint

Commission hearings after the 1997 fl,ood). Seventy-three percent of respondents from

Emerson said that they were not aware of any local consultations. In Ste. Agathe roughly

half of respondents were aware there had been some consultations although only 25o/o of

respondents had attended any meetings whatsoever. Yet following the 1997 flood there were

two consultations by the municipal and provincial governments in Ste. Agathe specifically to

discuss three potential town dike construction scenarios and their respective costs. The

rneetings were adveftised locally thlough mail-outs to residents and posted notices. Two

questions imrnediately alise for further investigation in evaluating the effectiveness of such

parlicipation initiatives: why are residents' recollections of such meetings so poor and why

did many choose not to attend at all?

One survey respondent also had this to say about attending consultations: "f'lood mitigation

activities are provincially and federally funded so they (tlie province) just go ahead with

irnplementation ...no consultation". This comment, reflecting a belief that mitigation is

essentially a provincial and federal decision, offers insight into the reason that attendance and

parlicipation (often two distinct activities) may not be a priority for some residents. This

theme, relatecl to criticisn'r that the final decision is a foregone conclusion prior to any public

consultation, was also a therne identified by residents (of various comrnunities) at public

consultations in the Basin in2002 related to proposals for large structural measures to

address Winnipeg's flood wlnerability (Sinclair et aL.,2003). Some respondents felt one

option, i.e., to expand the Winnipeg floodway, had already been decided upon.
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5.2.5 Flood legacy

It is impossible to discuss community values within the context of floodplain management,

without a brief consideration of recent floocl expedences. Those expedences, and local

interpretations of them, have permitted existing values to be propagated, or offer potential to

challenge curent values. The I99l flood experience provides one example of such a

challenge. In Ste. Agathe it was suggested during interviews that there are unresolved issues

that have arisen since the inundation in 1991 . One issue is the perception that some residents

received better compensation than others, meaning that flood darnage pay-outs were not

equitably distributed. The other issue is concern that those within the town dike and those

outside are no longer as cohesive as before as a result of resentments cteated cluring the 1997

flood. These experiences and perceptions could interfere with the hitherto prevailing set of

values in the comrnunity; namely, values such as mutuality, cohesiveness, and cooperation.

In Enrerson, the flood legacy is very different and has likely encouraged cettain community-

level values. The town has successfully fended off flood waters through a combination of

lneasures including the town dike, the concefted actions of local authorities, and extemal

tesources. This has supported the common belief that emerged during interviews that a

strong combination of structural measures and able leadership are sufficient to address flood

vulnerability without further demands on the citizens.

5.2.6 Individual rights and the public good

In the management of any hazard, there is tension between the balancing of both indiviclual

rights and freedoms with that of the public - the 'common good' (i.e. the needs of the

cornmunity as a whole). For authorities mandated to deal with emergencies, public safety

values are given high priority and often these compete with individual values aud concetns.

Responclents from both communities in this study noted the importance of protecting the

public good during a flood crisis.

Emerson residents discussed protection of the public good in the context of ernergency

response. In keeping with their general attitudes of dependence, compliance, and trust in

local authorities, they were very inclined to prornote putting public safety over private rights
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(or properly) parlicularly when a flood crisis is occun-ing. Given that individual properlies

witliin the town have not flooded in recent history a wider acceptance of, for example,

mandatory evacuation orders, is understandable.

In Ste. Agathe discussions of the irnportance of the public good carne out of descriptions of

the strengths of their cornmunity in coping with floods (their capacity to wolk collaboratively

in a flood crisis particularly) and not in reference to emergency response. Their experiences

with evacuation orders in 1997 were lnore contentious (Haque, 2000; Morris-Oswald, 2001).

Researchels were also told of an interesting development related to notions of private and

public good during the flood. It was reported that in 1997 residents fiom outside the town

boundaries wele asked to assist in sandbagging within the town, and ceased their own flood

preparations. Concern now exists that there is lingering resentment over this, and in future

people outside the town dike and those within it may no longer work as cooperatively.

Verification of this story has proven difficult as the tirne of the flood was so chaotic;

researchers were told it was not part of any approved action by the municipal council. Yet

the recounting of these events depicts a community that is struggling with the issue of

valying degees of wlnerability arnong the local population; this will be even more

pronounced in future floods with the new town dike. 'Whether this will divide a previously

highly cohesive town remains to be seen; however, the events in 1997 showed there is reason

to improve community dialogue about such dilemrnas thlough planning a priori for a flood

emergency and detailing the roles of cornmunity residents. While not all interests, rights or'

values can always be satisfied simultaneously, such as the right to safety, private property

lights, personal fi'eedom, and social equity, good planning anticipates these values dilemn-ras.

5.2.7 Shared values

Due to a slight change in the sulvey instrument, residents of Emerson were asked directly if
they thought it irnportant that community members share common values, and if so, how

imporlant. Most respondents (82%) of those answering the question thought shaled values

were important. As one colrlltunity leader stated: "people feel more at ease when they have

the same values....sharing core values fireans people feel less threatened ancl confrdent fthat]

clecisions made will benefit them [when they hold the same values as the decision-maker]".
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The values question also prompted additional comments by residents about the importance of

cooperation during a flood. As one respondent noted, cooperation is needed "regardless of

other personally held (individual) values the rest of the time". Some respondents also

expressed an aversion to risky behavior during a flood by suggesting that cooperation with

evacuation orders is in an individual's own best interest. In a flood etnergency, there seemecl

little tolerance for individual rights superseding the broader notion of the public good when

decisions are made in this diked community.

5.3 Survey findings and vulnerability

This research highlighted how values, beliefs, and associated behaviors of residents in two

Manitoba communities have shaped avane|y of responses to flood related issues - such as

who is involved in local flood rnitigation decisions, what flood mitigation measures generally

receive local support, beliefs about who should be held responsible and accountable for'flood

damages, and attitudes towards development. The data analysis revealed that some

identifiable community perspectives exist that require attention in effofts to achieve tnore

sustainable floodplain management. The consequences were most profound with regard to

public involvement in decision-making, expectations of govemrnent institutions, ancl

preference for structural protection measures; these all have irnplications for vulnerability

attenuation or alleviation. The following discussion highlights the relationship between

survey results and r.'ulnerability approaches to hazards.

PubIic parÍicipation in tailnerability rednction

The finclings fi'om both Ste. Agathe and Emerson suggest that overall support for public

parlicipation in flood-related decision rnaking is low. Yet the importance of effective public

involvement, and the inclusion of a wide range of stakeholders'perspectives is recognized as

imporlant to improving decision outcomes in this context (Haque, Kloba, Mofton, and Quinn,

2003, Sinclair et a1., 2003). Very limited public involvement from a wlnerability

perspective compromises vulnerability reduction, in paft because vulnerability reduction is

dependent upon the fostering of local competencies (Yodrnani,2001); this is difficult to
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accomplish when local people are not engaged in evaluating their own capacities and

vulnerabilities. lt is also imporlant to note that both coirmunities in this research showed

evidence of high stores of social capital, as seen in high levels of cooperative behavior,

n-rutuality, r,olunteerism etc. In Ste. Agathe particularly, the cotntnunity was also able to rally

considerable social resources to deal with the devastation of the 1997 flood. These are

significant capacities that should be included in planning for the future.

Decision-making processes are cornpromised with a lack of local evaluation of vulnerability.

Local experiences and local interpretations of hazard-related events contribute rnarkedly to

understanding wlnerability at the local level (Blaikie et al., 1994). At the local level, it is

also irnporlant to understand the constraints and choices that people have, often related to

livelihoods ancl social anangements, as these also influence l'ulnerability (Blaikie et al.,

1994). For this undelstanding to occur requires a local forum for discussing flood-related

issues. Ovet'all, and consistent with the findings here, other research in the Basin has

suggested that better public participation processes would likely improve the quality of flood-

relatecl decisions in the Basin (Haque et a1.,2003; Sinclair et al., 2003).

This lack of commitment of local resources to assess local r,'ulnerability to flooding is also far

removed fi'orn the ideal approach to addressing disasters, which is to look even beyond

agent-specific wlnerability to general r,ulnerabilities to multiple hazards (Pearce, 1997;

Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). It is clear from this research that there is much work to be done

in pleparing Basin communities to take responsibility for addressing vulnerability to hazards.

This stucly has shown little evidence that, at a community level, citizen values and belief's

that are not sustainable within a floodplain have been challenged- due to a lack of public

process and forurn at the local level, and lack of community-wide self-critique of flood

managenent practices prior to 1997. Such self-critique might include how community

actions and planning (e.g., land use; dike placement) have increased community vulnerability

to floods. Blaikie et al. (1994) speak of the impoftance of understanding the evolution of

vulnerability over time, based upon post-event reflection and intentional reduction of

practices that have contributed to vulnerability. This was not in evidence in the sulvey of
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residents; the sarnple of residents in this study had little awareness of local discussion or

public rneetings related to flood matters ancl, of those who were aware of meetings after tl're

f'lood 1997, they often did not participate.

While selÊcritique may have been lacking, there was cerlainly some criticism of government

in the aftermath of the 1997 flood (lJC, 1997'Manitoba Water Commission,1999; Monis-

Oswald, 2001). This assignment of blame to goverïnlent for some of the negative outcomes

of ahazard, or the expectation that government is obligated to offer darnage compensation is

a corrlrìon feature in the after-rnath of a naturalhazatd event (Beatley, 1999).This is likely

linked in part to the types of social plotections offered in Canada, and typical of many

developed nations; social protections permit a type of 'voluntary vulnerability' (Rodrigue,

1 993) where people elect to live in more hazardous zones partly as a result of the knowleclge

that they will receive some assistance to rebuild should they suffer damages. This has the

potential to increase wlnerability. More specifically, when government conipensates

comrnunities and residents that are floodecl (i.e., through disaster assistance typically) and

restores their homes and properlies exactly as before, it does not encourage individuals or

communities to be more selective about what activities are done on a landscape that is prone

to periodic fìooding. Compensation in fact discourages mitigation at an individual level and

even at the collective coffìlnunity level when everyone is restored to pre-flood circumstances.

This is the case in Manitoba, where people often build after a flood exactly as before, without

applying new learning from the flood experience, or altering their decisions in the flooclplain.

Hence, they remain r,ulnerable to future floods. Vulnerability approaches to a hazard are

based upon the notion that people will adapt their behaviors when they acquire new hazard

experiences and knowledge; it means that there ought to be a change in social nonns as

necessary to create safer communities (Tobin and Montz, 1997).

Community results showed evidence of social norrns (and associated values and beliefs) for

responding to community flood related problems that reinforce non-parlicipatory behavior in

floodplain ûìanagement decisions. In particular, identified community values such as

dependency, confomity, cornplacency, and cornpliance increase the likelihoocl of community

residents allowing others (internal and extemal to the cornmunity) to assume responsibility
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f.or flood-related issues. This, in combination with an acceptance of somewhat paternalistic

relations with govemment authorities (and their agencies) rneans that local interest in both

vulnerability recluction and sustainable development within the floodplain is reduced. Such

values set up pre-disaster social conditions that leave individuals estranged frorn local risk

managerrent decisions, and accepting of such disengagernent. Accolding to fìndings of this

study, this estrangerrent is fui1her in evidence through the lack of involvement of community

members in the gathering and evaluation of pertinent infonnation related to local risk

assessrnent, potential mitigation fiìeasures, and fonnulation of local emergency plans.

Dependency upon government authorities parlicularly should be discouraged because

independence and self-reliance are imporlant characteristics of resilient communities, and

vulnerability is associated with a lack of resilience (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). Hierarcliical

power structures appeared to exist in both communities studied and are consistent with

values of clepenclency and cornpliance with authority. However, it is irnportant to observe

that, in 1997 , top-down institutional responses to emergency management generated distrust

and suspicion in communities with regard to government decision-rnaking (Haque et al.,

2003). This is not unexpected perhaps given the 'historic declines in social trust in those

responsible for protecting public safety' - the cause of which is thought to be, at least in paft,

the result of poor public involvement processes (l(asperson,2005, p.95). Sirnilal suspicion

was evident in 2002 when a public involvement initiative related to selecting a flood

protection option for Winnipeg prornpted some residents to note that they thought the

decision was already rnade before their views were sought (Sinclair et al., 2003). This

suggests that residents' seeming acceptance of decision-making by govemment may in parl

be a result of inadequate means and knowledge of how to challenge authority and fully

participate in decision-rnaking - in other words ineffective public parlicipation processes *
rather than values such as dependency, complacency, or apathy. Suspicion and distrust rnay

well increase the likelihood that community stakeholders will prefer to have their interests

represented by others within their community rather than parlicipate themselves.

Also, residents that were interviewed indicated that they had very lirnited networks with

other communities coping with similar flood-related issues, thereby lirniting the opporlunities
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for rnutual support and effective regional mitigation planning. The need for broader plans and

goals, and notjust a series oflocal projects (Jones and Shrubsole,200l) is an essential

conrponent of addressing vulner:ability thlough sustainable hazards rnitigation. Also, the

intent of sustainable practices is to increase resiliency beyond single cornmunities, and to

avoid burdening future generations with unnecessary hazards (Mileti, 1999). The survey

findings suggested that community responses to flood risk, and local decision-making in the

Red River Basin, are not yet consistent with sustainable mitigation goals.

From a vulnerability perspective, vulnerability needs to be addressed through altering the

command and control approaches that characteize much of the flood management in the Recl

River Basin. It should be replaced with rnanagernent and planning that better utilizes

community knowledge and capacities (Tobin and Montz,1997, Petterson, 1999; Pearce,

2001). An ultirnate goal is for communities to develop a sense of commitment and ownership

(Mileti, 1999) for their own vulnerability reduction.

Structural Measures

A values stance deeply ernbedded in past responses to hazards in Canada and elsewhere, and

in evidence in this study, was a distinct preference for technological solutions to vulnerability

(Hewitt, 1997; Foldham, 2000; Tierney et a1.,2007). During interviews in the two

communities, this fact was made more salient when it was recognized that structural

lneasures (ancl particularly dikes) were by in large the only measures that cornrnunity

members made reference to when questioned about 'mitigation'.

Comrnunity members also took great comforl in structural measures. It was shown in this

study that solne residents see the viability of their cornmunity as tied in large part to their

town dike being effective, and to outsiders believing it is effective (ancl investing in the

town). The town dikes are then powerful sy'rnbols around which people place their hopes for

a secure future, a hope reinforced by the curent political clirnate that preferentially applies

engineering solutions to the problern of flooding. The tangible nature of dikes, being visible

and measurable, likely facilitates such symbolism. Yet this dominance of structural measures

to address hazards has been criticized (Hewitt, 1997;Fordharn, 2000; Tierney et al., 2001)
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and is not consistent with conceptions of vulnerability reduction. Such measures tend to

recluce vulnerability in the short tenn only, as they do not last indefinitely, or may fail - often

with catastrophic results. Furthennore, the emphasis on structural measures seen in the Basin

permits people within communities to view the problern of flooding as one tliat is under the

purview of authorities and engineers, thus abdicating local responsibility for changing

community decisions and actions in the floodplain.

It was also evident in Ste. Agathe that some community members were concelned about the

town dike being incomplete; many resiclents also were unceftain about its level of

cornpletion. The latter appeared startling given events in 1997 .lt speaks to a low level of

proactivity alnong residents to have their uncertainties about mitigation measures addressed.

This avoidance behavior is not consistent with creating more resilience within comrnunities.

Nonstructural measures, in contrast to structuLal ones, seek to identify parts of the social

system that need attention if vulnerability is to be reduced - such as through changing human

perceptions or behaviors (Hewitt,1997; Mileti, 1999; Pal, 2002). Many of these measures are

also proactive, in contrast to policies which foster dependency on govemment through

excessive use of structural approaches. The advantage of nonstructural measures (e.g.,

floodplain management policies; warning systerns; education; forecasting capabilities; zoning

bylaws) as opposed to structural ones is that they greatly expand the range of resources and

options available for adjusting hurnan practices on the floodplain. Their success is often at

least in parl linked to dialogue about how to best balance community and social priorities,

eclucation of citizens, and deeper understandings of residents' assumptions and perceptions in

high lisk zones. An integration of the two - both structural and nonstructural measures (Pal,

2002) appropriate to the local level but also within a wider regional planning context - is

considered a preferred approach to wlnerability reduction.

Unforlunately, while nonstructural measures such as floodplain management policies are

seen as an effèctive means of reducing flood damages (Shrubsole, Hammond, Kreutzwiser

and Woodley,1997; Shrubsole, 2001;PaL,2002), they offer little in the way of tangible

assurance of security to residents. Efforts must be made at both the federal and provincial
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government to take leadership on this issue through investment of time and resources tn

applying and promoting the use of a range of nonstructutal tneasures in vulnerability

reduction thloughout the Basin. Government also has a role to provide practical and technical

support as needed to help improve local level decision-making to address vulnerability

(Petterson, 1999).

Det,eIopntent vctlues

Like structural measures to reduce vulnerability, development values among community

residents in this study were linked to the belief that development helps to ensure cornmunity

viability. This is parlicularly important given that both communities have had a population

decline since 1996. In Ste. Agathe residents liave attributed it in part to the impact of the

floocl of 1997 in Ernerson, lnore to other factors such as loss ofjob opporlunities for youth.

For high levels of support for development to be seen, it is likely there are enabling

assumptions that facilitate such development values in a floodplain. Based on past history in

the Manitoba context, these assumptions may well include beliefs that provincial and

rnunicipal goverrìments will assume responsibility for regulating or restricting the use of lancl

as necessary, or that in the event of a flood, communities will be assisted to rebuild lalgely as

before, or that a return period of one in one hundred years means another large-scale flood

will not put the cornmunity (and any new development) at risk again for decades.

The residents within these communities appear to believe that their town dikes offer a high

level of protection and the benefits of developrnent outweigh the increased risk of new

development. The decision to expand development is thus a 'rational' one from the

perspective of local residents. What is critical to decision-making in high risk zones is the

veracity of such key assumptions and whether any trade-offs between values (such as

between economic growth and security) are explicitly discussed and evaluated at a

community level, and in the context of other comrnunity goals and priorities (Petterson,

1999). The evidence fiom these communities suggests not. Again, governlnent policies and

practices related to r,ulnerability reduction are crucial to changing perspectives in a

floodplain. To irnpact entrenched values and beliefs, and prompt change, they rnust be
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prominent in the public eye, relevant at the loca1 level and sustained over the long-tenn -

regardless of other issues to hit the political agenda.

D ffi r e nti a I vulne r abi I i ty

It should be noted that within Ste. Agathe an issue was raised about the fact that some

comrnunity melnbels are more vulnerable than others due to the construction of the town

dike since 1997. These residents are more wlnerable due to the location of their homes

outside the new dike, when compared to residents within the dike (increasing exposure). It

was expressed in the survey responses that there is concem that this diffèring level of

vulnerability rnight interfere with comrnunity cohesiveness, a source of social capital. The

erosion of social capital has been identified as a root cause of disasters (Mileti, 1999) because

it enhances r,ulnerability. However, like many issues related to vulnerability, this one ought

to be addressed in local level planning for flood events; addressing such issues is

fundamental to r,r¡lnerability assessment. While not all people can necessarily be protectecl

equally, good planning should assist in ensuring the most r,'ulnerable receive as many

protections as possible in the event of a flood.
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6.1

CI-IAPTER 6: CAPTT¡RIh¡G COMMUNåT'V FL00Ð VIJLNERAEILIT'V
TI.I RO T.J G E-ü Ph{OTOG RAP¡.{Y

lntroduction

Superficial vulnerability is more widely understood than actual underlying processes that

may contribute to communities becoming unsafe (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). This research

set out to explore the underlying plocesses that are housed in social, political and economic

chalacteristics of Basin society. From the outset, it was deerned irnporlant to try to capture

comrnunity values and perceptions of vulnerability through in-depth methods that woulcl

allow for residents to truly spend time in reflecting upon the issue of flood hazard in the

context of what the flood risk 'means' to them and their community - what it most threatens,

how residents view their vulnerability, and the best means for addressing it. The visual

methodology employing photographs generated by residents was an unusual and intriguing

method for engaging people in examining their landscape and what is irnportant to thern.

Parlicipants responded by taking considerable time, care, and thought to represent and

explain the 'character' of their flood-prone communities fi'om their perspectives.

The following sections discuss the analysis of community characteristics, perspectives and

values that ernelged through review of community photographs and the answers to questions

that were posed during interuiews with lesidents. First the central themes that ernergecl

tlrrougli the analysis of photos, interuiews and focus gloup data are presented under several

descriptive headings; the themes highlight issues that were discussed by residents in

reflecting upon the vulnerability of theil communities to flood. In some instances there are

lepresentative sarnples of photos and comments made by members of the cornmunity that

relate to the subject heading. The results from the town of Ste. Agathe are discussed fitst,

followed by f,rndings from Emerson. These findings are followed by a Discussion section

callecl 'Living with the Risk'that explores community sense of flood vulnerability, as

revealed through the photographs, associated interviews and focus groups. Finally, comments

regalding the use of photography as a method for exploring community values, perspectives

on a tlood hazard, and community vulnerability are presented.
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6.2 Ste. Agathe, fuTanitoba

6.2.1 Community attachment and history

Residents identifìed greatly with

the history of Ste. Agathe and

the surrounding rural region.

Some of thern discussed history

related to the Red River with

photos of, for example, the

rnonurnent in the center of town

which is a mounted boiler from

an old boat (Figure 6.1) - the

'Cheyenne' - which is the 'toln
logo.' The town created the

monuÍnent to reflect their history.

People recounted how the boat sank in the Red River off of Ste. Agathe in 1885, and in 1981

the boat was found by accident during an operation to dredge the river. The boat was built in

the 1870's in Grand Forks.

One participant in the research also took photos of extended family children, and their

fiiends, which she refered to as the'explorers' (Refer to Figure 6.2).The children have fun

excavating areas along the river; in a tree house they have a stash of located river 'aúifacts'

such as bottles, a beaded purse, etc. It is a pastime for children and they are enthralled by

their fìnds which they assume have come from sunken boats or other debris floating in the

river. During group discussions it was noted that local boys and girls have a gleat deal of

respect for the river, having gtown up near it. Parents explained that they have more

difficulty guarding the safety of youth who are visiting the community who, due to lack of

experience, do not respect the river hazard.

Figure 6.1 - Historic boiler monument
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Figure 6.2 - Children on the bank of the Red River

Figure 6.3 - Anvil monument

One resident, reviewing a photo of her own home,

explained that part of it was constructed from wood

originally from the sacristy of the first church in town

which dated around 1873. Another person's tie to

local history was depicted in a photo of the other town

monument in the center of town, an anvil (Figure 6.3).

It originally belonged to his wife's uncle, and is a

heritage rnonument. Her family was among the

original founders of the town and came fi'om France;

her uncle was the local blacksmith. This monut'nent,

the participant noted, had water up to the base of the

anvil in 1997.

The parlicipant also took a photo of his wife's

parents' home which is one of the oldest still intact in

Ste. Agathe, clating to circa 1890 (Refer to Figure 6.4). The'horte represents endurance' to
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the parlicipant who photographed it, having survived nuffIerous floods and parlicularly the

devastation of 1997. Her elderly parents still live in Ste. Agathe. Many participants in the

study arliculatecl their attachment to the town thlough photos of old childhood holnes or

those of other fàrnily members.

Figure 6.4 - Multi-generationalfamily home

There were also photos of individuals taken by participants. In one case it was of a spouse

whom the participant described as his 'partner in recovery (from the 1997 floocl)', noting the

rnutual support that brought both of them through the clifficult events during the flood and in

the aftennath (during recovery and reconshuction). He noted their good fortune however, by

saying that 'we had youth, and energy, and contacts enough that rebuilding was not as

difficult (for us) as it was for some other people.' Neveftheless, he claimed, 'it was a rough

go.' Another photo of a local individual was taken of someone within the community who

took on a leadership role, helping

to organize the cornmunity

response to the flood in 1997 . He

is seen as a prominent leader in

Ste. Agathe.

There were symbols of the

closeness of the community
Figure 6.5 - Gommunity Genter
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especially during a time of crisis. A photo of the Community Center (Figule ó.5) was

described by one person as the 'heart of the community' as he reflected on how in1997 it

was a public building that could accommodate large groups; residents and volunteers wel'e

served fbod and drink there during the flood. The role of the Cotnmunity Center as a central

rleeting place in the comrnunity was made evident in one comment about community

l.ecovery. The Community Center, in one resident's words, was a 'place to share expet'iences,

bond as a community, support each other.' There are other annual events within the

comrnunity held at the center which accentuate belongingness and attachment (e.g., suppers,

Community Theater). One person described the community center as 'like hotne' where

'everyone is welcome; everyone belongs.'

The small size of Ste. Agathe, as it is now, appeals to some residents. illustrating this point,

one co[ìmunity member said he wants 'a prosperous coÍtmunity but not booming'' He

believes that a 'loss of sense of community comes with (increased) size.'

6.2.2 Past flood exper¡ences

The flood of 1997 was a disaster for the town of Ste. Agathe as the water poured overland

into the town unexpectedly, rather than from the river. It is indelibly apaft of communal ancl

individual rnemories and likely to remain a reference point for events in the town for many

years to come. lt changed the face of the town with the loss of homes, reconsttuction of new

homes and other community buildings, relocation of riverside hotnes, loss of long-tem

resiclents who failed to retum to Ste. Agathe after the events of 7997, and loss of local

businesses that failed to rebuild after the flood waters receded. These changes were evident

i1photos and narratives that accompanied photo reviews with community membeÏs' The

following is an encapsulation of some of the memodes and reflections residents shared.

One of the most common photos taken by community residents was of the local school

(Figure 6.6). They shared that in 1gg7 it sufferecl significant darnage and was repailecl;

additional sections were also built. One person shared that the small French school, which is

also syrnbolic of the French culture, is of great importance to many people in town and that
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after 1997 'people felt that the school would be lost. They had to frght to keep it...to keep the

school in the comrnunity.' Some people had thought the school would be closed.

Figure 6.6 - Ste. Agathe French School

A few people took photos of the

convenience store and seryice station

in town (Figure 6.7); they were built

after the flood. One member of the

farnily that was involved in these

business ventures said that before

1997 the family owned a store across

the street from the new one, a grocery

store that was tom down aftel the

flood. They felt they 'had to build

sornething (fol the town)' after the

flood, showing theil commitment to their community.

There were also photos of the town arena which prornpted discussions of how it was used

during flood preparation. Residents shared that army personnel stayed there and the building

contained the stockpile of sand fol sandbags.

.:
,,i '. , .. .

Figure 6.7 - New CO-OP store and gas
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It was cornmon for participants to take photos of their own homes, often in reflecting on

events of 1997, or in reflecting upon the rebuilding process after the flood. One parlicipant

took several photos of his house, noting that following the 1997 flood they hacl reconstn-lcted

their horne and added on to it. He clairned they had wantecl to give a signal both to people

within ancl outside of the community that 'Ste. Agathe will not dl'own', but it will 'thrive and

prosper.' This resident noted that the town in some ways had very bad publicity as a result of

1997. This was a recument theme among residents who found that the constant references to

the events of I99l and particularly the inundation of the town (as depicted by media photos),

now essentially cause ham as a constant reminder of flood vulnerability.

To counteract perceptions that the town is vulnerable, one resident claimed the town must

nrarket itself, and 'reassure people that the problem in 1997 was the West Dike (constructed

by the Province) and not the river'. His meaning here was the often expressed opinion by

townspeople that the Province's construction of the 'west dike' to enhance protections for

Winnipeg actually was a cause of the overland flooding into Ste. Agathe,

6.2.3 The river and the town bridge

'The bridge is used üs a water møyker. Local people judge water lreight by the píers.'

Some parlicipants chose to take photos of open areas along the river such as the one below in

Figure 6.8. The resident described the photo as a view looking nofthward along the Red

River. In discussing the photo of green space she said 'at one time, prior to 1997, hotnes were

along the river but are now gone, bought out (by the Province). Some people stayed and

Figure 6.8 - Red River erosion behind home
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some people left the town...about 25o/oleft.' These ploperties were bought out because they

were very close to the river and needed to be removed to build the town dike along the

riverbank. The issue of erosion was also raised as this area is prone to erosion and some

residents that are along the river are losing increasing amounts of properly to erosion every

year (Figure 6.8).

There were also many photos of the bridge in Ste. Agathe (Figure 6.9). While sl,rnbolic for

community members in various ways, one person recounted that in 1997 they had received a

cail in the rnidclle of the night that 'the water was in town.' People then had to go up on the

bliclge on foot or with vehicles to escape the rising water. The participant described the

bridge as 'the escape route for the boys left behind (to care for the town)' given that other

lrighways such as #75 were under water, and the last exit route from town was over the

Figure 6.9 - Ste. Agathe bridge, view from north of town

Another person described that they also took the photo because the bridge was the only way

out of town in 1997 .. . 'The water almost reached the bottom of the bridge - was about 2-3
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feet below it.' In the group meeting people also discussed how people vacated the town via

convoy over the bridge, a memoïy and image that was very powerful in their descriptions.

In more general tenns the bridge was described as a 'water height tnatker'. Resìdents shared

that local people judge the height of the water, and the flood risk, by the 'piers of the bridge'

(Figure 6.10). One person also said that she observes the behavior of the rapids behind her

holne to assess the nature of the water in the dver, levels and flows, etc. During goup

discussions there was mention of how 'high' water in the river vibrates the bridge and is

discernable when you walk across it.

It also should be noted that

in both individual interviews

¡fi and in group cliscussion, it

Figure 6.10 - Ste. Agathe bridge, view from south

was repeated regularly that

Ste. Agathe is in fact one of

the highest, if not the

highest, community in the

Red River Valley, a point of

key signifìcance to

cornrnunity metnbers in

discussing fìood

vulnerability and the events

of 1991.

Photos of the bridge were also taken to depict its value as an important landmark in the

community. It was noted that river communities have their own individual bridges with 'their

own beauty and character.' Another noted that there is 'community history in the blidge' as

he reflected back to a tirne when, as a boy, he would use the ferry (which was south of the

cument location of the bridge) to cross the liver. During the group meeting to review the

photos, the historic significance was discussed.
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There was also quite a lengthy discussion among the group of participants about the

recreational value the river used to have to the community in decades past. There were

curling bonspiels under the bridge, and skating and hockey on the liver. There was a

community myth about the 'shot (of a hockey puck) that went all the way to Ste. Adolphe' (a

town many kilometers north). In summer, docks and waterslides were available ancl children

used to spend many hours fishing. Now, members of the group claim that the 'rivet keeps

going up and down so much it is too much work to keep a dock there now' and ' the water

level is like an elevator, high water, more current . . .it is just more dangerous.' The group

also noted that while the older youth and adults have been disappointed with not being able

to fish as in the past, the younger children do not miss it as it was never parl of their lives,

again speaking to the many changes to communities along the river.

There was some speculation about these changes, with many thinking the river has changed

very significantly in recent years; the ice created is roughel, there is more water on the ice,

and the banks are eroding, which makes access clifficult. Erosion increase was generally

considered to be in large paft related to the operation of the floodway. There are also fewer

falriilies and therefore less people to do the work of clealing off and maintaining ice for

recreation. One long-time community member mentioned that he had canoed lecently on the

river for the first tirne in several years and could not believe the darnage on the river bank

from erosion; he also noted that sorne households who built dikes along the river atter 1997

now have homes caving into the river as the dikes collapse, increasing the risk that they will

flood in future.

6.2.4 Flood water levels in 1997

It was common during interviews to have people reflect on how high the water was in 1997

relative to sorne marker in town or relative to their home or street. One persotr recounted in

vivid detail how in 1997, after the evacuation order, he walked frorr the town bridge to his

horne, 'through two feet of fi'eezing water'.. . to see if the water was in his house and to fincl

the 'dog and cat that were left behind during evacuation.' He explained that the animals hacl

been left alone in his garage for seven days, and he had gone to check on them. They troth

survived the oldeal.
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6.2.5 Criticism of government

A theme throughout interviews in Ste. Agathe was a sense of disappointment with how the

government (primarily the Government of Manitoba) had handled various issues in 1997 .In

brief the cliticisms took the form of comments about a lack of cotnmunication - 'we should

have had two days notice regarding the cutting of the roads; then people would have taken

their stufï out and people could have diked their hornes'. One person noted that he had had

only one hour to evacuate what iterns he could. There was also the aforementioned criticism

of the construction of the West Dike by the gover:nment which many thought the cause of the

town's flooding.

6.2.6 Losses

'Expropriatíon, the term used by the governn ent, means you have to leave everythíng

behind.'

A variety of photos taken by parlicipants are of plots of land (i.e., building lots) including

some that ale empty of buildings since the 1997 flood; they have a strong synbolism. Sotne

were of lots where previously there had been homes that were expropriated to build the town

dike after 1997. Still others were of homes that were totally rebuilt aft,er 1997 so they might

be less vulnerable to floods; often, for example, these rebuilt homes have been elevated

above 1997 flood levels or an eafihen dike has been constructed around the home. The 1991

flood changed the physical quality of the town substantially.

In showing a photo of one community horre, a participant clairned that extended farnily had

lived in tlre horne for decades, surviving several floods, only to finally succumb lo fhe 1997

flood after which they had to have a home totally rebuilt. The parlicipant said 'the 1991

flood did it- water was up to the roofline.'

Other participants took photos of theil private homes to show either the height to which the

water had gone in 1997 (using a certainpoint on the home as a reference) ol to show changes
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in the home since 1997. Rebuilding was required in many Ste. Agathe homes. Some residents

were happy to make renovations on the one hand, and felt something positive (however

srnall) had perhaps come out of the experience. Others spoke a bit longingly of their home or

lanclscaped yard as it used to be prior to 1997 one person commented that while the horne

has many new elements after rebuilding, some aspects were nicer - or perhaps more

rneaningful - before. For example, in one instance the previous landscaping had been done

over lnany years and had only been completed just priol to when the flood occurred. There

was a sense of loss in tenns of the investment of tirne and energy over many years even

though they were cornpensated financially and had done new landscaping. Attachrnent to

their horne was very evident. It appears the nature of the attachment may have changed as a

result of the flood; again an inetrievable loss was sustained. The redone landscaping did not

replace the loss of a yard lovingly worked on over years.

There were accounts of how, following repairs, there have been emerging darnages to some

hornes which residents attribute to the flood. In one instance the longer-tenn damages to

emerge well after the initial flood event took the fonn of, for example, bubbles in wood

flooring, rnold around windows, diffrculty closing kitchen cupboards due to shifting, etc.

Longer term impacts were also described as a 'snowballing situation' by one parlicipant. In

one instance, for exarnple, awindow was reûroved, rnold was spotted, and then mold was

founcl in the sunounding dr5,'rva11 and so on, with new more intense levels of repail emerging.

There were personal stories of explopriations. One person noted that in 1997 compensation

policies were not apptied consistently. There were expressed resentments towards the

Provincial Government (particularly Land Seruices Management Branch) for inconsistent

and changing policies lelated to whose land in Ste. Agathe must be expropliated, what shoulcl

be done with expropriated land, and who could purchase expropriated land if it was put up

for auction. The process of exploprìation for some people was very painful ancl confusing,

and a great loss in their lives. One photo depicted a lovely view of the river side (Figure 6.1 1)

which was a view from one parlicipant's home prior to expropriation of his property. A

participant also took a photo of a play structure (Figure 6.12) used by his children that was

one of the only things they had salvaged from their old horne and taken to their new home
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after the flood. It remains syrnbolic perhaps of theil old home and its loss. The play structure

was also photographed to represent the participant's children as they are one of the reasons

that the family remains in Ste. Agathe, to offer a quality of life that they value.

Figure 6.11 - Expropriated river side lot

One person had a photo of trees visible on an open green space along the river, trees which

he hacl planted and nuftured in his old yard. Again this was reflective of a loss sustained.

Another parlicipant opted to take photos of a vacant lot to illustrate the loss of a close friend

whose property had been expropriated. She explained during the group meeting 'the river

took them away.'While they have remained close by, the move fi'om the imrnediate

neighbolhood had altered the relationship and how fi'equently the two fiiends, once close

neighbors, see each other.

Group discussion of the issue of expropriation revealed that thirleen riverside pt'operties were

expropriated and, of these, only four of the families remained in Ste. Agathe, a signifrcant

loss socially and econornically to the community. This type of loss increases the vulnerability

of the community through dirninished social netwotks.
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Figure 6.12 - Play structure moved from old home site

In a story heard several times in conducting research in Ste. Agathe, one resident showed a

picture of a lot and driveway which usecl to be where her elderly parents lived (Figure 6.13).

In 1997 they lost their home; thele was over a rneter of watel in their house. They hacl to

trove out of the community to which they were devotecl, and eventually settled in a seniors'

home in another communìty. There wet'e comments about a general loss.of elderly folk from

the community, who struggled to face the difhcult and demanding challenges post 1997. This
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has been difficult for residents and has changed some of the character of the community.

Othel pafiicipants took photos of gravestones to represent parents or othet farnily metnbers,

or original homesteaders in the community. The gravestones depicted community ties ancl

continuity.

Another person used a photo of an area alongside the river that is vacant to sirnply represent

the loss of a local informal recreational area along the river where farnilies used to meet and

Fisure 6.13 - Empty lot where o"*":t;J;î;,;Jä1ru':r to 1ee7, now a symbol of loss and

toboggan right out onto the river; it was a 'social gathering' in her words. The area was

clranged as a result of constructing the town dike after 1997 . There is no longer a suitable

incline for tobogganing and there have also been rocks placed there to prevent riverbank

erosion. The parlicipant spoke of how this unfortunate and unforeseen consequence of the

creation of the dike has irnpacted young families unexpectedly, with no plans to create an

altelnate slide area.
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A final loss noted by residents was seen in photos of the old grain elevator along the highway

into town. One person said that grain elevators are of historical significance for old

agriculturally basecl cornrnunities, noting they have been called 'prairie lighthouses'. The

loca1 one, like many others in Manitoba, has been shut down in favor of a few larger grain

elevators on the prairie landscape. The resident had this to say: 'When sornething shuts

down, parl of yout' community shuts down. . .part of a (agricultural) livelihood is no longer

there, taken up by modernization.' Other people took photos of the grain elevator to also

represent what has always been 'a landrnark in the community.'

Another subject of photos by participants was the area where the old Ste. Agathe park

(Figure 6.14) was located, where the old baseball park was across the river from Main Street.

Residents were well aware that the area, while beautiful, was in a 'soup bowl' and flooded

repeatedly. After 1997,the whole Cartier Park recreational area was developed as an

alternative but is not on the river. One person noted that it was 'sad' that it was not possible

to keep the old park area as it was a lovely spot in the comrnunity.

Figure 6.14 - Old Ste. Agathe park and ferry docking area
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6.2.7 Church and faith

'You can identifþ with the church, ìdentify wíth your religíon, ídentify with worshíp.'

Many parlicipants took photos of the single Catholic Church in Ste. Agathe (Figure 6.15).

This church was prominently replesented in television and prìnt rnedia during the 1997 flood

ancl is still seen when media refer to the flood even nine years later. A resident stated quite

emphatically that he didn't like the photo of Ste. Agathe and the flooded church appearing

repeatedly in the rnedia, as recently as 2005. He felt that the losses and damages sufïered by

the community were recently being exploited by the provirrcial government when the n-redia

showecl the flooded church in describing the govemffrent's rationale for expariding the

floodway in Wimripeg. The irony is that community members in Ste. Agathe feel that the

expansion will in fact potentially hann them by artificially raising the local water levels

whenever the floodway is used. In addition, the focus on the damages and losses 1n 1997

were seen in one parlicipant's opinion to represent Ste. Agathe negatively or certainly as

highly vulnerable to flood -'l want positive ideas not negative ideas (about the town in the

media).'

In describing other reasons for inclusion of a church photo, a resident refered to the church

as synrboli zing'the lifeblood of our community. . .people meet to wolship, nourish spiritual

needs.' The church also synbolized that 'spiritually and emotionally we had survived and

would move on.' One person noted that there were 'things to be thankful for' in the aftennath

of the flood. In reflecting on the period after the 1997 flood, a resident claimed that the fìrst

lrass, held about two months after the event, was very poignant for community rnernbers. Fot'

some residents the darnage the actual church building sustained was very pelsonal- '(it) hufi

members of the community to see the church like this.' At a more tangible level, the church

was and is also the site of irnportant events within the community such as baptisms and

confinnations (of faith).

One participant also noted that church attendance has generally seerned necessary to

parlicipation in the most influential (although secular) g.oup within the community - the Ste.
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Agathe Economic Development Cornmittee (SAEDC). This resident claimed that generally

'if you are not French ancl not Catholic, you do not know what is going on (in the

community).' They also claimed, however, that 'it is better than it used to be' in referring to

diff-rculties faced by those who are not French Catholics who want to become involved in

local decision-making. One person reflected that it seemed that, with the flood of 1991

particularly, those people who were not French decided to move out of the comrnunity

altogether, as the flood exacerbated pre-existing feelings of exclusion from the comtnunity.

The discussion of faith in the group was difficult and emotion-laden as community members

E'appled with the issue of reduced church attendance especially by younger families, and

some pafiicipants noted that church has

less allure than in bygone tin-res. Some

participants claimed that the mass after

the 1997 flood, when residents

retumed, was a synbol of solidarity in

the community; yet there was a general

perception in the focus group that the

church is no longer playing the major

role it used to. It has lost a leadership

role. In individual interviews the

impofiance of church and faith to

individual members of the community

was highly evident, but there ale

evidently changes in the church's role

ovel time.

Figure 6.15 - Church, a symbol of survival
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6.2.8 Economic development

There ís hope for 'new development und, wíth ìt, some new people and a younger

generation.'

The SAEDC, with its economic mandate, was described by one participant as the 'most

influential committee' in town and 'male-dominated'. It was suggested that the membership

is older, and the process for getting on the committee is unclear. As one person noted 'the

SAEDC seems to take on all issues in Ste. Agathe without consulting with the rest of the

community.....it is not publicized what they do...town members don't get infotmation.'

Transparent inclusive processes are necessary to engage community members and capitalize

on the wide lange of social capacities that rnay exist. Otherwise vulnerabilities can be

cLeated, parlicularly if some community groups are omitted frorn decision-rnaking or

information exchange. That being said, however, the general view communicated duling

interviews is that the comrnittee is also of vital importance to the community in adopting a

leadelship function on many issues. Of primary importance after 1 991 , if"s key rnernbers have

advocated and worked on the two rnajor areas of local development, namely the Cartier

Industrial Park area with its Flood Interpretive Center, and the new subdivision, Point Eau

Claire (Figure 6.16). Both were seen as important to community recovery from the 1991

flood. The park is intended to generate toulist business as well as industrial development; the

subdivision will attract new farnilies to the community.

The new housing division is

a parlicular s¡.Tnbol of hope

and growth for the

community and was

included alnong photos

taken by residents. At the

conclusion of data

collection in 2005 the lots

had been for sale for

Figure 6.16 - Pointe Eau Glaire sub-division Page 187



roughly one year. Of twenty-nine created lots, seventeen had been solcl. The group of

participants was pleased that sorne purchasers include younger families.

6.3 Addressing vulnenability through nnit!gation

During discussions of participant photos there were several issues that surfaced related to

rnitigating future damages fiom flood events as well as adapting to the flood risk in Ste.

Agathe.

6.3.1 Land use

For example, a few residents focused on the need to develop Ste. Agathe within the context

of the flood risk, i.e. taking that reality into account. The restrictions on developrnent

irnposed by the province after 1991 have perhaps helped the comtnunity to recognize the

reality of flood rnitigation as a relevant and perpetual issue for the cornmunity. For example,

the provincial government will not pennit pennanent sttuctures in town directly along the

river where properly was expropriated after 1 997 . There are also the legislatecl requirements

fbr all structures within the floodplain to be constructed or protected to levels equivalent to

1997 flood levels plus 0.6 tneters.

One enterprising resident noted that the cornmunity is considering using the open areas

between the liver and the main street for developrnent (Figure 6.17), recognizing that any

structures there must be ternporary, meaning removable, so that the dike along the t'iver can

be accessed by WCIS and enhanced as necessary during high water. Consequently, there

have been discussions of the possibility of having a fatmers' rnarket in that area. This type of

creativity ancl adaptation (Mileti,1999) has the potential to reduce r,r¡lnerability in the long-

term.
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Figure 6.17 - River area now available for development but not for permanent housing due to
flood risk

In Ste. Agathe there are continuing land use

concerns about the problern of inappropriate

drainage off of ag-icultural land artificially

elevating water on the landscape. One resident's

photo of a local culveft (Figure 6.18) was taken

to illustrate that, in his experience, there has

been considerably tnore water on the landscape

in recent decades; he described the changes in

human practices on the landscape as potentially

cleating vulnerability. He questioned how these

issues rnight be addressed.

Figure 6.18 - Culvert
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6.3.2 Challenging government and the floodway expansion

It also was abundantly clear in Ste. Agathe that rnany community residents believed that the

river was not the cause of fìooding in Ste. Agathe in l99l , but rather the cause was the West

Dike (also called the Z dike) constructed by the govemment to protect Winnipeg. In their

opinion, the West Dike directecl the water towards the town. Residents believed this dike and

various govemment actions such as cutting roads diverted the water into their town from

behincl. Indeed, as noted earlier, the water did come overland. The group said that the

govemment has denied that their actions caused flooding 'because it would mean

compensation.' Now with the expansion of the floodway underway, the rnunicipality of

Ritchot, on behalf of Ste. Agathe residents, has taken legal action. They have gone to the

Federal goveÍìment to oppose the Environmental License proviclecl to the Province (to allow

them to proceed with the expansion). At the time of writing this disserlation, the federal

response to this legal matter is pending. There is parlicular resentment that the likelihood of

higher water from floodway operation has been given only cursory attention in public

hearings and reporls required by the Environmental Impact Statement for the expansion.

Some participants see this as evidence that the needs of city citizens are seen as more

irnportant to goveniment decision-makers.

The nature of community criticisrns related to govemment decision-rnaking are captured by

reviewing comments made at the focus group meeting when the new town dike was

discussed. Members of the community were concerned with the height of the town dike in an

area near the train track. Based upon their experiences with previous floods, that diked area

does not appear high enough. They amanged to have WCIS come out and discuss their

concerns; they were told the engineering model was cotrect and if the water does go too high,

the government will make the dike higher'. The government representatives were perceived as

quite infìexible, very attached to their models, rather patronizing, and dismissive of local

peoples' perceptions and experience. Most assuredly the communication and dialogue dicl not

improve relations nor trust between the community and government personnel.
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6.3.3 Dike issues

Over half of the

photo graphy participants

from Ste. Agathe spoke at

least sonewhat positively

about the dike as a

decisive action to reduce

flood vulnerability taken

by the cornmunity and

Province in Ste. Agathe.

Some clearly saw the dike

as instrumental to plans to

Figure 6.19 - Subdivision sign showing location of new dike

economically develop the area. The large sign at the site of the new housing development in

town (Figure 6. 19) prominently shows the location of the new dike which serves as adcled

protection fbr the new development. One person stated: 'Thanks to the dike...new

development is possible.'

Figure 6.20 - New town dike

Sonre people also had criticisms or conceffrs related to the new dike (Figure 6.20).In

discussing the town dike, one person claimed, 'No way (I) feel less wlnerable due to the

dike.' He went on to explain that this is because thlee sides of the dike are complete but in a

i,au 4tiy¿lst !15" 4Íl:á tuo :i.-., -".'; ;r1
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tloocl, a fourlh sicle must be constructed at the time. Similarly another person who took

photos of the dike said: 'my biggest concern is that there is no "real dike"'. He was r:eferring

to the fact that the town has a core dike that would need to have height added to it in tlte

event of a flood. 'lt is like an unfinished dike.'

6.3.4 Emergency management Plans

Actions taken by the Manitoba Ernergency Management Organization (MEMO) in working

with the local rnunicipality ancl town were also seen as generally a positive step tor,vards

vulnerability r eduction in the event of a flood. For example one person noted that there has

been a prelirninaly MEMO meeting (held locally) to go over evacuation and the dike closure

plan (for the area of the dike that needs to be closed during a flood event). Someone else

stated with some frustration that there is no more need for planning - what is required is

implementation of planning by MEMO and others. According to one participant, MEMO

came out to see if there wele local people to sit on an emergency response comrnittee (if

necessary), slated for spring 2005; interestingly this is eight yeals after the 1997 t'Ìood.

However, as one person claimed at least 'now people are talking about it (i.e. emergency

response). . .unlike in 1996 (i.e. prior to the last large flood).'

Criticisrns of the new emergency response planning for the town were evident. Criticisrn was

directed at the decision to have the emergency committee centered in the town of St. Adolphe

in a flood event. Concem exists that this town, which has the municipal offices, is in fact cut

off by water on the highways before Ste. Agathe. The choice of this town was describecl by

one resident as 'not sustainable given where the water goes... and therefore a poor decision.'

6.3.5 Decision-making

When it comes to the issue of who does make the decisions on local actions to reduce flood

risk, not surprisingly the SAEDC was seen as the most influential local group. One person

¡oted that while they were not sure 'who had influence (on how to protect the community).. '

(but) SAEDC certainly did!' He also said that they had foresight regarding tlie need fbr

gt'owth of tlie cotnurunity.
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Linked to the issue of decision-making, and government and community interaction, is a key

cliticisll notecl during the focus gloup session in Ste. Agathe. It was explained that while

¡esidents may want to dialogue with government personnel on key flood issues 'people in

government change so ofien, you have to staft your story over again, so eventually you throw

your anns in the air (give up).' Creation of trust between government and comrnunity

residents is then comprotnised through institutional personnel change.

All in all, there was a general sentiment expressed in the final group meeting in Ste. Agathe

that the govemment has not been forthright with this cornmunity in dealing with issues

related to the events of 1997 . Similarly, the plans to expand the floodway to protect

Wir-rnipeg, the conducting of hearings to consider possible negative impacts to comtnunities

south of the city such as Ste. Agathe from operation of the floodway, as well as WCIS's

handling of questions about the suitability of the height of the town dike have all reinfor'ced

feelings of mistrust between residents and government. This serr¿es to also fuither the notion

that govemment is not highly inclusive of community stakeholders in relation to flood

rnitigation decisions.

6.3.6 The Red River Valley Flood Interpretive Center: Ionger term adaptation to
flood threat

'Tlrere is a need to put.flooding into perspective.'

There were many photos of the Red River Interpretive Center' (Figure 6.21 ) which is along

the highway adjacent to Ste. Agathe; it is a project initiated and conducted by that local

cornmunity with parlicular effort by key members of the SAEDC and funding through

various governfitent grants (e.g., Westem Diversification). It contains photos, docutnentary

sources, and memorabilia from the 1997 flood and pays tribute to the suffering, volunteerism,

lreroics and sheer grit of individuals and organizations in handling both response ancl

recovery fi'om this disaster'. It is contained within the new Cartier Park development, where

the finds were used to begin developrnent of a campground and recreation al'ea as well as the

Center. One resident who participated in this research spoke most eloquently about the lole
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of the Center itself for both the comrrunity and the Basin in genelal. He noted that the role of

the Center can be encapsulated as follows: 'educate the general public and school children

regarding the Red River Valley environment.' He stated: 'we are getting better at this, a

better understanding of the river and better able to plotect ourselves.' This is a 'viable place

to live. There is a need to put flooding into perspective.'

Figure 6.21 - New park and campground

Community residents also desire Cartier Park and the Flood Interpretive Center to draw in

tonrists and campers, so that the area might be designated a tourist attraction by the Province.

The campground was described as a 'new birlh' for the community. The plan f-or the

campground developrnent is a long-term one in which tnore trees and bushes will be planted

and a manmade lake developed.

At least one resident noted the clifficulty with using a disastel event as a dtaw to bring people

to a community. He noted that the museum (Center) 'puts a mark that we are a flood zone -

(thus) the museum is both good and bad.' Like the irnages of the church noted earlier, the

ltìessage of the Center is in some ways contradictory. Clearly it is two-fold, highlighting both

flood wlnerability and endurance - simultaneously the positive and the negative.
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6.3.7 Ste. Agathe: reflections on flood vulnerability

Ste. Agathe resiclents were able to elucidate sorne of their hopes and priorities for the futtu'e

in the f,ace of various sources of vulnerability that they described in discussing the

photographs that they took. Most parlicularly, residents spoke of a need for planning that

acknowledges and incorporates the flood risk as illustrated by two quotes below.

'TIte communíty needs to be buílt so ít can go under water.'

'(We need to) íntegrate the.flood rísk into planníng.'

There were two motivations driving this need for irnproved planning from residents'

perspectives. One was the apparent objective flood risk illustrated by the events of 1997. The

other concern included a belief that people and businesses outside of town perceive the flood

iisk to be significant - most notably more than in neighboring communities - and therefore

are less likely to move to or invest in the cornmunity. Taking proactive steps to address the

flood threat through planning is in part seen as a measure to counter the pelception that Ste.

Agathe is highly vulnelable. The impofiance of addlessing both objective lisk and perceived

risk (by outsiders) if Ste. Agathe is to prosper was highlighted in discussions with

community members

'The.flood rísk is influencing the (contmunity) vísíon; people fear Ste. Agøthe as a.flood

zone; because it can høppen once it can høppen øgain.'

'People will go elsewhere before Ste. Agathe, even along the river elsewhere.'

While planning was seen as imporlant to the future of the community, there was cynicisrn

about how plans are made and executed to mitigate the flood risk locally. Mitigation appears

to be consistently viewed by residents within the context of the lelationship between the

community and authorities such as WCIS and MEMO; this is a relationship which appears

problenratic. Residents believe they flooded 1n l99l due to the government's actions in
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constructing the West Dike to protect Winnipeg and that govemment would not claim

responsibility.

'In 1997 the comnutníty had a bad rap. The Province wouldtr't own up to tlte role o.f'the Z

díke in.flooding tlre town.'

Some townspeople believe they are being threatened now through the construction of the

fìoodway expansion, a goverrìrnent initiative. Furthennore, when they expressed concetns

about the height of their new town dike, they felt their concerns were largely disrnissed by

govetïment engineers. Within this context it is not surprising that parlicipants expressed little

sense of local control over decisions and fiustration about their vulnerability, specifically

linking it to senior governlrent decision-making.

'Frovince makes the decísio,xs...no choice in the community for nothing...they pøy, tltey

do their decisiotts.'

'lle had consultation meetíngs (on flood vulnerabílity) justfor 'ffun"...tlte meefings

wouldtt't change the outcome...people støted their concerns but nothing was cltanged.'

'Posturíng and a desire .for political goodwill is the reøson for consultatiott ttow.'

Amid these struggles however, there are some actions that have been taken at a local level

that residents feel lessen their flood vulnerability. In general, the construction of the town

clike, while not without controversy, and initiatives to develop a lnore detailed Emergeucy

Management Plan for the town are viewed favorably and offer solne assurance of recluced

flood vulnerability for the townspeople.

As explained by participants who took photos of the town dike, it reduces r,ulnerability in

several ways. Most obviously, it offers a physical ban'ier to flood waters. It also has allowed

for new residential development within its conf,tnes (narnely the Pointe Eau Claire

subdivision). The 1997 fl,ood, as noted earlier, resulted in the loss of some community
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metrrbers. This loss of people, some of whom were long tirne residents, meant loss of social

capital in this small community and raised fears that, like rnany rural communities, it r-nay

decline. This new development offèrs hope for the future.

Sirnilarly, the creation of Carlier Park, with industrial and recreation facilities, was seen by

lesiclents as, in par1, a proactive community-led response to the events of 1997 . They have

rnarketed the industrial park, and developed tlie Red River Basin Flood Interpretive Center.

Fol participants in the photography exelcise they felt less vulnerable as a result of actively

rnarketing the strengths of their community. They have also atternpted through the

Interpletive Center to educate about the nature of flood risk in the Basin, frotl a pelspective

that knowleclge and experience may be used to better prepare not only Ste. Agathe, but other

Basin communities, to handle flood hazard. This ability to change adversity into opportunity,

and conveft experience into knowledge is a social variable that reduces vulnerability to

hazard.ln addition, placing vulnerability in its rnultiple contexts enhances understanding of

its cleation.

Resiclents of the Basin expressed the view however, that complacency - long the challenge to

hazard reduction, is likely to continue to confi'ont communities. One participant, in

considering the issue of a long term vision for the community given the flood risk, had this to

say: 'The problern is complacency- during dry decades- locally and at a higher level.' For

some cotrmunity members the role of the Interpretive Centet is, in pafi, to couuter such

complacency through education of Basin residents, youth and visitors. Clearly there are

people with foresight within the community; one person who has spearheaded the

Intetpretive Center initiative did express his disrlay that financial and other support for the

Center is difficult to attain, particularly in the longer term.

6.4 E¡'nerson,Manitoba

6.4.1 Character of community residents

A numbel of photos elicited cornments about the character of people in Emerson. In relation

particularly to flooding, one resident had this to say: 'far too many people are too

satisfìecl. ..there is cause for satisfaction but (we) need to do something to ensure the thing
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(i.e. the town) continues'. In this case he was referring to a need for people to fbcus energies

on ensuring community viability. Another con'lmented that 'people may be apathetic and

satisfied'. One person explained that within Ernerson 'opposing views may be diffrcult, (as)

beirrg corrfì'ontational is not acceptable'. This was also verified in comments related to the

lack of proactivity among residents with regard to a comrnunity vision ol planning for future

floods - 'People don't take the time to ask (questions) unless something happens...people

take a lot for granted, (plan to) continue the way we have, that is with the dike'. The

implication was that townsfolk sometimes believe that the dike is the requirecl action to

leduce r,.ulnerabil ity.

There were also general comments about people's attachment to the community, and to their

personal homes and properties. One comment included: 'People love their homes and

yards...people spend time in their yards and beautify.' (In Emerson) there is 'quality injectecl

into lifestyle and horre'. In relation to floods, one person stated 'We would lose everything

in a flood, (but) we would rebuild'. As was seen in photos, people readily identify with a

more rural lifestyle and landscape, including the river and gardens.

6.4.2 Quality of life and security

Community Facilities

Many participants took photos of community

facilities such as the community cornplex, towtt

hall, arena, hospital (Figure 6.22), seniors'

home (Oakview Manor), New Horizon's

Senior's Center (Figure 6.23),library and

various otlier buildings which house services

available to residents. One person noted that

the Community Center complex and curling

link play an important lole in case of

emergencies. They noted that it is well-stocked

and used regularly, for example in winter to

Figure 6.22- Emerson Hospital
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lrouse people caught in snow stonns that are 
^ ut!

ë

traveling through and get stranded at the

border. An arena building photo prompted

memories of the 1997 flood as one parlicipant

recalled that Canadian Anny personnel stayed

there and it was thele that sand for sanclbags

rvas stockpiled.

Figure 6.23 - New Horizons Seniors Center

In general there were many comments by resiclents about the comforl afforded to them by the

k¡owledge that there are so many services available if you are elderly or ill. The population

of Emerson, as noted earlier, is older. One resident stated that rnost of the small communities

in the Red River Valley do not, for example, have a clinic with long tenn care beds. Emerson

actually had a hospital until very lecently (roughly 3 years ago) which many parlicipar-rts

noted was a huge loss to the community; they do still have a well appointed clinic. It was

explained that two forces behind the change was the moventent towards centralization of

rnedical care to largel urban centers and problems in staffing doctors for 24 hour shifts at a

hospital. Hence the downsizing occuned which soûìe saw as a degradation of srnall rur'al

communities.

Seniors' facilities

The New Horizons Senior Center was an imporlant attribute of the town of Emerson for

several people who took photographs. It supplies tecreational and social opportunities for

seniors and is, a'gathering point.' One person noted that the seniors' sen¿ices in town such as

New Horizons 'keep seniors in their own homes arrd programs for as long as you can.'

There are a peÍsonal care home and other senioLs' housing which was described as 'one way

to keep people in the cornmunity....people don't need to leave town when they can't manage

their own home.' One person said that in their opinion 'you'11 make acquaintances but not

fiiends if you a¡e forced to leave (your cornmunity as you age).'Attachment to this
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commutlity was evident in this and other comments particularly by the long tenn residents.

Of the personal care home, one middle-aged participant said 'there is a personal care home

f-or my later life.'

Recreation

'Why conte to Emerson...we have a beautífu|park, golf course, campgrottnd.'

There were many photos by lesidents of Emerson that described how leisure tilne is spent. As

one person stated ' . . .recreation is 'historically imporlant to the town.' Some of these photos

incluclecl recreational faci lities

such as, for example, the arena,

pool (Figure 6.24), curling rink

or baseball diarnond. One

cornment about the park area,

which includes pool and

baseball areas as well as picnic

areas, was that the 'pool equals

quality of life, especially for the

children'. Another person stated

'it is well-rnaintained -
wonderful...open and easy to access, lots of hours open to the public.' The cunent pool is the

third one in the town's history; the fir'st was located near the river but had to be moved due to

risk of flooding. In terms of the cost of a community pool, one person noted that while the

'cost-benefit results are not good', there are 'intangible benefltts.'

Figure 6.24 - Emerson pool
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Figure 6.25 - Recreation park

One participant noted as she reviewed a photo of the park (Figure 6.25) that 'benefrts

outweigh the costs of living here' a reminder echoeci in numerous interviews that quality of

life is a key value among residents. Another resident who moved in recent years to Emerson

noted the welcorning nature of the town and the opportunities to socialize that are available.

There is a long tradition behind the local rink. Residents shared that it was originally built

back in the 1920's. It has natural ice, and hockey and figure skating are offered to youth.

These are lun by volunteers. There is pride in the community that they offer these when the

comrnunity is relatively small and has been decreasing in population. One parlicipant saicl

that the rink is a 'center of winter activity...people congregate there'. Another person

explainecl that the rink 'keeps kids offthe street.'

Thele ale links through recreation to American comûrunities just across the border as

Alnerican children come for Red Cross swimrning lessons; this is difficult with borcler

security increasing in recent years. In fact, there have been attempts by the town to meet with

borcler offìcials about how cumbersome the border process is for locals who wish to regularly

cross it for personal or social reasons. There has been no real success at addressing the issue.

Local people see the ensuing loss of cross border interaction as a loss for the entire

comrnunity, and for small communities on the othel side of the bolder.
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Floods and recreation

Floocls have had significant irnpact on the golf course (a local feature of which the

community is very proud) in Emerson and the recreation park. One person noted the golf

course is something to attract people to the community. He further observed 'recleation and

relaxation value is great in Etnerson.'

The golf course itself (Figure 6.26) was described as 'a meeting place. . . rneeting and

greeting' where all ages participate. The attractive riverside golf course is, however, in a very

low spot and floods extensively during high spring water. It was first built prior to the 1970's

by two couples and volunteers and then slowly expanded. It was devastated in 1997. The

community has discussed rnoving the golf course but that would be very costly. There

appears to be some division in the community about what to do about not only the risk of

spring floods, but also the fact that recent wet summers have rendered the course almost

unusable for large periods of tirne in summer.

During the focus gloup meeting there

was considerable interest and passion

about the issue and real concern that

changes in climate, and drainage

pattems south of Emerson (which

result in increasing water loads in the

river) will likely cause further

ploblerns with the golf course location.

Figure 6.26 - Emerson Golf Course

Problems with the location have actually existed for decades. For example, at one point the

golf course was revefied back to farmland and then revived again. During goup discussion

with community members it was evident that there has been a battle to keep the golf course
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functioning, with many disappointments. A consultant has been hired to propose options to

fìood proof it.

Symbols of security

ln group discussions of the photos there was confinnation of the important role the fir'e hall

personnel play in any type of personal or coûununity ernergency in Emerson. There was

reflection on the 1997 flood and their key role, which included provicling security following

evacuation - namely, refusing entrance to the town. During the focus group one petson saicl

that the town council was looking at plans in future to fine people $10,000.00 if they would

disobey an evacuation order during a flood. When this was raised in the focus group, the

statement resulted in some rancor. This was illustrated by one resident's defiant declaration

that they would pay the $ 10,000.00 to get to their home in that event. It was obvious that

while people in Emerson were extremely cooperative with evacuation orders in 1997 , they

prefer to see it as a somewhat 'voluntary' action and do not like to feel that their rights are

being undennined as the use of fines might suggest.

Population concerns

Concems about the diminishing population in Emerson were evident in rnany interviews and

group meetings with Emerson residents. This was represented in part by the rnany photos

taken of Emerson school. The recurring theme in parlicipants' reflections on the school was

the irnporlance of the school for keeping young farnilies in town; namely, there was concern

that without a school, young farnilies would not want to stay or move to Emerson. In the

fbcus group it was apparent that there have been discussions about closing it for sonie tirlre.

Reference was rrade to how Emerson was a'booming town' in the 1970's, unlike today. One

person clairned it is now a 'bedroom town, with no more business.' Another noted that there

are a fèw new people in town, a few young families, and newly letired folks, many of whom

previously had a connection of some type to the town.
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6.4.3 Community buildings; pieces of history

Many of the photos done by residents of Emerson were of buildings and structures and how

they have defìned the past and present character of the comtnunity. One example is the

beautiful town hall (Figure 6.27) which has been restored and is cunently in use.
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Figure 6.27 - Historic Town Hall

Many photos were taken of churches (Figure 6.28). Some were taken to indicate a historical

significance. In fact, the community just recently purchased a historic church so they rnight

turn it into a type of rnuseum. On the other hand, some people took photos of the church

buildings (of which there are several) to depict the changing demographic in town as

populations decline and less people attend. Several different chulches in town were

photographed. Thele are United, Baptist,

Catholic and Anglican (no longer active)

churches in town with, in the words of

one resident'dwindling congregations

and resources.'

In relation to a church photo one person

said it referred to 'declining rural

population ... corlgregation diminishing

results in closures' of churches. He also

Figure 6.28 - Historic Anglican Church
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speculated 'maybe church is not as important to this genelation.' One church photograpir was

taken to represent 'togethemess' in the context of 'farnily ancl worship.' Anothel parlicipant

took a church photo to represent the 'need to preserve leligious values through church.'

According to one resident, the social function traditionally pelformed by the churches in

town was to provide sewice to, for example, needy fàmilies ol other types of assistance to

mcrnbers of the comrnunity.

6.4.4 Economic development and business rnferesfs

'If I was a business man whøt could Emerson do to entíce me (to start a business)?'

People in Emerson displayed dismay over the loss of srnall local businesses in recent years.

They see it as tied to the increasing mobility of people, the decline of small family färms,

general rural depopulation, and the population decrease in Emerson itself. One responclent,

upon reflecting on this issue, posed the question: 'lf I was a business man what could

Emerson do to entice me (to staft a business)?' He felt the enticernents were few, and

people's increasing mobility causes them to go to a few larger centers fol shopping or other

services. In the focus group one peTson observed that there used to be four farnily fatms per

llile on the landscape and now it is hard to find a single fann. At one time, farm farnilies

would retire in the town of Emerson. In addition, it was noted that many people work in

Emerson (including the border) but no longer live there.
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This is a wider spread problem throughout the southern Red River Basin as smaller

conrmunities collapse and more urban centers atlract people from neighboring towns to live

and to shop. One person noted that there have been significant changes that have affected

Emerson very keenly. For example, automobile and irnplernent dealers have been 'gutted out

of rural communities.' CN (Canadian National Raih'oad) has pulled fifteen people out of

Emerson alone in recent years. CP (Canadian Pacific Railroad) also removecl people from the

conrmunity. These were once key industries in and around Emerson (Figule 6.29). A general

loss of railway branch lines and the closing of community grain elevators have all ir-npacted

the community according to long-time residents. As one person said - 'lt all makes a

difference to the rural community.' Another stated: 'Small businesses are the backbone of the

community... (we) need these businesses to contribute to the community.'

6.4.5 Cross-border relations: the Canadian-American border

'Devil's Lake diversion wíll result in more water and biotíc (contanúnation)... we need to

be more díligent.'

The border itself is seen as 'crucial to the town of Emerson.' There were a number of photos

of the border taken by participants; they reflected on the historical significance of the border

in the initial creation of the town of Emerson and how recent changes in border security and

employment practices (narnely more jobs going to people not living near the borcler itself)

have altered the face of the cornrnunity. One person noted that now helicopters and planes

patrol the border, changing the character of a region that was at one time characterized by

famring activity.

One photo depicted the road to Noyes, Minnesota (Figure 6.33). It is looking north frorn

highway 75 about 1.6 kilometers frorn Emelson. It shows the town dike on the south side and

an areathat during a flood often needs to be sandbagged. The Emerson resident stated that

duling flood conditions Emerson has taken control of sandbagging this vulnerable area ancl

that the small cornmunities such as Noyes on the Atnerican side are appleciative of this, an

exarnple of cross-border cooperation.
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Figure 6.30 - Dike on west side of the Red River

Another photo shows the dike on the horizon (as it is since 1997) on the west side of the river

(Figure 6.30). In 1997 Emerson ran out of sandbags and when the American Army Corps of

Engineers decided that the nearby American town of Pembina coulcl not be saved from

flooding they gave the bags to Emerson.

Emerson residents are aware of the rnore contentious issues plaguing border relations as it

relates to the floocling issue. Locals made mention of, for example, the United States

attempting to sue Manitoba f-or an east-west road in the region that backs water up into the

States - 'U.S. water, ironically enough' one person claimed. Americans want the road taken

out.

When it comes to flooding one person proposed that for future flood damage mitigation

planning there is a need to examine how much extra water depth is likely in Canacla due to

levees and dikes in the United States; they ernphasized the need to consider Arnerican flood

proofing structures and how they will alter levels of water in Emerson.

Anothel resident discussed the problern of the Devil's Lake diversion that was open this past

summer (2005) allowing water to flow frorn this American lake through the Sheyenne River

and into the Red River. The measure was taken as a flood control method to reduce water
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levels on Devil's Lake which has been subject to repeated flooding in recent years. However,

there are many questions about the transfer of this water into the Red River water systern. As

one person fiom Ernerson stated: 'Devil's Lake diversion will result in more water and biotic

(contamination)... We need to be more cliligent.' She claimed 'We have given up control over

water levels; they ale potentially controllecl by a foreign goverrunent.' She asks what if
American actions flood the area or contaminate the water and claim it is 'just an etr.or?'

'There are still consequences for us.'

6.4.6 Past flood events

'I never expected any damøge in town. Since 1950 we ltave had no dømage .., we are well-

prepared but tlte levels were w&y higher than expected.'

The Ernerson data fi'om residents that

related to past floods can be broken down

into two main categories: those related to

descriptions of past flood experiences

priol to the town being protected by a

town dike, and reflections on what

occuned in 1991.

The references to past floods were largely

anecdotal. One participant included

photos of historic buildings (reportedly

built in the 1920's) such as the post office

(Figure 6.31), and the telephone offlrce

(Figure 6.32) - the latter no longer in use

- which she recalls were sunrounded by

water in past floods. In her private

collection of photos she had some that

depicted builclings sunounded with water

duling previous floods.

Figure 6.31 - Historic post office

Figure 6.32 - Historic telephone building
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The photos above show the buildings as they appear now. Both buildings had 1.8 meters of

water in thern in 1950 according to one participant. Her own home had been spared due to its

location as the water crept thlough the town to within half a block of her house.

Sandbagging duling the 1966 flood kept the water out of the telephone office. One

participant remembered climbing over sandbags at that tirne to get into the building. This

resident of Emerson, like other participants in the research, appeared to view the past flood

er¡ents as a community struggle in which the community fought valiantly, and from which it

recovered.

The second category of photos and commentary related to past floods focused on the 1997

event. Various responcients made reference to the 1997 flood. Like the quote in italics above,

many feel very secure now. Some parlicipants felt very positive in general about the outcome

of the 1997 flood as reflected in comments such as 'we stayed dry and no one got huft.'

One respondent shared that the events of 1997 were nonetheless surprising to residents. He

reflected back upon his feelings as the flood event unfolded. He noted that when the town

received an initial warning in 1997 there were no visual cues of potential flood i.e., the water

was not visibly rising which surprised hirn. A late snow stonn in April, followed by a speedy

melt, however dramatically accelerated the risk. He explained 'l never expected any darnage

in town. Since 1950 we have had no damage. . .we are well-prepared but the levels were way

higher than expected.' He did expect to be evacuated as that was a usual action taken duling

floods for many decades back to the 1950 flood.

The theme of minirnizing both the flood risk and the content of risk Inessages appeared in

other interviews. One person noted that a town councilor in 1997 was issuing assurances that

there was no problern (with a pending flood) until, in fact, residents saw the devastation to

the south on television (e.g., the city of Grand Forks). Then attitudes towards the level of risk

changed. The irnportance of visual cues - i.e., visual footage of water rising - to confinl risk

is worthy of note. Television coverage offered that cue. A resident stated that things changed

dranatically within 60 hours. 'They (the town) got caught there (not fully prepared), but did
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luck out with the weather.' Residents shared in group discussions the general fèeling that

things could have become much worse 1n 1997 if the weather had deteriorated, parlicularly

with heavy rains or winds.

6.4.7 Preparation 1997

One respondent shared that historically the town of Emerson has enjoyed 'really good

relations' with the Americans as when the Arnerjcans gave Emerson sanclbags in 1997. The

resident did note that relations and cooperation were better in the past than cunently. This

was confinned in the group meeting as members of the community exhibited some nostalgia

for the degree of mingling across the border and cooperation which has slowly been eroded.

The ela following the Septernber I I ,200I tenorist event in New York has accelerated that

process according to residents.

A planning problern related to sandbagging for protection was raised during photo

interviews. Specifrcally, in 7997 while volunteers were available to help sandbag the town, in

the aftennath there were no volunteers available to help get rid of the contaminated bags after

the flood. In any town, but particularly one with an aging population, this is a problem.

6.4.8 Vulnerability reduction measures

The most frequently taken photos of measures to reduce flood r.ulnerability were structural

measures, more specifically the town dike - either photos of the section of the coffer dike

between the main street and the river, or photos of the eafihen dike sunounding the town.

Photos of the fire hall were also common as syrnbolic of emergency response (a nonstructural

measure); they were discussed by participants in the context of theil thoughts about

vulnerability reduction.

The role of the town dike

It is 'what you depend on to defend the town...you hope it will be big enough and strong

enough to hold the.flood. It did lnst time.'
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Participants' corrments about the tor,vn dike focusecl on the additional security they feel as a

result of having the dike ancl, conversely, the vulnerability they feel due to lirnitations of the

dike.

In discussing the security afforded by the town dike, one wolnan provided the above quote

about the dike; another person remarked that they do not see flood as a factor in the town's

problen-rs '(We) alleviated vulnerability by the dike.' One male resident said the dike 'is the

reason we are all here.' He further wondered what would happen to the town in the event that

the dike is breached in a flood and people left, never to retum. The assurance offered by the

dike is substantial in this comrnunity, and the thought of it failing in a significant way is

difficult for local people to comprehencl in terms of what it would mean for Ernerson's

future.

As illustration of the security provided by the recent addition of a dike in West Lynne (a

comrnunity within Emerson located across a main highway), one resident photographed the

new dike (Figure 6.33), describing what needs to be done in a flood: '... (you) just need to

put a benn between the dike in the picture and put one in the foreground. Tliis contributes to

security. The town will only need one day to close it (in a flood) - with dirt ancl heavy

equipment. Before they used to need days to put earlh on the road instead. ..'

Another photo was taken of Sixth

Street in town. Reflecting on events

tn 1997 , a resident noted that there

was 1- 1 .5 feet of earlh across the

road at that point during the 1991

flood ancl it was here that a police

ban'icade was set up so people could

not go back into town (once

evacuated). This helped to save the

town.

Figure 6.33 - Town dike near American border
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One elderly resident explained that at one time, prior to the town dike being built, there were

properlies along the lnain street in town that had to be sandbagged. When the town dike was

built in 1967 (following floods in 1965 and 1966) several homes along the river were bought

out, rvith two or three of them actually being moved elsewhere.

Several people offered fairly detailed descliptions of the town dike. In one instance the

description was to illustrate some of the problems with the dike that in fact contribute to a

sense of vulnerability rather than security.

Fol example, in showing a photo of the coffer dike along Main Street (Figure 6.34), this

resident said: 'The ciike is sinking into the dver, the riverbank needs stabilization. The trees

behind it prevent erosion but we are losing about three feet ayear of the riverbank. The

coffer dike was built in

1979;before it (the dike)

was clirt.... (The coffer)

dike consists of metal

sheets with dift between,

one side hatnmered into

the earlh about eighteen

feet deep.'

The question of dike maintenance calrre up in another interview where one resident shared

that he knows that there is a 'problem with maintenance of the dike... who does look after it

hele?' Of the town dike he also said:

The coffer dike running from the hospital and post offrce is the lowest parl of the

dike. It represents the negative and positive (related to) peril of the town. Most of the

dike is eafihen with grass; (however) this (coffer) section could bulge and burst. It is
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not as wide as the rest of the dike. Maybe it needs strengthening and imploving. It

rnust be fixed in a dry year; (we) need funds to do it. Unlike much of the diking

system this has not been (irnproved). This dike limits activities - business - in the

town. There is little expansion roorn.

These comments reflect a general concern about the coffer dike and about the fàct that the

Red Rivel is slowly encloaching into the downtown area. In fact, it was speculated at the

group meeting that all of Main Street will be in the river within the next couple of decades

due to erosion. This all severely lirnits growth, added to the fact that the American border

also poses a boundaly of sorts to growth on another sicle of town.

One other person stated their concem about the changing landscape with the addition of so

many clikes on the Red River Basin landscape. He said.. . 'Everyone has dikes now, so water

will be shufflecl into a smaller space.' He saw this as creating further'vulnerability to flood.

The use of dikes as a rnitigation measure was raised in the focus group tneeting, and

essentially confìrmed the results of interviews which suggested a high level of dependence

on the dike to ensure security. One person noted 'We are inside the dike so we are protected.'

Another said that if the dike should break, 'we can't get out fast enough.'

In discussing vulnerability reduction, several residents noted that the lift station has now been

placed inside the town dike rather than outside the dike. The lift station pumps stonn water

into the river and prevents sewer back-up; because it was previously outside the dike, sewer

back up was a problem in floods. This was rectified since 1997.

Local emergency response

'It puts the mind at ease...a core of people (ire and ambulance) can üwive in minutes...a

nucleus o.f people to ltelp.'
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Other issues relatecl to I'ulnerability reduction emerged frorn photo reviews with individual

residents. Nonstructural measures were discussed, such as the effectiveness of the emergency

response personnel - i.e., fire and ambulance - in 1997. One parlicipant noted how weli they

perf-onned in 1991: emergency personnel had quickly added three or fbur feet of sandbags to

shore up the town dike. People in the town appear to have immense respect and gratitucle for

the service providers. Below is a sampling of what was said about them in the context of

flood events.

'In 1997 these people stayed within the dike during the flood and stayed at night... They

patlolled 10-15 kilometels a night - the dike (length) - ancl tested it to see if there were

soft/weak spots.'

About the photo of the f,rre hall (Figure 6.35), one lnan said, 'it puts the rnind at ease...a core

of people (fire and ambulance) can arrive in minutes...a nucleus of people to help.' More

than six of the interviewees made specifìc reference to the existence of the fire hall, and the

Figure 6.35 - Fire Hall and Emergency Services

fire and ambulance staff, as a source of

assurance in an emergency such as flood.

A worran noted that her photo of the file

hall 'represents vigilance regarding flood,

and protection from hazard such as fire.'

Participants described that in 1997 MEMO

operations ran out of the frre hall in town

and it was here that decisions were made

during the flood. One person shared that in

future MEMO will be upstairs in the

historic town hall, a change made due to the fact that this old building does have solid cement

walls ancl floors with a brick veneer as well as three stories, making it less vulnerable to

flooding than some other newer buildings in town.
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Several respondents also discussed that the Province is working with municipalities and

towns to ensure that thele is local training in ernergency response from Manitoba's

Emergency Management Organrzation (MEMO). This has in fact been mandated since the

1997 flood occured.

As for the response of individual community rnernbers to floods, one person observed:

'People see flood as a nuisance. They are concemed about 'when can I get back (into rny

horne)?'There is 'little fear of darnageto properly or self.'They further explained that

evacuation of the town - fi'om their perspective - has more to do with the fact that with high

water the highways are covered than with any conceffr about actual flood risk.

One person captured two key community level capacities related to the alleviation of feelings

of vulnerability that seemed to be shared by most participants- the dike and emergency

response capabilities housed in town. She had this to say: '(The dike) is my protection,

supplementecl by people watching and being diligent.'

Cemetery flooding

'The dike is in .front of the cemetery. It floods every time there is a.flood. From the east

(side) ít still.floods. People are upset about this. Tltere is a bit of ø díke but it is rtot ltiglt

enouglt'

The issue of dike construction is

particularly poignant for some

residents as it relates to the

Emerson cemetery (Figure 6.36).

One person focused on how the

cemetery has been protected by a

gravel dike (that looks like a road

in the photo). The back of the

photo also shows a further

protective dike at the back of the

Figure 6.36 - Cemetery and dike
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cemetery which was built by the community ín I913. Two infonnants noted that the

cemetery contains graves of soldier's; hence, the white crosses.

One resident was quite distressed, however, at the failure of the dike to sufhciently protect

the cernetery in 1997. She has farnily members buried there and felt that thele has not been

sufficient attention to the protection of the cemetery. In the ftrcus group she raised this issue

and was told that the cemetery flooded in 1991 because of some inaction taken by the

Council, essentially an oversight. She continued to rnaintain that the cemetery is ofÌen very

excessively wet. She claimed the following: 'the dike is in front of the cemetery. lt floocls

every tirne there is a flood. From the east (side) it still floods. People are upset about this.

There is a bit of a dike but it is not high enough.'

6.4.9 Local knowledge and the river

'llitltout ít we wouldtt't be here,.flood or no flood'

The dominance of the Red River in people's lives was evident in reviewing photographs and

duling discussions. The focus group discussed this quite extensively when a photo of the

river was shown. The group verified that there is a strong 'attachment' to the river. Some

noted pragrnatic features of the river such as its role as a source of water, and there was

comrrentary about concerrì for water supply in dry years, a reference to the history of

transporlation on the river, and discussion of the river as a reason this town site was chosen.

Another resident refl ected

on the less tangible

meaning of the river in her

life, noting 'The river has

always been a part of my

life growing up; it is parl

of the life of this town; it

runs through the rniddle.'

Figure 6.37 - Red River erosion
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A discussion emerged on how the river has been changing in recent decades. It was noted

that it used to be high in the spring, and would recede for the suûìmer. This pattern has

changed. Some members of the group attributed this to the increasingly efficient draining of

farrnland upstream, observing that, in general 'the river fluctuates rîore.' One person

commented on how a three or four inch rain can now raise the river six to ten feet in a couple

of days. The river cannot be used in the same way as in the past when a diving board was orl

the river. Now it is too dangerous.

Residents also talked about the changing character of the river and the liparian areas,

observing that there is much more erosion (Figure 6.37) than several decades ago with

subsequent loss of many trees, parlicularly elm trees. Many that lemain are dying.

The residents of Ernerson made it clear

that they have their own ways of

assessing risk frorn flooding or fi'om

liigh water generally, through using

markers on the local landscape with

which they have become farniliar over

lnany years.

One photo of the river caused a

participant to reflect 'we look to the

dver in winter and in spring to judge

what will happen.' Participants took

photos of the bridge in town (Figures 6.38 and 6.39), and one observed: 'this view is taken

fì'onr the new bridge on J 5 highway and is how people judge how high the water is. . .by brick

rows on the center pier (Figure 6.39). This is not the (water) fireasure of the Province.' The

Province uses an electrical gauge on the river.

Figure 6.38 - Trestle bridge
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Figure 6.39 - Emerson bridge

During the focus group there was also discussion about how local people use the bridge as a

gauge of river conditions. They were cognizant that residents tend to use local knowledge to

make judgments about river behavior and flood risk .One participant noted in the group 'you

are always watching the river, you just do it!' Others responded with much laughter and

agreement. it appeared a point of bonding among locals. Another quote was 'people talk

about how many bricks the water level rose' (that is, to what row the water has reached on

the trestle bridge's middle pier). People shared that residents talk about the water height as

they exchange news at the coffee shop and the New Horizons Center. With a pointed

reference to the Province's technical experts, one man said, again to much laughter: 'You

clon't need someone with five years of university to tell you the water is getting higher.'

Another person noted the extremes of river behavior, stating that one year when it was too

clry it also became the talk of the town. Residents claimed, however, that this past summer

the water system could not keep up with all the rain that fell. The unpredictability of the

weather became a theme in group discussions.
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One resident shot a photo of a telephone pole outside his home which hacl a ribbon on it to

show how high the water was expected to go if the town dike had been breachecl in 1997.17

would have meant three or four feet of water in his home. The interviewee did not know who

had placed the ribbon there while he was evacuated. This is a constant remincler of the risk

posed by Red River flooding. When he returned home after the 1997 flood, in addition to the

ribbon was a bunch of balloons, a sentimental notion according to him, but a symbol of

victory nonetheless.

6.4.10 Government failures from the community perspective

The community members involved with this project had some cornments about govenment,

and parlicularly the provincial govemnìent with respect to supporl for the community and

issues related to flood risk reduction.

For example one resident took a photo depicting a life-lease manor (Figule 6.40) f-or elderly

people. The initial plan was to have these available by a 1991 deadline so that no school

taxes would neecl to be paid, according to a provincial govermnent policy at the tirne.

HoweveL, the flood event resulted in postponement of completion until 1998 and the

Conservative provincial govermnent at the time changed the exernption rule. One community

inember said of this situation that it was good that the life-lease manor still was completecl

after the flood but the town

had got 'shafted by the

Conseryative government

regarding the changed policy.'

One person clairnecl it costs

the town 57,000.00 a year. Of

difficulties faced by srnall

towns, he claimed: 'Living in

a small community is an uphill

battle. . .if we ask for rneetings

it is hard to get persons
Figure 6.40 - Life-lease manor
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necessary to make decisions to the meeting.'

When askecl about how residents believe better decisions could be rnade to reduce floocl

vulnerability locally, one participant said 'There is a problern with all the'lnulti-

agency"...there is always someone who thinks they are the thread holding things together...

(this) results in conflict...there is a need for sorne person (who can say) the "buck stops

here"... (We) don't need questioning by multiple agencies so that nothing (actually) gets

done.'

This person also went on to observe: 'There are costs if you do things, but also costs if
nothing is done (with regard to flood vulnerability).'

6.4.11 Emerson: reflections on flood vulnerability

Discussions of the photos by residents yielded some general observations of how residents

view theil'community's vulnerability to flood, parlicularly as it relates to their visions of the

community's future. There was a split arnong residents in relation to the town dike. Some felt

it has proven itself sufficient given recent flood events and that flood threat to the town itself

has essentially been dealt with (although evacuations may well be conlrron in periods of high

water).

'(lVe) alleviated vulnerability by the díke.'

'If aflood occntrs, it will be dealt with... it will be øn inconvenience ltut will be clealt witlt.'

More prevalent however, was a sense that vulnerability of the town is tied heavily to the dike

being both adequately high, well-constructed (an issue with one section of the dike

particularly, i.e., the coffer section), and maintained appropliately. It was obvious that some

people were also rìore aware than others of, for instance, the dike maintenance or

construction issues.
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There was a sense within the community that issues related to American-Canadian relations

rurake people fèel rnore vulnerable. Vulnerability was frotn two prirnary sources. Filst, the

social networks and relations with nearby American cornmunities have been eroded,

particularly given incleased border security since the Septernber 11'h 2001 temorist attacks in

New York. This has limited the opporlunities for cross bolder connectedness and dialogue at

local levels. The fact that water issues are now discussed at higher political levels almost

exclusively has also altered the social context f'or cross border flood management. The

Devil's Lake diversion, with the potential to send both water and biotic contamination into

the Canadian portion of the Red River also contributes to feelings of vulnerability. 'We have

given up control over water levels; they are potentially controlled by a foreign government.'

In general, alterations to the landscape south of the bordel also raised conceffts about higher

water levels in futule. '... how much extra depth will go up due to levees / dikes in U.S?

Consider U.S. flood proofing stmctures... how will they alter the levels of water in

Emerson?'

Overall, residents of Emerson felt wlnerable from a myriad of sources that were peripherally

related to flood risk. These were stressors facing rural Manitoban cornrnunities such as

depopulation, aging populations, changes in retir-ement patterns, closing businesses and lack

of new economic opporlunities. It made several participants note that if the town should

flood it rnight well destroy the town due to compounding vulnerabilities. In other words,

vulnerability to flood is compounded by pre-existing social and econolnic sources of

vulnerability.

in acldition, loss of tax revenues compromises the community's capacity to aclopt some

measures that might well reduce their flood vulnerability such as riverbank stabilization

'There isn't enough rnoney to do some (mitigation) schemes. For example, we need to

stabilize the riverbank. The river has less capacity. Water levels go up and down, are unstable

ancl cause erosion.'

Linked to this were social processes for decision-making in which residents were minimally

involved (fi'equently by choice) with a leadership that does not have a lot of available
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resources. This makes the town extremely reliant on senior govemment direction in all

nratters related to flood. And once again, there is comfort in complacency. 'People don't tal<e

time to ask (questions) unless sornething happens.'

When resiclents discuss a vision for the community, the focus is on the need to bring Irew

people and businesses to the comrnunity. This is seen as a challenge for social and econotnic

reasons more than flood-related matters. Thus some participants stated goals for the town

which included retuming to days of former prosperity- perhaps through developrnent of

historic buildings and sites to lure tourists.

6.5 Discussion: !-ivinE w¡th the risk in both comrrli;nities

Residents of communities like Ste. Agathe ancl Emerson live with a perpetual flood risk.

When residents reviewed photographs of what they value within their community, and

objects related to flood vulnerability, it is not surprising then that a variety of issues related to

floocl risk were revealed. The results of the photography research showed that, in addition to

the obvious vulnerability posed by the physical threat of flood in a fìoodplain, there are both

other external and internal sources of social wlnerability that were revealed in patticipants'

discussions of the photographs that they took of their communities.

Photos revealed that residents believe that physical risk is best dealt with through diking the

comnrunity; however, some residents were clearly cognizant of the fact that dikes cannot be

merely constructed and then ignored. Several dike-related issues were seen as problems fiom

the perspective of community members in the two communities, and as potential contributot s

to vulnerability as long as they go unaddressed.

For exaniple, residents' concern that parl of the Ste. Agathe dike was insufficient, which was

based upon local experiences over decades of floods, was invalidated by authorities when the

computer generated models of flood scenarios did not confitm that these concelxs were

warranted. This attitude by govelnment authorities confinned the dorninance of the oft-

criticized stance prevalent in Westem culture that technology should preferentially be the
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means to plotect us from natural hazards (Mileti, 1999; Stefanovic,2000; Hewitt, 1983). The

perspectirre of the agency in authority - reflecting many of the government institutional

beliefs and values discussed in Chapter 4 - was that the technological interpretation of the

level of risk was the 'right' one. This attitude confìnned the perspective that values and

etlrical stances have a place in natural hazardmitigation (Beatley, 1991; Mileti, 1999,

Stefanovic, 2000) even though authorities and government agencies appear to largely reject

tlris notion (Beatley, 1997).

In addition to adopting a very natrow interpretation of how to mitigate risk, govemment

handling of the Ste. Agathe dike issue was contrary to sustainable hazard managetnent

practices (Tobin, 1999; Werity, 2006). The authorities undennined comrnunity

independence, local interpretations of r,ulnerability and the notion of broad cooperation

alnong stakeholders - all seen as key components to r,ulnerability reduction (Mileti. 1999).

Burn (1999a), reporting on community consultations after the 1997 flood, noted resiclents'

dissatisfaction with how local knowledge was disrnissed by authorities and recommended

that greater effort be made towards utilizing local knowledge in future. Such disregard

clisernpowers colnmunities. In the Ste. Agathe case, community ideologies, and attitudes

about the dike, were legitimately based in parl on past experience with floods. Given that the

hazard literature suggests that probably the greatest factor affecting perception of risk is past

experience (Laska, 1990), disregard for comrnunity flood experiences serves to rninimize the

level of risk, hardly a sound practice in a flood zone. Also, the comtnunity desire to translate

their past experience into action (i.e., irnproving the dike) is precisely the type of adaptive

response to ahazard that is touted in the literature (Tobin and Montz,1997; Yodmani, 2001).

The application of such experience failed clue to a lack of social organizational capacities

within the Basin to encourage it. The inability of the community to engage effectively in

evaluating and n:ritigating the curent and future state of local r,r¡lnerability due to

institutional inflexibilities is particularly problematic in creating community resilience to

flood. That ability to convert experience into knowledge is a social variable that increases

resilience tohazard.ln fact, vulnerability fiameworks are thought to be greatly enhanced by

the inclusion of local interpretations of flood events (Blaikie et al., 1994).
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Another clike-related issue impacting vulnerability emerged in reviewing photos of the

Ei¡erson town dike. Valious weaknesses were pointed out by research participants, mostly

related to construction and maintenance. Yet residents were uncedain who has responsibility

to take care of such issues, and said there were insufficient resources at a local level. The lack

of adequate arrangements for assigning and paying for such key vulnerability recluction

responsibilities suggests there has been inadequate assessment of r,ulnerabilities r'elatecl to the

dike. One of the criteria used in vulnerability assessment relates to the imporlance of

clarifying how rnoney and applopriate resources will be provided to achieve rnitigation

objectives (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001).

This reluctance to critique technologically-based rnitigation efforts like town dikes, or even

the f'loodway expansion within the Basin, is also a flaw in local approaches to vulnerability

reduction. The excessive focus on the benefits rather than costs of structural mitigation

projects (especially costs to communities south of the floodway) is a not uncomlrron 'critical

flaw' in planning (Bogard, 1988).

In terms of othel indicators of vulnerability, the community findings illustrated the under-

utilization of local river knowledge in flood management and mitigation. Photos taken by

residents in both communities highlighted their deep attachment to the dver, and tlieir

sensitivity to changes in river behavior. Often the photos revealed that residents in both

colnmunities carefully observe changes in water levels and have landmarks such as the town

bridges to help 'lrreasure' water height. They can then relate this variable to past experience

and make preparations for a flood if necessary. This valuable knowledge is part of local lore

a¡d helps local residents to perceive the risk of flooding regardless of the actions or

communications of autholities. In fact, it became evident in this research that there is some

struggle between cornmunity knowledge and experl technical knowledge. Ideally, planning

for ahazard should incorporate both and view them as complementary. In the Basin this has

not yet transpired in these communities.

There were many sources of vulnerability within the communities studied, often linked to

external factors that contribute to insecurity in the face of a hazard. Serretal were evident in
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photographs and ensuing discussions with residents. More specifically there was eviclence of

barriers to development of capacities to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover fi'om floods.

In Emerson, photos revealed a community investing somewhat fitore comlnunity energy on

atternpting to capitalize on historic assets, and creating business or econolnic opportunity

than in pursuing firther or improved flood mitigation. However, it is also irnporlant not to

view this too negatively as context is revelatory. For example, the photos revealed a story of

a community which has undelgone some significant social and economic change in recent

clecades with unfortunate changes within the local population and business environment, and

reduced emplo¡.nnent. In fàct both communities studied are attempting to adjust to new

economic realities, one of which is a changing countryside that is becorning a 'playgtound'

for ulban dwellers (Epp and Whitson, 2001). Another stress is that global market f'orces

resulting in low commodity prices ale threatening the viability of small agricultural

proclucers that used to support these towns and posing serious challenges to 'cotntnunity

resiliency' (Epp and Whitson, 2001). The development of historic properties in Emerson,

and the campground and park in Ste. Agathe, are attempts to capture the growing tourist

market as traditional rural economy declines (llbery, 1998; Epp ancl Whitson, 2001;

Lawrence, I(nuttila, and Gray, 2001) and new sources of income are needed within

com¡runities. As the rural literature indicates (Ilbery,1998, Epp and Whitson, 2001) these

Basin communities are not alone in their struggles; the added element of flood risk to ah'eady

vulnerable communities - one that results in compounding vulnerabilities - rnakes the

urgency to engage the community in dialogue about how to meet these challenges of

paramount irnportance. Such compounding wlnerabilities increase the likelihoocl of very

negative psychosocial impacts should another large magnitude flood occur, such as

potentially sedous mental health and physical health impacts for victirns, and signiflcant

economic and other problems for affected communities.

Literature confirms the instinctual belief that dirninished livelihood options do in fact

increase general r,r¡lnerability (Blaikie et al., 1994; SEI, 2001). Similarly, Mileti (1999)

speaks ofthe existence ofdiverse root causes ofdisastels, like the erosion ofsocial capital,

which was a factor in both Basin communities studied. Vulnerability perspectives wam that
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lnultiple factors which weaken community resources are contributors to r.ulnerability (Jones

and Shrubsole, 2001; Yodrnani, 2001), and lessen comrnunity capacity to handle a valiety of

ltazar ds, including fl ood.

Communities such as Ste. Agathe and Emerson, of which there are Inany on the Prairie,

ah'eady are engaged in a struggle related to the 'deterioration of comrnunity spirit' (Harder,

2001) a condition which can befall declining rural communities in the face of farnily

depaftures and business loss. As seen in this research, the flood o11997 resultecl in the loss

of several families in Ste. Agathe; this was a loss of social assets the community coulcl ill-

afford given rural stress in the cunent economic and political clirnate. Furthetmore,

technological change has pennitted people to become more mobile (Rarnsey and Evelitt,

2001) and to cornmute between rural and urban environments for work or play, and to use

services not housed within their own community. This has contributed to the out-rnig'ation of

young people which is, in turn, part of the erosion of local communities (llbery, 1998).

When it comes to declining rural populations Epp and Whitson (2001) suggest that at issue is

whethel there will be enough of a'successor generation'to sustain these communities. It is

evident that the perspectives and experiences of comniunity parlicipants in this research

reflect the broader issues facing rural communities in Canada (and elsewhele) and are

essential to understanding issues that threaten comrtunity resiliency.

One might also speculate that developing new avenues of attracting people and business does

seem perhaps a more achievable goal frorn residents' perspectives, and perhaps rnore

irnportantly, achievable within a nearer time frame. Several senior residents in Emerson

sirnply thought there would not be a flood that would bleach the diking system in the

f'oreseeable future. In this case personal experience in recent clecades has confirmed the

security of the town behind the dike. With less concem about physical security, sotne people

are understandably rnore concerned with creating social security by addlessing other

imporlant community issues. It might also be possible to speculate that, given people's

clisengagement from flood rnanagement issues, they would rather put their personal efforts in

addressing issues ovel which they may feel they have a semblance of control * such as
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business and developrnent ventures - than over flood events about which there is a high level

of uncerlainty.

Similally, Ste. Agathe photos revealed that growth is seen as â necessity fol the future of the

community. ln reviewing photos taken to depict losses of homes and residents in 1997, it was

eviclent in comments made by residents that declines in population have raised alann about

the community's future. Hence, there were many photos devoted to new initiatives hoping to

increase the appeal of the community - the new gas bar ancl convenience store, industrial

park, residential development, and the Flood interpretive Center. With regard to the

Interpletive Center, it was also evident during interviews and focus groups with members of

Ste. Agathe that some residents have a vision not only of community glowth but also one

where the Center itself, an adaptive response to floocl hazard, helps to lower intergenerational

vulnerability to flood by educating Basin residents about flood risk.

There were also photos of the river where it was depicted as a resource that could be used to

'sell' the community, provided the flood risk was placed in proper context. Fufthennore, Ste.

Agathe has experienced successes with such initiatives (e.g., the new subdivision). This stucly

also showed that while success is discernable with regard to these social goals, there has been

less success in working with for example, WCIS, to address dike issues or the floodway

expansion conflict. Once again, perhaps the community feels more empowered to rnake

decisions related to community growth than those related to flood mitigation.

This research in the Basin revealed how for some lural communities the changing

comrnunity fabric is seen as a ûrore immediate concern. It could be speculated that if
communities such as Ernerson and Ste. Agathe can reverse sorne of the decline in their

communities ancl improve the quality of social assets and social capital, it could ultimately

increase resilience - including resilience to floods. Capacity to recover from a flood event

rnight well be irnploved by a rnore youthful and exuberant social and business climate.

Review of the photos also depicted a high level of attachment, quality of life, and social

capital within both cornmunities, and high levels of volunteerism and cooperation related to
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ïecreation and other activities. In fact, the nature of such pro-social behaviors is one of the

salient cultural characteristics that reduce vulnerability tohazards (Oliver-Stnith, 1995;

Tierney et al., 2001). In Ste. Agathe particularly, goals set by the SAEDC illustrated

signif-tcant social capacity to address community scale problems. These are all irnporlant

attitudinal and rnotivational capacities at the local level. Local capacities are significant in

relieving r,ulnerabilities to potential hazards (Wates, 2000).

However, there were other sources of attitudinal / motivational r.ulnerability (as opposed to

capacity) that were revealed during the photography exercise. The most prevalent was the

belief that mitigation decisions are to be largely delegated to agencies extemal to the

community, and the accompanying complacency and dependency. In fact, expectations of

i¡stitutions are another factor that influences vulnerability (Tierney et al., 2001) and is

particularly problernatic when expectations absolve local cotnmunities of responsibility for

flood managernent and mitigation. As seen in comments made during interviews, people in

both comrnunities believed that the influence of their community over flood management

decision rnaking was not highly signifrcant, although the SAEDC played some parl in

representing community interests. Some residents in both communities expressed a clegtee of

helplessness to oppose the processes for niitigation decision-rnaking set up by the Province

as seen in the data. Similarly, others also expressed helplessness to deal with cross-border

fl ood-rel ated concerus.

However, community beliefs and values which transfer responsibility and accountability to

¿ruthorjties and govemrnent institutions must be able to be rationalized within the existing

context. With regard to the community willingness to transfer responsibility and

accountability to authorities and extemal government agencies, literature on community

beliefs i values and decision making would suggest that the power structures and social and

economic processes in these communities encourage such responses (Rokeach, 1973).

Cerlainly, the propensity for goveÍtment to adopt a command and control apploach cluling

floocls, as in 1997 (Haque et a1., 2003), and the broad based compensation provided to

victims afterwards also reinforces that vulnerability reduction is more the responsibility of

govefiìment than the community. In addition, other research into the relationship between
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values ancl clecision making shows that it is not uncomrnon for individuals to sunender

responsibility f-or difÏcult decisions to others because 'freedom of choice' can be diffrcult

due to the anxiety and the uncerlainty that some decisions can provoke (Fenton et al., 2001).

Given this perspective, it is plausible that the complex and serious uature of flood rnitigation

decisions. in conjunction with the attitudes exhibited by govermnent institutions, make it

understandable that communities rnight opt not to fight for local control over rnitigation. This

study suggests that at this point in tirne there ale not sufficient incentives - and signifìcant

disincentives - to community level planning to reduce flood vulnerability. Such realities are

constraining community level vulnerability reduction capacities and are also permitting

institutional responses to flood related issues to dominate, regardless of the limits to such a

narow technolo gically-b ased appro ach ( S tefanovi c, 2000).

6.5.1 Government provision of hazard mitigation and the welfare state in Canada

The previous discussions of the community findings in this research have shown a myriacl of

ïeasons that vulnerability has been socially constructed within the Red River Basin. The

government role in the attenuation of flood vulnerability through the nature of its relations

with Basin communities, as well as the nature of Canadian beliefs about govetnment

responsibility ancl entitlement to both assistance and compensation have been irnplicated in

vulnerability creation. It is however irnportant to place the curuent role of government iu

hazard rnitigation in a broader historical context. Specifically, the creation of the welfare

state in Canada has irnpacted the expectations of Canadians with regard to the role of

goverïment in assuring security to residents.

Reflecting back on the political clirnate of the late 1800's , Canada - like rnost westeur

countries - was characlerized by an enfìanchised citizenry who began to feel empowered to

vote for government policies that improved the quality of their'lives. Simultaneously there

were strong proponents of laissez-faire economics which ernphasized rninirnal interference

with the market place - arguably to the benefit of all. A philosophical conflict ensued that

pitted those in favor of independence in the marketplace against those who wanted social

change to assist the less socially and economically fortunate in society. Ultimately the
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intervention of the state began to be seen as increasingly essential to preserving the freedorn

of the indiviclual in modern society (Tumer, 1981).

As a result of various social movements in the eally decades of the 20th century, and

particularly the irnpact of the Depression in the early 1930's, social policy changed

significantly as Canada began to enact signif,rcant social welfare measures. This was evident

through the creation of old age pensions, and health and unemployment insurance. During

World Wal II, pel the Atlantic Chafter, Canadian society was broadly seen as obliged to

provide for those needs that were seen as beyond the control of individuals; social seculity

became a'right' (Tumer, lgSl). Successive decades saw major social legislation that

ultimately established social welfare as a necessary institution in Canadian society to be

broadly considered and included in broader planning (Turner, 1981). With this, tliere evolved

a complex of bureaucratic agencies and a general reliance on bureaucratic specialists by

political decision-makers.

The welfare state, then, in essence implied an organized power which aimed, among other'

things, to protect citizens against universal risks that would otherwise lead to crises (Turner,

1 981) for individuals or collectives. It also allowed for income redistribution to occur in the

event that some members of society had to be provided for should 'hard times' befall them;

there was now â social vehicle which allowed resources to flow to the needy from other

sectors of society (often the taxpayer).

However, the nature of the secudty provided for by the welfare state has continued to evolve

in Canada and elsewhere. In more recent years, westetn democracies have expedenced a shift

to rnodify the nature of security provision so it is not lirnited to the public sector; rather social

welfare provision is now rnore likely to be distributed between the private and public sectors

(Denney, 2005). As the perceived need for welfare continues to increase within many

westem societies (Denney, 2005), the political demand for accountability, effrciency, and

'\'alue for money spent' has also risen. Simultaneously, global market forces have shifted

Westem ideology to a market-driven focus with the dominant issue in public policy relating

to capital accumulation (Lawrence, Knuttila, and Gray,2001). Breaking with earlier
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ideology in Canada, there is now higher pliority to encourage people in 'selÊresponsibility'

than was the case in older social policies following the Second World War (Denny, 2005). In

rural regions particular'ly, there has been a new ideology of 'self--help' with state

governments less likely to assist rural towns (Lawrence et al., 2001). This decentralization

creates an appearance of 'power-sharing' but in actuality protects the economic resources of

the state and shifts blame for economic (and infrastructure) deterioration to the local level

(Rarnp and Koc,2001).

This parlial devolution of some of the key components of the welfare state, and the

downloading of responsibilities to local goveffrments and communities, is a significant

qualitative change in how risks have been managed in Canada. In the context of hazards such

as flood this has implications fol how citizens and govemment conceptualize their roles in

rnitigating tlu'eats fi'om hazards like floods. In examining flood hazard in Manitoba

particularly, it is possible to see that the institution of the welfare state has in all likelihood

been influential in the evolution of the responses of both govefitment (i.e., government

bureaucracies) and citizens to floods. Within the province of Manitoba the history of past

flood events leflects the broader Canadian social evolution frorn srnall largely self-suffìcient

rural communities towards a cornplex welfare state which moderates flood impacts. Prior to

1950, Manitobans historically managed their own lisk and responded to flood events through

utilizing their own personal resources or that of their local community. However, the

droughts of the 1930's lesulted in the creation of a first formal legislative response to soil and

water consen¿ation problems by the federal government; tliis was through the Prairie Farm

Rehabilitation Act (PFRA) and its programs. The government was increasingly becorning

involved in the management of water on the Canadian landscape, and was intervening in

matters of risk to cornmunities and individuals.

Then, in 1950 - for the first tirne in nearly a century - the Red River Valley had to cope with

a major flood (Bumsted, 1993) and the City of Winnipeg was at grave risk. The feal and

clevastation wrought by the 1950 flood to Winnipeg and surounding communities was

pivotal in the use of an initial Canadian federal disaster assistance affangemetrt (Burnsted,

1993) which began the fonnalization and institutionalization of federal responsibilities to
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assist in disaster Íesponse and recovery for victims of a Canadian disaster. lt was a precursor

to the existing Disaster and Financial Assistance Anangernent (DFAA), established in 1970

(Hwacha, 2005), which provides for federal assistance to the provinces (i.e., a cost-shared

anangelrent) based upon a sliding scale, with federal contributions rising with disaster

expenditures. Essentially the an'angement allows the federal govefftment to assist in disaster

response and recovery when a province cannot reasonably handle it on theil own.

Another consequence of the 1950 flood, and government interventionist ideology, was that

the key provincial government response to the heightened sense of flood risk was to ernbark

over the next years in three large structural works to mitigate flood, inclucling the floodway

around the City of Winnipeg. In essence, the centralized governments took control over floocl

rnitigation fi'orn local levels. Given this history it is understandable that citizens living within

the broader Canadian welfare state, and within Manitoba, have since come to view the

govefftment as responsible to prevent and mitigate flood risk. This is a significant deparlure

fi'orn how risk rnitigation was viewed prior to the institutionalization of risk in Canada and

the intervention of goverrunent to ensure security from risk for residents. Govemment

agencies, using engineering and natural science expefiise, have focused on structural

solutions to flooding that are outside of the knowledge and experience of local people,

effectively eliminating them from parlicipation in mitigation decision-rnaking in most

instances, and allowing thern some abrogation of responsibility for their own propefties

flooding. Furlhermore, when risks cannot be fully rnitigated and properties have flooded,

government flood assistance has reinforced citizens' expectations of compensation and

allowed, in many cases, for continued development in flood hazard areas (Ogrodnik, 1984).

The cycle of vulnerability creation continues.

It is not surprising in this social and political context that even as recently as the 1997 flood,

residents of the Recl River Basin expected that government would take care of them, that

govemment compensation for damages would flow, and believed that their parlicipation in

flood vulnerability reduction was not required. In essence, the social welfare machine run by

elite bureaucracies has undennined citizen involvement in wlnerability reduction and helped

in creating dependency.
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In addition, the devolution of some aspects of the welfare state, as Canadian senlor

govemments try to pass on more social serices to the plivate sector and more social

responsibilities to locai governments - to curb expenses and demands on governtnent

resources - has implications for flood mitigation responsibilities. While there are attempts by

authorities to more actively involve local communities, rnunicipal goverrunents, and residents

in mitigating (and paying to rnitigate) local risks, and certainly discourse about offloading

responsibility, it is a serious challenge to the rights and expectations that have evolvecl over

the last two centuries of social history in Canada. Given this, it is likely to be rnet with

resistance.

Upon examination it seems that, rather than responsibility vacillating between govemment

authorities and local communities, the more ideal model of responsibility forhazard

rnitigation rests in the notion of shared responsibility. The notion of shared responsibility is

ìmplicit in the hazard and disaster literature through reference to, for example, a need for'

'integration' of social and technical perspectives in flood risk management (Brown and

Damery, 2002), or'sustainable flood management' which assigns key roles to both

individuals / cornmunities and responsible authorities in focusing on vulnerability reduction

(Werrity, 2005). More explicitly, Tobin and Montz (1997) conclude that effective policy

implementation fol hazardmitigation is most likely to be achieved through a combination of

national directives as well as detailed local studies. They iterate the need for structural

changes to society to effectively reduce vulnerability. The other ralely discussed reality is

that some risks will exist because political decision-makers will have decided that a risk is

required to attain a socially desirable objective (Tobin and Montz, 1997). Clearly, r'isks

should be negotiated rathel than simply irnposed on a group within society; a shared model

for flood rnitigation decision-making would explicitly mandate such negotiations by the

various stakeholders.
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6.6 Gomme¡'¡tary on tl'¡e use of photognaphy to elicit comrmunlty
pe!'spectives and values

The photograph by its very nature is 'of' the past. Yet it is also of the present. It

preserves a f,ragrnent of the past that is transported in apparent entirety to the present-

the'there-then' becomes the ohere-now'.

(Edward, 1992 in Farker, 2005)

The use of photography in exploring people's beliefs and values about flood risk proved to

be extremely effective in this research in sevelal ways. First it was possible for comrnunity

residents to capture abstract notions through tangible slnnbols. There were many exarnples of

this - r'anging from photos of children to local leaders, and which illustrated imporlant

concepts such as partnership, leadership,legacy, and cotnmunity attachment. The church in

Ste. Agathe alone was a medium for people to explore various ideas - mutual suppofi,

perseverance, faith, and identity. Secondly, photos were also able to captute the history of the

area and its relevance to people's attachment to their communities through photos of old

buildings, monuments, faniily homes, and cemeteries. These are the factors that keep people

tied to communities repeatedly at risk from flooding. Photos also illustrated the relationship

people have had historically with the river, and the attachment and their level of sensitivity to

river behavior.

The photography exercise eloquently represented aspects of cortmunity flood vulnerability.

Photos of empty lots conveyed a deep sense of loss - rnultiple losses- of family members,

fi'iends, farnily recreation areas, explopriated properly, all due to the 1997 flood. It allowed a

new way of 'knowing' the losses a community can sustain. It lielped reveal liow the

community's past and present are linked, how flooding has played apart in the community

identity, and how the community has come to understancl the phenomenon of flooding.

Photos of the town also prompted people to reflect on changes on the rural landscape that are

unrelated to flooding such as loss of family fanns, closing businesses, etc. but which all

irnpact community resilience to any hazard.In Ste. Agathe, particularly, photos of new
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housing and recreational developments displayed the community's hope and vision f-or the

future.

The plocess of taking photogr aphs had great value in and of itself largely because it required

f'orethought and deliberateness. People had to choose what to shoot. The results indicated that

community members thoughtfully consideled those features of their comrnunities that made

thern feel either rtore or less r,'ulnerable. It was not uncomffron to hear residents of both

communities, in cliscussing the photos related to vulnerability, clairn that they (or their

cornmunity) really ought to be more involved in flood related issues. If they had not taken the

time to reflect carefully on the issues, and the needs and priorities of their community, they

rnight not have come to that realization. The process seemed to awaken perhaps a sense of

concern or responsibility about comn'runity lulnerability. It was one vehicle to engage

citizens in assessing the meaning of the flood risk to theil communities.

There were also many practical flood rnanagement issues that were raised through photos of

objects or places, some of which were not raised in the community surveys on flood

vulnerability done earlier in the comrnunities. For example in Emerson, photographs of the

clike prornpted discussions about maintenance and revealed that responsibility for

maintenance is unclear. In both communities people also articulated weaknesses in their

town's defenses, particularly town dikes, as a result of traveling around town and considering

the flood risk.

The process of being actively engaged in taking photographs to represent their community

and local vulnerability seemed empowering. Each person chose what to photograph, how to

photograph it, and they were the ones who made sense out of the images. lt was obvious that

the photos triggeled merrories, and in the focus groups particularly, there was laughter,

sadness and dispute. The photos did evoke emotion and prompted the telling of cornmunity

'stories.'

At a practical level there were several challenges in conducting this research. One was

tìnding people willing to commit the time to the exercise. Thankfully, none of the
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participants who took photos dropped out. The abstract nature of the task - to capture

community values ancl vulnerability - was a challenge conceptually but one that all

participants, regardless of, age or education, met very successfully. It did require caleful

pleparation and explanation on the part of the researcher. Another challenge was related to

the lalge laminate poster given to each of the communities at the couclusion of the research;

it was essentially a sample of photos and commentary about the community and flood

vulnerability made by parlicipants (refer to posters in Appendix H). Selection of photos and

con-urents, to try to capture the essence of community beliefs and values, was difficult. It was

important to do justice to the subject matter. It would not have been possible without the

f-eedback of the members of the community. Finally, it was particularly gratifying to see that

community members seemed proud of their contribution to the research, and seemed to feel

that they had done a service to their communities and to future generations through their

participation.
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CI-{AFTER 7: CONCLIJS¡ONS AND REGOMMETSDATIONIS

7,1 lnt¡'oduction

Living with the ongoing threat of a flood is a reality fol r'esidents of the Red River Basin.

Each lalge flood causes significant economic loss, personal and comtnunity hardship, and a

fluny of activity to leduce vulnerability. However, the success of vulnerability reduction

efforls in the Basin, as in many other regions of the world, has been increasingly scrutinized

because of their limited success. The vulnelability approach to flood hazard emphasizes a

need to look at broader conceptualizations of how comrnunities become unsafe, including

looking beyond the threat of exposure to investigate social sources of vulnerability. These

sources of vulnerability are found in how people actually live within floodplains, and the

social, economic and political processes that irnpact the choices they make to rnitigate floocl

risk. This study looked at such processes through exploring how community and institutional

perspectives and values are implicated in how flood vulnerability is addressed within the

Basin. To that end, the following objectives were completed.

0bjectives:

1. To review local mitigation decision-making processes, and describe the relative
ernphasis on stmctural and non-structural measures in the Red Rivel Basin

2. To explore identified rnitigation activities and decision-rnaking processes within the

context of vulnerability reduction approaches to hazard management

3. To desclibe community and institutional perspectives, values, and perceptions of
r,'glnerability, and detennine their roles in creating social vulnerability

4. To recommend how to counter sorne of the key sources of social vulnerability in the

Red River Basin based on the findings from this lesearch

Conclusions related to tlie first two objectives of this research are presented in Section7.2.

The comments there integrate the findings from all sources of data to reveal conclusions

about how rnitigation decisions are made, what and who influences the decisions, why
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technical approaches are prefered, and problems with existing decision-making processes.

Lalter parls of this chapter reveal what conclusions may be drawn about sources of

vulnerability that emerged fi'om community and institutional values and perspectives in the

Red River Basin. A framework that summarizes the progression of social vulnerability, based

on frndings of the research, is plesented. Finally, four broad recorrmendations are made to

aid in addressing social sources of vulnerability in this context.

7.2 Decision rnaking to ¡'educe flood vulnerability

7.2.1 Who decides?
In order to understancl rnitigation decisions in any context, it must be clear who has the

authority and responsibility to make the mitigation decisions. The findings of this research on

institutional and community perspectives and values showed that in the Red Rivel Basin

decision-making clearly lies in the hands of the Province and its agencies, with comrnunities

such as those studied having poorly developed means of influence, with local municipal

government and occasionally local community groups to represent local interests (e.g.,

technical advisory groups; local advocacy groups). This finding means that local

cornmunities have limitecl access to power and lirnited ability to influence decision-making in

a rneaningful way, and reduced ability to develop local institutions to address flood risk

(Blaikie et al., 1994). There is also little likelihood of changing vulnerability-creating

perspectives and behaviors at a local level, as dependency on goveffIment will continue ancl

i,ulnerability leduction will not be a local priority in the face of other pressing social and

economic issues.

NGO's within the Basin are working to increase the influence of a wide lange of

stakeholders but have challenges with regard to secure funding. Atternpts to influence the

pl'ocess under the leadership of the Province are generally not considered successful due in

part to public parlicipation processes that are perceived as flawed, and lack of resources and

experlise at a local goverrunent level. There is also a significant belief among residents that

decisions legarding which altemative rnitigation plojects to underlake are made in advance of
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public parlicipation processes. This implies that public parlicipation activities are more

symbolic than substantive.

That said, however, this research also revealed an important trend in public involvement in

decision-making; namely, a significant increase in actual public participation oppottunities in

recent years. Public parlicipation is increasingly legislated in order for sorne rnitigation

actions to proceed (such as the floodway expansion EIA process), forcing govetnment

agencies to fonnally engage in such processes even when, as discussed in earlier chapters,

there is a lack of awareness of how to engage the public in a meaningful way.

While by all accounts in this research, including docutnentary evidence, public involvement

in flood management decisions is increasing in the Red River Basin, it is not yet possible to

state the decisions are made in true collaboration with cornmunities through these public

pÍocesses. Decisions still rest largely with authorities at provincial levels whose consultation

with communities appears rnore dictated by political necessity than a firm belief that public

participation is indeed an essential part of the best practices to address r,'ulnerability. What is

a very hopeful sign is that other agencies and organizations, some local and some

international (e.g., International Red River Board; Red River Basin Cornrnission), are

comrnitted to inclusive processes and are wor-king to both encourage the necessary

parlnerships and influence as much as possible provincial interactions with local

stakeholders. Similarly the early work on the Canadian national disaster rnitigation strategy

offers hope of a more collaborative and community based process of addressing multiple

sources of vulnerability (Hwacha, 2004).

As seen in this research, some NGO's intimately involved in floodplain issues advocate for'

public involvement processes due in part to a different set of institutional values as compared

to government agencies. Unlike these agencies, the NGO's saw the value in public

parlicipation beyond the fact that it was required through legislation or as a result of setlior

govemment directive. In lesponses to questions about idealized rnitigation decision making

processes, these key infonnants viewed such involvement as actually essentialto irnploving

vulnerability reduction effofis. This perspective sees local involvetnent as one mechauism to
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enhauce capacities to improve information flow and knowledge transfer to and fi'orn at-risk

comrnunities, and ultimately improve decisions made. This perspective on comrnunity and

public involvement is commonly enclolsed by groups and organizations that are actively

committed to the notion of integrated flood management' (lFM). IFM, for instance,

proposes that in viewing a river system as a complex set of natural ancl human interactions,

'participatory and transparent' approaches to decision making are a key element (WMO,

2003). This is consistent with a human ecology approach to flood hazard, which targets

huinan understandings, decisions, and social contexts as fundamental to vulnerability

reduction (l(ates, 1971 , Quarantelli, 1998a). This emerging belief about the irnporlance of

the public in reducing vulnerability is a significant attitude shift in the Basin seen among the

select gloups iirvolved in this research. A question that remains for investigation in f-uture

research is if (and how) such groups rnight best transmit public parlicipation values into

decision-rnaking processes that are currently dorninated by bureaucratic institutions and

processes.

This stucly furlhel showed that top down decision making processes and assetlion of

authority by state agencies is a dominant feature of floodplain management in the Basin, and

str'ongly imbedded within govetrrment institutions. In a society founded on democratic ideals,

parlicipatory processes that are somewhat illusory create a high level of rnistrust towards

authorities. They are also inconsistent with cooperative participatory values. hr this stucly's

frndings, communities saw themselves as quite removed frorn decision making, and

government agencies that are dominant institutions involved in floodplain issues appeared

comforlable with, and dependent upon, their stated mandates and authority. Government

personnel also appeared best able to execute their mandate using the tools of those traditional

scientific disciplines in which most of thern had been professionally educated , such as cost-

benefìt analysis, risk assessment (with probabilistic predictions) and various infonnation

management and rnodeling tools.

Two exarnples fì'om this case study also illustrate that there is an under-appreciation for local

knowledge about the Red River system at the community level when decisions are made.

One example was evident in the accounts of Ste. Agathe residents as they discussed their
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photographs of the Red River. They had several observations about how the river has

behavecl historically, and changes to the river and riparian areas as a result of recent flood

events. Residents were very concerned about the irnplications of these changes for

vulnerability, but repofted they yet had not dialogued with authorities about their concems in

a rneaningful way; this precludes their concerns being iucotporated in floodplain

management planning. In another example fi'om this research, local people were fì-ustrated

that their concerns about the height of the new town dike were dismissed on the basis that the

expefts' models showed the height of the dike to be sufficient for a flood similar to that in

1997. This is in an area of town in which residents have distinct memories of water reaching

rnarkedly higher than the dike height during past floods. These interactions between

provincial personnel and community people which fail to include local knowledge in

decision-rnaking have been evident in other jurisdictions as reported by Brown ancl Darnery

(2002); they clairn that local information about river behavior under extreme conditions

appeaïs to be largely disregarded by official management institutions as they go about their

business of protecting communities. The lack of attention to local conceptions and

experience of risk rnay be explained in part by an institutional worldview that historically has

seen local experiential knowledge as 'subjective' (and thereby 'lesser'), in contrast to the

perceived 'scientifrc objectivity' employed by flood management institutions (Brown ancl

Darnery, 2002). The institutionalization of risk management comrnon to Canada reinfbrces

these perspectives, rnaking community perceptions of risk subordinate to institutional views.

However, the lack of inclusion of local knowledge in risk management seriously undermines

the ability to reduce vulnerability and highlights the bariers that exist between bureaucracies

and the people whose best intelests they serve.

7.2.2 Balancing stakeholder interests in the Basin

Wlren mitigation decisions are made, apart from ulrc is involved in decision making, there is

the questio n of hou, decisions must be made. This is a moral question (Beatley, 1999) in the

sense that whose interests must be considered, and their relative weights ot'wotth, must be

identified in the process. Beatley (1999) identifies those whose interests are at stake as

'morally relevant' to the decision.
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This research confumed Beatley's (1999) contention that the clalification of whose interests

are at stake in mitigation decision making, and how they ought to be evaluatecl, is a central

and diff,icult issue in flood rnanagement in the Red River Basin. This was evident in

community interuiews, in discussing the floodway expansion in Ste. Agathe, and in relatiorr

to the problern of Arnerican floodwaters flowing into Canada at the border town of Emerson.

People in the communities were well aware that there are problems with communication and

negotiation related to the creation of flood hazard wlnerability in the Basin. In both cases

there were power dynarnics at the hearl of the cleation of wlnerability, a common finding

(Blaikie et al., 1994) - with communities perceiving that the interests of the more politically

and economically powerful interest groups typically dominate.

Also, as in many floodplains, there are many stakeholders in the Basin such as communities,

individuals, a broader public whose interests are to be protected by govemment, and the

urban center of Winnipeg which encompasses extensive economic interests. With regard to

the floodway expansion, the Province has in essence (through its decision making) asserted

that the interests of the broader 'public' are best protected through the expansion of the

floodway even though the interests of some smaller communities south of the City ale not

fully protected. These communities may experience more flooding and more damage due to

floodway operation. From an ethical viewpoint it may be reasoned that the expansion of the

floodway and the protection it affords the City superseded concerns about equity between

interest groups. Jones and Shrubsole (2001), in reviewing the lulnerability assessment

literature, noted that it is unclear how vulnerability relates to such criteria as 'equity.' This

research rnay offer some insight. At a community level there appeared to be an attitude of

'learned helplessness' on the parl of solne community participants in relation to their ability

to have their concems addressed, particularly when more powerful interests were in conflict

with their own. 'Learned helplessness' is a psychological state in which people stop trying to

solve a problem because they feel that no amount of effort will bring results (Hansson,

Noulles and Bellovich, 1982). In essence, they feel they cannot get their needs adclressed in

this context. If this is the case, being proactive is very difficult and community level

strategies need to be developed to counter these ingrained attitudes that arnplify vulnerability.

fNote that Hansson et al. (19]9) use this tem in a different hazard context, applying it to the
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situation in which people stop trying to mitigate ahazardbecause they feel no amount of

adjustment will be successful.]

Conceptually, the floodway expansion example illustrates a shifting of risk from a

prosperous urban community to another community; specifrcally, flood risk is diminished in

urban Winnipeg and increased in small rural communities to the south through the floodr.vay

expansion. It may be possible to view these communities as 'marginalized'- not perhaps in

the absolute sense used by Blaikie et al., (1 994) - but rather in the sense of communities that

are (relatively speaking) econornically and politically disadvantaged. That is, the srnaller

rural community with less economic and political power in contrast to the centralization of

economic and political power in the City of Winnipeg. Such rural communities may be

described as 'pushed out to the edge' (Kasperson and l(asperson, 2005).

The issue of the floodway expansion is an ethical dilemma that faced Provincial decision

makels in selecting what rnitigation actions to take but was not presented as such to the

public. Even in conversations with some institutional representatives in this research, the

decisions made on rnitigating flood risk are not plesented as 'judgrnents'; instead decisions

are justified as impartial and value-free, based upon engineering analysis and application of

the 'scientific rnethod.' This notion thathazard rnitigation decisions are value-free has been

challenged (Beatley, 1999; Stefanovic, 2003). The findings of this research suggest the

challenge is valid. There was significant variation in the types of stlategies ancl processes that

institutional respondents identified would be optimal to reduce vulnerability; these strategies

appeared linked to the type of organizationof which they were apart (e.g., provincial

depafirnent versus NGO). This would support the contention that fundamental paradigurs -

including institutional values - may affect people's pelceptions of which types of rnitigation

strategies to supporl (Stefanovic, 2003). One might, for exarnple, expect an engineering

consultant to advocate structural Íìeasures in reducing vulnerability, and minimize other

nonstructural options.

This research also has shown that government and NGO personnel both admit that political

goals and priorities actually influence and bias decision-making processes with regald to
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flood rnitigation. One of the dangers in this is that Basin residents who are not engaged in

issues related to fìoocling will largely accept how government agencies have intelpreted the

problern because governlnent is in control of infonnation. As a consequence, urbau Winnipeg

residents and those in communities just south of the city may have very difïerent

interpretations of which decisions are 'best'- based on the inf'ormation they are presentecl

with. Control of infonnation and power are viewed as somewhat synonymous in hazard

management (Beatley,1999). Control of information reinforces the Province's control over

decision making, and can allow them to influence others towards political aims.

The fèderal govemment's role in floodplain ancl flood management in Manitoba is small;

there were no changes to Canadian federal legislation arising from the 1997 flood (Halliday,

2003) even though the federal contribution to flood damage claims was sizable. The federal

govetlllnent appears merely supporlive to the aims of the Province. In the data collected for'

this research, it is noteworthy that the role of the federal government in vulnerability

reduction was only given passing mention by participants. Yet it would be supposecl that tl-re

federal govetnment has a legitimate role to play, particularly in the case of large f'lood

nitigation measures like the floodway expansion, in part because federal monies are required

fbr the project. With their role in the review process for the environmental assessment of

large projects like the floodway, the federal govemment has the opporlunity- and some rnight

suggest obligation - to consider the needs of all citizens including those (like in the Rural

Municipality of Ritchot) who rnay feel that they have been ignored in the provincial

environmental assessment process. Yet they chose to have no separate federal environmental

hearing on the floodway expansion, thereby validating parlicipants' perspectives that the

federal government is not proactively engaged in flood r,ulnerability decisions. The federal

role of oversight could in theory help address moral conflicts ancl leduce bias in the decision

making process.

As revealed in this study and elsewhere noted (lJC, 2000a), a sense of entitlernent for

cornpensation and restoration after a flood is a dominant perspective of communities and

residents in the Basin. Ln2006, as the floodway expansion is undertaken, commuuity

residents are very concerned about compensation for flooding- particularly artificial
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flooding- as a result of floodway operation. The Province has enacted compensation

legislation to essentially fill the pelceived 'equity gap' between colnmunities; that is,

co¡rpensation will be offered if the protection of Winnipeg through floodway operation

should hann other communities. From a vulnerability perspective, the city of Winnipeg gets

a tangible structural rteasure to reduce the likelihood of darnages, while the communities get

a 'promise' i.e., of 'compensation.' Unfoftunately, the promise of compensation at some later

date is highly intangible, and residents are aware that compensation is easier to talk about

than to actually provide, parlicularly after their experiences in 1997'

Compensation decisions and outcomes will also be dependent to some extent upon the

goodwill of the govemrrent at some future time; this is not likely therefole to offer much

reassurance. Cornrnents made by parlicipants in this study showed that political change is

clearly a concern to community residents and members of various institutions; change in

political party status and priorities can interfere with r,'ulnerability reduction goals and

activities, primarily through sudden governrnent policy change and resource le-allocation to

other areas of political oversight. Participants in this study were well aware of the propensity

of govermnents to lespond vigorously with policy changes in the aftennath of a disaster

(Schneider,l995; Tobin and Montz,1997); they were also well aware that the political

agenda is volatile and as time passes between flood events resources are likely to get re-

allocated. Unstable political commitment to wlnerability reduction is a serious problem in

managing flood hazard in the Basin.

7.2.3 lJnderstanding technocratic approaches

The results of this research, seen in documents, key infonnant interviews, and comrnents by

community residents has shown that government agencies assigned the social task of

mitigating floods have a proclivity for traditional cost-benefit analyses, technical solutions,

flood rnodels, and for allocating resources into scientific investigation of, for example,

hyclrological and geographic conditions. Clearly, this research confitmed the view that

technocratic approaches to vulnerability reduction, and more specifically structural ffleasures,

dominate within the Red River Basin. This has been a cofitmon pattem in Canada (Shrubsole,
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2000) ancl elsewhere (Werrity,2006). Earlier it was observed that govemment agencies rvith

flood management mandates in the Basin, as elsewhere, are likely to consist largely of

individuals trained in positivistic approaches within scientifìc or engineering disciplines,

relying upon the tools of those professions. The consequence of this is that basic

assumptions are made about how to structure the problem of flooding (Stefanovic, 2003);

namely there is a tendency to structure the problem so that the solutions that are considered

lend themselves to quantitative analysis. Understandably, these often are technical solutions.

Such predominant paradigms are implicated in how problems of flooding are defured, dafa

collected and interpreted, and how decisions are made (Beatley 1999; Stefanovic, 2003).

They also limit the range of solutions to r,'ulnerability reduction.

The surveys done in Emerson and Ste. Agathe, as well as interviews and focus groups with

community residents also showed a preference for structural measures among local resiclents

in the two small at-risk communities. The reason for this was evident as residents'

perspectives were explored further, parlicularly in the light of photogaphs they took

themselves. Specifically, many residents not only believed, but appeared to feel greatly

reassured by the tangible syrnbol of, for example, a town dike. This sense of security,

physical in natuLe, seemed highly valued by residents. For many residents involved in this

study, it was the chief soulce of assurance of security. And conversely, known weaknesses in

the town diking systems were a source of feelings of vulnerability for some tesidents.

Interestingly, human attachment to features of the built environment has been described as a

key feature of sustainable communities (Beatley and Manning, 1997); this stucly rnight

suggest a need to furlher explore the role of structural tneasutes, visible and tangible on a

cornrnunity landscape, in human perception of vulnerability, parlicularly when compared to

people's perceptions of intangible flood mitigation ûIeasures such as development

regulations or forecasting capacities.

While structural ûteasures are highly valued, when it comes to the means of selecting

rnitigation activities, studied communities and some NGO's expressed less confidence in the

use of cost benefit analysis and flood simulation models to represent the cornplexity of the

problern. There seem to be lirnited tools available to integrate physical and social
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assesslnents of vulnelability, so the emphasis remains on the former. In many instances

residents were concerned that the intangibles like the stless of living through a flood

(regardless of latel compensation) could not be represented in the cost-benefrt analysis.

In the example of conflict over the floodway expansion's potential to cause elevatecl water

levels in small communities, the cost benefit analyses conducted by consultants must make

certain assumptions about whose interests are paralnount. In a cost benefit analysis it is

essential to ask whose benefits and whose costs are figuring into the calculations, and how

the notion of the 'greater good' should be interpreted. Other questions perlinent to

undelstanding a cost benefit analysis of mitigation activity include: Are costs and benefits

being calculated into the near', mid-terrn or long-tenn future? How is uncetlainty being

addressed, including issues like the potential impacts of clirnate change? Are the rights of

future generations of Basin inhabitants being protected? The findings of this research into

community priorities showed that cornmunity residents are very concerned about the futules

of their communities but did not link those discussions with issues related to the need for

flood vulnerability reduction; integrated wlnerability approaches to hazard management call

for expandecl community dialogue about community futures and priorities to be tnade within

the context of rnitigation discussions, not apart fi'om it.

It is also noteworthy that nowhere in the data collected fi'orn all sources in this study was

clear mention made of a rnethod / tool other than cost benefit in selecting mitigation

activities. Yet there are other rnethods such as multi criteria decision analysis which have

some ability to deal more effectively with multiple interests, objectives and uncefiainties

(Moris-Oswald, 2001). There is a distinct lack of dialogue about if, and how, other lreans

can be used to make decisions, including consensus among stakeholders. The issue is not that

cost-benefit is a prefened method so much as that there seems to be little social discourse on

altemative methods of evaluation of mitigation actions.

'When the reasons f-or the abundant use and seeming preference for structural measures are

considered, it is important to also consider the role that technical 'expetts' play in decision

making. As seen in the previous chapters there wel e concerns expressed by participants in
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this study that residents do not understand technical jargon, are intimidatecl by 'expett'

demeanor and language, and consequently often fail to challenge authority figures.

Fufthermore, when citizens attempt to raise concerns, their concerns are often inaclequateiy

acldressed by off,rcials who make fiequent reference to numeric model outputs which, while

lelevant, are difficult to cornprehend. The differences in the 'language' spoken by the two

interest groups are considerable; hence, communication and mutual understanding are

seriously compromised. Communication difficulties are compounded by people's difficulty

evaluating expertise (Kasperson and Palmlund, 2005), and their need for technical means to

act on and assess knowledge presented to them. Without those issues being addressed,

technical discussions dominated by experl perspectives are likely to be a prevalent response

to flood vulnerability.

It is also significant, as discussed elsewhere, that many parlicipants in this study failed to

attencl meetings in their communities related to proposed mitigation lneasures, or were

uncedain if such meetings had occurred. This limits the ability of citizens to criticize the

analyses, and later the outcomes, under the supervision of bureaucratic agencies. Citizens

disengage frorn the process, and have limited sense of responsibility as a result.

The importance of history in flood risk perception also cannot be overlooked in rnitigation

prefelence. There was a contrast in this study in how Ste. Agathe and Emerson residents

viewed their r,ulnerability. Ste. Agathe residents- although they feel generally positive about

the new town dike - have distinct memories of the recent flood which they recalled in

interviews. In contrast, in Emerson, long-term residents stated their sense of r,r-rlnerability has

been diminished since the construction of the town dike in the 1970's, compounded gt'eatly

by the dike's successes in subsequent floods. This is consistent with risk perception literature

(Kates, 1971 Laska, 1990) which highlights that experiential variables like recency of

hazard experiences and the nature (intensity) of those experiences do influence perception of

risk. In the case of Emerson, experience with flooding was significantly reduced after

'construction of the town dike, reinforcing a positive attitude towards this mitigation measure.

It is difficult to fault communities such as Emerson in these circumstances for placing great

faith in such structural rneasures and giving rrinimal consideration to options that might
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require a change in their own attitudes or behaviors. Citizens need to understand both the

strength and weaknesses of measures to make informed decisions about how to reduce local

vulnerability.

Stefanovic (2003) makes a cogent argument that perceptions and value judgments will affect

notions of mitigation, and has been seen to prejudice decisions in favor of structural

fiìeasures. Looking at the lelationship between perception of cause and action (to mitigate),

she assefis that if floods are primarily interpreted as 'acts of God' then thele is a tendency to

îecoÍtrtend structural rnitigation strategies, to control this random event. The decision-maker

seeks then to address the problern of flooding in the physical realm - i.e., alter the water

movernent - rather than the social lealm - i.e., alter human behaviol'. In fact, such a

perception, namely that causes of flooding are limitecl to geophysical processes - without

consideration of human aspects of flood hazard exposure - was originally an impetus fol the

'vulnerability approach' (Hewitt, 1983; Blaikie et aL.,1994). This research would suggest

that some institutional perspectives on flooding are still consistent with this thinking;

however, it was heartening to see in this research that there are NGO's who are striving to

help broaden perceptions of how risk is created in the floodplain, and are working with local

governments and organizations..

7.2.4 Nonstructural measures and commun¡ty perspectives

This study, through docurnentary and other evidence, has shown that there are some

nonstructural measures that are highly valued by residents and other stakeholders. For

example, communities recognize the irnportance of accurate forecasting and warning

systems. The weakness in the utilization of these measures, cited in documents and in

interviews, is the failure to communicate such information to citizens in a tirnely,

unclerstandable, and credible manner. This was seen most clearly in 1997 (IJC, 1997; Morris-

Oswald, 2001). Government participants in this study, and comments made within

documents following the 1991flood, highlighted the need to rectify communication errors

made in l99l (lJC, 1 991; IJC,2000a). It is possible to conclude from this study that the use

of nonstructural measures such as waming or emergency response systems- that ale
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depenclent upon communication of infonnation and development of trust between authorities

and residents- woulcl benefit fiorn efforls into improving coutmunication strategies in the

Basin.

Resiclents interviewed did believe that local emergency plans, a nonstructural mitigation

lreasure, were impofiant to their communities. Some parlicipants confimed that emergency

plans were in the process of being created in their communities. Yet these plans were still not

fully cornplete, nor widely understood, at the community level eight years after the 1991

flood. They do not appear to have been given high priority by authorities, even though

MEMO has been legislated to help comrnunities develop them. The appreciation that

residents - such as those in Emerson - have for emergency personnel reveals that people do

feel less vulnerable knowing that there are resources devoted to emergency response locally.

But few participants felt that they thernselves had a role to play in emergency response in a

flood event. Responsibility was left to others.

A serious institutional problern undermining community resilience that was evident in this

research relates to the widely held belief - which was verifie d in 1997 - that government

(federal andlor provincial) will offer compensation for flood damages to cornmunity

resiclents as well as to their cornmunities (e.g., for infrastructure repair). This encourages

residents/communities in the perception that they need not become more actively involved in

reducing their vulnerability. This has been observecl elsewhere in the literature (Tobin and

Montz, 1991). Beatley (1999) describes the issue related to individual and community beliefs

about entitlements and expectations of govemment related to disaster assistance or mitigation

benefits as a 'signifrcant and ethical quandary' (p. 39). He notes that there have been a

number of reports in the U.S. observing the emergence of a'victim mentality' alnong

residents irnpacted byhazard events. Comrnunity level beliefs that perpetuate this thinking

clo not serve to encourage residents to take responsibility for their own behaviors that

increase risk, thus limiting wlnerability reduction capacities. The relationship between

governlrent policy and the perception of victirnization among flooded resiclents (and the

irnplications of such a relationship) is worthy of further investigation as a contributor to

lrilnerability. For communities to work with authorities towards a nìore cooperative shared
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modei of responsibility for vulnerability reduction (Haque and Burton, 2005) is unlikely

when there are publicly held perceptions that communities are victims and government is the

rescuer. There will in all likelihood need to be significant efforls in helping local

communities and government representatives alike to better understand one another, and the

attitudes and behaviors they exhibit. The importance of this is underscored when one

recognizes that the broader goal of Basin resiliency must be addressed through multiple

levels of cooperation (IJC,2000b; Shrubsole, 2001; Haque and Bufton,2005) - federal,

provincial, and municipal authorities as well the general public - to best utilize assets integlal

to vulnerability reduction. These assets include, for example, knowledge, experience,

influence, social capital, etc.

It should be noted that Burby et al. (1 991, in Tobin and Montz , 1997) founcl in one American

study that communities that received disaster lelief with conditions attached to the relief -

i.e., community rnitigation actions that must be undertaken to quality - were in fàct better

plepaled. Considering the findings in this research, it is suggested that wlnerability reduction

rnight be best served by stipulating pre-event conditions, such as mitigation ûteasures - either

at a community or individual level - that rnust be met in order for compensation to be

provided after a flood. This would force community residents to be cognizant that

r.ulnerability exacerbating decisions have potentially severe consequences. Namely, they

would have to absorb the costs of recovery fol damages sustained as a result of their failure

to act earlier to rnitigate damages. They would not be able to continue in the pattern of

continual bail-outs by senior goverrunent seen in Canada to date (Shrubsole, 2001).

Isslles related to flood rnitigation through land use management and development were not

raised often in discussions with community residents; however, gover:nlnent, rnunicipal

leaders and NGO participants felt irnprovements need to be rnade in the area of regulation

and zoning. Parlicularly, many felt that the leadership of provincial agencies in enforcing

land use policy is crucial to reducing vulnerability.

In the data there did appear a tendency to offload responsibility to the Ptovince, which is

likely reinfolced by the provincial goverìment's relationship with and attitudes towards local
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cotnmunities. However, not all responsibility should lie with the senior govemment.

Municipal goveffìments are often leaders in planning decisions at a local level; yet in flood-

related matters they exhibit signif-rcant levels of dependency on senior govel:nlnent support as

seen in this research. This finding supporls Shrubsole's (2001) contention thata culture of

dependency upoll senior govemlrent penneates flood management in Canada. It is, in fact, a

rnunicipal responsibility in Manitoba to develop land use plans in the floodplain; these plans

designate various areas for specific types of development. Given that inappropriate

development is a prime contributor to vulnerability, these decisions are crucial to the

amplif,rcation or reduction of flood risk - particularly in the longer term. Municipal

governrìents need to be encouraged and assisted to adopt a more proactive role in floodplain

fitanagement as they are positioned as a bottleneck for infomation flowing in both directions

between local communities and senior decision-makers.

Finally, the incentives for comrnunity residents to get involved in examining how local

actions may impact vulnerability are negligible, allowing attitudes of cornplacency and

dependency to flourish. There is little doubt in reviewing the results of this study that

community residents have very high expectations of govemment, expectations that are

lalgely met in the nonnal course of events but which are more likely to fail during a disaster

(Schneider,1992).ln reviewing hve case studies of American disasters, Schneidet (1992)

illustrates how gaps between public expectations and governntent efforts in a disaster are a

serious problern. More recent research in the United Kingdom (Brown and Damery,2002)

suggests that the expectations of the public - namely, that govetnment should be able to

completely prevent damages, particularly through structural measures - results in inevitable

disappointrnent by members of the public. They further suggest that less ttust in government

is a consequence of the inability of govemment to meet these unrealistic expectations, and

that this in turn creates little incentive in communities to engage with information providecl

by authorities. The experiences in the Red River Basin appear similar, and certainly rnay

inclicate a dysfunctional cycle of interactions between residents and authorities that

undemines capacities to sustainably manage the floodplain. As seen in the Basin and

elsewlrere (Brown and Darrery,2002),the capacity of senior govefiìment alone to deal with

flood issues is limited. In turn it may be necessary to altel the public discourse on
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ïesponsibility for vulnerability reduction to better define ancl include the responsibilities of

local communities in vulnerability reduction goals.

7.3 Through the vulnerabi!ity neduction lens

The following sections present conclusions about the relationship between institutional and

community values and perspectives, related mitigation decisions, and vulnerability in the Red

River Basin - the third objective of this study. A conceptual fi'amework (Figure 7.1) for

viewing the creation of social vulnerability in the Red River Basin, with emphasis on

decision-rraking processes, surnmarizes findings.

7.3.1 Planning under conditions of complexity

Hazard vulnerability approaches conceptually are predicated on an understanding that

vulnerability is a complex, dynamic notion involving multiple scales (Jones ancl Shrubsole,

2001). There are typically also many stakeholders. In this research, institutional informants

involved in floodplain and flood managernent activities were mindful of the fact that they

must typically plan over a very limited time hodzon. As shared during interviews, personnel

with government agencies are concerned about whether the issue of flood darnage control

will rernain sufficiently high on the political agenda so that resources and funding will be

adequate to address flood risk over time. NGO's within the Basin were concerned about the

need to move planning in sustainable directions and spoke particularly of the limited

processes available for involving multiple stakeholders; in some cases their own

organtzations were severely compromised by a lack of secure funding for ongoing

parlnership building activities within the Basin. Particularly, it is noteworthy that documents

reviewed and interviews with institutional gatekeepers and community residents alike were

characterized by vague rhetodc about how relations between decision makers at all levels and

stakeholclers need to be irnproved, and maintained, but these cotrunents were inevitably

accompanied by very little in the way of suggested strategies to address the problem.

Another fact that was evident from the research is that within Manitoba, there has been

significant emphasis on finding 'the solution' to the flood r,ulnerability of the City of
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Winnipeg since 1997. This 'single objective, single-solution' approach implies that

vulnelability is rnore bounded in tirne and place than in fact it is. Vulnelability in the Basin is

not simply about protecting economic interests in the dominant ur-ban center, but ought to

include a re-thinking of how a wide range of inter-related decisions about human use of the

floodplain have created more risk over time. This broader view that includes considering

rnultiple decisions in rnultiple sectors and how they potentially may impact hazard

vulnerability is a cornerstone of the vulnerability apploach (Mileti, 1999).

Often it appears that the complex nature of vulnerability is not evident in the evaluation and

discussion of flood mitigation options in Manitoba. The floodway expansion is promoted as

an engineering design to protect the City of Winnipeg to the I1100 year flood level, which

suggests to residents that they need not expect a flood to exceed that level of protection for

tnany generations. It likely reinforces the psychological phenomenon identifiecl as 'gambler's

fallacy' which is a less-than-optimal coping mechanism. Specifically, it pennits people to

conclude that the occurrence of a phenornenon in one year will make it less likely to recur

soon afterwards (Alexander, 2000); Alexander (2000) warns that in the case of flooding this

coping mechanism is particulally detrimental. When it comes to issues of re-occunence, the

uncerlainties in plobability based prediction, and in estimations of naturally occun'ing

random events (Mileti, 1999) are problematic; they are not typically discussed outside of

engineering circles, particularly in public forums. Stakeholders are not told the assumptions

underlying the use of plobability statistics - whether they are assumptions and unceftainties

about flood fi'equency pledictions with global clirnate change, or assulnptions about how the

Basin populations may respond to anothel large scale evacuation. All such assumptions

i¡rpact decision-making and hence wlnerability. People in Manitoba at'e often not cognizant

of the complexity in understanding and addressing flood vulnerability across multiple sectors

of society.

Vulnelability is also based on a notion that adaptation to and rnitigation of floods must

happen not only over wide time scales but also at multiple decision-making scales to be huly

effèctive. The dominance of senior government in decision making, as seen in this study,

undennines the notion of local community empowennent in the decision making process.
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Those rnunicipal government or local community committees that have been involved in

rnitigation decisions freely adrnit that their role is minimal for the rnyriad of reasons

discussed in earlier chapters. Yet in vulnerability discussions within the hazards literature it

is frequently noted that the community level is where the greatest benefits fi'om nritigation

are realized and it is within community ideology, that local attitudes and adjustrnents to a

hazard are typically found (Tobin and Montz,1997, Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). During

interviews undertaken in this study certainly there was no indication that institutions or'

cornmunities identify a cornpelling need or desire to assess community vulnerability to

hazards, parlicularly once comlnunities institute the measures - prirnarily structural -

recolnmended by the Province's experts. This is not consistent with vulnerability reduction

approaches and limits creative adaptations to changing r,r¡lnerability in this high-risk

environment.

7.3.2 Community vulnerability and local capacities

This research also revealed cornmunity residents often prefer to ignore flood threat when not

faced with an imminent flood, were often passive and largely unengaged in flood rnitigation

issues, and were willing to assign govefirment responsibility for both preventing flood

damages and compensating individuals who sufïer losses. Furthennore, authorities have

required little in the way of participation by communities in defìning and rnitigating their'

own vulnerability. As a result many residents have limited understanding of their own

vulnerability, a hands-off approach to local wlnerability, and place government in the role of

potential scapegoat should severe problerns occur. As shown in data analysis, govenment

personnel - with somewhat patriarchal attitudes towards community residents - tend to

fàcilitate and perhaps prefer communities to remain removed fi'om deeper involvement in

clecision rnaking. This is in no way consistent with current thinking on r'ulnerability

reduction. Pearce's (1997) research, which looked athazard risk wlnerability models within

the Canadian context, highlighted the importance of having many and diverse commuuity

stakeholders involved, adequate communication of risk to the community, and ensuring that

the process is, in fact, not dependent upon 'expetts''
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In Canada, this dependence upon institutional responses to any crisis (inclucling flood

disastels) runs contrary to redehnitions of natural clisasters as a cortlrtunity-based problern

requiring cornmunity based solutions (Hewitt, 1983; Mileli,1999; Yodmani, 2001). Yet

Manitoba appears to be continuing in a trend of institutional responses to flood risk,

according to this study. The fäilure to bring vulnerability assessment to the local level cloes

not bode well for increasing community awareness and participation in identifying and

responding to hazarcls of any type.

This stucly suggests that there is also a failure to incotporate capacities among stakeholders

that in fact can be utilized to reduce vulnerability (Yodrnani, 2001). The data in this research

illustlated, for example, high levels of social capital and cooperative decision rnaking within

the communities studied which could potentially be utilized in risk management. Numet'ous

community values identified in this research - mutuality, volunteerism, community

attachment, etc., are significant community resources that should be used to create more

flood resilient communities. In fact, such community characteristics that are indicative of

social cohesiveness are imporlant indicators of a community's ability to reduce the emotional

and physical irnpacts of disaster, and are consistent with vulnerability approaches (Jones and

Shrubsole,2001).

There are fialneworks (e.g., Wates, 2000) which outline how communities rnight assess local

vulnerabilities and capacities i.e., for example, physical, social, organizafional, tnotivational

or attitudinal vulnerabilities and capacities. Basin communities studied here had no

systematic process for including r,.ulnerabilities and capacities in every-day decision-making,

a key feature of wlnerability apploaches (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001).

This research showed that there are both community capacities and r,'ulnerabilities that

irnpact the level of rrulnerability in the communities studied and that need to be considered in

planning. For example, cornrnunity parlicipants noted the difficulties of having an aging

population and the tlend of depopulation and business loss in many rural at'eas. Such

variables are sources of social stress and impact livelihoods and quality of life. Accolding to

Alexander (2000), scale and accuracy ofrisk perception depends upon the context ofsocial
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problems in a community. The data collected from community residents supports this claim

as residents in the communities spent considerable tirne during inter.¿iews discussing that

these fàctors are weakening their community- socially and economically. These appeared to

be more imrnediate concems than flood threat at the time of the interviews, particularly in

Emerson. From a vulnerability perspective it suggests that such social and economic

variables increase vulnerability to any community hazard as resilience is compromised

through dirninished capacities.

In Emerson particulally, demographics also increase the likelihood that the community

residents remain passive with regard to flood issues, and dependent upon local and other

leadership. On the positive side however, there are other capacities that increase comtnunity

resilience such as high levels of social capital, a fairly high level of trust in local decision

rnakers, and support fbr local emergency t'esponse planning.

Similarly, Ste. Agathe also had a number of strong local capacities. The town had a well-

established social organizational structure- housed in both faith-based organizations and the

economic development gloup, and a cohort of socially active families. These provided the

town with the capacity to work towards a vision of the community both prior to and afÌer the

1997 flood, albeit with alterations and adjustments. This community also had the capacity to

infonnally rally in the face of the 1997 flood crisis. These types of community characteristics

are consistent with creating resilience, and reducing vulnerability to multiple hazards.

Finally, one of the key differences seen between Emerson and Ste. Agathe in relation to

vulnerability was the creation of the Red River Valley Flood Interpretive Center following

the 1997 flood. The Center has the capacily to counter vulnerability through education of

Basin residents, and was an adaptive response to the flood risk. One would indeed expect

adaptive responses to occur in the town that flooded (unlike Emerson) given that experience

affects risk perception (Lasksa, 1990). According to residents involved in the Center,

flnancial support for the endeavor has been difficult to attain given their reliance upon

govetnment funding. Past patterns in behavior in the Basin would suggest that supporl for

such an endeavol could be expected to dirninish unless the role of the Center is valued by
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entities outside of the community itself such as govemment, NGO's, eclucational institutions,

or historic foundations. I(nowledge and experience are powerful tools when utilized to build

local and regional capacities. This is a necessary step to creating more resilient cornntunities.

7.3.3 Motivational factors and attitudes contr¡buting to vulnerability

The data collected in this study showed that local level motivation and attitude are clearly

relevant to discussions of hazald wlnerability in the Basin. Given that Canada is a rich

nation in global terms, and a welfare state with strong social supports to citizens, it does

pelhaps seem understandable that motivation and attitude are more implicated in

vul¡erability creation / alleviation rather than an absolute lack of material, monetary or

economic assets are. The latter are more commonly sources of vulnerability in poorer

developing nations where exposure to ahazard is typically not voluntary but rather the result

of necessity, parlicularly in ensuring livelihood needs are met (Blaikie et al., 1994).

The docurnentary evidence, as well as interviews with all participants, revealed that advocacy

f'or, and preference for, technological solutions has been plevalent historically and continues

at all levels of social organizalion in the Basin. Bureaucrats ancl consultants are cornfortable

with the technological approaches, and citizens feel most secure and comforted by structures

designed to protect thern. In the rural municipality of Ritchot, clamor against the floodway

expansion is not so much a criticism of structural approaches as one against perceived

inequitable creation or distribution of flood risk by authorities. With technical solutions, local

communities are highly dependent upon extemal experts and are lar-gely absolved of

responsibility for r,'ulnerability reduction. Interestingly, Wildavsky and Dake (1990), in

exa¡rining cultural bias and risk perception, suggested that the technologically pro-risk

personality emerges as that of an'obedient and dutiful citizen, deferential to authority'

(p.46). The values espoused in the communities studied in this research reflect those very

charactedstics, confurning that their findings may well be duplicated here, in partial

explanation of the preference fol engineering solutions even among the public' The alea of

political icleology and its relationship to r,ulnerability reduction is an area that may walrant

fur.ther exploration. Of parlicular interest would be to understand how collective values are
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usecl to justify policies (Hewitt, 1992).ln other words, how do values like social cohesion,

inclividual autonomy and democratic accountability - common within a welfare state (Hewitt,

ß92) - result in market led developrnent policies that place people and property at risk?

With legard to mitigation in general, the costs of mitigation projects are not being bolne in

any great amount by local govemnents, and there is a general lack of commitment of

community resources to vulnerability reduction in the Basin. As a consequence, it is also not

surprising that residents are only peripherally aware of how the decisions to rnitigate

darnages in their communities are made. As was clearly shown in the cotnniunity surveys,

there was a lack of public awareness of flood related issues, even within Ste. Agathe which

was floode d in 1991 . The community surveys illustrated citizen confusion and uncertainty

about how decisions are made in both communities, and indicated that there are fèw linkages

to assist in information exchange and planning between authorities and communities, and

between at-risk communities. Such a lack of linkages also does not bode well for broacler

planning initiatives - a comerstone of sustainable management of floodplains - unless this

problem is addressed.

In addition, the costs of flood mitigation and compensation are distributed across the entire

population in Manitoba, limiting people's perception of their own personal or cornrnunity

risk fì'om flood hazard. There is little motivation to search for alternative individual or

community behaviors (including developrnent patterns) in the Basin, and little reason to get

involved in evaluating r,r-rlnerabilities, mitigating lisk, or in taking responsibility at a local

level for cleation of risk. This lack of rnotivation limits r.'ulnerability reduction activities.

Alternatively, interviews related to photos taken by resiclents showed that, even while they

are disengagecl fiom r,ulnerability assessment and reduction, some metnbers of the studied

communities are also feeling somewhat helpless in having any risk-r'elated concems

adcL'essed. There are no clear processes for allowing residents to bring concetns to

autholities. Disengagernent from decision making is a reasonable outcome when

disempowered. Exarnples included citizens' perceptions that they could not influence the

1ìoodway expansion decision and the experiences in Ste. Agathe when residents did not feel
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heard by authorities on the issue of the height of the new town dike. The experiences of that

conrnrunity in 1997 were a trigger event that jogged the collective out of a sense of

cornplacency regalding flood threat. Lafer, however, when dsk-related conceffts about the

town dike (which were based on local knowledge and experience) were dismissed by

authorities, it was not conducive to further r,ulnerability discussions. Long entrenched

attitudes and associated values - such as the transfer of responsibility for risk mitigation to

government agencies - are not likely to be modified in this environment.

As discussed elsewhere, there is also a keen sense of entitlement among residents; there are

cornpensation arrangements for flood damages to community infrastructure and personal

properties whicli consist prirnarily of a split of the majority of the costs between the two

senior govefftments (provincial and federal) in the event of alarge flood. Furthennore, in

1997 the govemment lacked the political will to deny compensation to homeowners based

upon individual property owners failing to flood-proof to existing government regulation

guidelines (IJC,I99l). While these guidelines now have been modified again to reflect that

flood-ploof,rng should be undertaken to the 1997 flood line plus 0.6 meters (as should new

construction), whether the govermnent will enforce its own legislation - and deny

compensation in the face of what would likely be local outrage - remains to be seen. To alter

a sense of entitlement held by residents over many years, an entitlement likely viewecl as a

right to compensation, will be difficult and will require clear communication of expectations,

and government willingness to act in an unpopular manner. This is always a political

challenge, and would require a longer tenn political and social vision of how our

communities can become more resilient in the face of ongoing flood events. It means

changing our standards, and ultirnately values, related to what is acceptable behaviol in the

floodplain alea.

7.3.4 Watershed planning and sustainable approaches

There has been some progress in thinking about flood vulnerability reduction within the

Basin - at least conceptually. This pt'ogress is reflected in promotion of bloader regional

lrlanning, particularly at the watershed level. Addressing r,ulnerabilities through better, tnot'e
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integratecl planning (Pearce, 1997;Jones and Shrubsole,2001;WMO,2003) is seen

increasingly as a pref-erable approach to vulnerability reduction compared to a strictly

engineering orientation. In the Basin, such organizations as the Red River Basin Comrnission

and the International Red River Boald are promoting a plamring apploach inclusive of all

stakeholders. The IJC reports following the l99l flood also recommended that this approach

be used to address Basin vulnerability to flood in a more comprehensive way. More recently,

the Manitoba Water Strategy (2003) introduced by the cument government emphasized

watershed based management. The new Water Protection Act, proclairned by the Plovince in

June 2005, also acknowledged and created watershed planning authorities to develop

tranagement plans in watelsheds, and the Act contains a clause guaranteeing that thele will

be consultation in the development of the plans with local planning goups (Conservation

Districts, municipal councils, First Nations etc.). How these new perspectives and legislative

requirernents will be implemented over the next few years will be the true test of how

committed the government and Basin groups are to watershed planning. The allocation of

resources to these activities is a key component yet to be addressed. An irnporlant goal for'

furlher research would be to assess the success of such new initiatives and - this research

would suggest - to evaluate if the Provincial government is able to move beyond rhetoric to

truly engaging in more integrated and sustainable approaches.

Along with the concept of vulnerability reduction the concepts of sustainability and

sustainable floodplain management have eamed proponents alnong hazards and disaster

specialists. Mileti (1999) emphasizes that 'sustainability' lneans that a locality subjected to

extrerne events can tolerate and overcome damage, diminished productivity, ancl reduced

quality of life without significant outside assistance. Like the concept of vulnerability,

sustainability in this context is a process rather than an outcome, with social goals as well as

economic and engineering goals highlighted. Both wlnerability and sustainability ale

concepts that are reliant upon capacities existing within communities and the ability of

humans to adapt to changing cilcumstances within linked human-natural systems. Like

vulnerability, tirne scale is irnpoftant, and longer time scales are needed to further goals of

sustainability. Like r,,ulnerability reduction apploaches, sustainablehazard managetnent is

dependent upon hurnan ability to generate new understandings of the ltazard.In turn, this

requires human decision¡nakers to leam from mistakes and adapt accordingly.
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Within the Basin the idea of 'sustainable floodplain management' was mentioned by study

participants, particulally by govelrrment and NGO participants, but not defured. Solne

parlicipants see it as essential to reducing wlnerability but few had concrete suggestiotts on

how to achieve it. Limitations in infonnation exchange between stakeholders, limited

understandings of technical data, poorly crafted public participation activities, the variable

nature of political commitment, and lack of tools to evaluate trade-offs between alternative

actions are but sorne of the variables that constrain sustainable floodplain management if one

considers the findings of this research.

A lack of integrated floodplain management approaches in the Basin, while largely explained

by the aforementioned problems, is also an area in which leadership can make a significant

irnpact on wlnerability reduction through improved policy developrnent and flexibility, and

the provision of necessary resources. If senior govemment agencies required thathazard

rnitigation be incorporated into all nonnal decision making (as suggested by Tobin and

Montz, 1991), and as part of standard planning practices, it would seeln an effective way of

alteling actions within the floodplain. It would also address some of the root causes of

r,ulnerability and perhaps, most impoftantly, hasten a change in behavior and perception of

risk within the Basin. New legislation requir-ing rnunicipal governments to create their own

development plans ought perhaps to require (precautionar:y) planning for rnultiple hazards

and not just flooding, further encouraging r,ulnerability reduction values in planning.

7.3.5 Development values and vulnerability

In previous chapters, it was made evident that communities and institutions alike place great

store in the promotion of developrnent values and gowth. In fact, rich countries in general

have a commitment to economic growth (Wilensky, 1975).It is well known that such values

have contributed to flood risk (Shrubsole, 2000). However, this research offered some

irnpoftant further explanation of why growth anci development are so highly valued in local

communities.
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Community participants saw development as key to cortmunity viability, something

residents valued highly and which was inexorably linked to quality of life, also an irnportant

value among parlicipants. As a consequence, any attempt to restrain cleveloprnent as a lneans

of vulnerability reduction rnay be ill-received at a community level without community

involvement and discussion. Ideally, the community itself should begin to identify what

lirnits to development are necessary, while still maintaining (or even enhancing) quaiity of

life. Development values, seen as fundamental to quality of life, are unlikely to be

significantly altered without community debate. There is an important role for leaders and

planners at all scales (Tobin and Montz,1997); they might help communicate the links

between development practices, creation of risk, and the varied hanns that come through

exposure to ahazard (stress, economic loss). Government particularly has a role to highlight

risk creation and tradeoffs that are essential to rnaking development decisions in the Basin. It

is equally irnporlant that discussions clarify that risk is in actuality often merely transposed to

another time, to another generation, when development occurs. Government also has the

ability to urge change through incentives and disincentives such as regulatory demands

lelated to development and enforcement of same, or instituting programmatic initiatives.

In tenns of the relationship between creation of vulnerability and policy decisions,

rulnerabili ty may also be seen as the consequence of a series of poorly crafted policies ancl

resulting practices in ahazardous zone. In the Red River Basin, in examining the 1997 f7ood,

the IJC (2000b) was critical of governrnent policy on several fronts, fiorn development to

water resources managelnent, for its contribution to flood vulnerability.

7.3.6 The role of leadership in promoting vulnerability reduction

In addition to influencing and guiding development practices, another important role of

leadership is to openly dialogue about how social and economic values rnight potentially

coexist (adapted frorn Cutter, 2000), and how such values may work in conjunction with

vulnerability reduction goals. Leaders are the ones who typically manage infonnation that

informs decision making processes. This research would suggest that beyond the obvious

¡eed fbr infon-nation related to flood waming, preparedness, emergency response etc., there

is also a need fol a broader eclucational component to hazard management, one in whicli
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col1-tmunities are provided with the infonnation and tools to project and addl'ess cotnmunity

vulnerabilities that emerge frorn multiple sources- not sirnply vulnerability caused by

exposure Í,o ahazard, but rather social sources of vulnerability'

One of the existing indicators of r,ulnerability considers the level of stakeholdel authority

ovel planning or mitigation clecisions - often referred to as a measut'e of 'locus of control'

(Jones ancl Shrubsole, 2001). It is a measure of institutional equity. One cannot help but

conclude fi'om this study that stakeholder participation in decision-making needs to be

irnproved. With the exception of Provincial representatives and some municipal leaders,

many stakeholders appeared to feel neither involved nor valued in decision making scenarios;

in fact, quite the contrary.

7.3.7 Public participation and vulnerability

It was seen in the documentary and interview discussions that some bureaucracies in the

Basin tended towards inflexibility and institutional inertia. It is not uncommon for

institutions, in fact, to try to apply old, often outmoded tules to problems, so that their efforts

actually perpetuate old problems (Nash and Calonico, 1993). This may be somewhat the case

in the Red River Basin. Feedback fi'om bureaucratic representatives involved in floodplain

management showed that they readily engaged in activities that were sanctionecl and justified

by a rnanclate. There was little discussion of expanding the lange of actions, or devising new

llublic participatory pl'ocesses in decision making for use in fulfilling their mandate.

Furthermore, institutions are characlerized by cornpetitiveness (Rokeach, 1979) especially

given the limited resources available to them. This characteristic also limits cooperative

approaches to complex problerns like flooding. As discussed earlier, lack of means for

engaging communities and the general public in cooperative decision-making related to flood

risk ¡ray well disempower local residents. ln general, this lack of engagement may be seen

in parl as a leadership failure by flood rnandated institutions and local leadelship alike, as it

results in status quo decision making and a failure to promote more resilience to flooding.
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7.3.8 Failing to link community viability with vulnerability

Interestingly, while bureaucrats and NGO's contempiate sustainable development of the

floodplain, comrnunity data clearly showed that community sustainability ancl viability are

major priorities of residents interviewed. This ought to be a point of convergence, for

bringing interest groups together. Linking community viability with the need for

vulnerability leduction could be a focal point of discussions. This is not however the case.

This cornmunity research showed there is a high level of concerrr in cornrnunities about the

irnpacts of the multiple challenges facing rural communities such as rural clepopulation

(particularly the loss of young farnilies), and an aging population. There was evidence of

social and economic vulnerability through changes to livelihoocl pattems, such as changes to

fàrming practices (specifically the loss of farnily farms), demise of small community

businesses, and an increase in commuting to larger centers for employment. These changes

have challenged not only community viability but quality of life, and the nature of

community identity, for residents.

With multiple vulnerabilities, some of which are regular'Iy intruding upon daily life, flood

threat is a source of r,'ulnerability that can be more easily disregarded as years pass between

major'flood events. However, it is also suggested that wlnerabilities can be compounded

(Jones and Shrubsole, 200i) raising a concem that the communities may in fact be less

lesilient in the face of a natural hazard event (such as a flood) as a result of other stressors

fàced by rural communities. Economic and social r,ulnerabilities ultimately influence and are

influenced by flood (or other hazard) wlnerabilities. Declining comrnunities may lose a

substantial source of social capital with dernographic shifts which means the loss of a key

social resource to help the community lecover in the event of a flood. Even in Ste. Agathe,

the loss of nine fàrnilies after the 1997 flood due to expropriation of land for the dike is an

unsettling blow to the community. One cannot help but wonder if it might have been

prevented thlough better planning.
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7.4 Vulnerability fnarnewo¡'k

The frndings of this research have resulted in the creation of a flood vulnerability fiarnework

f'or the Recl River Basin context. It is rnodelecl in parl after the framework of Wisner et al.

(2004) and Blaikie et al. (1994) with emphasis on the root causes, and dynamic processes

that are irnplicated in the creation of social r,ulnerability to flood. Much of the disaster

literature iterates that there are both social and physical contributors to flood disasters, and

they rnust coincide in time and place for a disaster to occur. The variables in Figure 7.1

plesent the socialization of flood r,ulnerability in the Basin, half of the (social-physical)

hazard complex, but the least understood. It represents some of the root causes of

vulnerability highlighted in this research, and associated processes that fufiher attenuate

vulnerability. The factors are rnultiple, varied and overlapping.

7.4.1 Progression of social vulnerability framework

Figule 7.1 below is a description of the social creation and progression of flood vulnerability

in the Red River Basin; it emphasizes how people have 'created theil own vulnerability,

largely through their own decisions and actions' (Tierney et al., 2001). The purpose of this

research was to explore the less well-understood factors that irnpact flood vulnerability in

this context; the emphasis was on the social creation of vulnerability within Basin

communities that can be linked to community and institutional perspectives, and

values and priorities that influence decisions on how to mitigate flood risk. These

pelspectives and priorities often reflect other social, political or economic factors that

compromise community sustainability and are regularly given priority over flood risk issues

except in the immecliate aftennath of a significant flood event.
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Frogressiort of Social Vulnerability in the Red River Basirl
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The original fi'amework was a genedc disaster model tenned the 'Pressure and Release

Model' (PAR) by Blaikie eT. al., 1994. It depicted disaster as occutring at the juncture of two

opposing forces - those generating social vulnerability on the one side and physical exposure

to ahazard on the othel side, with increasing pressure on people arising fì'om either side as a

lesult of both their vulnerability and the actual impact (and severity) of the hazard event

(Blaikie et al., 1994). Figure 7.1 above and Figure 2.1 in Chapter' 2 show a rnore recent

version of the Blaikie et al. (1994) model, with minor rnodifìcations by Wisner et al., (2004).

The adaptation of the fi'amework developed in this research includes the progression of

vulnerability side of the PAR model only, showing the progression of vulnerability in the

Basin by examining the loot causes, dynamic pressures, and specific conclitions (outcornes)

that describe vulnerability in this context.

While the physicalhazard side of the rnodel is not porlrayed here, there are two situational

factors that are signifìcant in understanding human perceptions and responses to flood threat

in the Recl River Basin. One is the long period of tirne between events which permits

memories of events to fade and can reduce a sense of urgency to address vulnerability. The

flood hazard is also slow onset which has facilitated emergency preparations and evacuation

of at-risk communities thus reducing irrpacts on citizens during past floods.

As seen in this study, there are various l'oot causes of r,ulnerability that have been identified

in the Basin. Factors that reflect the power relations within society include the social

protections provided through the welfare state in Canada. Institutional responses to hazarcls

(including ftood) have also resulted in top-down goveffrance inhazard management by flood-

mandated institutions. Traditionally there has also been some instability in the level of

political commitment to vulnerability reduction for various reasons, one of which is likely the

jurisdictional disputes between the thlee levels of government within Canada (fèderal,

plovincial and municipal) over financial (and other) responsibilities for'mitigation. Within

the Province of Manitoba (like much of Canada) urban interests dominate due to the

centralizatton of economic power in the capital region around the City of Winnipeg.

Historically, there has also been a preference for traditional 'objective' engineeling and
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economic assesslnents of risk in detennining rnitigation activities, although that is being

incr:easingly challen gecl.

The dynamic pressures that result from such root causes of flood r,ulnerability can be found

both external to and internally within the communities studied. The welfare state provisions

mean that at an individual and local comrnunity level, people depend upon and expect

goveffrment to provide both rnitigation and, in the event of darnages, compensation to restore

them to pre-flood conditions. The institutionalization of hazard managelnent is likely

implicated in an evident lack of secure linkages and comrtunication networks between

govefitment decision makers and Basin communities, as well as weak linkages between at-

risk communities. These weaknesses limit broader participatory capacities.

In this research there were some indications that government institutions may suffer from

institutional inerlia; they appear focused upon concems related to both their individual

mandates and funding security. This can compromise collaboration with other agencies and

communities. It rnay in part explain why, since 1997 , of the key 28 recommendations made

(to the U.S. and Canadian govemrents) by the IJC (2000b) for future actions to address Red

River flooding, those recommendations that 'involve multiple agencies, and perhaps,

rrultiple objectives' have 'achieved very little success' (Halliday,2003, p. vii) unlike

lecorrmendations aitned at a specific agency alone.

A lack of intergovernmental and inter-institutional cooperation can also contribute to a lack

of cooperation between the U.S. and Canada in water and floodplain management decision

maki¡g. This has the potential to increase regional vulnerability to flood. It also lesults in

sirrgle hazard approaches to vulnerability rather than the ideal in planning - i.e., an approach

which incorporates both multiple hazards and planning at broader scales (such as watershed

planning). Institutions within the Basin also lack available tools and mechanisms for

collaborative approaches to floodplain management which compromises integrated

floodplain management approaches even while rhetoric in favor of them is evident.
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Also related to institutional response to flood risk, new designated flood regulations in the

province since 1 997 are intended to help ensure that new sttuctures nieet building standalds

to protect against a flood of the 1997 magnitucle. Horvever, historically there has been a

pattem of poor use of existing legulation and enforcement of satle that must change for these

new lneasures to truly be effective. Related to floodplain legulation is the concern that

vulnerability is being increasingly created by an attitude that sees growth and development as

a dominant value in society, and as apanaçea for social ills. Similarly the aforementioned

dominance of urban econornic interests in decision-rnaking complomises the security of

s¡rall rural community interests. Furthemore, the creation of vulnerability rnay be seen as

linked to govermnent assumption of responsibility for restoring families and communities to

ple-flood conditions when they suffer damages - primalily through compensation

aüangements. This reinforces old patterns of unsafe development, wlnerability attenuating

behavior in the floodplain, and allows residents to ignore much of the local risk.

Institutions themselves identified that insecure funding for flood mitigation is an issue that

compromises their rnitigation activities in the floodplain. When it comes to decisions to

mitigate risk, the allocation of resources and financial investment are in structural solutions

to flood vulnerability; there is a seeming preference for technical solutions at all scales for

the rnyriad of reasons discussed eallier - many of which were linked to expectations of

government and philosophical assumptions about how hazard problems should be addressed.

The technological and structural approaches to mitigating risk also depend upon a limited

¡umber of tools - most often constrained to a fotm of cost-benefit analyses - to detennine

niitigation strategies. Such tools have limited ability to consider a broad range of social costs

related to flood mitigation, particularly over the longer tenn'

Under dynarnic processes listed in Figure 7.7 are also some local community level values,

beliefs, a¡d attitudes that constrain wlnerability reduction (e.g., complacency)' They are

often directly linked to root causes (e.g., institutionalization of flood managernent) and

reinforced by societal affangements and aspects of the global economy. More specifically,

one of the characteristics within the communities studied, and reinforced by institutional

per-spectives and actions, was a high level of forfeiture of responsibility f-ol vulnerability
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recluction at the comrnunity level. Social noms and values reinforce an attitude of

complacency with curent flood management practices, or difficulty in maintaining a

proactive attitude towards flood mitigation due to a sense of dependency on authorities.

lcleologically, the Canadian welfare state presumes goveÍrment intervention when citizens'

experience crises, exacerbating such dependency. This is fuither reinforced by the post-

disaster assistance practices in Canada. As a result, the belief that goverutnent is in fact

responsible for r.'ulnelability amelioration (and that govemtnent will pay for and implement

local rnitigation measures), and that flooded residents are entitled to broad compensatiou for'

damages, is understandable within this context.

With regards to decision making, many cornmunity residents in this study had little

awareness of rnitigation options for their communities, and the details related to, for example,

emergency response plans or dike maintenance. In part this may be related to a lack of flood-

related communication linkages outside of the communities, which contributes to poor

participatory processes for flood management decision rnaking. Within communities, the

apparent preferences for structural measures nìean that rnitigation decisions are largely

viewed as outside of the lealm of community expertise. Overall, the rnajority control over

rnitigation decisions remains external to the community level and is reinforced by a lack of

cornmitment of community resources to vulnerability reduction.

Another significant dynamic pressure within the Red River Basin relates to socio-

dernographic shifts in southem Manitoba communities, which are linked to rural to urban

migration, livelihood stress, and reduction in services in rural cornmunities. These weaken

rural community and legional resilience to any hazardbecause cotnmunities are negatively

affected by (new) distributions of wealth and power that accompany these changes (Blaikie

eÍ. al., 1gg4). Ultirnately, they have reduced access to resources - econolric and social.

Finally. the root causes and dynamic pressures discussed above result in several key unsafe

conditions that are indicative of flood vulnerability in the Basin; these conditions are at risk

to continue without signif,rcant abatement unless there is a restructuring of priorities and

values in the region, and creation of new vulnerability leduction policies that are enforced.
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For example, an obvious source of r..ulnerability is ill-advised developtnent in the Basin; this

clevelopment has however been facilitated through an over-reliance on structural lneasures,

and a lack of integrated floodplain management apploaches. There are also inadequate

protections for some smaller rural cornmunities, and poolly crafted policies with legard to

how to balance the need to protect Winnipeg with the rights of small communities south and

north of the City along the Red River. Overall, these perceived inequities compromise

regional and community resilience to multiple hazards as rural comrnunities begin to feel

¡rarginalized. Finally, there has been no evidence of a rnultiple hazards planning approach to

planning in the Basin.

In summary, the diverse causes and factors influencing vulnerability seen in this framework

suggest that the problem of vulnerability must be addressed at rnultiple levels and involve

many stakeholders. Vulnerability reduction must be an exercise in interdisciplinary thinking

and decision rnaking, and address fundamental beliefs about hazard creation and amelioration

- including who ought to be responsible for addressing social sout'ces of r.ulnerability in

society. Most impoftant, vulnerability reduction efforts in the Red River Basin will clearly

require the ability to integrate understandings that encolnpass social, economic, political, and

historical variables as well as the biophysical aspects of the problern of creating safer

communities.

7.4.2 Red River Basin: the PAR model in rich nation context

The PAR disaster model developed by Wisner et al. (2004) and by Blaikie et al. (1994)

highlights a progression of generic factors that contributes to vulnerability creation

particulally in the context of poorer nations. The progression of vulnerability in the Red

River Basin, including root causes, dynamic processes and the creation of unsafe conditions

outlined above, suggests both similarities and differences in this adaptation of the rnodel

when examined within the Canadian - rich nation - context. These will be discussed here

with reference to the oliginal Blaikie et aL. (1994) model.
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Blaikie et al. (1994) describe the displacement of economically or politically disadvantagecl

peoples onto hazard-prone lands to engage in livelihood activities as a key contributor to

vulnerability in poorer regions of the globe. These are marginalized populations with very

lirnited choices related to where to live and work. This differs from the Red River Basin

context where people are not required to place themselves in insecure environments to

provide a livelihood. Residents of Canada have a range of choices in livelihood activities and

a social safety net (i.e., social welfare system) should they be unable to make a living. As a

consequence, in Canada, people may choose to be at gr'eater risk from ahazatd event;

however', it is a voluntary assurnption of rjsk. A Red River Basin example includes those who

leave the City of Winnipeg (and the protection of the floodway) to live in rural comtnunities

close to the river for non-livelihood related reasons. For example, quality of life preferences,

reduced taxes etc., may be the benefits enjoyed outside of the structural protection of the

floodway. Individual fi'eedom to choose where to live and raise one's fatnily is a prorninent

value in Canadian culture even if one knowingly chooses an area mole'urulnerable to flood

hazard.

Linked to this, and in a clear depafture frorn the Blaikie el al. (1994) rnodel, people in the

Red River Basin have economic and social assets in relative abundance. Absolute levels of

poverty are not as high as in developing nations although there are examples of marginalized

persons who have experienced proportionally higher levels of r,ulnerability to Red River

flooding (e.g,, First Nation Roseau River Reserve). People typically have more f,rnancial

assets than in poor countries. The Canadian social welfare state offers additional protections

to people who require livelihood assistance (e.g., welfare; unernploynent insurance) so they

are ¡ot forced to live in hazardous environments. In the event that someone is exposed to a

r.isk such as a flood there are social affangements to assist thern in coping with the risk or

with lecovery in the case of damages (e.g., the Canadian Disaster Financial Assistance

Arra¡gernents). All citizens are eligible for restoration and compensation in the event of a

flood regarclless of their socioeconomic status.

Canadians also rely greatly on fìnancial assets either from their own pefsonal resources ol

that of the goveÍtment, and less on the non-economic assets lhat are quite comtnon in poor
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countries (reciprocity, kinship relations, etc). Ironically, the social protections in Canada are

i¡rplicated in Canadians failing to alter risky behaviors as the protections encourage

compiacency in the face of risk. This is a luxury not available to poor people' The ideology

of the welfàre state has also created high expectations among residents of Canada, and the

Red River Basin specifically, that govemment will assume responsibility for people's

security and most essential needs, allowing thern to abdicate ir-rdividual responsibility.

Citizens have come to view the provision of such security as the role of govetnment.

Blaikie et al. (1994) talk about other forms of vulnerability created by global econotnic

pïessures; the operation of the global economy has been instrumental in encoulaging rural to

urban rnigration in many poor nations. Rural to ulban migration in Canada is also due to

global economic forces - which have prompted the decline of resource basecl econotnies such

as agriculture and a rise in service industries - but it is qualitatively different' The move to

urban centers is not likely to increase vulnerability as in Blaikie et al.'s (1994) model. In the

Basin, vulnerability tends to increase within the rural communities left behind because

corrmunity resilience is dirninished with, for example, the decline in population, fewer

businesses, and a proportional increase in the elderly. The elderly, for example, are likely to

have less ability to recover from a flood event - as was seen in Ste. Agathe with the loss of

sorne long-time residents as a result of the 1997 flood'

It is also necessary to point out that the emphasis in differential vulnerability common to the

pAR rnodel - which suggests that the most marginalized are much more vulnerable ancl

suffer in greater proporlion if exposed to ahazard- is not as evident in a context with social

protections for the most vulnerable, and in which power relations are rìore equitable due to

dernocratic political processes.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is the institutionalization of hazard management in

Canada that is the greatest diffèrence between many poor nation contexts and that of much of

Western society. One consequence of institutionalization is that vulnerability reduction is

dominated by bureaucratic elites, often in a top-down Íranner that alienates decision makers

fi.om the communities for whom they are responsible. Authorities are often seen as more
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responsive to economic and political pressures than to the needs of community residents. It is

understandable that recent atternpts by the govemment to divest responsibility for

vulnerability ¡eductio¡ to local communities causes role confusion and mistrust by the

public. This is compoundecl by the quality of social interactions between autholities and

communities (including public involvement overtures by the govelrment) which have been

viewed as heavy-handed and poorly conceived. The onus rnust be on government authorities

to embrace partnerships with community stakeholders, and share decision-making power

with rnembers of vulnerable cornmunities so that a shared model of hazard management can

evolve, one that spreads responsibility among all residents of the Basin and encourages better

decision making within the floodplain. Only that way can the social construction of

vulnerability (ancl the poor decisions both contributing to it and flowing from it) be

addressed.

7.5 Recornrnendations

The final objective of this resealch was to provide recommendations on how social sources

of vulnerability to floods might be addressed in the Red River Basin. Four broad

recoÍìmendations based on the findings are presented.

Recommendation 1:

Arldress weaknesses in Íhe public perception offlood rislc qnd the role o.f

s takeholders ín reducing vulnerability

Voluntary assurnption of lisk characterizes rich countries (Blaikie et al., 1994; Rodrigue,

1gg3) like Canada; this is likely in parl due to desensitization to the occumence of extreme

hazard events (Jones and Shrubsole, 2001). It seems reasonable to suggest that

desensitization is likely enabled in Canada because citizens are shielded fi'om the

consequences of their decisions (such as where they live in a floodplain) due to lack of

engagement at a community level, government provision of assistance duling a flood and

dur.ing recovery, and people's own significant financial resources in tnany cases. Certainly

this resealch showed that people rely heavily upon govemment in facing flood hazard'
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Vulnerability for many communities in the Basin, unlike that of poorer countdes, may also

be the result of accepted freedoms to live where, and often how, individuals choose (subject

to incomes), and government reluctance to say 'no' to citizens who want to reside or concluct

other activities in vulnerable regions. Canadian notions of civil liberties are f-rnnly

entrenchecl in the Canadian psyche, and Canadians highly value freecloni from governmental

interfèrence in their individual and collective decision-making. These are values that allow

people and businesses fair latitude within a floodplain and constrain govemlnent legulation

without extreme justifìcation. Paradoxically, Canadians have come to expect govemment

intervention when it comes to protection against many risks such as natural disasters. This is

a contradiction that must be explored through open dialogue within Canadian society.

Iftrowledge of vulnerability creation and amelioration is a necessary step in changing

perceptions and behavior; the pubtic needs to be informed about how individual ancl

collective actions have potential consequences for the future. This lesearch has shown people

must also be challenged in their assumptions about their own role and that of govetntnent in

r,ul¡er-ability reduction. It is likely to be a hard sell in a society whose members prefer to not

acknowledge the unpleasant, and hold private properly rights as sacrosanct'

However, the events oî 1997,which heightened the consciousness of many lesidents, should

be used as a trigger for vulnerability discussions. They can also be used to justify the refusal

of govemment to support inappropriate activities in the floodplain. Furlhermor-e, cefiainly

events these last six months, namely signif,rcant spring flooding in Manitoba in 2006, have

conf,rn-ned that high spring flood waters are a continuing threat. This study highlighted that

residents are highly attached to tlieir communities, are concemed about and (priofitize) the

viability of their communities. They also have local experiential knowledge about flooding

that ought to be included in planning and in the decision-making process for rnitigating floocl

risk.

The Flood Interpretive Center in Ste. Agathe is also a forum that should be used to infonn

and educate, a first step to perception change; the Centre has an interactive progratn to

enhance the awareness of youth and adults alike, and yet is currently underuTthzed according
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to interviewees in this study. It is important that Basin communities commit the events and

erperiences of past floods to a broader collective lrefitory, not viewing past events as

aberrations occuning in a few unfortunate communities. Once flood risk f'onns a filore

significant part of the collective consciousness, adaptive behaviors are more like1y to fbllow.

It is in large part the role of politicians and managers to minimize lr-rlnerability through

helping to change perceptions among citizens and mandated agencies/administlators (Tobin

and Montz ,Iggl). To accomplish such a change in public perception they should ensure that

the broader public is not only aware of flood history andhazard context, but that citizens are

also involved in mitigation discussions- priol to decisions being made. Token public

involvement processes, too frequently seen, undetmine public participation and rnust be

eliminated in favor of true collaborative processes. The issue of citizen participation in

decision making is however a complex one. There is no doubt that limited resources and

budgets available to govemment departments are a factor in engaging the public; certainly it

was a recuning theme among goverrunent personnel interr¿iewed. There needs to be attention

given to identifying what form community participation might take, and where it is feasible

and not too laborious. Considerations should be given to, for example: What policies most

require comrnunity involvement? Which issues most need addressing? Which ones really

nee<l stakeholdel input and implementation? (adapted from Irvin and Stansbuly, 2004).

Stefanovic (2003) claims that there is one key ingredient in moclifying behavior and

preparing more wisel y for hazards: transparent cotnlnunication between decision makers and

the public. perceptions can only be altered when information about risk creation is able to be

i¡terpreted, discussed, and debated by all audiences. This research suggests that there ought

to be rnechanisms within the Basin that ensure that shared misconceptions about vulnerability

- which can easily abound within communities - can be readily identified and addressed.

Local leaclersliip should also take on a significant role here to act as liaison between senior

buteaucracies and residents, an<l to advocate for necessary resources at a local level to

acldress vulnerability in the local context. It was evident that leaders in srnall rural

cornlnunities are becoming more knowledgeable and proactive in flood management issues;

this should be fuithel encoulaged.
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Institutions involved in flood management within the Basin also need to take ownership tbr

the existilg levels of vulnerability, and to take leadership in guiding our society,

comrnunities and individuals in rnaking better decisions in the floodplain; specif,rcally, this

shoulcl include institutional proactivity in challenging many attitudes and values that

attenuate r,ulnerability - development priorities, dependency on technology, dependency on

govelnment for rnitigation and flood recovely, etc. The Red River Basin Commission,

fonr-red in2002 through the arnalgamation of a number of American and Canadian NGO's

involved in floodplain issues, is one institution that may in fact be positioned to take

leadership given the appropriate resources.

Finally, it would seem of the utmost imporlance that the fundamental complacency in the

fàce of hazard within the Basin be challenged. It is based in parl on the perception that

structural works are the best solution to vulnerability, and as long as they are a distinct

govemment priority after each flood event, people may once again resume complacent

attitudes. In the last few years, the over-emphasis on the floodway expansion poses a danger

in this regard unless perceptions are challenged, and people are sufficiently infonned.

Specifically, the public needs to understand that the protection afforded by the expansion - in

the order of protecting to the ll70} year level - does not mean this generation (or the next)

may not be devastated yet again. Such misconceptions must be cotrected or collective

decision ffraking will fail to adequately take Ïisk into account.

Recommendation 2:

Expønd the use of notntnuctun"al measures through improved leadersltþ and use of

¡nore divet.se llools.þr economíc and social asscssnrcnt of ntitigation ahcrnatives

Most interviews with participants in this study revealed that structural measures are what

Basin citizens think of when asked about 'mitigation'. There was some reference as well to

the importance of forecasting and of emergency fesponse, which are examples of

nonstructural measures. Most other nonstructulal measures were generally ignored unless

participants weïe prompted to consider other options. Members of NGO's were the only ones
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who seemed highly cognizant of the need to expand the reperloire of options in cliscourse

about fl ood vulnerability.

Solne Basin-wide NGO's (e.g., Red River Basin Commission) rnight serve as an imporlant

resource in bringing a wider range of mitigation options into regional and cornmunity

cliscussions and decision making. NGO's involved in this study sought to further the goal of

broacler based planning, sustainability, and more consideration of human variables inhazard

cr-eation, all of which are key features of the wlnerability perspective in hazard management.

Most imporlantly, their existence indicates that there are already established NGO's that are

st1uctured to promote the cause of vulnerability reduction and could presumably take a

leadership role. They already have cooperative relationships with rnultiple stakeholders and a

very inclusive perspective in decision-rnaking. They may well be better able to facilitate tlie

participation of comrnunity residents and gloups in addressing flood risk than governtnent

personnel or govelxÍlent consultants. Ironically, while they appear to be less constrained

philosophically than govemment agencies in tenns of how they view vulnerability reduction,

they are constrained by lack of formal mandate and funding. The challenges for these

pioneering organizatrons include, for example, insecure funding, unstable political suppot't,

and a lack of authority to move beyond conceptualizationof their sustainable planning vision

to actually i¡rplementing their ideas. There is tension between their values/perspectives and

those of some authorities who are socially sanctioned to conduct flood mitigation activities.

A truly cooperative approach to floodplain management issues must address these tensions

through open dialogue and sharing of decision-making power'

To pr-actically irnplement a new broader vision for mitigating flood risk - inclusive of an

anay of nonstructural approaches- also would greatly challenge the status quo related to

rnitigation decision-making processes. This would be a highly desirable and proactive

approach to wlnerability, albeit difficult for established authorities. Both clecision¡nakers

(agencies and authorities) and decision-making processes would be subject to critique. This

suggests a higher standard would be applied to the detenlination and defense of pleferled

mitigation actions by authorities. Statistical calculations of probabilistic outcomes fiom

certain actions would be placed within a public context that underscores rather than ignoles
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the underlyi¡g unceftainties, and addresses the possibility that new vulnerabilities may be

created in undertaking certain actions. One clear and cutrent example is seen in the floodway

controversy if one views this mitigation project as ameliorating physical vulnerability while

e¡hancing social vulnerability (in communities irnmediately south and north of the

flooclway).

Finally, there is a need for research and investigation into alternative clecision making

franreworks within this context, or an expansion of available tools to include social irnpacts

of rnitigation actions. The over-reliance on engineering assessrtents and traditional cost-

benefit analysis fails to capture and account for the social irnpacts of mitigation, many of

which cannot be readily quantified.

Recommendation 3:

,reduction and to pyovíde incentiueslto,loca.l comøuni,tíes to take resp;onsibility.þr the

ctsscssÌnenl atzd addressing o.f local iulnerabilities

Generally it may be seen frorn this research that govemment policy has been weak with

regarcl to flood vulnerability reduction in the Basin. Evidence of this is found in pennitting of

ill-advised floodplain development, and ignoring prior flood events that revealed the

consequences of such developrnent. Prior to 7997 government policy ignored violations of its

own floodplain construction regulations, failing at enforcement and thereby undermining

vulnerability reduction goals. It is essential that mandated authorities, in relation to all flood

r.elated matters, promote the notion that vulnerability creation or amelioration must be a

fundamental consideration when all development or mitigation decisions - all decisions in

fact - are underlaken in the floodplain. They should be clear that they have been assigned that

role and are to undertake it on behalf of society (Rokeach, 1979) - in consultation with the

broader community. Serving society is the 'raison d'etre' of institutions. Institutions ought to

be clearly able to rationalize their conception of the 'public good' and work cooperatively

with stakeholders to dehne the meaning of the tenn in the context of mitigation decisions;

public interests are not served when institutions are perceived as autonollous and inflexible.
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lmproving policy for vulnerability reduction is ultimately highly dependent upon political

will. The adoption of a'precautionary'principle in policy development- rather than a

reactive approach to wlnerability reduction (following a disaster) - would be a logical filst

step.

Consistent with Tobin and Montz's comÍlents (1997), policy development that encourages -

perhaps even mandates in this instance - ûìore nonsttuctural measures should be identifred

and helped to gain support at a local level. Placing mitigation under an appropriate level of

local community control would be one way to deal with inadequate local involvernent in

nitigation activities, inadequate assumption of responsibility for r,ulnerability cr'eation, and

general lack of awareness of human creation of vulnerability. The research findings in this

study attest to the fact that these are all significant contributors to Basin vulnerability to

flood. Local control also allows residents to incorporate mitigation in community visions of

the future, and make small adjustments to reduce l'ulnerability over the long tenn.

Community govemance was historically a reality for many nations (Shaw and Goda, 2004),

it is now slowly being diminished in the highly institutionalized responses to flooding as in

Manitoba. It is worth questioning if that is the best way to create resilient communities.

Vulnerability approaches would argue it is not, for the veïy reasons cited in this thesis. It is

sirnply not sustainable to have only institutionalized respouses and huge numbers of the

population oblivious to the fact that decisions made every day in the Basin place all humans

at risk.

Senior govemment, in their leadership capacity, might also encourage local vulnerability

assessment through incentive programs, tax relief etc., to communities who undertake their

own assessments of community vulnerabilities and capacities so they might be used in

planning. This also makes sense as there are attempts by the Province to increasingly have

rlunicipalities take control over and formalize their local developrnent plans. The two (i'e''

assessment of wlnerability and local development planning) ought to be done

sirnultaneously.
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Ultimately r,ulnerability r-eduction in the Red River Basin context ought to aim for a n-rodel of

shaled responsibility between communities, institutions and other key stakeholders' This

rvould require policies that clarify the roles and responsibilities of each party in vulnerability

reduction, facilitate (or even mandate) the accomplishrnent of those responsibilities, ancl hold

all stakeholders accountable within the context of their responsibilities'

Compensation arrangements are another area where policy ought to be clalified and

rewor-kecl. In the aftennath of 1997 the outrage at the disaster assistance plogram was the

result of inadequate processes that at times exacerbated suffering of flooded residents' Now,

with the floodway expansion, communities who are anticipating increased risk due to

floodway operation are understandably looking for compensation assurances. Here again

government ought to ensure their policies and pïocesses are abundantly clear in advance of

an event so people rnight make informed decisions about their level of personal and

community risk. What is particularly ploblematic is policy that is created to help alleviate

harms due to goverrunent-created inequities in protection but that is simultaneously vague, or

inco'rprehensible. The interests of the at-risk residents are already compromised because the

policies may well be interpreted at some future date by a future government who will not feel

as cornpelled to enforce those commitments to residents given a different political clirnate.

This is an ethical issue and should be tleated as such, with government protecting the rights

of its minority residents in small communities in the Basin'

Recommendation 4:

Ensure lorry term political commitment that u,íll prot¿íde both a vßton and'funding

.þr flood mitigation and vtilnerabitity reclttction actit¡ilics itt the Red Rívcr Basitt

This research highlighted that there are financial and political obstacles to vulnerability

reduction in the Basin, several of which were discussed in the preceding recommendations'

Flom the perspective of institutional informants there were several main conceffls that are

seen as baniers to vulnerability reduction.
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There was acknowledgernent that mitigation decisions are made with inadequate financial

resources to pe¡1it time to evaluate and clesign the optimal solutions possible. Also there is

inadequate assurance of financial and other resources to plan and implement mitigation

actions into the futur-e due to the electoral cycle, and the possibility of loss of political will to

prioritize flood mitigation. These financial and political constraints were also were seen as

deten ents to the realization of sustainable floodplain managetnent practices and the

competent development of regional watershed planning approaches. One cannot help but

assume that the achievement of this recommendation (to overcome political obstacles to

vulnerability recluction) will depend upon two factors. One is the number of floods in

upcoming years which will once again jettison these issues to the top of the political agenda'

Some of tlie pledictions related to global warming suggest more extreme floods may indeed

occur in future. The second influential factor will be whether there is sufficient pressure

applied to govemrnent fiom NGO's or from the grass roots community level to prioritize

vulnerability reduction.

Finally, there were indications from institutional participants in this research that govemment

institutions change but slowly, and are constrained by a nanow set of values and lengthy

history. As a consequence, there were many thoughtful comments made about a need for

organizational change that will pennit some new, creative and cooperative approaches to be

adopted and r,ulnerability reduction to become a priority. Parlicularly, it woulcl be

advantageous if the political leadership could begin to structure a vulnerability reduction

strategy in consultation with other stakeholders; clearly this would require sufhcient funds

and resources be made available to both goveffrxent and communities. The ultimate goal

rnight be to clevelop and irnplement a shared vision of resilient comlnunities throughout the

Red River Basin.

7.6 Contributlon of the research

The results of this study have both a theoretical and conceptual signif,rcance. The review of

fìoodplain management decision-rnaking, and findings related to comtnunity and institutional
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llerspectives and values, highlighted current practices in flooclplain management ancl some of

their inherent weaknesses if community resilience and wlnerability recluction are goals. The

study builds on past critiques of floodplain managetnent in Canada, specifically, there has

been a call to plomote a culture of flood preparedness and flood lesilience, pafiicularly since

tlre disastrous 1996 Saguenay and 1997 Red River Basin floods (lJC, 2000b; Shrubsole,

2000). This research confinned the need for such cultural change. It showed clearly that

community and institutional perspectives and values related to flood risk and mitigation -

dependent as they are upon a complex mixture of cultural, political, and economic variables-

need to be challenged if cornrnunities are to becorne more resilient to floods and other

hazards. This study showed that systemic change will be necessary - at rnultiple scales, and

with strong leadership. Otherwise, status quo decision-rnaking will continue and vulnerability

to fìoocl will be attenuated as pool decision-making practices continue.

This research makes several theoretical contributions. A contribution to hazards theoly was

made through clarification of how communities have adjusted to the flood threat in the Basin

through social, economic, and political processes which have increased vulnerability.

Hazards research particularly concems itself with the search for explanations fbr adjustrnents

to the r-isk of future disasters (Mileti, i 980). This research presented a number of comtnunity

and institutional values, attitudes and motivations that clirectly impact preferences fbr certain

types of mitigation approaches and preferences for cefiain decision-making processes.

Bogard (1988) argues that mitigation-related research has been oriented to viewing

rnitigation as only benefìcial, with limited critical assessment of how it may cause futuÍe

ha¡n. This research critically viewed past and cunent practice within the Red River Basin.

Contributions to conceptual knowledge were made through increased understanding of the

progression of vulnerability in the Red River Basin as illustrated in Figure 7.3.1' This

fi-amework, developed fi'orn the findings of this case study, adapted the PAR model of

Wisner et al. (2004) and Blaikie et al. (1994) which was presented in Chapter 2. The

application of the rnodel within the context of developed rich nations whose economic, social

a¡cl political circumstances differ frorn those of poorer nations was a unique application' It

revealed that their fiarnework - which shows a progression of root causes, dynamic processes
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and unsafe conditions in the construction of vulnerability tohazard - was a useful tool in this

context. It was seen that many of the contributors to wlnerability in the Red River Basin are

less r-elated to a lack of financial or'livelihood options at household levels [i.e. assets in

Blaikie et al.'s (Igg4) original modell as they are to vulnerability-exacerbating attitudes and

rnotivations at the community and institutional level. The relationships between these

attitudes and rnotivations, how they influence how decisions are made, and ultilnately link

with vulnerability were explored at length. Problematic attitudes and beliefs that were

identified in the research included, for exarnple, the general perception that wlnerability

reduction is the puruiew of govemment agencies, that government will respond tcl flood

damages by providing large amounts of financial lesources to restore a community to pre-

flood status, a lack of commitment to rnulti-objective rnulti-agency basin wide management

approaches, and a preference fol structut'al solutions to flooding over changing human

behavior in the floodPlain.

In critically assessing rnitigation policies and strategies in the Basin the rnost recent

conceptual izationof vulnerability was adopted and applied. Mitigation and floodplain

management actions in Manitoba fell short of idealized vulnerability reduction perspectives

by failing, among other things, to manage rjsk within longer time frames (particularly a

multi- generational focus) (Mileti, 1998), failing to address equities (Beatley 1999; Jones and

Shr-gbsole, 2001) such as those between rural cornmunities and urban, neglecting community

parlicipation and community capacitybuilding (Oliver-Srnith 1999b; Peatce,200l), and

using what Brown and Damery (2002) refer to as 'institutional treatment of risk' (2002,p.

423) meaning that institutions such as goverïrnent agencies consttuct knowledge related to

flood risk and relay it to the public in ways that fail to acknowledge the many uncerlainties in

flood tnanageurent.

The findings of this research also confirmed the contention of Tobin and Montz (1997) that

changes in values and attitudes towards flood vulnerability need to happen at all levels of

society; they emphasize the irnporlant role of administrative levels of society where, they

claim, a shift in perception and attitude is necessaly to instigate widesplead change in

hazard-related behavior. They fuither suggest that the greatest challenge is a redefinition of
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hazarcls as a 'norulal' part of society, and encouraging people to reconsider and change their

behavior. Given that floocling happens regularly in the Red River Basin, yet people maintain

largely dise¡gaged frorn the issue, it would seem that any'thing less will tàil to successfully

address vulnerability over the long term.

Another valuable ernpirical contribution of this work was in an approach that looked at

linkages between flood management decision-making and the vulnerability of conlt1runities.

More typically, research has tended to focus on the success of measures in preventing or

'rinimizing 
losses (as determined with traditional quantitative Íìeasures) rather than upon

decision-makilg as a contributor to vulnerability. This study sought to identify and

understand sources of vulnerability that are manifest in decision-making and choices made

with regard to mitigation measures, rather than reducing vulnerability to several indicators,

quanti tatively defrned.

It also became obvious in the analysis that vulnerability in the Basin has been compromised

by lack of community participation, and identified social and political barriers that prevent

the expansion of rnitigation options and more sustainable floodplain management practices.

pearce (Iggi) notes the irnpofiance of moving communities towards increased resilience to

hazar-ds through local assessments of vulnerability that are 'politically legitimate.' The

findings of this research suggest that there is much work to be done before local corntnunities

would be sufficiently empowered and proactive with regard to local flood vulnerability

reduction.

The use of photography in this context was a successful innovation. It prìrnarily establishecl a

ptocess by which participants had to thoughtfully reflect and select what to photograph in

capturing important community characteristics and values, and to find a way to infonn about

flood r,'urlnerability at a community level using discrete irnages. The interviews and group

pïocesses that followed also deepened the reseat'cher's understanding of comrnunity

dynamics, fèars, beliefs and judgments about flood wlnerability and exposed some of the

community dynamics and conflicts that exist in relation to floocldsk. Vulnerability studies to

date have been criticized for a lack of data on these very factors as potential contÏibutors to
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hazardvulnerability - ¡amely, community dynarnics, perceptions and priolities (Yodrnani,

2001). This research has helped fill in this gap through sorne of the qualitative cournrunity

clata coliection ancl interpretation.

At the local community level, this research also provided parlicipating cotnmunities with an

archive or poster of photographs ancl comrnentary from interviews and focus groups. These

captured what parlicipants had shared about their comrnunity priorities, values, beliefs,

attitudes, and actions related to vulnerability to flood. It offers a starting point in discussions

of community futures in the context of flood risk. The recent disaster literature (Mileti, 1999;

Pearce, 2001; PERI, 2001) iterates the importance of community level communication and

grassroots involvement lelated to floodplain management decision-making as a means of

creating more disaster resistant communities. And, according to Beer and Hamilton (2002),

helping communities to generate and share knowledge about natural disaster managetnent is

an irnpofiant step in ensuring sustainability. It can be hoped that the posters, now housed in

the respective cornrnunities, has offered some impetus for community level r,ulnerability

discussions. The high level of interest and dialogue about the topic of vulnerability during the

fbcus groups conducted in this research suggests that that there are ways of engaging the

public and raising public consciousness about flood risk in a way that is meaningful to local

people.

It should also be noted that the results of this research have irnplications for the discussions

of sustainable floodplain managernent (SFM) approaches that penneate the broader literature.

The analyses of vulnerability in this research suggested that there may be neither the social

nor political environment as yet to advance significantly the goal of SFM. As noted in

previous chapters, commitment of resources and development of tools to capture less

tangible costs and benefits related to mitigation actions, and to address social impacts of

decisions, lagfarbehind the rhetoric. Fundamental to SFM is a "change in attitude in which a

r,villingness to take on g'eater personal responsibility for mitigating flood losses steadily

replaces undue reliance on state provision and a culture of blar-ning the state when losses

occur,, (Wenity, 2006, p.2I). Basin cornmunities and institutions continue to project old

attitudes.
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Finally, this research offers sorne insight into how comtnunities and govemment might

responcl to the 'newer' risk of global warming and climate change. This research in the Recl

River Basin suggests several challenges to encouraging proactive responses to the threat. The

first r-elates to the evidence here that development goals and economic growth are given high

priority in the Basin even in the face of a known risk, i.e., flooding. It is unlikely perhaps that

a seemingly more lemote risk will alter clevelopment and economic growth values. It has

been statecl in other literature that people rnay be remarkably tolelant of risk when those risks

yield significant social benefit ( Mythen, 2004). In this case, could global wanning not be

per.ceived as a 'manufactured risk' ( Mythen, 2004) that people rnight view as a necessary

evil in order to maintain their lifestyle?

It is also likely that, given people's preferences f-or technological approaches, that they rnay

assume that global warming will ultimately be dealt with through technology. This is likely

reinforced by the fact that the issue is prirnarily debated within the scientific and

governmental cornmunities - not public venues - and it is conceivable that, like the fìndings

i¡ this study, people will assume that any risk - as has been the usual case in Canada- will be

managecl by scientists and expefis.

It is also doubtless easier to remain complacent in a context where the experts themselves at'e

inclecisive about both the nature and extent of the threat of climate change. People's attention

to the global warming issue will be modelated by the context of their relationship with

govelnment as government takes leadership on this issue. Findings in this research suggest

that govemment and their-experts have a credibility (trust) problem that makes their ability to

influence the public questionable. This is even more likely to be true given that the climate

change scenalio also does not appear as an imminent threat, nor is it in the range of people's

experience. These variables - lack of experience and irnmediacy - tend to simply lessen

attention to threat (Mythen, 2004). Finally, it would seeln unrealistic to expect that a

,co¡rmunity' (in the broadest sense) will embrace and prepare for a threat that is lemoved in

ti¡re, r-emoved in place (i.e., likely to impact more vulnerable regions of the globe first) until

it recognizes the need to proactively address more immediate concerns such as local flooding
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- for which there is a historical record and cultural memory. The issue of vulnerability to

global cli¡rate change will likely only becorne a prominent issue in this context when the

consequences are more tangible and/or when ther'e is a shift in social values to incorporate

vulnerability reduction in all comtnunity decision-making.

7.7 Final comments

Flooding problems in the Red River Basin will persist. The likelihood is that there will be

more challenges to be faced as resources are depleted, populations increase, climate change

irnpacts are more evident, and rural communities struggle with many social ancl livelihood

chalges that impact their resilience. HoweveL, vulnerability approaches offer not only new

rvays of conceptualizing the problem of flood management but keys to the solution. Hazarcls

that are in parl hurnan-made can also be ameliorated by better, and wiser, decisions. This

research challenges Basin residents and decision-makers to better anticipate the

consequences of their actions in the floodplain, and to make wlnerability recluction a societal

value.

It was eviclent through this research that the social construction of vulnerability is a

significant contributol to the persistence of fiood vulnerability in the Basin. This study has

shown that social factors and processes such as political ideology, values, and the histol'ic

roles ofgoverrurìent in risk reduction and disaster recovery - and associated beliefs ancl

assumptions - have i¡rpacted how r,'ulnerability to flood hazard is generally perceived at both

a societal and cornmunity level. These pelceptions have in turt detennined the natut'e of

rnitigation activities, who participates in flood management decisions, and who is seell as

respo¡sible for flood risk management. The social construction of r,'ulnerability in the Basin

was also seen as linked to and responsive to economic forces and rural livelihood change,

and the distribution and concentration of wealth in urban centers. These are factors that are in

turn linked to power relations within the Basin, and dictate in some ûìeasure whose interests

dominate in decision making and the distribution of resources for wlnerability reduction.
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Recluction of vulnerability to flood therefore cannot be attainecl without social change;

namely, change in widely-held beliefs about vulnerability and change in the prefened

practices to reduce flood risk. Specifically, adopting a vulnerability leduction perspective

t11eans that as citizens, we do not make assumptions that some one else will be responsible

for ill-conceived actions in a floodplain, that someone else will pay for our poor choices, ot'

that we should be allowed to prornote any and all economic growth and pass on the negative

consequences of that growth to future generations. Most imporlantly, we must insist that

r,ulnerability to various hazards is an issue worthy of ongoing scrutiny and cooperative

planning, so we niight improve our decision-making in hazardous zones and utilize our

capacities to cope and adapt effectively over the long term'
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APPEhNDIX A: COMMUf{!TY SURVEY

Cornmunity Organization and Ferspectives on Flood Vulnerability

1. trntroductory Question

i. Did you live in Erlerson during the flood of 1991? Y N

[If yes, proceed to interview schedule]

2. Ferception of CommunitY

i. How long have you lived in Emerson? yrs

ii. What are your reasons for choosing to live in

Ernerson?

iii. Do you feel secure living in Emerson? Y N other

comrnent?

Why or why not?

iv. Vy'hat characteristics does this community have that you feel helps it in coping with the floocl

risk?

What characteristics míght prevent or hinder the community frorn coping effectively with the

flood risk?

vi. Is it important to you that other community urellbers share your values? Y N

v. If YES, how irnportant is it? Very Somewhat Sliglitly

If YES, what are sotle of the key values you are referring to above?
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3. Kinship

i. Do you have any other family meurbers, other than those living in tliis household, tliat live in
Ernerson? Y N

ij. Do you have extended farniiy living in Manitoba but outside of Ernerson? Y N

If YES, where?

iii. Do you have close friends in Enerson? Y N

4. Information Exchange

i. How do you generally find out about events or activities important to the community?

(TV (show?); Radio (show?); Newspaper (type?); Local newsletter (type?); Intemet (site?)

Other?

ii. Are tirere parlicular places where you can go in the cornmunity to find out information

relevant to Emerson; that is, the "news"? Y N

If YES where? Store; Post office; Garage; Bulletin Board; Church; Other?

iii. Does the local government provide infonnation on importaut or etnerging issues relevant to

Emerson? If so, how?
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iv. Do you get any infonnation or updates on your council, MP's, or MLA's activities? Y N

If YES, horv?

5. Group membership / participation

i. Do yod belongto any conununity-based groups/organizations? Y N

ii. lf yås, iist (up to thrée primary) group(s) that you belong to, state their (its) purpose(s), ancl

how long you have been a lnember.

GROUP/ORGANIZATiON PURPOSE YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP

iii. Are you aware of any othet'comtnunity-based groups/organizations to wl'rich you don't

belong?

iv. Are there reasons that you don't parlicipate in these other

groups?

v. Have you ever attended a meeting held by:

a. The Municipal Council? Y N

If YES, why did you attend?

b. Any other type of govenxnent rneeting? Y N'
Why did you attend?If YES, which one(s)?

'i. 
Who would you say the "ieaders" are in your comtnuuity, and why'l (include yourself if
appropriate)
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6. Þ-tood Risk Mitigation

i. Did a¡y of the groups/organizations that you are involved in play a role in responcling to the

flood of 1991? Y N
If YES, could you briefly describe that role?

ii. Did you personally parlicipate? Y N

iii.
In addition to any rnentioned above, are you aware of conrmunity-based groups/organizations

that ditl hat,e or nov, have a mandate to deal with flood related issues? Y N

If YES, please explain

iv. Do you have knowledge of any flood mitigation activities (cornpieted since 1997, or

proposecl) with the potential to impact Erlerson? Y N --- (If no, skip next question)

If yes, also answer the following...piease rate what you consider to be your level of
unâerstanding about the proposèd projects below: 4 means you believe you have a high level

of understanding; 3 -"rn. you have some understanding; 2 means a little understanding; 1

lneans almost no understanding.

ø Towndyke 1 2 3 4 NR R'

u The ste Agathe detention structure 1 2 3 4 N[t R

o The expanded Winnipeg floodway proposal 1 2 3 4 NR R

v. Are you aware of any other activities to reduce flood damage in En-lerson? Y N

If YES. explain

vi. How did you leam about these proposed projects? (e'g., news/media; meeting;

mail;-; )
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vi1. Are you aware of comlnunity rnembers being cousulted about flood rnitigation activities?

YN

If YES, how dicl this llappen, who was consulted, and lvhen?

viii. Have you participated in any floocl plain management/planning activities related

speciircaliy to Ernerson? Y N If so, how have you participated?

ix. Are you aware of any Emergency Response Plan for the town in the event of another flood?

YN.
If yES, please rank how farniliar you are with this Etnergency Response PIan

very familiar somewhat faniliar stightly familiar only aware of its existence

x. Do you have concerns regarding yovr personal flood risk now? Y N

If YES, what are they?

xi. Do you have concetns about youÍ community telated to the flood threat? Y N

If YES, what are theY?

7. VulnerabilitY

i. Using the followi¡g scale rate how vulnerable you felt in 1997 (4 nleans very r'ulnerable. 3

lrìeans somelvhat luinerable, 2 means a little vulnerable, I tleans not r"ulnerable)'

432INRR

ii. Rate how r,r-rl¡erable you now feel to flooding (4-very;3-sotnewhat; 2- a little; i -not)'

4321NRR
What, if anything, makes you llow feel vulnerable to flood?
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What, if anything, tnakes you now feel less r''Lrlnerable?

iii. Where do you feel more e¡rphasis or resources should be put now to recluce impacts fiour

future floods?

8. Demographics

i. Gender: Male Female

ii. How tnany people resicle in this household?

iii. Do you cunently work inside or outside of the home? Y N If outside the home, is your

place of work iocated in Emerson? Y N If not, where is it?

iv. Are there any other individuals living in this househoid that work outside of the home? Y

N If yes, where do theY work?

v. Do any students live in this household? Y N If yes, where do they attend school?

vi. Do you identify with any ethnic group(s)? Y N If so, which one(s)?

vii. Which language(s) isiare spoken in this household?

g. would you be willing to participate in a furlher rlore detailecl stucly? Y N

10. Would you iike to receive the resuits of this survey, and/or other infonlation on tliis project? Y N

11. Are there any comrnents you would like to make regarding the research or the survey? Y N
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APPEþ¡DIX E: DOCL¡MENTARY ATUA¡-YSIS FRAMEWORK

)OCUMENTARY ANALYSIS THEMATIC CONTENT

J_ocumen!
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I y p e q-f- _{ç/.99!þ qjqnlp_
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refàË ñtt toã-q u rV so Cr a r I u st¡ ce¡p ro ceo wa t ta i in e ss
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fôóùs óñ scréniiirc bnqu¡rv (compJrlo to soirai) -
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I

I

focus on issues of social enquiry

technological solutions/ structural measures

nonstructural measures/ human management

éüaluát¡on oi lrsX- toãs (cost/ben'.'"'^"")

whõ ðhoülO-pay tor mitigation? compensation?

fáciiitãtô dèv't local organizations/ institutions re fpm

I

l

I

--l

soliciting public inPut

critique of past Practice

lp¡blic t¡àãeoffs piesented? How?

co mmun ication stYle/Patterns
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APpËhüDlX C: KEY INFORMANT QUËSTIONNA¡RE

ANSWER OUTT,INE F'OR II{STXTUTIONAL KEY II'{F'ORMANT TNTERVIEWS:

Core questions for key informânt ínterviews

c[t/com*unity' s invo I vement i n fl o o dp I ain

and floocl management, including any mandate or guidelines that dictate your

involvement.

b) Also, staff hours and funds allocated to these issues if you have this

infonnation [targets values and areas of responsibility]'

c) Describe how your agency wolks with local communities (with whorr?

frequency of rneetings? barriers?)
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ingandinfluencingrnitigationdecisionsfromyour

point of view?

lr) who is involved? ltargets actual decision-making processes]

3. a) What is your perception of how vulnerable Basin communities are to floocl?

b) What variables do you think most influence the level of vulnerability?

[perception of r,ulnerabilitY]

4. a) Can you describe what you believe would be the ideal process for rnaking

rnitigation decisions?
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ffiudeotherstakeholders/cotrrmunityresidents?

c) And if so, how? freflects values, perception of community capacities, and

attitudes towards public participation in decision-rnakingl

5. a) What clo you believe are the biggest barriers to sustainable floodplain

management, and whY?

b) How would you address these bariers? [reveals infotmants' perceptions of

how to improve decision-rnaking plocess and increase sustainability]
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s your agency/community use in determining

whether a plan of action to reduce vulnerability should be supported eg'

costibenefit? [basis for the judgments; manifest values]

7. a) What clo you believe are the chief priorities of the communities affected by

your flood (floodplain) management decisions?

b) How have you come to understand local values fcommunication of values]?

8. What types of ethical judgments, if any, have you felt lequired to make in

addressing flood management issues in the Basin? fexplicit exploration of values]
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e¿¿tttonát questions (added post document analysis)

g. a) If you were to anticipate future changes to how mitigation is clone in the Basin

and parlicularly the role of comrnunities/ residents in influencing rnitigation

actions relevant at a local level, what changes might those be?

b) Has your agency ( of your role) experienced changes, and if so, what types?

c) What do you believe has been the cause (or at the source) of any changes?

Pronrpts:
e.g., 1997 flood?
e.g., exPectations'?:
e.g., values?
e.g., litigation'Ì
e.g., other?
e.g., education?
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AFPENÐIX E: DOCUMENT'ARV ANAI.YSIS - DOCIJMËNT ¡-IST!NG

Date Author (s) Àffiliations Name of
Reoórt/Document

Other comments

r95 I E. Kuipers, hydraulic
engineer

Prairie Fann
Rehabilitation
Agencv

Outline of Prograntrile

orr the Red River lJasin

Investigation

No date- l9-50's Unceftain- govemment
public relations document

The Story ofone
of Canada's
Biggest
Excavation
Projects: 'The Red
River Floodway'

'lhe Story of'one of
C¿r¡ra<Ja's Biggest
Ìixcavation Projects:
'I'he lteci Iìiver
Iì1Oocft,,,aJ¡"

r951 Greater Wimripeg Dyking
Board

Final Report on

Actívities of'the
Greater Winnipeg
Dyking Board of
lnception Jul)' i0¡'50 to
Oct. 1/51

I 956 Lakes Winnipeg and

Manitoba Board

fulemot'anduur:
ìúanitoba Water
Resources Investigatìr:n
Outline of a

Progratume

Report on needed

measures for flood
control on lakes and

rnajor rivers

r 963 W. M Baker- paid
consultant

Park and
Recreation
Pianner from
Toronto

Provincial
llesponsibilities in the

Developinent o1'Park
Potentials of the

Winnineg Floocfivav

1966 Offìce of the Provincial
Coordinator

Manitoba
Emergency
Measures
Organizatior.r

It4anitoba Floocì

Fíghting Plan

I 968 Planning Dept. (Manitoba) Province of
Manitoba

Ëffect ofLake
Wimipeg I{egulation
oir Flood l)anrages

Reporl for the Water
Control and

Conservation Branch
of Manitoba Water
Commissìor.r

t97Q G.E.Grippen and

Associates Ltd.-
consulting engineers

Report ou L-al<e

Winnipeg Regulation
For the Minister
on fèasibility of
Lake Winnipeg
legulation, control oI
oeriodic floodirtq

t9l -7
Planning Division-
Department of Mines,
Resources aud

Environmental
Management

Province Cooperatír,e
l)eveioptnent r¡1'the

Peml'rìna River Basirr

Study ofcosts, flood
control, etc.

t9'i4 Department of Mines,
Resources, and

Environmental
Managerlent

Provrnce Irlood Control: Ileci
River lrlooclq,ay aird

Cit-v of lùy'innipeg Dikes

Specilìcations on

floodway and dikes
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Ðate Author (s) Affiliations Name of
Reoort/Document

Other co¡nments

lL)7 4+ Manitoba Water
Commission

Province Tcnns o1' Ref'erence fì¡r Briefs f'or Minister

t9l 4 Manitoba Water
Comlnission

Report to Province Hearirrg of'the
l\4anitoba Water
Comlnission: Ilecl
River/-l'umbtrll Drivc
Briefs

Hearìng Briefs re
flooding of Red
River Drive and

Tumbull Drive
communities souti.l

of Citv

tq'/6 Manitoba Flood
Assistance Board

C-lountry and City
Flcrodirrg 1914-1975-
r916

Report for Minister
of Mines

¿'19',77 Manitoba Water
Commission

Report to Province The N{anitoba Water
Cornmission: A
Revieu, of l--lood

Fighting r\ctivities

For the Minister

Repor-t is result of
public hearings in
Brandon and

Winnipeg to develop
new strategies re

floodine

r 978 Planning Board
(Winnipeg)

[:¡lood L)anrage

Reduction Stud1" of the

Red River in the RLrral

lvlunicipalities o1'

Ritchot. Mcf)orlalcl.
I'Ianover, Irt. Cian'¡' ¿¡¡l
St. Vital

Report for Manitoba
Mir"res, Resources
and Environmental
Management : Water'
Resources Branch

Detailed floocl
protection costs of
community dikes

1919 Water Resources Branch Province Lower Wliitcmud Rivel
and Big Grass lvlarsh
Flood Control Study:
Phase II Repolt

Studied 6 single
purpose flood
control schemes

\9'19 Unciear* Ì\{ajor Diversions in

lvlanitoba
Outlines purposes of
rnajor diversion
projects- flood
control. etc.

l9fì I Ad Hoc Task Force on

Manitoba Flood
Mitigation Projects:
Canada-Manitoba

Provided to
Canada-Manitoba
Flood Damage
Reduction
Steering
Comnrittee

Rcport on lvlanitoba
Flood lr4itigatiotr
Projects: Red River
Valley Ring-D1,'ke

Commullities (Calmen-
Stc.Rose clu Lac-Girnli)

Sumurarizes
engineering and

econouric
evaluations of8
dikes

t98 t Conserwation Districts
Section, Water
Management Services,
Water Resources Brauch

Provrnce Canada-lv{anitoba
I:lood Dantage
Reduction Progräm:
Cit.v- ol'Winnipeg and

A<iciitional Interinl
Iìlood Iìisk Zorle
\,lappins Studl,

Related to Flood
Risk Area
Desigr.ration and

Mapping
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Date Author (s) Àf{iliations Narne of '

ReoorlDocunrent
Other co¡nnrents

I 987 Charles Howard and

Assoc. Ltd.
For RM of
Dufferin

An Integratccì SYstem

fbr Flood Cl<¡r-rtrol:

Clamran. Ì\{anitr¡ba

Purpose to look at

cost effective water
nlanagelnent
measures and flood
reliel'fbr town of
Carmen

I 987 Town of Morden
'lhe'l'own o1' Ìvlorris-
Sirbmission to the

Steering C,or.nmittee:

Canada-Manitoba
Flood Darttage
Recluction Progratu

Town's concerns
expressed about
flood designation

1 988 Water Resources Branch Province Water lvlanaget.uent
I ssues

Includes wide range
of issues- drainage,
resulation, flooding

lgL)] Inten.rational Joint
Commission

Ottawa and

Washington
Red River Flooding:
Short-Term lVe¿isures:

Interinl Report t<l tlre

IJC

Purpose to analyze
causes ancl effects o1'

1997 flood and

recommend ways to
reduce impacts in
future

I9!)S Manitoba Water
Commission

An lncicpencìerrt
Revierv ol Actiol.rs
Taken During the 1997

Red River Flood

Report to Minister of
Natural Resources

Includes research,
public consultation
and independents'
review of teclurical
issues

t 999 Canada-Manitoba
representatives- workshoP

Province and

Federal
Government

A Strategy lor
Reducing Flood Rísk in
the City of Winnìpeg:
Reporl of the Technic¿rl

Workshop on lìloocl
Itisk lVlanagement

Report ou status of
flood protection for
Winnipeg

l 999 Red River Floodway
Operation Review
Committee

Review o1'tlie lìed
Rii,cr Floodu,ay
Operating Rules

Reconrrnends
changes to
operations

Multi-stakeholder
members on
committee- included
local knowledse

l9r)9 Canadian Water
Resources Association
(cwRA)
- a compilation

Iìecl lLiver Flooding:
"Decreasing our Risks"

A collection of 30
presentations on
1997 flood issues

1 999 KGS Funded by IJC,
Wimipeg,
Province of
Manitoba

Flood Protection tbr the

Clit-v of Winnipeg-
Phase i

Lists r,'ulnerabiliti es

and inadequacies f-or

overall systeDl

nrotectins City
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Date Author {s) Affilíations I{ame of
RenortiDocument

Other comments

I q99 KGS Funded by IJC,
Winnipeg,
Province of
Manitoba

Flood Protection ltrr the

Cìty of'\Vinnipeg-
Phase 2

Lists rnitigation
options, costs of
flooding, the
'socially justifiable'
limit f<¡r the design
flood

C'onipilation of
reports 1953-
I 999

Dyking Cornmissioner
Greaier Winnipeg Dyking
Board

Annual Rcport of tlte
D¡rking Col.umissiolrer

Compilation of a

series ofannuai
reports Îrom 1952-
1999 on City flood
control works,
appraisal ofdiking
systeDr, comments re

development, etc.

* information was unclear as to authorship or date on the docunrent
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APPENDIX E: PhIOTÕGR.AP¡.{Y INTERVIEW QUEST'IONS

Photograph)¡ exercise

January, 2004-2005

PERSPECTIVE,S ANID EXPERIENCES IN A COMMTJNITY AT RISK FOR

FLOODINIG

Core questions for particípants during interviews related to photographs

1. Describe the photographs and what they mean to you. What is most

important about what you chose to represent in the photos?

2. Do you feel that the flood risk poses alhreatto what you depicted in the

pictures (discuss each)?

Ìf not, why not? If so, in what way? Do you have past experiences or

special knowledge that you can relate to explain youl perspectives?

3. What type of vision do you hold for your community? Has there been any

community level visioning done to your knowledge? If so, can you

describe the main characteristics of that vision, and your reaction to those

priorities and goals?

4. Do you feel the flood risk poses a threat to the vision you, or the

community, has of the future? If so in what way? Cau you describe

possible future scenarios and what is contributing to the achievement of
those visions?

5. What actions (if any) have been taken to reduce your community's

vulnerability to noo¿Z Have they made you feel iess or more vulnerable

to threat? Explain that assurance (or lack of)?
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6. How are the decisions made on how to best protect your community fron-r

flood? Do you feel a paft of that process? Do the decisions seem in line

with your personai values? Explain.

1. Who made/makes the decisions on what actions to take? Explain'

8. What do you believe would contribute to better decisions to reduce local

vulnerability to flood? (provide information on both structural and

nonstructural measures to respondent for them to consicler- dikes,

warning systems, individual homes flood-proofed, compensation

afïangements, insurance). Actions (if any) that have not been done that

ought to be examined?
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APPËl{DiX F : SOCIODEMOGRAP!{¡C

C om m u nitv F articip ønt I nform atio n

tr. Com¡nunity:

2. Name:

3. Address:

4. Gender:

Ernerson

5. Length of time living in community:

Female

NNFSRMAT¡ON

Male

Ste. Agathe

years

Apartment_ Other6. Type of dwelling: Home

7.In community during 1997 flood? Yes

7a. Extent of damage to home in 1997 (if applicable)

8. Age Category:

1. _18-24
2. _25-34
3. _35-44
4. _45-54
5. _s5-64
6. _65-74
'7 . _15-84
8. 

-85 
or over

9. _No response

9. Highest level of education acllieved:

1. 
-Some 

School
2. 

-High 
school graduation

3. 
-University 

or college (no graduation)

4. 
-Urriversity 

or college degree

5. 
-Other6. 
-No 

response

10. Religious Affiliation (if anY):
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APPEhIDIX G: GOhåSENTS

comrn¡.¡nity survey: !ntrodt¡ctiop and consent

I NTRODUCTO RY STATEM ENT

My narne is . . ... I am a student/professor at the Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba'

The purpose of our research is to improve understanding of corlmunity processes and values that impact

fìoodplarl management. We want to explore these issues through interviews with community mernbers' The

objectives ofthe studY are to:

I . identify which groups/organizations and which activities contribute to people's sense of identity within

their con:n-runities
2. identify what values underlay the sense of community identity

3. determine what groups/o.ganizations influence perceptions of and values related to the floodplain

4. determi¡e how the ldentified groups/organizatións influence people individually or collectively to make

decisions given the flood risk

The interview will take approximateiy forty-five minutes and will cover a wide range of topics about your

knowledge and experienóe within your comrnunity and during past flood events. You are under uo obligation to

participate in the interview. If you choose to parti;ipate please feel free to discuss your opinions openly and

fr.eely. you can, atany time, eird the interview o, ,"fm"ìo answer individual questions. In the event that you do

not wish to answer a specific question, simply respond "no cottrment". Your responses will be held in strict

confìdence, and the results of ihe study wili be aggregated (grouped) with no reference rnade to specifìc

participants.

This research is part of a iarger project titled Flood Research Partnership: Promoting Stakeholders' Participation

in Sustainable Flood Managãment in the Red River Basin. It is being funded by the Social Science and

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) til'ough a3 year Community-University Research Alliance (CURA)

grant. The larger project involies researchers from uarious institutions working together, and in partnership

iitl, 
"o-rounìties, 

to deveiop sorne best practices for sustainable floodplain management in the Red River

Basin a'd elsewhere. These survey, u." ón" of the tools being used to help improve understandillg related to

floodplain managernent, particulaily at the community level, and move towards lnore sustainable management

ili future.

The University of Manitoba Joint Faculty Ethics Review Board has approved this proposal If you have any

questions or concerrrs related to this matier, please contact Ms. Margaret Bowman, Ethics Secretary, Office of

Research Ser-vices, University of Manitoba at(204) 414-7122'
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TO hd S E NT : CO M M U ru lTV P I'å OTOG RAP h{Y R ES EAR C þå

Research Project Title:

ÍIurtetn valses and Vulnerøbitity Reductiott: Flood Mítígation Ðecísíotts ín the R-ed River

Busítt

Researcher: Toni Morris-Oswald

Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba

Tel.: (204) 474-945s

Cell: (204) 227-7583

Supervisor: Dr. John Sinclair

Professor, Natural Resources Institute, university of Manitoba

Tel.: (204) 474-8373

The consent fonn, a copy of which will be left with you fol your records and reference' is

only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the

research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like rnore detail

about sornething rnentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to

ask. please take the time to read this carefully and understancl any accompanying

infonnation

The purpose of the research is to implove our understanding of the relationship between

human values held by residents of comrnunities within the Red River Basin and the types of

treasures taken to reduce vulnerability to flood. The types of structural and nonstructural

rnitigation activities historically undertaken in the Basin will be reviewed, including how

those decisions were made, and what people (both decision-makers and citizens) believe

about those measures. The research will also evaluate whether the decisions made (and how

they are made) are likely to reduce r,ulnerability in the long tenl, build more resilient

comrnunities, and if the mitigation actions reflect the values and priorities of community

residents. At the conclusion of the study, recommendations will be made of how to improve

use of both structural and nonstructural measures in reducing r,ulnerability in this context'
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part of this research is being conclucted within small Manitoba communities south of the City

of Winnipeg. We are interested in your perspectives and your experiences as a community

r.esiclent lir¡ing in a community that is at risk fi'om lalge-scale floods. We are investigating

what values and priorities community residents have, including identifying what things they

most value within their community ancl why, what threat the flood risk rnay or lnay not pose

to what is valued, what visions people have for their community, and what actions (if any)

have been taken to reduce vulnerability to flood.

Should you choose to participate in this study, we will require several hours of your time

over a span of sevet'al months.

Once you have agreed to participate, thele will first of all be an arranged meeting of all

community parlicipants, eight to ten people in all. Note then that other community

participants will know of your participation. The meeting will review the research, and

discuss and clarify your role. The meeting will likely be roughly one hour (or as long as

necessary for clarifrcation purposes). You and other community tnembers will then be

provided with disposable cameras, and asked to take a dozenphotographs of those 'things'

you most value within your community. Details of how to do this will be provicled at the

ti¡re. you will also be given at least two weeks to do this at your leisure, during which we

will check in with you by telephone to address any questions you might have. You will also

be given several copies of a fonn on which to get signatures of any people whom you decide

to photograph (or the signatures ofa parent ol legal guardian for anyone under the age of 18)'

You must get their Pennission.

We will collect the films fi'om you for development, and arrange an interview time to meet

with you individually to discuss the photos. You will be given one copy of all the photos you

have taken, and one copy will be used in the research. The interview will be an open dialogue

between you and the researcher guicled by several questions about the photos' your

comrnunity, and the local flood risk. Interviews will likely be about 1'5 hours long' These

interviews will be audio-taped with your consent' We may also wish to use some of the
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comments that you make about what you value, or about your cofillxunity, in an alchive of

photos and comments that we will give to your cotnlnunity at the conclusion of the research'

Actual audiotapes, or auclio excerpts from the audiotapes, would not be plovidecl to the

community. We would provide only written excetpts we type from the interviews'

you will be consulted about the use of any and all photos and comments made by you that

are used in the archive. No individual names will appear in the archive beside photos or

comments.

After the interview about your photographs, you and all participants from your commuuity

will be asked to attend a focus gloup together several weeks later, in which some

photographs and comments will be used to prompt a discussion about various conmunity

a¡d flood management issues. Again, permission to use the photos and comments will be

obtained first from those who made them at the earlier interview or thr'ough a later visit by

the researcher. The focus group discussion which follows might inclucle, fol example, the

values and priorities depicted in the photos, what the ongoing flood threat means for the

cornmunity, and how mitigation fiteasures do ol do not leduce the sense of vulnerability to

floocl. Who took individual photos or made individual comments will not be revealed by

r-esearch staff to focus group participants. You, of course, may choose to reveal those items

that are yours.

All photographs, audiotapes and written records used will be coded and kept (stored)

separately from your identifying information during the duration of the research. The

materials will only be in the possession of the research team, and will be destroyed at the

conclusion of the research with the exception of those contained within the archive for your

community. your photos and interview responses will be held in strict conf,tdence by the

team, and the final results of the resealch will be aggregated (grouped) with no reference to

specihc particiPants.

Finally, as a pafiicipant, we will ask if you would like a summaly of f,rndings from the

lesearch, in writing, to be sent to you at a latel date'
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your signature on this fom indicates that you have understood to youl satisfaction the

infonnation regarding parlicipation in the research project and aglee to parlicipate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights, nor release the researchers, sponsors' ol

involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to

withdraw from the interview at any time and/or refrain from answering any questions you

prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued parlicipation should be as

informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clal'ification or new

information throughout your participation'

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Boarcl at the

University of Manitoba. If you have any conceffts or complaints about this project you may

contact my supervisor or rnyself at the telephone numbers appearing at the beginning of the

consent fonn, or by contacting the Human Ethics secretariat at 414-7122, or e-mail

.Acopyofthisconsentforrnhasbeengiventoyouto

keep for you records and reference'

Signature of parliciPant Date:

Date:Signature of researcher/delegate

+ As a result of commuuity input, audio and video recording procedures tvere not used'
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etruSEhtT: KEY ¡NFORMANT åTTERVüFWS

Key informants consent

Research Ploject Title:

I{uman Values and Vulnerability R.eduction: Flood Mitigation Decisions in the Red River Basin

R es^c urc h cr : Toni Morris-O sn' ald

Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba

Tel.: (204) 414-9455

Supervisor: Dr. John Sinclair

Professor, Natural Resources Institute, University of Manitoba

Tel.; (204) 474-8313

The consent fo¡n, a copy of which will be left with you fof your records and reference, is

only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the

research is about and what your participation will involve. If you \r/ould like more detail

about sornething rnentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel fi'ee to

ask. please take the time to read this carefully and undelstand any accornpanying

infonnation

The purpose of the research is to improve ouï understanding of the relationship between

hu*an values held by residents of communities within the Red Rivel Basin and tlie types of

lreasures taken to reduce vulnerability to flood. The types of structulal and nonstructural

mitigation activities historically undertaken in the Basin will be reviewed, including how

those decisions were made, and what people (both decision-makers and citizens) believe

about those rreasures. The research will also evaluate whether the decisions made (ancl how

they are made) are likely to teduce vulnerability in the long term, build more r'esilient

comrnunities, and if the rnitigation actions reflect the values and priorities of comrnunity

residents. At the conclusion of the study, recommendations will be made of how to irnptove

use of both structural and nonstructural Íteasures in reducing vulnerability in this context'

I would appreciate your parlicipation in an interview of approximately one hour in which I

will ask your thoughts on a series of questions related to floodplain management issues' and

the role of your agency if applicable. If you are in agreetnent, I would like to use aI1
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audiotape to lecord the interview. othel'wise your responses will be recolded on paper' Both

tapes and written records will be coded and kept (stored) separately frorn your identifying

infonnation (name, agency etc.) Tapes or written records will be held in rny office under lock

and key, and will be destloyed at the conclusion of the research' Only rny supervisor at the

university (Dr. John Sinclair), a research assistant on the project, and myself will have access

to the infonnation collected. your responses will be held in strict confidence' and the results

will be aggregated (gtouped) with no reference to specific participants (or theil agencies if

applicable). Also, as a parlicipant, we will ask if you would like a summary of findings frorn

the research, in writing, to be sent to you at a later date'

At the conclusion of our interview I will ask if you would be willing to participate in a

second interview of similar or lesser duration at alater date, or if you prefer not.

your signatule on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the

information regar-ding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights, nor release the researchers, sponsors, or

involved i¡stitutions fi'om their legal and plofessional responsibilities. You are free to

withdraw frorn the inter-view at any time and/or refrain from answering any questions you

prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as

infonîed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new

inf-onnation throughout your p articipation'

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the

university of Manitoba. If you have any conceffls or complaints about this project you lnay

contact rny superuisor or ¡ryself at the telephone numbers appearing at the beginning of the

consent fonn, or by contacting the Human Ethics secretariat at 47 4-7122, ot e-rnail

!ra'Acopyofthisconsentformhasbeengiventoyouto
keep for you recolds and refèrence'

Signature of ParticiPant
Date:

Date:
Si gnature of researcher/delegate
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APPEhIDIX h!: COMMN"iN¡TY POSTËRS
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ñdenÉlQr and Attachment
Church
'You can identily w¡lh the church, identify with your
religion, identfy with worship.

It is lhe lifeblood of our community. P€ople meel
to worship, nourish spirìtual needs.'

SGäool rr.r.,, ,i . ,. .. ..

'ln 1997 due to da¡Ìages, lho ôld
part of {he school was tom dom, a
newfront part wâs å¿oed, ãnO the
back partwas Cleâned up,.-'

French cultural values
'Fr€nch cullur?l values... sre ¡mportânì .., the school
in town is Êfench so thât chrldren contiôue to learn
French values.' ,: ,:,,..' .', 

,,.',i , 
: 

. . ',The' 
Reu

Thê r¡ver as a resourcê

'No dikê impêdês ùìÈ vìéw ôf lhs r¡ver
in Sle. AgaÌhe... We afe in € very
good posìlion to dêvêlop ê rivêriidê
þark;! : r : .. l,r:r::lr:,r': i ll ', .'.., .':l , t,.r i.i

River

Flood VuEnenahiBã8y

:The dike is not high Ènough; it ìe lower than the lrain lrack $tìich ws
overlopped in 1997.

'[,fy biggest concern is that there is no ¡eal

dike. A core dike vrìth a clay base is what
we have. We were told a temporary dike
would go there on top of the core dike,., lt s
like an unfìnìshed dike.

. :.,,., r',Wé'sr]ortldrf0cÙs':éhr.thè ra¿f. tllát
I r'j r r'r r ': Þdúlh ojwlqriipeg;.s€ aiert¡ep¡ly

community with an unobstructed
v¡ew of lhe ruer.'

'Dur¡ng the 1997 Roöd, water wås
:, I .I ì l.rr .. ålmostùp-ìq:lhs Þl.dge ¡ri plaôës;:,

The bridge is used as å water
r .r.: ' iÎtârkêi, Lqôål:pê_úÞlejddgovatdrì.

height by the pieß.'

L¡v¡ng w¡th thê r¡ver

'fhê kíds are slill f¡dìng lhings aloriçj thê r,, :

river... ärlifacts,.. bottles, beaded purse,
paßs of a slove...'

'We are dra¡ning tons of wàter from the ..

west lhough culverts and pipes... This
rallonale loo much water. add more draìñs"
is the problem.'

'Theres al@ys goìng to be a flood threat; 1997
showed us that it can happen.

Floods change tlre face of á
commun¡ty

fn J 997.:. 'A lot ol the elderly lefi.r. . 
-the flood

v.as too much for some elderly.

Decision-making to reduce vu!nerahility
'We had consultatìon meetings (but)... the meetings wouldn't
change the outcome, People stated their conceros but nothing
was chanqed.

'Better decisions wouìd come about from
lhinkinq positively, ând thinking about what has
been done to protect lhe tow (since 1997).'

'We want the ear öl gÕvernmdnt, wät1l to -

organize oußelves more politícally.

Loss
'Expropriation, the tem usêd by góvêrnménf, means
(you) have to leave eveMhìng behind!'

Visions f,or a Viable FuËune



Ë.¡rê and ambulânce
'Thä lire hall reprsenté vigìlance
regarding flood, and profeclíon

hôñ 11â>^td'

Frotective Services
within the
Gommunity

Suality of !-ife

RCMP
Tñey 1eûÈLtfê sâfety, sècúriby-, árid
hêedom ofmovemeirt,'

ÆilruxruriwmM

Recreational Yalues

'There is lots of r€creation in
tom',.. Recreãtion was
'historically ¡ñportanl io the
toM.'

A Garing Gommunlty-

Exploring community values and flood
vulnerability thror¡gh photography
. : r 2OO5.,, , ' ,'

Park
It is 'wellmaintained,
wonderful,.. open and eásy
tò àôcêss.,. lots of hourí
aváiiable tó thê Þublio.'

'A.comûiuhity ñeèds.a school 10 havé
somé sémblánie ofá futùie.' .'r:'

,, 
t 

:..,',', : .::.' " t:l:l:

llsuþports for Ëênirlr$l l

Yloislriþ

'' : 't ' . 
ji llll liliil:t. :!:llljillllil,i.,

tlS-Ganada Eorder Relations

'Historìc values are represented
here, the fown hâl/ houses lhe
ììbrary, recrealion depadment, ând

the memorìal fór WWz.'

Remembering
Past Floods

l$gnlglE ãre,slíllrrhÊ{nÞ..StS:Þltlq ,i: :

ço¡nu¡ìtyìÈVøiñ6ê'fhey ãier. i r:]

ïLbre- ii'1rige llt îeÌll',iri' j
iFåmijyrâ11d'rrüÈhíÞ Ìepieseiil'r",rj,i :

iqqg!,?'d.iii,.ii.,.iii¡.,,.,,':. .. i..:'ti:, tl

rlreie¡È¡e, rdeindtíiÍi þrisiþqq.lip¡s
Etd ilgi.è-lp.rq,JmolÞ13l¡¡,,, ¡,¡ : ::,,
tssoufGesj ii:':.rir r',,:.i.:.: -., ;

Valuing FåistorY

'Devils Lake Diversion will result in móre water and biotic
conlaminat¡on... we need to be more diligent... what f theyflood or

contáminate us and claim it is just an erro¿'

There is'less freedoûl to travel
across the border... there use lo be

more association (beh4€en

communilìes) across lhe border.'
That ìs å loss...

Ihe lelephone oftice Ms'6 feet under
mter iñ J950. and ìn 1966 ws
sandbägged... I hâd lo climb over
them to gêt iñside.'

Two sides
to the story

Fa,tbaa,ks månsion... 'll is be¡ng
rèslor¡id to ils fomer beauly.,. to .

restore ìt back to its hìstori€ì look.'

Living with the Flood Ris$ç

;The cof{er dike is sìnkìnq into the river.

and the rivetbank needs ståbilization'

Ffajding,'doès poæ å'threa{ if we don't :

màÌntâìn ùà dike ór täkê propèr prêcâutjoñs

under ærtain forecâst conditions.'

Many Views
:Thê dike is the reason we
arè still herël'

'People häve the wong idea
about EmersÒn beìng under
mter.,. ruráf people know
b6tter thân urbån peoPle hów
tô look â{ter themselveS in ãn
êmergency.'

'Fl0od d€fi nìtelY âflects
busìness€s. Êven ìf{he to$f,
dÞêqti.flood. lqsl lhè ÍYóå.(
hãs eleÇÌs.'

l

'An imôortant €míndêi ìs that
tnerè are costs if you do
hi;Es ôui áìso costs ifnothir¡g
is done wilh regârd to llood
vulnéiåbility.'

{thê,biiäèfits ûr t¡ling hêre.butür¿igh the disädvant¡$ésll


